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"THE EYE SEES ONLY THAT WHICH IT BRINGS WITH IT THE POWER 

OF SEEING."-Cicero. 

"OPEN THOU liIINE EYES, THAT I YA Y BEHOLD WONDROUS THINGS 

OUT OF THY LA w."-Psalrn 119: 18. 

"FOR WITH THEE IS THE FOUNT.A.IN OF LIFE : lN THY LIGHT SH.A.LL 

WE SEE LIGHT."-Psalm 36: 9. 

"FOR WE KNOW IN PART, .A.ND WE PROPHESY IN PART; BUT WHEN 

THAT WHICH IS PERFECT IS COME, THAT WHICH IS IN PART 

SH.A.LL BE DONE .A.W.A.Y."-1 Gar. 13: 9, 10. 



INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

The present work contains the substance of my "Systematic 

Theology." It omits all bibliographical and illustrative material, 

and confines itself to bare statements of doctrine. Those readers 

who desire further explanation of the various points under discus

sion will find their needs supplied in the larger work, a description 

of which immediately follows this Introductory Note. It is 

thought that the present volume may have its special value as a 

text-book and basis for class-recitation, supplemented, as such 

recitation may be, by the oral expositions of the teacher. As this 

volume, however, contains all the large print of the larger work, it 

constitutes in itself a complete whole, and presents the author's 

views in all essential particulars. 

ROCHESTER THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., .MAY 1, 1908. 
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PREFACE 
TO THE AUTHOR'S "SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY" IN THREE VOLUMES. 

The present work is a revision and enlargement of my 

"Systematic Theology," first published in 1886. Of the original 

work there have been printed seven editions, each edition embody

ing successi,e corrections and supposed improvements. During 

the twenty years which have intervened since its first publication 

I have accumulated much new material, which I now offer to the 

reader. l\Iy philosophical and critical point of view meantime has 

also somewhat changed. While I still hold to the old doctrines, I 

interpret them differently and expound them more clearly, because 

I seem to myself to have reached a fundamental truth which 

throws new light upon them all. This truth I have tried to set 

forth in my book entitled "Christ in Creation," and to that book 

I refer the reader for further information. 

That Christ is the one and only Revealer of God, in nature, in 

humanity, in history, in science, in Scripture, is in my judgment 

the key to theology. This view implies a monistic and idealistic 

conception of the world, together with an evolutionary idea as to 

its origin and progress. But it is the very antidote to pantheism, 

in that it recognizes evolution as only the method of the tran

scendent and personal Christ, who fills all in all, and who makes the 

universe teleological and moral from its centre to its circumference 

and from its beginning until now. 

Neither evolution nor the higher criticism has any terrors to one 

who regards them as parts of Christ's creating and educating pro

cess. The Christ in whom are hid all the treasures of wisdom and 
ix 
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knowledge himself furnishes all the needed safeguards and limita

tions. It is only because Christ has been forgotten that nature and 

law have been personified, that history has been regarded as unpur

posed development, that Judaism has been referred to a merely 

human origin, that Paul has been thought to have switched the 

church off from its proper track even before it had gotten fairly 

started on its course, that superstition and illusion have come to 

seem the only foundation for the sacrifices of the martyrs and the 

triumphs of modern missions. I believe in no such irrational and 

atheistic evolution as this. I believe rather in him in whom all 

things consist, who is with his people even to the end of the world, 

and who has promised to lead them into all the truth. 

Philosophy and science are good servants of Christ, but they are 

poor guides when they rule out the Son of God. As I reach my 

seventieth year and write these words on my birthday, I am thank

ful for that personal experience of union with Christ which has 

enabled me to see in science and philosophy the teaching of my 

Lord. But this same personal experience has made me even more 

alive to Christ's teaching in Scripture, has made me recognize in 

Paul and John a truth profounder than that disclosed by any 

secular writers, truth with regard to sin and atonement for sin, 

that satisfies the deepest wants of my nature and that is self

evidencing and divine. 

I am distressed by some common theological tendencies of our 

time, because I believe them to be false to both science ancl 

religion. How men who have ever felt themselves to be lost sin

ners and who have once received pardon from their crucified Lord 

and Savior can thereafter seek to pare down his attributes, deny 

his deity and atonement, tear from his brow the crown of miracle 

and sovereignty, relegate him to the place of a merely moral teacher 

who influences us only as does Socrates by words spoken across a 

stretch of ages, passes my comprehension. Here is my test of 
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orthodoxy: Do we pray to Jesus? Do we call upon the name of 

Christ, as did Stephen and all the early church ? Is he our living 

Lord, omnipresent, omniscient, omnipotent ? Is ho divine only 

in the sense in which we arc divine, or is he the only-begotten Son, 

God manifest in the flesh, in whom is all the fulness of tho 

Godhead bodily ? What think ye of the Christ ? is still the critical 

1question, and none are entitled to the name of Christian who, in the 

:face of the evidence he has furnished us, cannot answer the ques

tion aright. 

Under the influence of Ritschl and his Kantian relativism, many 

of our teachers and preachers have swung off into a practical denial 

of Christ's deity and of his atonement. We seem upon the verge 

of a second Unitarian defection, that will break up churches and 

compel secessions, in a worse manner than did that of Channing 

and Ware a century ago. American Christianity recovered from 

that disaster only by vigorously asserting the authority of Christ 

and the inspiration of the Scriptures. We need a new vision of 

the Savior like that which Paul saw on the way to Damascus and 

John saw on the isle of Patmos, to convince us that Jesus is lifted 

above space and time, that his existence antedated creation, that he 

conducted the march of Hebrew history, that he was born of a 

Virgin, suffered on the Cross, rose from the dead, and now lives 

forevermore, the Lord of the universe, the only God with whom we 

have to do, our Savior here and our Judge hereafter. Without a 

revival of this faith our churches will become secularized, mission 

enterprise will die out, and the candlestick will be removed out of 

its place as it was with the seven churches of Asia, and as it has 

been with the apostate churches of New England. 

I print this revised and enlarged edition of my "Systematic 

Theology," in the hope that its publication may do something to 

stem this fast advancing tide, and to confirm the faith of God's 

elect. I make no doubt that the vast majority of Christians still 
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hold the faith that was once for all delivered to the saints, and that 

they will sooner or later separate themselves from those who deny 

the Lord who bought them. When the enemy comes in like a 

flood, the Spirit of the Lord will raise up a standard against him. 

I would do my part in raising up such a standard. I would lead 

others to avow anew, as I do now, in spite of the supercilious 

assumptions of modern infidelity, my firm belief, only qonfirmed 

by the experience and reflection of a half century, in the old 

doctrines of holiness as the fundamental attribute of God, of an 

original transgression and sin of tho whole human race, in a divine 

preparation in Hebrew history for man's redemption, in the deity, 

preexistence, virgin birth, vicarious atonement and bodily resur

rection of Jesus Christ our Lord, and in his future coming to judge 

the quick and the dead. I believe that these are truths of science 

as well as truths of revelation ; that the supernatural will yet be 

seen to be most truly natural ; and that not the open minded theo

logian but the narrow minded scientist will be obliged to hide his 

head at Christ's coming. 

The present volume, in its treatment of Ethical Monism, Inspir

ation, the Attributes of God, and the Trinity, contains an antidote 

to most of the false doctrine which now threatens the safety of the 

church. I desire especially to call attention to the section on 

Perfection, and the Attributes therein involved, because I believe 

that the recent merging of Holiness in Love, and the practical 

denial that Righteousness is fundamental in God's nature, are 

responsible for the utilitarian views of law and the superficial views 

of sin which now prevail in some systems of theology. There can 

be no proper doctrine of the atonement and no proper doctrine of 

retribution, so long as Holiness is refused its preeminence. Love 

must have a norm or standard, and this norm or standard can be 

found only in Holiness. The old conviction of sin and the sense of 

guilt that drove the convicted sinner to the Cross are inseparable 
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from a firm belief in tho self-affirming attribute of God as logically 

prior to and as conditioning the self-communicating attribute. The 

theology of our day needs a new view of tho Righteous One. Such 

a view will make it plain that God must be reconciled before man 

can be saved, and that the human conscience can be pacified only 

upon condition that propitiation is made to tho divine Righteous

ness. In this volume I propound what I regard as the true Doc

trine of God, because upon it will be based all that fo1lows in the 

volumes on the Doctrine of Man, and the Doctrine of Salvation. 

The universal presence of Christ, the Light that lighteth every 

man, in heathen as well as in Christian lands, to direct or overrule 

all movements of the human mind, gives me confidence that the 

recent attacks upon the Christian faith will fail of their purpose. 

It becomes evident at last that not only the outworks are assaulted, 

but the very citadel itself. We are asked to give up all belief in 

special revelation. Jesus Christ, it is said, has come in the flesh 

precisely as each one of us has come, and he was before Abraham 

only in the same sense that we were. Christian experience knows 

how to characterize such doctrine so soon as it is clearly stated. 

And the new theology will be of use in enabling even ordinary 

believers to recognize soul-destroying heresy even under the mask 

of professed orthodoxy. 

I make no apology for the homiletical element in my book. To 

be either true or useful, theology must be a passion. Pectus est 

quod theologum fa cit, and no disdainful cries of "Pectoral 

Theology!" shall prevent me from maintaining that the eyes of the 

heart must be enlightened in order to perceive tho truth of God, 

and that to know the truth it is needful to do the truth. Theology 

is a science which can be successfully cultivated only in connection 

with its practical application. I would therefore, in every discus

sion of its principles, point out its relations to Christian experience, 

and its power to awaken Christian emotions and lead to Christian 
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decisions. Abstract the ogy is not really scientific. Only that 

theology is scientific whi _1 brings the student to the feet of Christ. 

I would hasten the day when in the name of Jesus every knee shall 

bow. I believe that, if any man serve Christ, him the Father will 

honor, and that to serve Christ means to honor him as I honor the 

Father. I would not pride myself that I believe so little, but 

rather that I believe so much. Faith is God's measure of a man. 

Why shonlu I doubt that God spoke to the fathers through the 

prophets ? Why should I think it incredible that God should raise 

the dead? The things that are impossible with men are possible 

with God. When the Son of man comes, shall he find faith on the 

earth ? Let him at least find faith in us who profess to be his 

followers. In the conviction that the present darkness is but 

temporary and that it will be banished by a glorious sunrising, I 

give this new edition of my "Theology" to the public with the 

prayer that whatever of good seed is in it may bring forth fruit, 

and that whatever plant the heavenly Father ha.s not planted may 

be rooted up. 

ROCHESTER THEOLOGICAL 8E1iIIN.A.RY, 

ROCHESTER, N. Y., AUGUST 3, 1906. 
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OUTLINES OF 

SYSTE1\1ATIO TI-IEOLOGY. 

PART I. 

PROLEGOMENA. 

CHAPTER I. 

IDEA OF THEOLOGY. 

I. DEFINITION.-Theology is the science of God and of the relations 
between Goel and the universe. 

II. Arn.-The aim of theology is the ascertainment of the facts respect
ing Goel arnl tho relations between God and the universe, and the exhibi
tion of these facts in their rational unity, as connected parts of a formulated 

an<l organic system of truth. 

ill. PossmILITY.-The possibility of theology has a threefold grounds 
1. In the existence of a Gotl wlio has relations to the universe; 2. In the 
capacity of tho human mind for knowing Goel and certain of these relations ; 
and 3. In the provision of means by which God is brought into actual con
tact with the mind, or in other words, in the provision of a revelation. 

l. In the existence of a God who has relations to the universe.-It has 

been objected, indeed, that since God and theso relations are objects 
apprehended only by foitli, they are not proper objects of knowledge or 

subjects for science. We reply: 

A. Faith is knowledge, and a higher sort of knowledge.-Physical sci
ence also rests upon faith-faith in our own existence, in tho existence of a 
world objective and external to m,, ancl in the existence of other persons 
than ourseh-es ; faith in our primith-e convictions, snch as space, time, 
cause, substance, design, right; faith in the trustworthiness of our faculties 
and in the testimony of our fellowmen. But physical science is not thereby 
invalidate<l, because this faith, though unlike sense-perception or logical 
demonstration, is yet a cognitiYe act of the reason, and may bo defined 
as certitude with respect to matters in which verification is unattainable. 

B. Faith is a knowledge conditioned by holy affection.-The faith which 
apprehends God's being and working is not opinion or imagination. It is 
certitude with regard to spiiitual realities, upon the testimony of our 
ratiooo.l natme and upon the testimony of God. Its only peculiarity ns a cog
nitive act of the reason is that it is conditioned by holy affection. As the 
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science of resthetics is a product of reason as including a power of recog
nizing beauty practically inseparable from a loye for beauty, and as the 
science of ethics is a product of reason as including a power of recognizing 
the morally right practically inseparable from a love for the morally right, so 
the science of theology is a product of reason, bnt of reason as including 
a power of recognizing God which is practically inseparable from a love for 
God. 

C. Faith, therefore, can furnish, and only faith can furnish, fit and 
sufficient material for a scientific theology.-As an operation of man's 
higher rational nature, though distinct from ocular vision or from reason
ing, faith is not only a kind, but the highest kind, of knowing. It gives 
us understanding of realities which to sense alone are inaccessible, namely, 
God's existence, and some at least of the relations between God and his 
creation. 

2. In the capacity of the h'wnian niind for knowing Goel and ce1·tain 
of these relations.-But it has mged that such knowledge is impossible 
for the following reasons : 

A. Because we can know only phenomena. We reply: (a) We know 
mental as well as physical phenomena. (l.>) In knowing phenomena, 
whether mental or physical, we know substance as underlying the phe
nomena, as manifested tluough them, and as constituting their ground of 
unity. (c) Our minds bring to the observation of phenomena not only 
this knowledge of substance, but also knowledge of time, space, cause, and 
right, realities which are in no sense phenomenal. Since these objects of 
knowledge are not phenomenal, the fact that Goel is not phenomenal can
not prevent us from knowing him. 

B. Because we can know only that which bears analogy to our own 
natme or experience. ·we reply: (a) It is not essential to knowledge 
that there be similarity of nature between the knower and the known. 
We know by difference as well as by likeness. (b) Our past experience, 
though greatly facilitating new acquisitions, is not the measme of our pos
sible knowledge. Else the first act of knowledge would be inexplicable, 
and all wvelation of higher characters to lower would be precluded, as well 
as all progress to knowledge which surpasses our present attainments. 
(c) Even if knowledge depended upon similarity of nature and experience, 
we might still know God, since we are made in God's image, and there 
are important analogies between the divine nature and our own. 

C. Because we know only that of which we can conceive, in the sense 
of forming an adequate mental image. We reply: (a) It is true that 
we know only that of which we can conceive, if by the term "conceive" 
we mean our distinguishing in thought the object known from all other 
objects. But, (b) The objection confounds conception with that which is 
merely its occasional accompaniment and help, namely, the picturing of 
the object by the imagination. In this sense, conceivability is not a final 
test of truth. ( c) That the formation of a mental image is not essential 
to conception or knowledge, is plain when we remember that, as a matter 
of fact, we both conceive and know many things of which we cannot form 
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a mental image of ll.IlY sort that in tho least corresponds to the reality ; for 
example, force, cause, law, space, our own minds. So wo may know God, 
though we cannot form an adequate mental imago of him. 

D. Because we can know tmly only that which we know in whole and 
not in part. ,Ve reply: (a) The objection confounds partial knowledge 
with the knowledge of a part. We know the minJ. in part, but we do 
not know a part of the mind. (b) If tho objection were valid, no real 
knowledge of anything would bo possible, since we know no single thing 
in all its relations. 1Ve concludo that, although God is a being 110t com
posed of parts, wo may yet have a partial knowledge of him, and this 
knowledge, though not exhaustive, may yet be real, and adequate to the 
purposes of science. 

E. Because all predicates of God are negative, and therefore furnish 
no real knowledge. We answer: (a) Predicates derived from our con
sciousness, such as spirit, love, and holiness, are positive. (b) The terms 
"infinite" and "absolute," moreover, express not merely a negative but a 
positive idea-the idea, in the former case, of the absence of all limit, the 
idea that the object thus described goes on and on forever ; the idea, in 
the latter case, of entire self-sufficiency. Since predicates of God, there
fore, are not merely negative, the argument mentioned above furnishes no 
valid reason why we may not know him. 

F. Because to know is to limit or define. Hence the Absolute as 
unlimited, and the Infinite as undefined, cannot he knO'\vn. We answer: 
(a) God is absolute, not as existing in no relation, but as existing in no 
necessary relation; and (b) God is infinite, not as excluding all coexistence 
of the finite with himself, but as being the ground of the finite, and so 
unfettered by it. (c) God is actually limiteJ by the unchangeablenessof his 
own attributes and personal distinctiom;, as well as by his self-chosen 
relations to the universe he has created and to humanity in the person of 
Christ. Goel is therefore limited ancl defined in such a sense as to render 
knowledge of him possible. 

G. Because all knowledge is relative to the knowing agent; that is, 
what we know, we know, not as it is objectively, but only as it is related 
to our o-wn senses and faculties. In reply: (a) We grant that we can 
know only that which has relation to our faculties. But this is simply to 
say that we know only that which we come into mental contact with, that 
is, we know only what we know. But, (b) We deny that what we come 
into mental contact with is known by us as other than it is. So far as it is 
known nt all, it is known as it is. In other words, the laws of our knowing 
are not merely arbitrary and regulative, but correspond to the nature of 
things. We conclude that, iu theology, we are equally warranted in 
assuming that the laws of our thought are laws of God's thought, and that 
the results of normally conducted thinking with regard to God correspond 
to the objective reality. 

3. In God's actual revelation of himself and certain of these rela
tions.-As we do not in this place nttempt a positive proof of God's exist
ence or of man's capacity for the knowledge of God, so we do not now 
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attempt to prove that God has brought himself intu contact with man's 
mind by revelation. We shall consider the grounds of this belief here
after. Our aim at present is simply to show that, granting the fact of 
revelation, a scientific theology is possible. This has been denied upon 
the following grounds : 

A. That revelation, as a making known, is necessarily internal and 
subjective-either a mode of intelligence, or a quickening of man's cog
nitive powers- and hence can furnish no objective facts such as constitute 
the proper m~terial for science. 

In reply to this objection, urged mainly by idealists in philosophy, 

(a) "\Ve grant that revelation, to be effective, must be the means of 
inducing a new mode of intelligence, or in other words, must be under
stood. We grant that this understanding of divine things is impossible 
without a quickening of man's cognitive powers. We grant, moreover, 
that revelation, when originally imparted, was often internal and 
subjective. 

(b) But we deny that external revelation is therefore useless or impos
sible. Even if religious ideas sprang wholly from within, an external rev
elation might stir up the dormant powers of the mind. Religious ideas, 
however, do not spring wholly from within. External revelation can 
impart them. l\Ian can reveal himself to man by external comm unica
tions, and, if God has equal power with man, Goel can reveal himself to 
man in like manner. 

(c) Hence God's revelation may be, and, as we shall hereafter see, it is, 
in great part, an external revelation in works and words. The universe is 
a revelation of God; God's works in nature precede God's worcls in history. 
\Ve claim, moreover, that, in many cases where truth was originally com
municated internally, the same Spirit who communicated it has brought 
about an external record of it, so that the internal revelation might be 
handed down to others than those who first received it. 

(cl) With this external record we shall also see that there is given 
under proper conditions a special influence of God's Spirit, so to quicken 
our cognitive powers that the external record reproduces in our minds the 
ideas with which the minds of the writers were at first divinely filled. 

(e) Internal revelations thus recorded, and external revelations thus 
interpreted, both furnish objective facts which may serve as proper mater
ial for science. Although revelation in its widest sense may include, and 
as constituting the ground of the possibility of theology does include, both 
insight and illumination, it may also be used to denote simply a pro
vision of the external means of knowledge, and theology has to do with 
inward revelations only as they are expressed in, or as they agree with, 
this objective standard. 

B. That many of the truths thus revealed are too indefinite to consti
tute the material for science, because they belong to the region of the feel
ings, because they are beyond our full understanding, or because they are 
destitute of orderly arrangement. We 1·eply : 



RELATION TO RELIGION. 

(a) Theology has to do v.ith suhjcctivo feelings only as thoy can be 

defined, and shown to bo effects of objective truth upon tho mind. Thoy 

are not more obscure than n.ro tho facts of momls or of psychology, and tho 

same objection which would oxclnde such feelings from theology would 

Dlllko these latter sciences impossible. 

( b) Those facts of revelation which nre beyond our full understanding may, 
like the nebular hypothesis in astronomy, the atomic theory in chemistry, 

or the doctrine of evolution in biology, furnish a principle of nnion between 

great classes of other facts otherwise irreconcilable. 1\7 e may define our 

concepts of Gotl, and even of the Trinity, at least sufficiently to distinguish 

them from all other concepts ; and whatever difficulty may encumber the 

putting of them into languago only shows the importance of attempting it 

and the value of even au approximate success. 

( c) Evon though there were 110 orderly arrangement of these facts, either 

in nature or in Scripture, an accurate systematizing of them by the human 

mind woultl not therefore be proved impossible, unless a principle were 

assumed which would show all physical science to be equally impossible. 

Astronomy and geology are constmcted by putting together multitudinous 

facts which at first sight seem to have no order. So with theology. And 

yet, although revelation docs not present to ns a dogmatic system ready

made, a dogmatic system is not only implicitly contahied therein, but parts 

of the system are wrought ont in the epistles of the New Testament, as for 

example in Rom. 5 : 12-19; 1 Cor. 15 : 3, 4:; 8 : G; 1 Tim. 3 : 1G ; Heb. 6: 

1, 2. 

IV. NECESSITY.-The necessity of theology has its grounds 

(a) In the organizing instinct of the human mind. This organizing 

principle is a part of our constitution. The mind cannot endure confusion 

or apparent contradiction in known facts. The tendency to harmonize 

and unify its knowledge appears as soon as the mind becomes reflective; 

just in proportion to its endowments aml culture docs the impulse to sys

tematize and formulate increase. This is true of all departments of human 

inquiry, but it is pecnliurly true of our knowledge of God. Since the truth 

with regard to Goel is the most important of all, theology meets the deepest 

want of man's rational nature. Theology is a mtional necessity. If all 

existing theological systems were destroyed to-day, new systems would rise 

to-morrow. So inevitable is the operation of this law, that those who most 

decry theology show nevertheless that they ha Ye matle a theology for them

selves, and often one sufficiently meagre and blundering. Hostility to 

theology, where it does not originate in mistaken fears for the corruption 

of God's truth or in a naturally illogical structure of mind, often proceeds 

from a license of speculation which cannot brook the restraints of a com

plete Scriptural system. 

(b) In the relation of systematic tntth lo the clcvclopmcnt of charac

ter. Truth thoroughly digested is essential to the growth of Christian 

character in the indiviJ.ual and in tho church. All knowledge of God has 

its influence upon character, but most of all tho knowledge of spiritual 

facts in their relations. Theology cannot, as has sometimes been objected, 
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deaden the religions aft'ections, since it only draws out from their sources 
and puts into rational connection with each other the truths which are 
best adapted to nourish the religious affections. On the other hand, the 
strongest Christians are those who have the firmest grasp upon the great 
doctrines of Christianity ; the heroic ages of the church are those which 
have witnessed most consistently to them; the piety that can be injured by 
the systematic exhibition of them must be weak, or mystical, or mistaken. 

(c) In the importance to the vrcaclzer of definite and just views of 
Christian doctrine. His chief intellectual qualification must be the 
power clearly and comprehensively to conceive, and accurately and power
fully to express, the truth. He can be the agent of the Holy Spirit in con
verting and sanctifying men, only as he can wield '' the sword of the 
Spirit, which is the word of Goel" ( Eph. 6 : 17 ), or, in other language, 
only as he can impress truth upon the minds and consciences of his 
bearers. Nothing more certainly nullifies his efforts than confusion and 
inconsistency in his statements of doctrine. His object is to replace 
obscure and erroneous conceptions among his hearers by those which are 
correct and vivid. He cannot do this without knowing the facts with 
regard to God in their relations - knowing them, in short, as parts of a 
system. With this truth he is put in trust. To mutilate it or misrepresent 
it, is not only sin against the Revealer of it,-it may prove the ruin of 
men's souls. The best safeguard against such mutilation or misrepresen
tation, is the diligent study of the several doctrines of the faith in their 
relations to one another, and especially to the central theme of theology, 
the person and work of Jesus Christ. 

(d) In the intimate connection between correct doctrine and the 
safety and aggressive power of the church. The safety and progress of 
the church is dependent upon her "holding the pattern of sound words" 
( 2 Tim. 1 : 13), and serving as "pillar and ground of the truth " ( 1 Tim. 3: 
15). Defective understanding of the truth results sooner or later in 
defects of organization, of operation, and of life. Thorough comprehen
sion of Christian trnth as an organized system furnishes, on the other hand, 
not only an invaluable defense against heresy and immorality, but also an 
indispensable stimulus and instrument in aggressive labor for the world's 
conversion. 

(e) In the direct and indirect injunctions of Scripture. The Scrip
ture urges upon ns the thorough and comprehensive study of the trnth 
(John 5 : 39, marg., - '' Search the Scriptures" ), the comparing and 
harmonizing of its different parts (1 001'. 2 : 1:3-" comparing spiritual 
things with spiritual"), the gathering of all about the great central fact of 
revelation (Col. 1: 27-" which is Christ in you, the hope of glory"), the 
preaching of it in its wholeness as well as in its clue proportions (2 Tim. 4: 
2 - '' Preach the word"). The minister of the Gospel is called '' a scribe 
who hath been made a disciple to the kingdom of heaven" (l\fat. 13 : 52); 
the "pastors" of the ch1uches are at the same time to be "teachers " 
(Eph. 4 : 11); the bishop must be "apt to teach" (1 Tim. 3 : 2), " handling 
aright the word of truth" ( 2 Tim. 2: 15 ), "holding to the faithful word 
which is according to the teaching, that he may be ·able both to exhort in 
the sound doctrine and to convict the gainsayers" (Tit. 1 : 9). 
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V. RELATIO:s- TO RELIGION.-Theology and religion are related to each 
other ns effects, in different spheres, of the samo cause. As theology is an 
eftect produced in the sphere of systematic thought by the facts roRpecting 
Goel and the universe, so religion is an effect which these same facts pro
duce in tho sphero of individual and collective lifo. ,vith regard to the 
term 'religion', notice : 

1. Derivation. 

(a) The derivation from 1·eli{J(trc, 'to bind back' (man to Goel), is 
negatived by the authority of Cicero and of the best modern etymologists; 
by the clifllculty, on this hypothesis, of explaining such forms as relig-io, 
religcns; ancl by the necessity, in that caso, of presupposing n. fuller 
knowledge of sin and 1·cclcmption than was common to the ancient world. 

( b) The more correct derivation is from rclcgerc, " to go over ago.in," 
'' carefully to ponder." Its original meaning is therefore '' reverent 
observance" (of duties clue to the gods). 

2. False Conceptions. 

(a) Religion is not, as Hegel declared, a kind of knowing; for it 
would then be only an incomplete form of philosophy, and the mcasuro of 
knowledge in each case would be the measure of piety. 

(b) Religion is not, as Schleiernrncher hehl, the mere feeling of depend
ence ; for such feeling of dependence is not religious, unless exercised 
toward Goel and accompanied by moral effort. 

(c) Religion is not, as Kant maintained, morality or moral action; for 
morality is conformity to an abstract law of right, while religion is essen
tially a relation to a person, from whom the soul receives bles3ing and to 
whom it surrenders itself in love and obedience. 

3. Essential Idea. 
Religion in its essential idea is a life in Goel, a life lived in recognition of 

God, in comm1mion with God, and under control of the indwellingSpfrit of 
God. Since it is a life, it cannot be described as consisting solely in the 
exercise of any one of the powers of intellect, affection, or will. As physical 
life involves the unity and cooperation of all the organs of the body, so 
religion, or spiritual life, involves the united working of all the powers of 
the soul. To feeling, however, we must assign the logical priority, since 
holy affection toward God, imparted in regeneration, is the condition of 
truly knowing God and of tntly serving him. 

4. Inf erenccs. 

From this definition of religion it follows: 

(a) That in strictness there is but one religion. l\Ian is a religious being, 
indeed, as having the capacity for this divine life. He is actually religious, 
whoever, only when he enters into this living relation to God. False 
religions are the caricatures which men giYen to sin, or the imaginations 
which men groping after light, form of this life of tho soul in Goll. 

(b) That the content of religion is greater thnn that of theology. Tho 
facts of religion come within tho range of theology only so far as they can 
be definitely conceive<l, accurately expressed in language, and brought 
into rational relation to each other. 
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( c) That religion is to be distinguished from formal worship, which is 
simply the outward expression of religion. As such expression, worship is 
"formal communion between Goel and his people." In it Goel speaks to 
man, and man to God. It therefore properly includes the reading of 
Scripture and preaching on the side of God, and prayer and song on the 
side of the people. 



CIIAPTER II. 

)IATERIAL OF THEOLOGY. 

I. SOURCES OF THEOLOGY.-God himself, in tho last analysis, must he tho 
only source of knowledge with regard to his own being n,ll(l relations. 
Theology is therefore a summary and explanation of the content of God's 
self-revelations. These are, first, tho revelation of God in nature; secondly 
and supremely, the revelation of Goel in the Scriptures. 

1. Scripture and 1Vaturc. By nature we hero mean not only physical 
facts, or facts with regard to the substances, properties, forces, and laws 
of the material world, bnt also spiritual facts, or facts with regard to the 
intellectual and moral constitution of man, and the orderly arrangement of 
human society and history. 

( a) Natural theology. -The universe is a source of theology. The 
Scriptmes assert that Goel has revealed himself in nature. There is not 
only an outwarLl witness to his existence and character in tho constitution 
and government of the universe ( Ps. 19 ; Acts H : 17; Rom. 1: 20 ), but an 
inwnnl witness to his existence and character in the heart of every man 
( Rom. 1 : 17, 18, 19, 20, 32; 2 : 15). The systematic exhibition of these 
facts, whether derived from observation, history or science, constitutes 
natural theology. 

( b ) Natural theology supplementetl. - The Christian revelation is the 
chief somce of theology. The Scriptures plainly declare that the revela
tion of God in nature does not supply all tho knowletlge which a sinner 
nee els ( Acts 17 : 23 ; Eph. 3 : 9 ) . This revelation is therefore su pplemen tecl 
by another, in which divine attributes and merciful provisions only dimly 
shadowed forth in nature are made known to men. This latter revela
tion consists of a series of snpernatnml events and communications, the 
record of which is presented in tho Scriptures. 

( c) The Scriptures tho final standard of appeal. -Science and Scripture 
throw light upon each other. Tho same divine Spirit ,vbo gavo both reve
lations is still present, enabling the believer to interpret the one by the 
other and thus progressively to como to the kuowletlgo of the trnth. 
Because of our finiteness and sin, tho total record in Scripture of God's past 
commuuicn,tions is a more trustworthy source of theology than are our 
conclusions from nature or our priYate impressions of tho teaching of tho 
Spirit. Theology therefore looks to the Scripture itself as its chief source 
of material arnl its final standard of appeal. 

(d) The theology of Scripture not unnatural.-Though wo speak of 
the systematized truths of nature as constituting natural theology, we are 
not to infer that Scriptural theology is unnatural. Since tho Scriptures 
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have the same author as nature, the same principles are illustrated in the 
one as in the other. All the doctrines of the Bible have their reason in 
that same nature of God which constitutes the basis of all material things. 
Christianity is a supplementary dispensation, not as contradicting, or cor
recting errors in, natural theology, but as more perfectly revealing the 
truth. Christianity is indeed the ground-plan upon which the whole 
creation is built-the original and eternal truth of which natural theology 
is but a partial expression. Hence the theology of uatnre and the theol
ogy of Scripture are mutually dependent. Natural theology not only pre
pares the way for, but it receives stimulus and aid from, Scriptural 
theology. Natural theology may now be a source of tmth, which, before 
the Scriptures came, it could not furnish. 

2. Sc1·ipture and Rationalism. Although the Scriptmes make known 
much that is beyond the power of man's unaided reason to discover or 
fully to comprehend, their teachings, when taken together, in no way con
tradict a reason conditioned in its activity by a holy affection and enlight
ened by the Spirit of God. To reason in the large sense, as including the 
mind's power of cognizing God and moral r elations- not in the narrow 
sense of mere reasoning, or the exercise of the purely logical faculty-the 
Scriptures continually appeal. 

A. The proper office of reason, in this large sense, is: (a) To furnish 
us with those primary ideas of space, time, cause, substance, design, right, 
and God, which are the conditions of all subsequent knowledge. (b) To 
judge ·with regard to man's need of a special and supernatural revefa.tion. 
(c) To examine the credentials of communications professing to be, or of 
documents professing to record, such a rnvelation. ( cl) To estimate and 
reduce to system the facts of rnvelation, when these have been found pro
perly attested. (e) To deduce from these facts their natural and logical 
conclusions. Thus reason itself prepares the way for a revelation above 
reason, and warrants an implicit tmst in such revelation when once given. 

B. Rationalism, on the other hand, holds reason to be the ultimate 
source of all religious truth, while Scripture is authoritative only so far as its 
revelations agrne with pre-vious conclusions of reason, or can be rationally 
demonstrated. Every form of rationalism, therefore, commits at least one 
of the follmving errors: (a) That of confounding reason with mere rea
soning, or the exercise of the logical intelligence. (b) That of ignoring 
the n ecessity of a holy aftection as the condition of all right reason in 
religious things. ( c) That of denying our dependence in our present state 
of sin upon God's past revelations of himself. (d) That of regarding the 
unaided reason, even its normal and unbiased state, as capable of dis
covering, comprehending, and demonstrating all religious truth. 

3. Scripture and ~Mysticism. As rationalism recognizes too little as 
coming from God, so mysticism recognizes too much. 

A. True mysticism.-We have seen that there is an illumination of the 
minds of all believers by the Holy Spirit. The Spirit, however, makes no 
new revelation of truth, but uses for his instrnment the truth already 
revealed by Christ in nature and in the Scriptlues. The illuminating 
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work of the Spirit is therefore an opening of men's minds to understand 
Christ's previous revelations. As 0110 initiated into tho mysteries of Chris
tianity, every truo boliover may be called a mystic. Truo mysticism is 
that higher knowledge and fellowship which the Holy Spirit gives through 
the use of nature ancl Scripture as subordinate and principal means. 

B. False mysticism. -.Mysticism, however, as the term is commonly 
used, errs in holding to the attainment of religions knowledge by diJ:ect 

... communication from God, aud by passive absorption of the human activi
ties into the divine. It either partially or wholly loses sight of (a) the out
ward organs of revelation, nature and the Scriptures; (b) the activity of 
the human powers in the reception of all religions knowledge; (c) the 
personality of man, and, by consequence, the personality of God. 

4. Scripture and Romanism. While the history of doctrine, as show
ing the progressive apprehension ancl unfolding by the church of the truth 
contained in nature and Scripture, is a subordinate source of theology, 
Protestantism recognizes the Bible as under Christ the primary and final 
authority. 

Romanism, on the other hand, commits the two-foltl error (a} Of making 
the church, and not the Scriptures, the immediate and sufficient source of 
religious knowledge; and (b) Of making the relation of the individual to 
Christ depencl upon his relation to the church, insteacl of making his rela
tion to the church depend upon, follow, and express his relation to Christ. 

II. LrnITATIO:N"s OF THEOLOGY. - Although theology derives its mate
rial from God's two-fold revelation, it does not profess to give an exhaus
tive knowledge of God and of the relations between God and the universe. 
After showing what material we have, we must show what material we have 
not. We have imlicatecl the somcee of theology ; we now examine its limi
tations. Theology has its limitations : 

(a) In the finiteness of the human understanding. This gives rise 
to a class of necessary mysteries, or mysteries connected with the infinity 
and incomprehensibleness of the divine nature (Job 11 : 7 ; Rom. 11 : 33 ). 

(b) In the imperfect state of science, both natural ancl 1netaphysical. 
This gives rise to a class of accidental mysteries, or mysteries which 
consist in the apparently irreconcilable natme of truths, which, taken 
separately, are perfectly comprehensible. 

(c) In the inadequacy of language. Since language is the medium 
through which truth is expressed and formulated, the invention of a pro
per terminology in theology, as in every other science, is a coll(lition and 
criterion of its progress. The Scriptures recognize a peculiar (lifficulty in 
putting spiritual truths into earthly language ( 1 Cor. 2 : 13 ; 2 Cor. 3 : 6; 
12: 4 ). 

(d) In the incompleteness of our knowledge of the Sc1·iptures. 
Since it is not the mere letter of the Scriptures that constitutes the truth, 
the progress of theology is dependent upon hermeneutics, or the interpre
tation of the word of God. 
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(e) In the silence of written revelation. For our discipline and pro
bation, much is probably hidden from us, which we might even with our 
present powers comprehend. 

(f) In the lack of spiritual discernment caused by sin. Since holy 
affection is a condition of religious knowledge, all moral imperfection in 
the individual Christian and in the church serves as a hindrance to the 
working out of a complete theology. 

III. RELATIONS OF l\lATERIAL TO PROGRESS IN THEOLOGY. 

(a) A perfect system of theology is impossible. We do not expect to 
construct such a system. All science but reflects the present attainment 
of the human mind. No science is complete or finished. However it 
may be with the sciences of nature and of man, the science of God will 
never amount to an exhaustive knowledge. We must not expect to dem
onstrate all Scripture doctrines upon rational grounds, or even in every 
case to see the principle of connection between them. Where we cannot 
clo this, we must, as in every other science, set the revealed facts in their 
places and wait for further light, instead of ignoring or rejecting any of 
them because we cannot understand them or their relation to other parts 
of our system. 

(b) Theology is nevm·theless vrogressive. It is progressive in the 
sense that om subjective understanding of the facts ·with regard to God, 
and our consequent expositions of these facts, may and do become more 
perfect. But theology is not progressive in the sense that its objectiYe 
facts change, either in their number or their natme. With l\Iartineau we 
may say : "Religion has been reproached with not being progressive ; it 
makes amends by being imperishable." Though our knowledge may be 
imperfect, it will have great value still. Our success in constructing a 
theology will depend upon the proportion which clearly expressed facts of 
Scripture bear to mere inferences, and upon the degree in which they all 
cohere about Christ, the central person and theme. 



CHAPTER III. 

~lETIIOD OF TllEOLOGY. 

I. REQUISITES TO TJIE STUDY.- rrhe requisites to the successful stmly 
of theology have already in pnrt been indicated in speaking of its limita
tions. In spite of some repetition, however, we mention the following : 

(a) A discipUned mind. Only such a mind can patiently collect the 
facts, hold in its grasp many facts nt once, educe by continuous reflection 
their connecting principles, suspend final judgment until its conclusions 
are ve1·ified by ScriptlU'e and experience. 

(b) An intuitional as distinguished from a me1·ely logical habit oj 

m'ind,- or, trust in the miutl's primitive convictions, as well as in its 
processes of reasoning. The theologian must have insight as well as under
standing. He must accustom himself to ponder spiritual facts as well as 
those which are sensible and materin,l ; to see things in their inner relations 
as well as in their outward forms; to cherish confidence in the reality and 

the unity of truth. 

(c) An acquaintance with JJhysical, mental, ancl 11w1·al .c:cience. 

The method of conceiving and expressing Scripttll'e truth is so affected by 
our elementary notions of these sciences, and the weapons with which 
theology is attacked and defen<lecl are so commonly drawn from them as 
arsenals, that the student cannot afford to be ignorant of them. 

(d) A knowledge of the original languages of the Bible. This is 
necessary to enable us not only to determine the meaning of the fnn<la
mental terms of Scriptm.-e, such as holiness, sin, propitin.tion, justification, 

but also to interpret statements of doctrine by their connections with the 
context. 

(e) A holy affection toward God. Only the renewed heart can pro
perly feel its need of divine revelation, or understand that revelation when 
given. 

(f) The enlightening influence of the Jioly Spirit. As only the 
Spirit fathoms the things of God, so only he can illuminate our minds to 
apprehenu them. 

II. DmsIO~s OF THEOLOGY.-Theology is commonly divitlecl into Bibli
cal, Historical, Systematic, ancl Practical. 

l. Biblical Theology aims to m1.·ange ancl classify the facts of revelation, 
confining itself to the Scriptures for its material, and treating of doctrine 
only so far as it was developed at the close of the apostolic age. 

13 
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2. .Historical Theology traces the development of the Biblical doctrines 
from the time of the apostles to the present day, and gives account of the 
results of this development in the life of the church. 

3. Systematic Theology takes the material furnished by Biblical and 
by Historical Theology, and with this material seeks to build up into an 
organic and consistent whole all our knowledge of God and of the relations 
between Goel and the universe, whether this knowledge be originally 
derived from nature or from the Scriptures. 

4. Practical Theology is the system of tmth considered as a means of 
renewing and sanctifying men, or, in other words, theology in its publica
tion and enforcement. 

III. HISTORY OF SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY. 

l. In the Eastern Church, Systematic Theology may be saitl to have 
had its beginning and end in John of Damascus (700-760). 

2. In the Western Church, we may ( with Hagenbach) distinguish 
three periods : 

(a) The period of Scholasticism, -introduced by Peter Lombard 
(1100-1160), and reaching its culmination in Thomas Aquinas ( 1221-1274) 
and Duns ~cotus ( 1265-1308). 

( b) The period of Symbolism, - represented by the Lutheran theol
ogy of Philip l\Ielanchthon (1497-1560), and the Reformed theology of 
John Calvin ( 1509-1564) ; the former connecting itself with the Analytic 
theology of Calixtus (1585-1656), and the latter with the Federal theology 
of Cocceius ( 1603-1669 ). 

(c) The period of Criticism and Speculation, -in its three divisions: 
the Rationalistic, r epresented by Semler (1725- 1791) ; the Transitional, by 
Schleiermacher (1768-1834); the Evangelical, by Nitzsch, l\Itiller, Tholuck 
and Dorner. 

3. Among theologians of views diverse from the prevailing Protes-
tantfaith, may be mentioned : 

(a) Bellarmine (154:2-1621), the Roman Catholic. 

(u) Arminius (1560-1609), the opponent of predestination. 

(c) Laelius Socinus (1525-1562), and Faustus Socinus (1539-1604), 
the leaders of the modern Unitarian movement. 

4. British Theology, represented by: 

(a) The Baptists, John Bunyan (1628-1688), John Gill (1697-1771), 
and Andi·ew Fuller (1754-1815). 

(b) The Puritans, John Owen (1616-1683), Richard Baxter (1615-1691), 
John Howe (1530-1705), and Thomas Ridgeley (1666-1734). 

(c) The Scotch Presbyterians, Thomas Boston (1676-1732), John Dick 
(1764-1833), and Thomas Chalmers (1780-18-!7). 

(cl) The l\Iethodists, John Wesley (1703-1791), and Richard Watson 
(1781-1833). 
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(e) The Quakers, George Fox (1624-1691), and Rohert Barclay (HH8-
1690). 

(f) Tho English Chlll'chmen, Richard Hooker (15t.i3-1600), Gilbert 
Burnet (1643-1715), and John Pearson (1613-1686). 

5. American theology, running in two lines: 

(a) The Reformed system of Jonathan Edwards (1703-1758), modified 
successively by J osoph Bellamy (1719-1790), Samuel Hopkins (1721-1803), 
Timothy Dwight (1752-1817), Nathanael Emmons (1745-184.0), Leonard 
Woods (1774-1854), Charles G. Finney (1792-1875), Nathaniel W. Taylor 
(1786-1858), and Horace Bushnell (1802-1876). Calvinism, as thus 
modified, is often called tho New England, or New School, theology. 

( b) Tho older Calvinism, represented by Charles Hodge tho father (1797--
1878) and A. A. Hodge the son ( 1823-1886 ), together with Henry B. 
Smith ( 1815-1877 ), Robert J. Breckinridge ( 1800-1871 ), Samuel J. Bafrd, 
and William G. T. Shedd { 1820-1894 ). All these, although with minor 
differences, hold to views of human depravity and divine grace more nearly 
conformed to the doctrine of Augustine and Calvin, and are for this reason 
distinguished from the New England theologians and their followers by 
the popular title of Old School. 

IV. ORDER OF TREATMENT IN SYSTEMATIO THEOLOGY. 

l. Various methods of arranging the topics of a theological system,. 

(a) The Analytical method of Calixtus begins with the assumed end of 
all things, blessedness, and thence passes to the means by which it is 
secured. ( b) The Trinitarian method of Leydecker and l\Iartensen regards 
Christian doctrine as a manifestation successively of the Father, Son and 
Holy Spirit. (c) The Federal method of Cocceius, Witsius, and Boston 
treats theology under the two covenants. (d) The Anthropological method 
of Chalmers and Rothe ; the former beginning with the Disease of l\Ian 
and passing to the Remedy ; the latter dividing his Dogmatik into the 
Consciousness of Sin and the Consciousness of Redemption. (e) The 
Christological method of Hase, Thomasius and Andrew Fuller treats of 
God, man, and sin, as presuppositions of the person and work of Christ. 
l\lention may also be made of (f) The Historical method, followed by 
Ursinus, and adopted in Jonathan Edwards's History of Redemption; and 
(g) The Allegorical method of Dannhauer, in which man is described as a 
wanderer, life as a road, the Holy Spii.1.t as a light, the church as a candle
stick, God as the end, and heaven as the home; so Bunyan's Holy War, 
and Howe's Living Temple. 

2. The Synthetic 1.liethocl, which we adopt in this compendium, is both 
the most common and the most logical method of arranging the topics 
of theology. This method proceeds from causes to effects, or, in the 
language of Hagenbach ( Hist. Doctrine, 2: 152 ), "starts from the highest 
p11.nciple, God, and proceeds to man, Christ, redemption, and finally to 
the end of all things. " In such a treatment of theology we may best 
an-ange our topics in the follo"\\ing order : 
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1st. 
2d. 
3d. 
4th. 
5th. 
6th. 
7th. 

v. 
1. 

PROLEGOlIEN A.. 

The existence of Goel. 
The Scriptmes a revelation from Goel. 
The nature, decrees and works of Goel. 
l\.fan, in his original likeness to Goel aml subsequent apostasy. 
Redemption, through the work of Christ and of the Holy Spirit. 
The nature and laws of the Christian church. 
The encl of the present system of things. 

TEXT-BOOKS IN THEOLOGY, vahrnble for reference:

C01~f"essions : Schaff, Creeds of Christendom. 

2. Cc,rnpendiwns : H. n. Smith, System of Christian Theology ; A. A. 
Hodge, Outlines of Theology ; E. H. Johnson, Outline of Systematic 
Theology ; Hovey, l\Ianual of Theology ancl Ethics; W. N. Clarke, Outline 
of Christian Theology ; Hase, Hutterus Reclivivus; Luthardt, Compendium 
cler Dogmatik ; Kurtz, Religionslehre. 

3. E xtended Treatises : Dorner, System of Christian Doctrine ; Sheucl, 
Dogmatic Theology; Calvin, Institutes ; Charles Hodge, Systematic 
Theology ; Van Oosterzee, Christian Dogmatics ; Baird, Elohim Revealed ; 
Lnthardt, Fnncla.mental, Saving, ancl l\IornJ Truths ; Phillippi, Glaubens
lehre; Thomasius, Christi Person uml Werk. 

4. Collected lVorks: Jonathan Edwards; Amlrew Fuller. 

G. Historic8 of Docfr-ine: Harnack; Hagenbach; Shedd; Fisher; 
Sheldon ; Orr, Progress of Dogma. 

6. llionograplis: Julius l\Iiiller, Doctrine of Sin; Shedd, Discourses 
ancl Essays ; LiclJon, Our Lord's Divinity ; Dorner, History of the 
Doctrine of the Person of Christ; Dale, Atonement; Strong, Christ 
in Creation; Upton, Hibbert L ectnrcs. 

7. Theism: l\fortineau, Study of Religion; Harris, Philosophical 
Basis of Theism; Strong, Philosophy aml Religion; Bruce, Apologetics; 
Drummoml, Ascent of l\fan; Griffith-Jones, Ascent through Christ. 

8. Christian Evidences : Butler, Analogy of Natural aml Revealed 
Religion ; Fisher, Grounds of Theistic and Christian Belief ; Row, Barn pton 
Lectures for 1877; Peabody, Evidences of Christianity; l\Iair, Christian 
Evidences; Fairbairn, Philosophy of the Christian Religion; l\fatheson, 
Spiritual Development of St. Paul. 

9. Intellectual Philosophy : Stout, Hamlbook of Psychology ; Bowne, 
l\Ietaphysics; Porter, Human Intellect; Hill, Elements of Psychology; 
Dewey, Psychology. 

10. llforal Philosophy: Robinson, Principles and Practice of l\forality ; 
Smyth, Christian Ethics ; Porter, Elements of l\Ioral Science ; Calderwood, 
l\Ioral Philosophy ; Alexander, l\Ioral Science ; Robins, Ethics of the 
Christian Life. 

11. General Science: Todd, Astronomy; Wentworth and Hill, Physics; 
Remsen, Chemistry ; Brigham, Geology ; Parker, Biology ; l\Iartin, 
Physiology; Ward, Fairbanks, or West, Sociology; Walker, Political 
Economy. 
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12. Theological EncyclozJrcclias: Schuff-Herzog (English); 1\IcClin
tock and Strong; Herzog (Second German Etlition ). 

13. Bible Dictionaries: Hastings; Dn.vis ~ Chcyno; Smith (edited by 
Hackett). 

14. Commentaries: :?\feyer, on tho New Testament; Philippi, Lnngc, 
Slwdd, Sanday, on tho Epistle to the Romans ; Gallet, on John's Gospel ; 
Lightfoot, on Philippfrms nllll Colossinns; Expositor's Bible, on the Old 
Testnment books. 

15. Bibles: American Revision ( standard edition); Revised Greek
English Xm\- Testament ( puulishcd hy Hiirper & Brothers) ; Annotated 
Pnrngraph },;iblo ( published by tho London Religious Tro.ct Society) 
Stier n.nd TL -,ile, Polyglottcu-llil>el. 
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PART II. 
THE EXISTENCE OF GOD. 

CHAPTER I. 

ORIGIN OF OUR IDEA OF GOD'S EXISTENCE. 

God is the infinite and perfect Spirit in whom all things have their source, 
support, and end. 

The existence of God is a first tmth ; in other words, the knowledge 
of God's existence is a rational iutuitiou. Logically, it precedes aud con
ditions all observation and 1·easouing. Chronologically, only 1·eflection 
upon the phenomena of nature and of mind occasions its rise in con
sciousness. 

I. FIRST TRUTHS IN GENERAL. 

I. Their nature. 

A. Negatively .-A first truth is not (a) Truth m·itten prior to conscious
ness upon the substance of the soul- for such passive knowledge implies a 
materialistic view of the soul; (b) Actual knowledge of which the soul 
finds itself in possession at birth - for it cannot be proved that the soul 
has such knowledge; (c) An idea, undeveloped at birth, but which has 
the power of self-development apart from observation and experience- for 
this is contmry to all we know of the laws of ment:11 growth. 

B. Positively. -A first truth is a knowledge which, though developed 
upon occasion of observation and reflection, is not derived from observa
tion :1nd reflection,-:1 knowledge on the contrary which has such logical 
priority that it must be :1ssnmed or supposed, in order to make any obser
vation or reflection possible. Such truths are not, therefore, recognized 
first in order of time; some of them are assented to somewhat late in the 
mind's growth ; by the great majority of men they are never consciously 
formulated :1t all. Yet they constitute the necessary assumptions upon 
which all other knowledge rests, and the mind has not only the inborn 
capacity to evolve them so soon as the proper occasions are presented, but 
the recognition of them is inevitable so soon as the mind begins to give 
account to itself of its own knowledge. 

2. Thefr crUeria. The criteria by which first truths are to he tested 
are three: 

18 
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A. Their universality. By this we mean, not tbnt nll men assent to 
them or understand them when propounded in scientific form, bnt that all 
men manifest a practical. belief in them by their language, actions, and 
expectations. 

B. Their necessity. By this we mean, not that it is impossible to deny 
these truths, but thnt the mind is compelled by its very constitution to 
recognize them upon the occurrence of the proper conditions, and to 
employ them in its arguments to prove their non-existence. 

C. 'rhcir logical inuependence nnd priority. By this we menn that 
these truths can be resolved into no others, and proved by no others ; that 
they n.re presnpposed in the acquisition of all other knmvledgc, and can 
therefore be deriYed from no other source than an original cognitive power 
of the mind. 

II. THE EXISTENCE OF Gon A. FIRST TRUTH. 

1. That the knowledge of God's existence answers the jfrst criterion 
of universality, is evident from the following considerations: 

A. It is an acknowledged fact that the vast majority of men base actu
ally recognized the existence of a spiritual being or beings, upon whom 
they conceived themselves to be dependent. 

B. Those races and nations ·which have at first seemed destitute of such 
k•nowledge have uniformly, upon further investigation, been found to pos
sess it, so that no tribe of men with which we have thorough acquaintance 
can be said to be without an object of worship. We may presume that 
further knowledge will show this to be true of all. 

C. This conclusion is corroborated by the fact that those individuals, in 
heathen or in Christian lands, who profess themselves to be without any 
knowledge of a spiritual power or powers above them, do yet indirectly 
manifest the existence of such an idea in their minds and its positive influ
ence over them. 

D. This agreement among individuals and nations so widely separated 
in time and place can be most satisfactorily explained by supposing that it 
has its ground, not in twcidental circumstances, but in the nature of man as 
man. The diverse and imperfectly developed ideas of the supreme Being 
which prevail among men are best accounted for as misinterpretations and 
perversions of an intuitive conviction common to all. 

2. That the knowledge of God's existence answers the second criterion 
of necessity, "ill be seen by considering : 

A. That men, under circumstances fitted to call forth this knowledge, 
cannot avoid recognizing the existence of Gotl. In contemplating finite 
existence, there is inevitably suggested the illea of an infinite Being as its 
correlative. Upon occasion of the mind's perceiving its own finiteness, 
dependence, responsibility, it immediately and nece&sarily perceiYes the 
existence of au infinite aml unconditioned Being upon whom it is depend
ent and to whom it is responsible. 
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B. That men, in virtue of their humanity, have a capacity for religion. 
This recognized capacity forreligionisproofthattheidea of God is a neces
sary one. If the mind upon proper occasion did not evolve this idea, there 
would be nothing in man to which religion could appeal. 

C. That he who denies God's existence must tacitly assume that existence 
in his very argument, by employing logical processes whose validity rests 
upon the fact of God's existence. The full proof of this belongs under the 
next head. 

3. That the knowledge of God'8 existence answe1·s the ihi1'd criterion 
of logical independence and priority, may be shown as follows: 

A. It is presupposed in all other knowledge as its logical condition and 
foundation. The validity of the simplest mental acts, such as sense-percep
tion, self-consciousness, and memory, depends upon the assmnptjon that a 
God exists who has so constituted our minds that they give us knowledge 
of things as they are. 

B. The more complex processes of the mind, such as induction and de
duction, can be relied on only by presupposing a thinking Deity who has 
made the various parts of the uniYerse and the various aspects of truth to 
correspond to each other and to the investigating faculties of man. 

C. Our primitiYe belief in final cause, or, in other words, our convic
tion that all things have their ends, that design pervades the universe, 
involves a belief in God's existence. In assuming that there is a universe, 
that the universe is a rational whole, a system of thought-relations, we 
assume the existence of an absolute Thinker, of whose thought the 
universe is an expression. 

D. Our primitive belief in moral obligation, or, in other words, our 
conviction that right has universal authority, involves the belief in God's 
existence. In assuming that the universe is a moral whole, we assume the 
existence of an absolute \Vill, of whose righteousness the universe is an 
expression. 

To repeat these four points in another form-the intuition of an Abso
lute Reason is (a) the necessary presupposition of all other knowledge, so 
that we cannot know anything else to exist except by assuming first of all 
that God exists; (b) the neces&<try basis of all logical thought, so that we 
cannot put confidence in any one of our reasoning processes except by 
taking for granted that a thinking Deity has constructed our minds with 
reference to the universe and to truth; (c) the necessary implication of our 
primitive belief in design, so that we can assume all things to exist for a 
purpose, only by making the prior assumption that a purposing God exists 
- can regard the universe as a thought, only by postulating the existence 
of an absolute Thinker ; and (d) the necessary foundation of our convic
tion of moral obligation, so that we can believe in the universal authority 
of 1·ight, only by assuming that there exists a Goel of righteousness who 
reveals his will both in the individual conscience and in the moral universe 
at large. We cannot p1·ove that Goel is; but we can show that, in order to 
the existence of any knowledge, thought, reason, conscience, in man, 
3Pan must assurne that God is. 
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ID. OTHER SurrosED SouncEs o:P ouR IDEA OF GoD's ExrsTE~OE. 

Our proof that the idea of God's existence is a rational intuition will not 
be complete, until wo show that attempts to account in other ways for the 
origin of the idea aro insufficient, and require as their presupposition tho 
very intuition which they would supplant or reduce to a secondary place. 
We claim that it cannot be derived from any other source than an original 
cognitive power of the mind. 

1. Not from external rovelation,-whether communicated (a) through 
the Scriptures, or (b) through tradition; for, unless nmn had from another 
source a previous knowledge of tho existence of a God from whom such a 
revelation might come, the revelation itself could have no authority for 

him. 

2. Not from experience, -whether this mean (a) the sense-perception 
and reflection of the individual (Locke), (b) the accumulated results of the 
sensations am1 associations of past generations of the race (Herbert Spen
cer), or (c) the actual contact of our sensitfre nature with God, the super
sensible reality, through the religious feeling (Newman Smyth). 

The first form of this theory is inconsistent with the fact that the idea 
of God is not the idea of a sensible or material object., nor a combination 
of such iueas. Since the spiritual and infinite are direct opposites of the 
material and finite, no experience of the latter can account for our idea of 

the former. 

The second form of the theory is open to the objection that the very first 
experience of the fi.l'St man, equnlly with man's latest experience, presup
poses this intuition, as well as the other intuitions, and therefore cannot be 
the cause of it. l\Ioreover, even though this theory of its origin were cor
rect, it would still be impossible to think of the object of the intuition as 
not existing, and the intuition wonh1 still represent tons the highest meas
ure of certitude at present attainable by man. If the evolution of ideas is 
towanl truth instead of falsehoot1, it is the part of wisdom to act upon the 
hypothesis that our primitive belief is veracious. 

The th:inl form of the theory seems to make God a sensuous object, to 
reverse the proper order of knowing and feeling, to ignore the fact that in 
all feeling there is at least some knowledge of an object, and to forget that 
the validity of this very feeling can be maintained only by previously 
assuming the existence of a rational Deity. 

3. Not from reasoning, - because 

(a) The actual rise of this knowledge in the great majority of minds is 
not the result of any conscious process of reasoning. On the other hanc1, 
upon occurrence of the proper conditions, it flashes upon the soul with the 
quickness and force of an immediate revelation. 

( b) The strength of men's faith in God's existence is not proportioned to 
the strength of the reasoning faculty. On the other hand, men of greatest 
logical power are often inYcterate sceptics, while men of unwavering faith 
are found among those who cannot even understand the arguments for 
God's existence. 
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( c) There is more in this knowledge than reasoning could ever have 
furnished. Men do not limit their belief in God to the just conclusions of 
argument. The arguments for the divine existence, valuable as they are for 
purposes to be shown hereafter, are not sufficient by themselves to warrant 
our conviction that there exists an infinite and absolute Being. It will 
appear upon examination that the a priori argument is capable of proving 
only an abstract and ideal proposition, but can never conduct us to the 
existence of a real Being. It will appear that the a poste1·iori arguments, 
from merely finite existence, can never demonstrate the existence of the 
infinite. In the words of Sir Wm. Hamilton ( Discussions, 23 )- '' A dem
onstration of the ubsolute from the relative is logically ubsurd, as in such 
a syllogism we must collect in the conclusion what is not distributed in 
the premises" - in short, from finite premises we cannot draw an infinite 
conclusion. 

( d) Neither do men arrive at the knowledge of God's existence by infer
ence; for inference is condensed syllogism, and, as a form of reasoning, is 
equally open to the oujection just mentioned. ,ve have seen, moreover, 
that all logical processes are based upon the assumption of God's existence. 
Evidently that which is presupposed in all reasoning cannot itself be proved 
by reasoning. 

IV. CONTENTS OF THIS INTUITION, 

1. In this fundamental knowledge that God is, it is necessarily implied 
that to some extent men know intuitively what God is, namely, (a) a 
Reason in which their mental processes are grounded ; ( b) a Power above 
them upon which they are dependent; ( c) a Perfection which imposes law 
upon their moral natures ; ( d) a Personality which they may recognize in 
prayer and worship. 

In maintaining that we have a rational intuition of Goel, we by no means 
imply that a presentative intuition of God is impossible. Such a presenta
tive intuition was perhaps characteristic of unfallen man ; it does belong 
at times to the Christian ; it will be the blessing of heaven ( l\Iat. 5 : 8 -
" the pure in heart ... shall see God" ; Rev. 22 : 4 - "they shall see his 
face"). 1\Ien's experiences of face-to-face apprehension of Goel, in danger 
and guilt, give some reason to believe that a presentative knowledge of 
God is the normal condition of humanity. But, as this presentative intui
tion of God is not in our present state universal, we here claim only that all 
men have a rational intuition of God. 

It is to be remembered, however, that the loss of love to Goel has greatly 
obscured even this rational intuition, so that the revelation of nature and 
the Scriptures is needed to awaken, confirm and enlarge it, and the special 
work of the Spirit of Christ to make it the knowledge of friendship and 
communion. Thus from knowing about Goel, we come to know God (John 
17 : 3- '' This is life eternal, that they should know thee '' ; 2 Tim. 1 : 12 
- "I know him whom I have believed"). 

2. The Scriptures, therefore, do not attempt to prove the existence of 
God, but, on the other hand, both assume and declare that the knowledge 
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that Goll is, is universal ( Rom. 1 : 19-21, 28, 32; 2 : 15 ). God has inlaid 
tho eYidcnco of this fundamental truth in tho very natnro of man, so that 
nowhere is ho without a witness. Tho preacher mny confidently follow tho 
example of Scripture by assuming it. But ho must also explicitly declare 
it, as tho Scripture docs. "For tho invisible things of him sinco tho 
creation of tho world are clearly seen" (Kartopiirnt-spiritually viewed); the 
organ given for this pnrposo is tho vov!: ( voovµeva) ; but then -and this 
forms tho transition to our next division of the subject - they aro " per
ceived through the things that are made" ( roi!: 1ro,~µaaiv, Rom. 1 : 20 ). 



CHAPTER II. 

CORROBORATIVE EVIDENCES OF GOD'S EXISTENCE. 

Although the knowledge of God's existence is intuitive, it may be expli
cated and confirmed by arguments drawn from the actual universe and 
from the abstract ideas of the human mind. 

Remark 1. These arguments are probable, not demonstrative. For this 
reason they supplement each other, am1 constitute a series of evidences 
which is cumulative in its nature. Though, taken singly, none of them can 
be considered absolutely decisive, they together furnish a corroborntion 
of our primitive conviction of God's existence, which is of great practical 
value, and is in itself sufficient to bind the moral action of men. 

Remark 2. A consideration of these arguments may also serve to expli
cate the contents of au intuition which has remaidecl obscure and only half 
conscious for lack of reflection. The arguments, indeed, are the efforts of 
the minc1 that already has a conviction of God's existence to give to itself a 
formal account of its belief. An exact estimate of their logical value and 
of their r elation to the intuition which they seek to express in syllogistic 
form, is essential to any proper refutation of the prevalent atheistic and 
pantheistic reasoning. 

Remark 3. Tho arguments for the divine existence may be reduced to 
four, namely: I . The Cosmological; II. The Teleological; III. The 
Anthropological; and IV. The Ontological. We shall examine these in 
order, seeking first to determine the precise conclusions to which they 
respectively lead, and then to ascertain in what manner the four may be 
combined. 

I. THE Cosll!OLOGIOAL ARGUMENT, OR ARGUME~T FROM OHA..."'<GE IN 

NATURE. 

This is not properly au argument from effect to cause; for the proposi
tion that every effect must have a cause is simply identical, and means only 
that every caused event must have a cause. It is rather an argument from 
begun existence to a sufficient cause of that beginning, and may be accu
rately stated as follows : 

Everything begun, whether substance or phenomenon, owes its existence 
to some producing cause. The universe, at least so far as its present form 
is concerned, is a thing begun, and owes its existence to a cause which is 
equal to its production. This cause must be indefinitely great. 

I. The dejects of the Cosnwlogical Argwnent. 

A. It is impossible to show that the universe, so far as its substance is 
concerned, has had a beginning. The law of causality declares, not that 

24: 
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everything has a cause- for then God himself must havo a canso - but 
ro,ther that everything begun has a cause, or in othf'r wonls, that every 
eYtmt or ehnngo hns a cause. 

B. Granting that the universe, so for as its phenomena are concerned, 
has had a cause, it is impossible to show that nny other canso is re,1nired 
than a cause within itself, such as the pantheh;t supposes. 

C. Gmnting that the universe must haYc had a cnuso outside of itself, it 
is impossible to show that this cause has not itself been caused, i. c., consists 
of nn infinite series of dependent cnuses. Tho principle of causality does 
not require that everything hegnu should be traced lmck to an uncaused 
cause ; it demands th11t we should assign a cause, but not that wo should 
assign a first cause. 

D. Granting that tho cnnse of the universe has not itself been cimsed, 
it is impossible to show that this cause is not finite, like tho universe 
itself. Tho causal principle requires n. cause no greater than just snflicicnt 
to account for the effect. 

2. The value of the Cosnwlogical Argument, then, is simply this,-it 
proves tho existence of some cm1so of the universe indefinitely groat. 
When we go beyond this antl ask whether this cause is n. cause of ucing, 
or merely a cause of change, to tho universe; whether it is a cause apart 
from the universe, or one with it ; whether it is an eternal cause, or a cause 
dependent upon some other cause ; whether it is intelligent or uniutelli
gont, infinite or finite, one or many, -this argument cannot asslue us. 

II. THE TELEOLOGICAL ARGUl!ENT, OR ARGUMENT FROM ORDER AND 

USEFUL COLLOCATION IN NATURE. 

This is not properly an argument from design to a designer ; for that 
design implies a designer is simply an identical proposition. It may be 
more correctly stated as follows: Order a.ml useful collocation pervading a 
system respocfrrnly imply interngonce and pmpose as tho cause of that order 
and collocation. Since order and useful collocation pervade the universe, 
there must exist an intelligence adequate to the prodnction of this order, 
and a will n.clequate to direct this collocation to useful emls. 

1. Further explanations. 

A. Tho major premise expresses a primitive conviction. It is not 
invalillatcd by the objections: (a) that order and useful collocation may 
exist withont being purposed-for we are compelled by our very mental 
constitution to deny this in all cases where the order and collocation 
})Crvadc a system : ( /.J) that onlcr n.ncl useful collocation may rosnl t from the 
mere operation of physical forces and laws-for these very forces and laws 
imply, instead of excluding, an originating anll superiutending intelligence 
and will. 

B. The minor premise expresses n. working-principle of all science, 
namely, that all things hn.ve their uses, that order pervades the universe, and 
that the methods of nature arc rational methods. Evillouccs of this appear 
in the correlation of the chemical element.<; to each other ; in the fitness of 
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the inanimate world to be the basis and support of life; in the typical forms 
and unity of plan apparent in the organic creation ; in the existence and 
cooperation of natural laws ; in cosmical order and compensations. 

This minor premise is not invalidated by the objections : (a) That we 
frequently misunderstand the end actually subserved by natural events and 
objects ; for the principle is, not that we necessarily know the actual encl, 
but that we necessarily believe that there is some end, in every case of 
systematic order and collocation. ( b) That the order of the universe is 
manifestly imperfect; for this, if granted, would argue, not absence of 
contrivance, but some special reason for imperfection, either in the limita
tions of the contriving intelligence itself, or in the nature of the encl sought 
( as, for example, correspondence with the moral state and probation of 
sinners). 

2. Dejects of the Teleological Ar·gument. These attach not to the 
premises but to the conclusion sought to be drawn therefrom. 

A. The argument cannot prove a personal God. The order and useful 
collocations of the universe may be only the changing phenomena of an 
impersonal intelligence and will, such as pantheism supposes. The finality 
may be only immanent finality. 

B. Even if this argument could prove personality in the intelligence 
ancl will that originated the order of the universe, it could not prove either 
the unity, the eternity, or the infinity of Goel; not the unity-for the use
ful collocations of the universe might be the result of oneness of counsel, 
instead of oneness of essence, in the contriving intelligence ; not the eter
nity-for a created deminrge might conceivably have designed the universe; 
not the infinity-since all marks of order and collocation within our obser
vation are simply finite. 

3. The value of the Teleological Argument is simply this, -it proves 
from certain useful _collocations and instances of order which have clearly 
had a beginning, or in other words, from the present harmony of the uni
verse, that there exists an intelligence and will adequate to its contrivance. 
But whether this intelligence and will is personal or impersonal, creator or 
only fashioner, one or many, finite or infinite, eternal or owing its being to 
another, necessary or free, this argument cannot assure us. 

In it, however, we take a step forward. The causative power which we 
have proved by the Cosmological Argument has now become an intelligent 
and voluntary power. 

III. THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL ARGUMENT, OR ARGUl\IENT FROM 1\1.A.N's 

MENTAL .A.ND l\foRAL NATURE. 

This is an argument from the mental and moral condition of man to 
the existence of an Author, Lawgiver, and End. It is sometimes called 
the l\Ioral Argument. 

The argument is a complex one, and may be divided into three parts. 

1. 1\Ian's intellectual and moral nature must have had for its author an 
intellectual and moral Being. The elements of the proof are as follows:-
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(a) l\Iun, as an intellectual and moral being, bas hntl a hcginning upon 
the pin.net. ( b) l\Iaterial and unconscious forces do not afford n. sufiichm t 
cause for man's reason, conscience, and free will. (c) l\Ian, as an effect, 
can he referred only to a cnuso possessing self-consciousness and a moral 
nature, in other words, personality. 

2. l\Ian's moral nature proves tho existence of a holy Lawgiver anu 
Judge. The clements of the proof are:- (a) Conscience recognizes tho 
existence of a moral law which has supreme authority. ( b) Known viola
tions of thIB morn.I law are followed by feelings of ill-desert and fears of 
judgment. ( e) This moral law, since it is not self-irnposetl, and these 
threats of judgment, since they are not self-executing, respectively arguo 
the existence of a holy will that has imposed the law, and of a punitive 
power that will execute the threats of the moml nature. 

3. l\Ian's emotional and volnntary nature proves the existence of a 
Being who can furnish in himself a satisfying object of human affection 
and an end which will call forth man's highest activities and ensure his 
highest progress. 

Only a Being of power, wisdom, holiness, and goodness, and all these 
indefinitely greater than any that we know upon the earth, can meet this 
demand of the human soul. Such a Being must exist. Otherwise man's 
greatest need would be nnsuppliecl, and belief in a lie be more productive 
of virtue than belief in the truth. 

A. The defects of the Anthropological Argument are: (a) It cannot 
prove a creator of the material nniv'erse. ( u) It cannot prove the infinity 
of God, since man from whom we argue is finite. ( c) It cannot prove the 
mercy of God. But, 

B. The value of the A1·gument is, that it assures us of the existence of 
a personal Being, who rules us in righteousness, and who is the proper 
object of supreme affection and service. But whether this Being is the 
original creator of all things, or merely the author of our own existence, 
whether he is infinite or finite, whether he is a Being of simple righteous
ness or also of mercy, this argument cannot assure us. 

Among the arguments for the existence of Goel, however, we assign to 
this the chief place, since it adds to the ideas of causative power (which 
we derived from the Cosmological Argument) and of contriving intelli
gence (which we derived from the Teleological Argument), the far wider 
ideas of personality and righteous lordship. 

IV. THE O!ITOLOGICAL ARGUMEXT,. OR ARGUMENT FROM OUR ABSTRACT 

A.ND N E0ESSARY !DEAS. 

This argument infers the existence of God from the abstract and neces
sary ideas of the human mind. It has three forms: 

1. That of Samuel Clarke. Space and time are attributes of substance 
or being. But space and time are respectively infinite and eternal. There 
must therefore be an infinite and eternal substance or Being to whom these 
attributes belong. 
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Gillespie states the argument somewhat differently. Space and time are 
modes of existence. But space and time are respectively infinite and eter
nal. There must therefore be an infinite and eternal Being who subsists 
in these modes. But we reply : 

Space and time are neither attributes of substance nor modes of exist
ence. The argument, if valid, would prove that God is not mind but matter, 
for that could not be mind, but only matter, of which space and t-ime were 
either attributes or modes. 

2. That of Descartes. We have the idea of an infinite and perfect 
Being. This idea cannot be derived from imperfect and finite things. 
There must therefore be an infinite and perfect Being who is its cause. 

But we reply that this argument confounds the idea of the infinite with 
an infinite idea. ]\fan's idea of the infinite is not infinite but finite, and 
from a finite effect we cannot argue an infinite cause. 

3. That of Anselm. We have the idea of an absolutely perfect Being. 
But existence is an attribute of perfection. An absolutely perfect Being 
must therefore exist. 

But we reply that this argument confounds ideal existence witM real 
existence. Om ideas are not the measure of external reality. 

Although this last must be considered the most perfect form of the Onto
logical Argument, it is evident that it conducts us only to an ideal con
clusion, not to real existence. In common with the two preceding forms 
of the argument, moreover, it tacitly assumes, as aheady existing in the 
human mind, that very knowledge of God's existence which it would derive 
from logical demonstration. It has value, therefore, simply as showing 
what God must be, if he exists at all. 

But the existence of a Being indefinitely great, a personal Cause, Con
triver and Lawgiver, has been proved by the preceding arguments; for the 
law of parsimony requires us to apply the conclusions of the first three 
arguments to one Being, and not to many. To this one Being we may 
now ascribe the infinity and perfection, the idea of which lies at the basis 
of the Ontological Argument- ascribe them, not because they are demon
strably his, but because our mental constitution will not allow us to think 
otherwise. Thus clothing him with all perfections which the human mind 
can conceive, and these in illimitable fullness, we have one whom we may 
justly call God. 

As a logical process this is indeed defective, since all logic as well as all 
observation depends for its validity upon the presupposed existence of 
God, and since this particular process, even granting the validity of logic 
in general, does not warrant the conclusion that God exists, except upon a 
second assumption that our abstract ideas of infinity and perfection are to 
be applied to the Being to whom argument has actually conducted us. 

But although both ends of the logical bridge are confessedly wanting, the 
process may serve and does serve a more useful purpose than that of mere 
demonstration, namely, that of awakening, explicating, and confirming a 
conviction which, though the most fundamental of all, may yet have been 
partially slumbering for lack of thought. 
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ERRONEOUS EXPLANATIONS, AND CONCLUSION. 

Any correct explanation of the universe must postulate an intuitive 
knowledge of the existence of the external worhl, of self, ancl of God. 
The desire for scientific unity, howeYer, has occasioned attempts to reduce 
these three factors to one, and according as one or another of the throe has 
been regarded as the all-inclusive principle, the result hnB been l\Iuterialism, 
1\Iaterialistic Idealism, or Idealistic Pantheism. This scientific impulse is 
better satisfied by a system which we may designate as Ethical l\lonism. 

I. 1\1.ATERIALISM. 

l\faterialism is that method of thought which gfres priority to matter, 
rather than to mind, in its explanations of the universe. Upon this view, 
material atoms constitute the ultimate and fundamental reality of which 
all things, rational and irrational, are but combinations and phenomena. 
Force is regnrded as a universal and in:separable property of matter. 

The element of truth in materialism is the reality of the external world. 
Its error is in regarding the external world ns having original and inde
pendent existence, and in regarding mind as its product. 

In addition to the general error indicated above, we object to this system 
as follows: 

1. In knowing matter, the mind necessarily judges itself to ba t1.ifferent 
in kind, ancl higher in rank, than the matter which it knows. 

2. Since the mind's attributes of (a) continuous identity, (b) self-activity, 
(c) unrelatedness to space, are different in kind and higher in rank than the 
attributes of matter, it is rational to conclude that mind is itself different in 
kind from matter and higher in rank then matter. 

3. l\Iind rather than mat tor must therefore be regarded as the original 
and independent entity, unless it can be scientifically demonstrated that 
mind is mo.terial in its origin and nature. But all attempts to explo.in the 
psychical from the physical, or the organic from the inorganic, are aclrnowl
etlged failmes. The most that can be claimed is, that psychical are alwo.ys 
accompanied by physical changes, and that the inorganic is the basis and 
support of the organic. Although the precise connection between the mind 
and the body is unknown, the fact that the continuity of physical changes 
is unbroken in times of psychical activity renders it certain that mind is not 
transformed physical force. If the facts of sensation imlicate tho depen
dence of mind upon body, the facts of volition equally indicate the depen
dence of body upon mind. 

29 
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4. The materialistic theory, denying as it does the priority of spirit, 
can furnish no sufficient cause for the highest features of the existing 
universe, namely, its personal intelligences, its intuitive ideas, its free-will, 
its moral progress, its beliefs in God and immOl'tality. 

II. l\fATERIALISTIO IDEALIS}I. 

Idealism proper is that method of thought which regards all knowledge 
as conversant only with affections of the percipient mind. 

Its element of truth is the fact that these affections of the percipient 
mind are the conditions of our knowledge. Its error is in denying th11,t 
through these and in these we know that which exists independently of our 
consciousness. 

The idealism of the present day is mainly a materialistic idealism. It 
defines matter and mind alike in terms of sensation, and regards both as 
opposite sitles or successive manifestations of one underlying and unknow
able force. 

To this view we make the following objections: 

1. Its detinition of matter as a " permanent possibility of sensation " 
contradicts om intuitive judgment that, in knowing the phenomena of 
matter, we have direct knowledge of substance as underlying phenomena, 
as distinct from our sensations, and as external to the mind which 
experiences these sensations. 

2. Its definition of mind as a "series of feelings aware of itself" 
contradicts om intuitive judgment that, in knowing the phenomena of 
mind, we have direct knowledge of a spiritual substance of which these 
phenomena are manifestations, ·which retains its identity independently of 
our consciousness, and which, in its knowing, instead of being the passive 
recipient of impressions from without, always acts from within by a power 
of its own. 

3. In so far as this theory regards mind as the obverse side of matter, 
or as a later and higher development from matter, the mere reference of 
both mind and matter to an underlying force does not save the theory from 
any of the difficulties of pure materialism already mentioned ; since in 
this case, equally with that, force is regarded as purely physical, and the 
priority of spirit is denied. 

4. In so far as this theory holds the underlying force of which matter 
and mind are manifestations to be in any sense intelligent or voluntary, it 
renders necessary the assumption that there is an intelligent and voluntary 
Being who exerts this force. Sensations and ideas, moreover, are expli
cable only as manifestations of l\find. 

III. IDEALISTIC p ANTHEISM. 

Pantheism is that method of thought which conceives of the universe as 
the development of one intelligent and voluntary, yet impersonal, sub
stance, which reaches consciousness only in man. It therefore identifies 
God, not with each incliYidual object in the universe, but with the totality 
of things. The current Pantheism of om day is idealistic. 
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The elements of truth in Pantheism are the intelligence and voluntari
ness of Goel, and his immanence in tho universe ; its error lies in denying 
God's personality and tmnsceuclcnco. 

Wo object to this system as follows 

1. Its iclcn. of God is self-contradictory, since it makes him infinite, yet 
consisting only of the finito ; nl>solutc, yet existing iu necessary relation to 
the universe; supreme, yet shut up to a process of self-evolution and 
clepenclent for self-consciousness on man; without self-determination, yet 
the cause of all that is. 

2. Its assumed unity of substance is not only without proof, but it directly 
contradicts our intuitive judgments. These testify that we are not parts and 
particles of God, but distinct personal subsistences. 

3. It assigns no sufficient cause for that fact of the universe which is 
highest in rank, and therefore most needs explanation, namely, the exist
ence of personal intelligences. A substance which is itself unconscious, and 
under the law of necessity, cannot produce beings who are self-conscious 
and free. 

4. It therefore contradicts the affirmations of our moral and religious 
natures by denying man's freedom and responsibility; by making Goel to 
include in himself all evil as well ns all good; and by precluding all prayer, 
worship, and hope of immortality. 

5. Our intuitive conviction of the existence of a God of absolute per
fection compels us to conceive of God as possessed of every highest quality 
and attribute of men, and therefore, especially, of that which constitutes 
the chief dignity of the human spirit, its personality. 

6. Its objection to the divine personality, that over against the Infinite 
there can be in eternity past no non-ego to call forth self-consciousness, is 
refuted by considering that even man's cognition of the non-ego logically 
presupposes knowledge of the ego, from which the non-ego is distinguished ; 
that, in an nhsolutc mind, self-consciousness cam1ot be conditioned, as in 
the case of finite mind, upon contact ·with a not-self; and that, if the dis
tinguishing of self from a not-self were an essential condition of divine 
self-consciousness, the eternal personal distinctions in the divine nntnre or 
the eternal states of the divine mind might furnish such a condition. 

IV. ETHICAL l\Io~ISM. 

Ethical l\Ionism is that method of thought which holds to a single sub
stance, ground, 

1 
or principle of being, namely, Goel, but which also holds 

to the ethical facts of God's transcendence as well as his immanence, and 
of Gael's personality as distinct from, and as guaranteeing, the personality 
of mn.n. 

I. While Ethical l\Ionism embraces the one element of truth contained 
in Pantheism-tho tmth that Gou is in all thingsancl that all things are in 
Goel-it regards this scientific unity as entirely consistent with the facts of 
ethics-mnn's freedom, responsibility, sin, and guilt; in other words, 
l\Ietaphysical l\Ionism, or the doctrine of one substance, ground, or prin-
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ciple of being, is qualified by Psychological Dnalism, or the doctrine that 
the soul is personally L1istinct from matter on the one hand, and from God 
on the other. 

2. In contrast then with the two errors of Pantheism-the denial of 
Goc1's transcendence and the denial of God's personality- Ethical l\lonism 
holds that the universe, instead of being one with God and conterminous 
with God, is but a finite, partial and progressive manifestation of the divine 
Life: l\Iatter being God's self-limitation um1er the law of Necessity; 
Hnmanity being God's self-limitation under the lnw of Freedom ; Incarna
tion aml Atonement being God's self-limitations under the law of Grace. 

3. The immanence of Goel, as the one substance, ground and 1n·inciple 
of being, does not destroy, but rather guarantees, the im1ividuality and 
rights of each portion of the uni-ver~e, so that there is variety of rank and 
endowment. In the case of mor::tl beings, worth is determinec1 by the 
degree of their -voluntary recognition and appropriation of the divine. 
·while God is all, he is also in all; so making the universe a grac1ed and pro
gressive manifestation of himself, both in his love for righteousness and 
his opposition to moral evil. 

4. Since Christ is the Logos of God, the immanent God, God revealeL1 
in Nature, in Humanity, in Redemption, Ethical l\lonism recognizes the 
universe as createc1, upheld, and governed by the same Being who in the 
course of history was manifest in human form and who made atonement 
for human sin by his death on Calvary. The secret of the universe and 
the key to its mysteries are to be found in the Cross. 



PART JU. 

THE SCRIPTURES A REVELATION FROM GOD. 

CIIAPrEH I. 

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS. 

I. REASONS A PRIORI FOR EXPECTIXG A REVELATIO~ FRO".\! Goo. 

l. .iYceds ofm,an's natm·c. l\fan'sintellectualandmoralnatnrc requires, 
in order to preserve it from constant deterioration, and to ensure its moral 
growth and progress, an authoritative and helpful revelatiun of religious 
truth, of a higher and completer sort than any to which, in its present state 
of sin, it can attain by the use of its unaided powers. The proof of this 
proposition is partly psychological, antl partly historical. 

A. Psychological proof.-( a) Neither reason nor intuition throws light 
upon certain questions whose solution is of the utmost importance to us; for 
example, Trinity, atonement, part1on, method of worship, personal existence 
after death. ( b) Even the tmth to which we anive by our natural powers 
needs divine confirmation and authority when it addresses minds and ·wills 
perverted by sin. ( c) To break this power of sin, and to furnish encourage
ment to moral effort, we need a special revelation of the merciful and help
ful aspect of the divine nature. 

Il. Historical proof. -(a) The knowledge of moral and religious truth 
possessed by nations and ages in which special 1·evelation is unknown is 
grossly and increasingly imperfect. (b) l\Ian's actual condition in ante
Christian times, and in modern heathen lnrn1s, is that of extreme moral 
depravity. (c) With this depravity is found a general conviction of help
lessness, aml on the part of some nobler natures, a longing after, and hope 
of, aid from above. 

2. Presumption of supply. \\1hat we know of God, by nature, affords 
ground for hope that these wants of our intellectual and moral being will be 
met by a correspomling supply, in the shape of a special divine revelation. 
\Ye argue this : 

(a) From om· necessary conviction of God's wisdom. Having made 
man a spiritual being, for spiritual ends, it may be hoped that ho will furnish 
the means nectlcd to secure these ends. ( u) From the actual, though incom
plete, revelation already given in nature. Since God has actually umler
takcn to make himself known to men, we may hope that he "ill finish tho 

3 ~ 
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wo1·k he has begun. ( c) From the general connection of want and supply. 
The higher our needs, the more intricate and ingenious are, in general, the 1 

contrivances for meeting them. We may therefore hope that the highest 
want will be all the more surely met. ( d) From analogies of nature arnl 
history. Signs of reparative goodness in nature and of forbearance in provi
dential dealings lead us to hope that, while justice is executed, Goel may 
still make known some way of restoration for sinners. 

We conclude this section upon the reasons a prio1·i for expecting a 
l'evelation from Goel with the acknowledgment that the facts warrant that 
clegi·ee of expectation which we call hope, rather than that larger degree 
of expectation which we call assurance; aml this, for the reason that, while 
conscience gives proof that God is a God of holiness, we have not, from the 
light of nature, equal evidence that God is a Goel of love. Reason teaches 
man that, as a sinner, he merits condemnation; bnt he cannot, from reason 
alone, know that Goel will have mercy upon him and provide salvation. 
His doubts can be removed only by God's own voice, assuring him of 
'' redemption . . . the forgiveness of . . . trespasses" ( Eph. 1 : 7) and 
revealing to him the way in which that forgiveness has been rendered possible. 

!I. l\IARKS OF THE REVELATION llIAN MAY EXPECT. 

1. As to Us substance. We may expect this later revelation not to con
traclict, but to confirm and enlarge, the knowledge of God which we derive 
from nature, while it remedies the defects of natural religion and throws 
light upon its problems. 

2. As to its method. We may expect it to follow God's methods of 
llrocedure in other communications of truth. 

(a) That of continuous historical clevelopment,-that it will be given 
in germ to early ages, and will be more fully unfolded as the race is pre
pared to receive it. 

( b) That of original delivery to a single nation, and to single persons 
in that nation, that it may through them be communicated to mankind. 

( c) That of preservation in written and accessible documents, handed 
clown from those to whom the revelation is first communicated. 

3. As to its attestation. We may expect that this revelation will be 
accompanied by evidence that its author is the same being whom we have 
previously recognized as Goel of nature. This evidence must constitute (a) 
a manifestation of God himself; ( b) in the outward as well as the inward 
world; ( c) such as only God's power or knowledge can make; and ( d) such 
as cannot be counterfeited by the evil, or mistaken by the candid, soul. 
In short, we may expect God to attest by miracles and by prophecy, the 
clivine mission and authority of those to whom he communicates a revelation. 
Some such outward sign would seem to be necessary, not only to assure 
the original recipient that the snp1losecl revelation is not a vagary of his 
own imagination, bn t also to render the revelation received by a single 
individual authoritative to all ( compare Judges 6: 17, 36-40-Gilleon 
asks a sign, for himself; 1 K. 18: 36-38-Elijah asks a sign, for others). 
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But in order that onr poRitivo proof of a divine revelation may not bo 
embarrassed by the suspicion that tho miraculous and prophetic clements 
in the Scripture history creato a presumption against its credibility, it will 
be desirable to take up at this point the general subject of miracles and 
prophecy. 

Ill. 1\IIRAOLES, AS ATTESTING A DIVINE REVELATION. 

l. Definition of .Miracle. 

A. Preliminary Definition.-A miracle is an event palpable to the 
senses, produced for a religions purpose by the immediate agency of God ; 
an e-,ent therefore which, though not contravening any law of nature, the 
laws of natme, if fully known, would not without this agency of God be 
competent to explain. 

This definition corrects several erroneous conceptions of the miracle : -
(a) A miracle is not a suspension or violation of natural law ; since 
natural law is in operation at the time of the miracle just as much as before. 
( b) A miracle is not a sudden product of natural agencies - a product 
merely foreseen, by him who appears to work it ; it is the effect of a will 
outside of nature. ( c) A miracle is not an event without a cause ; since 
it has for its cause a direct volition of Goel. ( d) A miracle is not an 
irrational or capricious act of God; but an act of wisdom, performed in 
accordance with the immutable laws of his being, so that in the same cir
cumstances the same course would be again pursued. ( e) A miracle is not 
contrary to experience ; since it is not contrary to experience for a new 
cause to be followed by a new effect. (f) A miracle is not a matter of 
internal experience, like regeneration or illumination; but is an event pal
pable to the senses, which may serve as an objective proof to all that the 
worker of it is divinely commissioned as a religious teacher. 

B. Alternative and Preferable Definition. - A miracle is an e,ent in 
nature, so extraordinary in itself and so coinciding with tho prophecy or 
command of a religious teacher or leader, as fully to warrant the con
viction, on the part of those who witness it, thR.t Goel has wrought it "ith 
the design of certifying that this teacher or leader has been commissioned 
by him. 

This definition has certain marked advantages as compared with the pre
liminary definition given above : - (a) It recognizes the immanence of 
God and his immediate agency in nature, instead of assuming an antithesis 
between the laws of nature and the will of God. ( b) It regards the mira
cle as simply an extraordinary act of that same Goel who is already present 
in all natural operations and who in them is revealing his general plan. 
( c) It holds that natmal law, as the method of God's regular activity, in 
no way precludes unique exertions of his power when these will best secure 
his purpose in creation. ( d) It leaves it possible that all miracles may 
have their natural explanations and may hereafter be traced to natural 
causes, while both miracles and their natural causes may be only names 
for the one and self-same will of God. ( e) It reconciles the claims of 
both science and religion : of science, by permitting any possible or prob-
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able physical antecedents of the miracle ; of religion, by maintaining that 
these very antecedents together with the miracle itself are to be interpreted 
as signs of God's special commission to him under whose teaching or 
leadership the miracle is wi·ought. 

2. Possibility of .Miracle. 

An event in nature may be caused by an agent in nature yet above 
nature. This is evident from the following considerations : 

(a) Lower forces and laws in nature are frequently counteracted and 
transcended by the higher ( as mechanical forces and laws by chemical, and 
chemical by vital), while yet the lower forces and laws are not suspended 
or annihilated, but are merged in the higher, and made to assist in accom
plishing purposes to which they are altogether unequal when left to them
selves. 

( b) The human will acts upon its physical organism, and so upon nature, 
and produces results which nature left to herself never could accomplish, 
while yet no law of nature is suspended or violated. Gravitation still ope
rates upon the axe, even while man holds it at the surface of the water
for the axe still has weight ( cf. 2 K. 6 : 5-7 ). 

( c) In all free causation, there is an acting without means. Man acts 
upon external nature through his physical organism, but, in moving his 
physical organism, he acts diTectly upon matter. In other words, the 
human will can use means, only because it has the power of acting initially 
without means. 

( rl) What the humau will, considered as a supernatural force, and what 
the chemical and vital forces of nature itself, are demonstrably able to 
accomplish, cannot be regarded as beyond the power of God, so long as 
God dwells in and controls the universe. If man's will can act directly 
upon matter in his own physical organism, God's will can work imme
diately upon the system which he has created and which he sustains. In 
other words, if there be a God, and if he be a })ersonal being, miracles are 
possible. The impossibility of mimcles can be maintained only upon prin
ciples of atheism or pantheism. 

( e) This possibility of miracles becomes doubly sure to those who see 1 

in Christ none other than the immanent God manifested to creatmes. The 
Logos or divine Reason who is the principle of all growth and evolution 
can make God kno,vn only by means of successive new impartations of his 
energy. Since all progress implies increment, and Christ is the only 
somce of life, the whole history of creation is a witness to the possibility 
of miracle. 

3. Probability of 1'Iiracles. 

A. We acknowledge that, so long as we confine our attention to nature, 
there is a presumption against miracles. Experience testifies to the uni
formity of natural law. A general uniformity is neeL1fnl, in order to make 
possible a rntional calculation of the future, and a proper ordering of life. 
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B. But we deny that this uniformity of nature is absolute and nnivor
sal. (a) It is not a truth of rcnson thnt can ha,o no exceptions, like tho 
axiom that a whole is greater than its parts. ( b) Experience could not 
warrant a belief in absolute and universal uniformity, unless experience 
were identical with absolute and universal knowledge. ( c) ,ve know, on 
tho contrnr~·, from geology, thnt there have been breaks in this uniformity, 
such as the introduction of ,egetnule, animal and humnn life, which can
not be accounted for, except by the manifestation in nature of a super
natural power. 

C. Since the inworking of the moral ln.w into tho constitution and 
course of nature shows that nature exists, not for itself, bnt for tho con
templation and use of moral beings, it is probable that tho God of nature 
will produce effects aside from those of natural law, whenever there are 
sufficiently important moral ends to be served thereby. 

D. The existence of moral disordei· consequent upon tho free acts of 
man's will, therefore, changes the presumption against miracles into a pre
sumption in their fa,·or. The non-appearance of miracles, in this cai,e, 
would be the greatest of wonders. 

E. As belief in the possibility of mimclcs rests upon our belief in the 
existence of a personal God, so belief in the probability of miracles rests 
upon our belief that Goel is a moral and benevolent being. He who has 
no Goel but a God of physical order will regard miracles as an impertinent 
intrusion upon that order. But he who yields to tho testimony of con
science and regards God as a Goel of holiness, will see that man's unholi
ness renders God's miraculous interposition most necessary to man and 
most becoming to Goel. Our view of miracles will therefore be determined 
by our belief in a moral, or in a non-moral, Goel. 

F. From the point of view of ethical monism the probability of miracle 
becomes even greater. Since God is not merely the intellectual but the 
moral Reason of the world, tho disturbances of the world-order which are 
due to sin are the matters which most deeply affect him. Christ, tho life of 
tho whole system and of humanity as well, must suffer; and, since we have 
evidence that he is merciful as well as just, it is probable that he will rec
tify the evil by extraordinary means, when merely ordinary means do not 
avail. 

4. The amount of testimony necessary to prove a miracle is no 
greater than that which is requisite to prove the occurrence of any other 
unusual but confessecUy possible event. 

Hume, indeed, argued that a miracle is so contradictory of all human 
experience that it is more reasonable to believe any amount of testimony 
false than to believe a miracle to be true. 

The argument is fallacious, because 

(a) It is chargeable with a pctitio principii, in making our own per
sonal experience the measure of all human experience. The same principle 
would make the proof of any absolutely new fact impossible. Even though 
God should work a miracle, he could never prove it. 
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( b) It involves a self-contradiction, since it seeks to overthrow our faith 
in human testimony by aelclucing to the contrary the general experience of 
men, of which we know only from testimony. This general experience, 
moreover, is merely negative, and cannot neutralize that which is positive, 
except upon principles which woulel invalidate all testimony whatever. 

( c) It requires belief in a greater wonder than those which it would 
escape. That multitudes of intelligent and honest men should against all 
their interests unite in deliberate and persistent falsehooc~, uneler the cir
cumstances narrated in the New Testament record, involves a change in the 
sequences of natme far more incredible than the miracles of Christ and his 
apostles. 

5. Evidential force of .lJiiracles. 

(a) l\Iiracles are the natural accompaniments and attestations of new 
communications from Goel. The great epochs of miracles- represented by 
Moses, the prophets, the first and second comings of Christ- are coinci
dent with the great epochs of revelation. .l\Iiracles serve to draw attention 
to new truth, and cease when this truth has gained currency and foothold. 

( b) l\Iiracles generally certify to the truth of doctrine, not directly, but 
indfrectly ; otherwise a new miracle must needs accompany each new 
doctrine taught. l\Iiracles primarily and directly certify to the divine com
mission anel authority of a religious teacher, and therefore warrant accept
ance of his doctrines and obedience to his commands as the doctrines and 
commands of God, whether these be communicated at intervals or all 
together, orally or in written documents. 

( c) l\Iiracles, therefore, do not stand alone as evidences. Power alone 
cannot prove a divine commission. Purity of life and doctrine must go 
with the mirncles to assure Uft that a religious teacher has come from Goel. 
The miracles anel the doctrine in this manner mutually support each other, 
and form parts of one whole. The internal evidence for the Christian 
system may have greater power over certain minds and over certain ages 
than the external evidence. 

( d) Yet the Christian miracles do not lose their value as evidence in the 
process of ages. The lo£ tier the structure of Christian life and doctrine the 
greater need that its foundation be secure. The authority of Christ as a 
teacher of supernatural truth rests upon his :miracles, and especially upon 
the :miracle of his resurrection. That one miracle to which the church 
looks back as the source of her life carries with it irresistibly all the other 
miracles of the Scripture record ; upon it alone we may safely rest the 
proof that the Scriptmes are an authoritati.e revelation from God. 

( e) The resurrection of om Lord Jesus Christ- by which we mean 
his coming forth.from the sepulchre in body as well as in spirit-is demon
strated by evidence as varied and as conclusiYe as that which proves to us 
any single fact of ancient history. Without it Christianity itself is inexpli
cable, as is shown by the failure of all modern rationalistic theories to 
account for its rise and progress. 
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6. Counterfeit Miracles. 

Sinco only an act directly wrought by God can properly bo callctl a 
miracle, it follows that surprising events brought about by evil spirits or 
by men, through tho use of natural agencies heyontl our knowletlge, arc 
not entitled to this appellation. The Scriptnrc>s recognize the existence of 
such, but denominate them "lying wonders" ( 2 Thess. 2 : 9 ). 

These counterfeit miracles in various ages argue that the belief in miracles 
is rnitmnl to the race, and thn,t somewhere there must exist the true. rrhcy 
serve to show that not all supernatural occurrences arc divine, and to impress 
npon us the necessity of careful exn.mination beforo we accept them as 
diYinc. 

False miracles may commonly he distinguished from the trnc by (a) their 
accompaniments of immoral conduct or of doctrine contradictory to truth 
alrnady revealed- as in modern spiritualism ; ( lJ) their internal character
istics of inanity .:ind extravagance-as in the liquefaction of the blood of 
St. Januarins, or the miracles of the ApocrnJhal New Testament; ( (,) tho 
insufficiency of the object which they arc designed to further-as in the 
case of Apollonins of Tyana, or of the miracles sn.id to accompany tho pub
lication of the doctrines of the irnmacnhtte conception and of the pn.pnl 
infallibility ; ( d) their lack of sn bstantiating evidence- as in mctlireva1 
miracles, so sehlom attested by contemporary and disinterested witnesses; 
( c) their denial or undervaluing of God's previous revelation of himself in 
nature-as shown by the neglect of ordinary means, in the cases of Faith
cure and of so-called Christian Science. 

IV. PRoPHEOY AS ATrESTING A DrvrnE REVELATION. 

We here consider prophecy in its narrow sense of mero prediction, 
reserving to a subsequent chapter the consideration of prophecy as inter
pretation of the divine will in general. 

1. Definition. Prophecy is the foretelling of future events by virtue of 
direct communication from God - a foretelling, therefore, which, though 
not contravening any laws of the human mind, those laws, if fully known, 
would not, v.ithont this agency of God, be sufficient to explain. 

2. Relation of Prophecy to 1'liracles. l\liracles are attestations of 
reYelation proceeding from divine power ; prophecy is an attestation of rev
elation proceeding from divine knowletlgc. Only God can know the con
tingencies of the future. The possibility and probability of prophecy may 
be.argued upon the same grounds upon which we argue the possibility and 
probability of miracles. As an evidence of diviue revelation, however, 
prophecy possesses two advantages o,er miracles, namely: (a) The proof, 
in the case of prophecy, is not deriYed from ancient testimony, hut is under 
our eyes. ( b) The enclence of miracles cannot become stronger, whereas 
every new fulfilment adds to the argument from prophecy. 

3. Requirements in Prophecy, considerecl a& an Evidence of Revela
tion. (ct) The utterance must be distant from the eYent. ( b) Nothing 
must exist to suggest the event to merely natmal prescience. ( c) The 
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utterance must be free from ambiguity. ( d) Yet it must not be so pre
cise as to secure its own fulfilment. ( e) It must be followed in due time 
by the event predicted. 

4. General F eatures of P1·ophecy in the Sc1·ivtures. (a) Its large 
amount-occupying a great portion of the Bible, and extending over many 
hundred years. ( b) Its ethical and religious nature - the events of the 
future being regarded as outgrowths and results of men's present attitude 
toward God. ( c) Its unity iu diversity-finding its central point in 
Christ the true servant of God and deliverer of his people. ( d) Its actual 
fulfilment as regards many of its predictions -while seeming non-fulfil
ments are explicable from its figurative and conditional nature. 

5. JJiessianic Prophecy in general. (a) Direct predictions of events 
- as in Old Testament prophecies of Christ's birth, suffering and subse
quent glory. ( b ) General prophecy of the Kingdom in the Old Testa
ment, and of its gradual triumph. ( c ) Historical types in a nation and 
in individuals-as Jonah and David. ( d) Prefigmations of the future 
in rites and ordinances- as in sacrifice, circumcision, and the passover. 

6. Special Prophecies uttered by Christ. (a) As to his own death 
and resurrection. ( b ) As to ewnts occurring between his death and the 
destruction of Jerusalem ( multitudes of impostors ; wars and nrmors of 
wars ; famine and pestilence ). ( c ) As to the destruction of Jerusalem 
and the Jewish polity ( J ornsalem compassed with armies; abomination of 
desolation in the holy µlace; flight of Christians; misery ; massacre ; dis
persion). ( d) As to the world-wide diffusion of his gospel ( the Bible 
already the most ·widely circulated book in the world). 

7. On the doitble sense of Prophecy. 

(a) Certain prophecies apparently contain a fulness of meaning which 
is not exhausted by the event to which they most obviously and literally 
refer. A prophecy which had a partial fulfilment at a time not remote 
from its utterance, may find its chief fulfilment in an event far distant. 
Since the principles of Gocl's administration find ever recurring and ever 
enlarging illustration in history, prophecies which have already had a 
partial fulfilment may have whole cycles of fulfilment yet before them. 

( b) The prophet was not always aware of the meaning of his own proph
ecies ( 1 Pet. 1 : 11 ). It is enough to constitute his prophecies a proof of 
divine revelation, if it can be shown that the correspondences between 
them and the actual events are such as to indicate diYine wisdom and pur
pose in the giving of them-in other words, it is enough if the inspiring 
Spirit knew their meaning, even though the inspired prophet did not. 

8. Purpose of Prophecy-so jar as it is y et unfulfilled. (a) Not to 
enable us to map out the details of the future ; but rather ( b) To give gen
eral assurance of God's power and foreseemg ·wisdom, and of the certainty 
of his triumph; and ( c) To furnish, after fulfilment, the proof that God 
saw the end from the beginning. 
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9. Evidential force of Prophecy- so Jar as U is fulfilled. Prophecy, 
like miracles, does not stand alone ns evidence of tho divine commission of 
tho Scripture writers and teachers. It is simply a corroborative attesta
tion, which unites with miracles to prove that a religions teacher has come 
from God and speaks ·with divine authority. ,Yo cannot, however, dispense 
with this portion of the evidences, - for unless the death and resurrection 
of Christ are events forekno,rn. and foretold by himself, as well as hy the 
ancient prophets, we lose one main proof of his authority as a teacher sent 
from God. 

Having thus removed the presumption originally existing against mir
acles and prophecy, we may now consider tho ordinary laws of evidence 
and determine the rules to be followed in esti..Iµating tho weight of the 
Scripture testimony. 

V. PRINCIPLES OF HISTORICAL EVIDEN'CE APPLIOABLE TO THE PROOF OF 
A DIVINE REVELATION' ( mainly derived from Greenleaf, Testimony of the 
Evangelists, and from Starkie on Evidence). 

l. As to docwnentary evidence. 

(a) Documents apparently ancient, not bearing upon their face the 
marks of forgery, and found in proper custody, are presumed to be genuine 
until sufficient evidence is brought to the contrary. The New Testament 
documents, since they are found in the custody of the church, their natural 
and legitimate depository, must by this rule be presumed to be genuine. 

( b) Copies of ancient documents, made by those most interested in their 
faithfulness, are presumed to correspond with the originals, even although 
those originals no longer exist. Since it was the church's interest to have 
faithful copies, the burden of proof rests upon the objector to the Christian 
documents. 

( c) In determining matters of fact, after the lapse of considerable time, 
documentary evidence is to be allowed greater weight than oral testimony. 
Neither memory nor tradition can long be trusted to giYc absolutely correct 
accounts of particular facts. Tho New Testament documents, therefore, 
ate of greater weight in evidence than tradition would be, even if only 
thirty years had elapsed since the death of the actors in tho scenes they 
relate. 

2. As to testimony in general. 

(a) In questions as to matters of fact, the properinquiry is not whether 
it is possible that the testimony may be false, but whether there is sufficient 
probability that it is true. It is unfair, therefore, to allow onr examination 
of the Scripture mtnesscs to bo prejudiced by suspicion, merely because 
their story is a sacred one. 

( b) A proposition of fact is proved when its truth is established by com
petent and satisfactory evidence. By competent evidence is meant such 
evidence as the nature of the thing to he pro,ed admits. By satisfactory 
evidence is meant that amount of proof which ordinarily satisfies nn 
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unprejudiced mind beyond a reasonable doubt. Scripture facts are there
fore proved when they are established by that kind and degree of evidence 
which wonld in the affairs of ordinary life satisfy the mind and conscience 
of a common man. When we have this kind and degree of evidence it is 
unreasonable to require more. 

( c) In the absence of circumstances which generate suspicion, every 
witness is to be presumed credible, until the contrary is shown; the burden 
of impeaching his testimony lying upon the objector. The principle which 
leads men to give true witness to facts is stronger than that which leads 
them to give false witness. It is therefore unjust to compel the Christian 
to establish the credibility of bis witnesses before proceeding to adduce 
their testimony, and it is equally unjust to allow the uncorroborated testi- ' 
mony of a profane writer to outweigh that of a Christian writer. Christian 
witnesses should not be considered interested, and therefore untrustworthy ; 
for they became Christians again'lt their worldly interests, and because they 
could not resist the force of testimony. Varying accounts among them 
should be estimated as we estimate the varying accounts of profane writers. 

(cl) A slight amount of positive testimony, so long as it is uncontradicted, 
outweighs a very great amount of testimony that is merely negative. The 
silence of a second witness, or his testimony that he did not see a certain 
alleged occurrence, cannot counterbalance the positive testimony of a first 
witness that be did see it. We should therefore estimate the silence of pro- · 
fane writers with regard to facts narrated in Scripture precisely as we should 
estimate it if the facts about which they are silent were narrated by other 
profane "Titers, instead of being narrated by the writers of Scripture. 

( e) '' The credit due to the testimony of witnesses depends upon : first, 
their ability ; secondly, their honesty ; thirdly, their number and the con
sistency of theh- testimony; fourthly, the conformity of their testimony with 
experience; and fifthly, the coincidence of theh- testimony with collateral 
circumstances." ,ve confidently submit the New Testament witnesses to 
each and all of these tests. 



CHAPTER II. 

POSITIVE PROOFS TIIAT THE SCRIPTURES ARE A DIVINE 

REVELATIO~. 

I. THE GENUINENESS OF TIIE CHRISTIA:N' Docm.rn:sTs, or proof that the 
books of the Old and New Testaments were written at the age to which they 
are assigned allll by the men or cla'3s of men to whom they aro ascribed. 

1. Gemti11e11ess of the Books of the J..Ycw Testament. 

We do not need to adduce proof of the existence of the books of the New 
Testament as for baek as the third century, for we possess manuscripts of 
them which are at least fourteen hundred years old, and, since the third 
centluy, references to them have been inwoven into all history and litera
ture. "\Ve begin our proof, therefore, by showing that these documents not 
only existed, but were generally accepted as genuine, before the close of 
the second century. 

A. All the books of the New Testament, with the single exception of 
2 Peter, were not only received as genuine, but were used in more or less 
collected form, in the latter half of the second century. These collections 
of writings, so slowly transcribed and distributed, imply the long continued 
previous existence of the separate books, and forbid us to fix their origin 
fater than the first half of the second century. 

(a) Tertnllio.n (lG0-230) appeals to the 'New Testament' as made up of 
the 'Gospels' and '.Apostles.' He vouches for the genuineness of tho four 
gospels, the Aets, 1 Peter, 1 John, thirteen epistles of Paul, and the Apoca
lypse; in short, to twenty-one of the twenty-seven books of our Canon. 

( b) The ~Iuratorian Canon in the West and tho Peshito Version in the 
East ( having a common date of about 160) in their catalogues of the New 
Testament writings mutually complement each other's slight deficiencies, 
11,nd together witness to the fact that at that time every book of our present 
New Testament, with the exception of 2 Peter, was received as genuine. 

( c) The Canon of l\Iarcion (140), though rejecting all the gospels but 
that of Luke, and all the epistles but ten of Paul's, shows, nevertheless, 
that at that early day "apostolic writings were regarded as a complete 
original rule of doctrine." Even l\Iarcion, moreover, does not deny the 
genuineness of those writings which for doctrinal reasons he rejects. 

B. The Christian and Apostolic Fathers who lived in the first half of 
the second century not only quote from these books and allude to them, 
but testify that they were written by the apostles themselves. We are 
therefore compelled to refer their origin still further back, namely, to the 
first century, when the apostles lived. 

43 
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( a ) Irenreus ( 120-200) mentions and quotes the four gospels by name, 
and among them the gospel according to John : '' Afterwards John, the 
disciple of the Lord, who also leaned upon his breast, he likewise published 
a gospel, while he dwelt in Ephesus in Asia." And Irenreus was the dis
ciple and friend of Polycarp ( 80-166 ), who was himself a personal acquain
tance of the Apostle John. The testimony of Iremeus is virtually the 
evidence of Polycarp, the contemporary and friend of the Apostle, that each 
of the gospels was written by the person whose name it bears. 

( b) Justin l\Iartyr ( died 148) spooks of 'memoirs ( a:rroµv71µovei1µarn) of 
Jesus Christ,' and his quotations, though sometimes made from memory, 
are evidently cited from our gospels. 

( c) Papias ( 80-164 ), whom Iren::eus calls a 'hearer of John,' testifies 
that l\latthew "wrote in the Hebrew dialect the sacred oracles ( ra ;\,6yw )," 

and that "l\lark, the interpreter of Peter, wrote after Peter, ( varepov IIfrp<.J) 
[ or under Peter's direction ], an unsystematic account ( ov rafet) " of the 
same events and discourses. 

( d) The Apostolic Fathers, - Clement of Rome ( died 101 ), Ignatius of 
Antioch ( martyred 115 ), and Polycarp ( 80-166 ),-companions and friends 
of the apostles, have left us in their writings over one hundred quotations 
from or allirnions to the New Testament writings, and among these every 
book, except four minor epistles (2 Peter, Jude, 2 and 3 John) is repre
sented. 

( e) In the synoptic gospels, the omission of all mention of the fulfil
ment of Christ's prophecies with regard to the destruction of Jerusalem is 
evidence that these gospels were written before the occurrence of that 
event. In the Acts of the Apostles, uniYersally attributed to Luke, we have 
an allusion to 'the former treatise', or the gospel by the same author, which 
must, therefore, haxe been written before the encl of Paul's first imprison
ment at Rome, and probably with the help and sanction of that apostle. 

C. It is to be presumed that this acceptance of the New Testament doc
uments as genuine, on the part of the Fathers of the churches, was for 
good and sufficient reasons, both internal and external, and this presump
tion is corroborated by the following considerations : 

( a) There is evidence that the early churches took every care to assure 
themselves of the genuineness of these writings before they accepted them. 

( b) The style of the New Testament writings, and their complete cor
respondence with all we know of the lands and times in which they profess 
to have been wTitten, affords convincing proof that they belong to the 
apostolic age. 

( c) The genuineness of the fomth gospel is confirmed by the fact that 
Tatian ( 155-170 ), the Assyrian, a disciple of Justin, repeatedly quoted it 
without naming the author, and composed a Harmony of our four gospels 
which he named the Diates;;aron ; while Basilicles ( 130) and Valentin us 
( 150 ), the Gnostics, both quote from it. 
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( d) The epistle to tho Hebrews appears to luwo b0cn accepted during 
the first century after it was written (so Clement of Romo, Justin l\fortyr, 
and the Pcshito Y crsion witness). Then for two centuries, espccin1ly in 
the Roman and North African chmches, and probably because its internal 
characteristics were inconsistent with the tradition of a Pauline authorship, 
its genuineness was llou btcd ( so Tertnllian, Cyprian, Iron mus, l\Iurntorian 
Canon). At tho end of the fourth centnry, Jerome examined tho evidence 
and decilled in its favor; Augustine did the same; the thirll (Jouncil of 
Carthage formally recognized it ( 397) ; from that time tho Latin clmrchos 
united with tho East in receiving it, and thus the doubt was finally aiHl 
forever remo,cd. 

( e) As to 2 Peter, Jude, and 2 and 3 John, the epistles most frequently 
hchl to be spurious, we may say that, although we have no conclnsivo 
external evidence earlier than A. D. lG0, and in the case of 2 Peter none 
earlier than A. D. 230-250, we may fairly urge in favor of their genuine
ness not only their internal characteristics of literary style and moral value, 
but also the general acceptance of them all since the third century as the 
actual productions of the men or class of men whose names they bear. 

(J) Upon no other hn)othAsis than that of their genuineness can the 
general acceptance of these four minor epistles since the third century, and 
of all the other books of the New Testament since the middle of the secorn l 
century, be satisfactorily accounted for. If they had been mere collections 
of floating legends, they could not ha,e secured wide circulation as sacred 
books for which Christians must answer with their blood. If they had been 
forgeries, the churches at large could neither have been deceived as to 
their previous non-existence, nor have been induced unanimously to pre
tend that they were ancient and genuine. Inasmuch, however, as other 
accounts of their origin, inconsistent with their genuineness, are now cur
rent, we proceed to examine more at length the most important of these 
opposing views. 

D. Rationalistic Theories as to the origin of the gospels. These are 
attempts to eliminate the miraculous element from the New Tostamen t 
records, and to reconstruct the sacred history upon principles of naturn1ism. 

Against them we urge the general objection that they are unscientific in 
their principle and method. To set out in an examination of the New Tes
tament documents with the assumption that all history is a mere natnral 
development, and that miracles are therefore impossible, is to make history 
a matter, not of testimony, but of a prlo1·i speculation. It indeed renders 
any history of Christ and his apostles impossible, since the witnesses whose 
testimony with regard to miracles is discredited can no longer be con
sidered worthy of credence in their account of Christ's life or doctrine. 

1st. The l\Iyth-theory of Strauss ( 1808-1874 ). 

According to this view, the gospels arc crystallizations into st.Jry of l\fos
sianic ideas which had for seyeral generations filled the minds of imagina
tive men in Palestine. The myth is a narrative in which such ideas are 
unconsciously clothed, and from which the element of intentional and 
deliberate deception is absent. 
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We object to the l\Iyth-theory of Strauss, that 

(a) The time between the death of Christ and the publication of the 
gospels was far too short for the growth and consolidation of such mythi
cal histories. l\Iyths, on the contrary, as the Indian, Greek, Roman and 
Scandinavian instances bear witness, are the slow growth of centuries. 

( u) The first century was not a century when such formation of myths 
was possible. Instead of being a credulous and imaginative age, it was an 
age of historical inquiry and of Sadduceeism in matters of religion. 

( c ) The gospels cannot be a mythical outgrowth of Jewish ideas and 
expectations, because, in their main features, they run directly counter to 
these ideas and expectations. The sullen and exclusive nationalism of the 
Jews could not have given rise to a gospel for all nations, nor could their 
expectations of a temporal monarch have led to the story of a suffering 
Messiah. 

(cl) The belief and propagation of such myths are inconsi<itent with 
what we know of the sober characters and self-sacrificing lives of the 
apostles. 

( e) The mythical theory cannot account for the acceptance of the 
gospels among the Gentiles, who had none of the Jewish icleas and expec
tations. 

(f) It cannot explain Christianity itself, with its belief in Christ's cruci
fixion and resurrection, and the ordinances which commemorate these facts. 

2nd. The Tendency-theory of Baur ( 1792-1860 ). 

This maintains that the gospels originated in the midtUe of the second 
century, a:11d were wTitten under assumed names as a means of reconciling 
opposing Jewish and Gentile tendencies in the chureh. '' These great 
national tendencies find their satisfaction, not in events corresponding to 
them, but in the elaboration of conscious fictions." 

We object to the Tendency-theory of Baur, that 

(a) The destructive criticism to which it subjects the gospels, if applied 
to secular documents, would deprive us of any certain knowledge of the 
past, and render all history impossible. 

( u) The antagonistic doctrinal tendencies which it professes to find in 
the several gospels are more satisfactorily explained as varied but consistent 
aspects of the one system of truth held by all the apostles. 

( c) It is incredible that productions of such literary power and lofty 
religious teaching as the gospels should have sprung up in the middle of 
the second century, or that, so springing up, they should have been pube 
lished under assumed names and for covert ends. 

( d) The theory requires us to believe in a moral anomaly, namely, tha,t 
a faithful disciple of Christ in the second century could be guilty of fabri
cating a life of his master, and of claiming authority for it on the ground 
that the author had been a companion of Christ or his apostles. 
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( e) This theory cannot account for the universal acceptance of tho gos
pels at the end of the second century, among willcly separated communi
ties whero reverence for writings of the apostles was a mark of orthodoxy, 
and where the Gnostic heresies would havo made new documents instantly 
liable to suspicion and searching examination. 

(/) The acknowledgment by Baur that the epistles to the Romans, Gala
tians and Corinthians were written by Paul in the first century is fatal to 
his theory, since these epistles testify not only to miracles at the period 
at which they were written, but to the main events of Jesus' lifo and to the 
miracle of his resmrection, as facts ah·eady long acknowledged in the 
Christian church. 

3d. The Romanqe-theory of Renan ( 1823-1892 ). 

This theory allmifs a basis of truth in the gospels and holds that they 
all belong to the century following Jesus' death. "Accon1ing to" l\Iat
thew, l\Iark, etc., however, means only that l\Iatthew, ~lark, etc., ·wrote 
these gospels in substance. Renan claims that the facts of ,Jesus' life were 
so sublimated by enthusiasm, and so overlaid with pious fraud, that the gos
pels in their present form cannot be accepted as genuine,-in short, the 
gospels are to be regarded as historical romances which have only a foun
dation in fact. 

To this Romance-theory of Renan, we object that 

(a) It involves an arbitrary and partial treatment of the Christian doc
uments. The claim that one writer not only borrowed from others, but 
interpolated acl libitum, is contradicted by the essential agreement of the 
manuscripts as quoted by the Fathers, and as now extant. 

( b) It attributes to Christ and to the apostles an aJternate fervor of 
romantic enthusiasm and a false pretense of miraculous power which ru.·e 
utterly irreconcilable with the manifest sobriety and holiness of their lives 
e.nd teachings. If Jesus did not work miracles, he was an impostor. 

( c) It fails to accoun~ for the power and progress of the gospel, as a 
system directly opposed to men's natural tastes and prepossessions-a 
system which substitutes truth for romance and law for impulse. 

4th. The Development-theory of Harnack ( born 1851). 

This holds Christianity to be a historical development from germs which 
were devoid of both dogma and miracle. Jesus was a teacher of ethics, 
and the original gospel is most clearly represented by the Sermon on the 
l\Iount. Greek influence, and especially that of the Alexandrian philoso
phy, added to this gospel a theological and supernatural element, and so 
changed Christianity from a life into a doctrine. 

We object to the Development-theory of Harnack, that 

(a) The Sermon on the l\Iount is not the sum of the gospel, nor its 
original form. Mark is the most original of the gospels, yet l\Iark omits 
the Sermon on the l\Iount, and ~lark is preeminently the gospel of the 
miracle-worker. 
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( b ) All four gospels lay the emphasis, not on Jesus' life and ethical 
teaching, but on his death and resurrection. l\Iatthew implies Christ's 
deity when it asserts his absolute knowledge of the Father ( 11 : 27), his · 
universal judgeship ( 25 : 32 ), his supreme authority ( 28 : 18 ), and his 
omnipresence ( 28 : 20 ), while the phrase '' Son of man" implies that he is 
also '' Son of Goel." 

( c) The preexistence and atonement of Christ cannot be regarded as 
accretions upon the original gospel, since these find expression in Paul 
who wrote before any of our evangelists, and in his epistles anticipated the 
Logos-doctrine of John. 

( cl) We may grant that Greek influence, through the Alexandrian phi
losophy, helped the New Testament '1.Titers to discern what was already 
present in the life and work and teaching of Jesus; but, like the microscope 
which discovers but does not create, it added nothing to the substance of 
the faith. 

( e) Though J\Iark says nothing of the virgin-birth because his story is 
limited to what the apostles had witnessed of Jesus' deeds, l\Iatthew appar
ently gives us Joseph's story and Luke gives J\Iary's story-both stories 
naturally published only after J e1:ms' resurrection. 

(f) The larger understanding of doctrine after Jesus' death was itself 
predicted hy our Lord (John 16 : 12). The Holy Spirit was to bring his 
teachings to remembrance, and to guide into all the truth (16 : 13), and 
the apostles were to continue the work of teaching which he had begun 
(Acts 1 : 1). 

2. Genuineness of the Books of the Olcl Te.r;tarnent. 

Since nearly one half of the Old Testament is of anonyruous authorship 
and certain of its books may be attributed to definite historic characters 
only by way of convenient classification or of literary personification, we 
here mean by genuineness honesty of purpose and freedom from any
thing counterfeit or intentionally deceptive so far as respects the age or 
the authorship of the documents. 

We show the genuineness of the Old Testament books : 

(a) From the witness of the New Testament, in which all but six books 
of the Old Testament are either quoted or alluded to as genuine. 

( b) From the testimony of Jewish authorities, ancient and modern, 
who declare the same books to be sacred, and only the same books, that 
are now comprised in our Old Testament Scriptures. 

( c) From the testimony of the Septuagint translation, dating from the 
first half of the third century, or from 280 to 180 B. C. 

(cl) From indications that soon after the exile, and so early as the 
times of Ezra and N ebemiah ( 500-450 B. C. ), the Pentateuch together with 
the book of Joshua was not only in existence but was regarded as authori
tative. 

( e) From the testimony of the Samaritan Pentateuch, elating from the 
time of Ezra and Nehemiah ( 500-4G0 B. C. ). 
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(/) From the filllling of "tho hook of tho law" in the temple, in the 
eighteenth year of King J osiuh, or in G21 B. C. 

( g) From references in the prophets Hosea ( B. C. 743-737) uml Amos 
( 7G9-74G) ton, course of divine teaching and revelntion extending for back 
of their clay. 

( h) From the repeated assertions of Scripture that l\Iosos himself wrote 
n, law for his people, confirmed as these aro by evidence of litomry and 
legislatiYe activity in other nations for antedating his time. 

II. CREDIBILITY OF THE ,v nITERS OF TIIE SCRIPTURES. 

"~ o shall attempt to prove this only of tho writers of tho gospels ; for if 
they are credible witno~ses, tho credibility of the Ohl Testament, to which 
they bore testimony, follows as a matter of course. 

1. They ate capable or competent witnesscs,-that is, they possessed 
actual knowledge with regard to the facts they professed to relate. (a) 
They luul opportunities of observation and inquiry. ( u) Thoy were men 
of sobriety and disct'rmneut, and could not have been themselves deceived. 
( c) Their cirenmstanccs were such as to impress deeply upon their minds 
the events of which they were witnesses. 

2. They are honest wltnes.ses. This is evident when we consider that: 
(a) Their testimony imperiled all their workliy interests. ( b) The moral 
ele-rntion of their writings, and their manifest reverence for truth and con
stant inculcation of it, show that they wore not wilful deceivers, but good 
men. ( c) There are minor indications of the honesty of these writers in 
the circnmstantiality of their story, in the absence of any expectation that 
their narratives would be questioned, in their freedom from all disposition 
to screen thomsolyos or the apostles from censure. 

3. The writing.'! of the cvangcliltt.s 1nutually .support each other. We 
argue their credibility upon the ground of their number and of the con
sistency of their testimony. ,vi1ile there is enough of discrepancy to 
show that there lms hcen no collusion between them, there is concurrence 
enough to make the falsehood of them all infinitely improbable. Four 
points nuder this head deserve mention : (a) The evangelists are indepen
dent witnesses. This is sufficiently shown by the futility of tho attempts to 
proYe that any one of them has abridged or trn.nseribod another. ( b) The 
<liscrop1mcics between them are none of them ii:reconcilable with the 
trnth of tho recordocl facts, but only present those facts in new lights or 
with additionn.l detail. ( c) That these witnesses wero friends of Christ 
does not lessen the valno of their united testimony, since they followed 
Christ only because they woro convinced that these facts were true. ( d) 
While one witness to the facts of Christianity might establish its truth, the 
combined ovillonco of four witnesses gives us n. warrant for faith in the facts 
of the gospel such as we possess for no other facts in ancient history what
soever. The Ramo rule which wonld 1·cfnse hclief in tho events recorded 
in tho gospels "wouhl throw doubt on n.ny evout in history." 
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4. The conforrnity of the gospel testimony with experience. We have 
alremly shown that, granting the fact of sin and the need of an attested 
revelation from God, miracles can furnish no presumption against the tes
timony of those who record such a revelation, bnt, as essentially belonging 
to such a revelation, miracles may be proved by the same kind and degree 
of evidence as is 1·equired in proof of any other extraordinary facts. We 
may assert, then, that in the New Testament histories there is no record 
of facts contrary to experience, but only a record of facts not witnessed in 
onlinary experience - of facts, therefore, in which we may believe, if the 
evidence in other respects is sufficient. 

f>. Coincidence of th is testimony with collateral facts and circum
stances. Under this head we may refer to (a) the numberless correspon
dences between the narratfres of the evangelists and contemporary history; 
( b) the failure of every attempt thus far to show that the sacred history is 
contradicted by any single fact derived from other trustworthy sources; 
( c) the infinite improbability that this minute and complete harmony 
should ever have been secured in fictitious narratives. 

6. Conclusion from, the argument for the credibility of the writers of 
the gospels. These writers having been proved to be credible witnesses, 
their narratives, including the accoimts of the miracles and prophecies of 
Christ and his apostles, must be accepted as true. But God would not 
work miracles or rnveal the future to attest the claims of false teachers. 
Christ and his apostles must, therefore, have been what they claimed to be, 
teachers sent from God, and their doctrine must be what they claimed it 
to be, a revelation from Goel to men. 

Ill. THE SUPERNATURAL CHARACTER OF THE SCRIPTURE TEACHING, 

1. Scripture teaching in gene1·al. 

A. The Bible is the work of one mind. 

(a) In spite of its variety of authorship and the vast separation of its 
wi·iters from one another in point of time, there is a unity of subject, spirit, 
and aim throughout the whole. 

( b ) Not one moral or religious utterance of all these writers has been 
contradicted or superseded by the utterances of those who have come later, 
but all together constitute a consistent system. 

( c) Each of these writings, whether early or late, has represented moral 
and religious ideas greatly in advance of the age in which it has appeared, 
and these ideas still lead the world. 

( d) It is impossible to account for this unity without supposing such a 
supernatural suggestion and control that the Bible, while in its various 
parts written by human agents, is yet equally the work of a superhuman 
intelligence. 

B. This one mind that made the Bible is the same mind that made the 
soul, for the Bible is divinely adapted to the soul. 

(a) It shows complete acquaintance with the soul. 
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( b) It judges the soul-contradicting its passions, rovealing its guilt, 
and humbling its pride. 

( c) It meets the deepest needs of the soul-by solutions of its problems, 
disclosures of God's character, presentations of the way of pardon, conso
lations and promises for life and death. 

( d) Yet it is silent upon many questions for which writings of merely 
human origin seek first to provide solutions. 

( e) There are infinite depths and inexhaustible reaches of meaning in 
Scripture, which difference it from all other books, and which compel us to 
believe that its author must be divine. 

2 . . Moral System of the New Testament. 

The perfection of this system is generally conceded. All will admit that 
it greatly surpasses any other system known among men. Among its dis
tinguishing characteristics may be mentioned : 

(a) Its comprehensiveness, -incluJing all human duties in its code, 
e-ven the most generally misunderstood and neglected, while it permits no 
vice whatsoever. 

( b) Its spiritnality,-accepting no merely external conformity to right 
precepts, but judging all action by the thoughts and motives from which it 
Rprings. 

( c) It<, simplicity, -inculcating principles rather than imposing rules ; 
reducing these principles to an organic system ; and connecting this system 
with religion by summing up all human duty in the one command of love 
to God and man. 

( d) Its practicality, -exemplifying its precepts in the life of Jesus 
Christ; and, while it declares man's depravity and inability in his own 
strength to keep the law, furnishing motives to obedience, and the divine 
aid of the Holy Spirit to make this obedience possible. 

"\Ye may justly argue that a moral system so pure and perfect, since it 
surpasses all human powers of invention and runs counter to men's natural 
tastes and passions, must have had a supernatural, and if a supernatural, 
then a divine, origin. 

In contrast with the Christian system of morality the defects of heathen 
systems are so marked and fundamental, that they constitute a strong 
corroborative evidence of the divine origin of the Scripture revelation. 

3. The pe1·son and character of Christ. 

A. The conception of Christ's person as presenting deity and humanity 
indissolubly united, and the conception of Christ's character, with its fault
less and all-comprehending excellence, cannot be accounted for upon any 
other hypothesis than that they were historical realities. 

(a) No source can be assigned from which the evangelists could have 
derived such a conception. The Hiudu avatars were only temporary 
unions of deity with humanity. The Greeks had men half-deified, but no 
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unions of God and man. The monotheism of the Jews found the person 
of Christ a perpetual stumbling-block. The Essenes were in principle more 
opposed to Christianity than the Rabbinists. 

( u) No mere human genius, and much less the genius of Jewish fisher
men, could have originated this conception. Bad men invent only such 
characters as they sympathize with. But Christ's character condemns bad
ness. Such a portrait could uot have been drawn without supernatural 
aiu. But such aid would not have been given to fabrication. The concep
tion can he explained only by granting that Christ's person and character 
were historical realities. 

B. The acceptance and belief in the New Testament descriptions of 
Jesus Christ cannot be accounted for except upon the ground that the 
person and character described had an actual existence. 

(a) If these descriptions were false, there were witnesses still living who 
had known Christ and who would have contradicted them. ( b) There was 
no motive to induce acceptance of such false accounts, but every motive to 
the contrary. ( c) The success of such falsehoods could be explained only 
by supernatural aid, but God would never have thus aided falsehood. Thi ; 
person and character, therefore, must have been not fictitious but real; and 
if real, then Christ's words are true, and the system of which his person 
and character are a part is a revelation from Goel. 

4. The testimony of Christ to himself-as being a messenger from 
God and as being one with God. 

Only one personage in history has claimed to teach absolute truth, to be 
one with Goel, and to attest his divine mission by works such as only God 
could perform. 

A. This testimony cannot he accounted for upon the hypothesis that 
Jesus was an intentional deceiver: for (a) the perfectly consistent holiness 
of his life; ( b ) the lmwavering confidence with which he challenged 
investigation of his claims and staked all upon the result ; ( c) the vast 
improbability of a lifelong lie in the avowed interests of trnth; and ( d) 
the impossibility that deception should barn wrought such blessing to the 
world, -all show that Jesus was no conscious impostor. 

B. Nor can Jesus' testimony to himself be explained upon the hypoth
esis that he was self-deceived: for this would argue (a) a weakness and 
folly amounting to positive insanity. But his whole character and life 
exhibit a calmness, dignity, equipoise, insight, self-mastery, utterly incon
sistent with such a theory. Or it would argue ( b) a self-ignorance and self
exaggeration which could spring only from the deepest moral perversion. 
But the absolute purity of his conscience, the humility of his spirit, the 
self-denying beneficence of his life, show this hypothesis to be incredible. 

If Jesus, then, cannot he charged with either mental or moral unsound
ness, his testimony must be true, and he himself muit be one with God and 
the revealei· of God to men. 
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IY. THE HISTORICAL RESULTS OF THE PnoPAOATION OF SORIPTURE 

DOOTRINE. 

l. The mpid progress of tho gospel in the first centuries of our era 
shows its divine origin. 

A. That Paganism should have been in three centuries supplanted by 
Christianity, is an acknowledged wonder of history. 

B. The wonder is the greater when we consider the obstacles to the 
progress of Christianity : 

( a ) The scepticism of the cultivated classes; ( b) the prejudice and 
hatred of the common people; and ( c) the persecutions set on foot by 
government. 

C. The wonder becomes yet greater when we consider the natural insuffi
ciency of the means used to secure this progress. 

(a) The proclaimers of the gospel were in general unlearned men, belong
ing to a despised nation. ( b) 'rhe gospel which they proclaimed was a 
gospel of salvation through faith in a Jew who had been put to an ignomi
nious death. ( c) This gospel was one which excited natural repugnance, 
by humbling men's pride, striking at the root of their sins, and demanding 
a life of labor and self-sacrifice. ( d) The gospel, moreover, was an exclu
sive one, suffering no rival and declaring itself to be the universal and only 
religion. 

The progress of a religion so unprepossessing and uncompromising to 
outward acceptance and dominion, within the space of three hundred years, 
cannot be explained without supposing that divine power attended its pro
mulgation, and therefore that the gospel is a revelation from God. 

2. The bcnc'{i.cent influence of the Scripture doctrines and precepts, 
wherevc1· they ha1Je had sway, shows their divine origin. Notice: 

A. Their influence on civilization in general, securing a recognition of 
principles which heathenism ignored, such as Garbett mentions: (a) the 
importance of the iudividua]; ( b) the law of mutual love; ( c) the sacred
ness of human life ; ( d) the doctrine of internal holiness ; ( e ) the sanctity 
of home ; (f) monogamy, and the religious equality of the sexes ; ( g ) iden
tification of belief and practice. 

The continued corruption of heathen lands shows that this change is not 
due to any laws of merely natural progress. The confessions of ancient 
writers show that it is not due to philosophy. Its only explanation is that 
the gospel is the power of God. 

B. Their influence upon individual character and happiness, wherever 
they have been tested iu practice. This influence is seen (a) in the moral 
transformations they have wrought- as in the case of Paul the apostle, and 
of persons in every Christian community; ( b) in the self-denying labors 
for human welfare to which they have led-as in the case of Wilberforce and 
Judson ; ( c) in the hopes they ha,e inspired in times of sorrow and death. 

These beneficent fruits cannot have their source in merely natural causes, 
apart from the truth and divinity of the Scriptures; for in that case the 
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contrary beliefs would he accompanied by the same blessings. But since 
we find these blessings only in connection with Christian teaching, we may 
justly consider this as their cause. This teaching, then, must be true, and 
the Scriptures must be a divine revelation. Else God has made a lie to be 
the greatest blessing to the rn.ce. 



CHAPTER 111. 

INSPIRATION OF THE SCRIPTURES. 

I. DEFCTITION OF INSPIRATION. 

Inspiration is that influence of the Spirit of God upon tho minds of tho 

Scripture writers which made their writings the reconl of n. progressive 

divine revelation, sufficient, when taken together and interpreted by the 

same Spirit who inspired them, to lead every honest inquirer to Clu:ist and 

to salvation. 

(a) Inspiration is therefore to be defined, not by its method, but by its 

result. It is a general term inclmliug all those kinds and wcgi-ees of the 

Holy Spirit's influence which were brought to bear upon the minds of the 

Scripture writers, in or<ler to secure the putting into permanent and written 

form of the truth best adapted to man's moral and religious needs. 

( b ) Inspiration may often include revelation, or the direct communi

cation from God of truth to which man could not attain by his unaided 

powers. It may include illumination, or the quickening of man's cogni

tive powers to understand truth already revealed. Inspiration, however, 

does not necessarily and always include either revelation or illumination. 

It is simply the divine influence which secures a transmission of needed 

truth to the future, and, according to the nature of the truth to be trans

mitted, it may be only an inspiration of superintendence, or it may be also 

and at the same time an inspiration of illumination or reYelation. 

( c) It is not denied, but affirmed, that inspiration may qualify for oral 

utterance of truth, or for ·wise leadership and daring deeds. l\len may be 

inspired to render external service to God's kingdom, as in tho cases of 

Bczalel and Samson; even though this service is rendered unwillingly or 

unconsciously, as in the cases of Balaam and CJ]:Us. All human intelli

gence, indeed, is due to the inbreathing of that same Spirit who created 

man at the beginning. w· e are now concerned with inspiration, however, 

only as it pertains to the authorship of Scriptme. 

II. PROOF OF INSPIRATION. 

1. Since we haYe shown that Goel has made a revelation of himself to 

man, we may reasonably presume that he will not trust this revelation 

wholly to human tradition and misrepresentation, but will also provide a 

record of it essentially trustworthy and sufficient; in other words, that the 

same Spirit who originally communicated the tmth will preside 0Yer its 

publication, so far as is needed to accomplish its religious purpose. 

2. Jesus, who has been proved to be not only a credible witness, but a 

messenger from God, vouches for the inspiration of the Old Testament, by 
55 
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quoting it with the formnln.: "It is written" ; by declaring that "one jot 
or one tittle" of it "shall in no wise pass away," and that "the Scripture 
cannot he broken." 

3. Jesus commissioned his apostles as teachers and gave them promises 
of a supernatural aid of the Holy Spirit in their teaching, like the promises 
made to the Old Testament prophets. 

4. The apostles claim to have received this promised Spirit, and under 
his influence to speak with divine authority, putting their writings upon a 
level with the Old Testament Scriptures. We have not only direct state
ments that both the matter and the form of their teaching were supervised 
by the Holy Spirit, but we ha-ve indirect evidence that this was the case in 
the tone of authority which pervades their addresses and epistles. 

5. The apostolic "Titers of the New Testament, unlike professedly 
inspired heathen sages and poets, gave attestation by miracles or prophecy 
that they were inspired by God, and there is reason to believe that the 
productions of those who were not apostles, such as l\fork, Luke, Hebrews, 
James, and J m1e, were r ecommended to the churches as inspired, by apos
tolic sanction and authority. 

6. The chief proof of inspiration, however, must always be found in the 
internal characteristics of the Scriptmes themselves, as these are disclosed 
to the sincere inquirer by the Holy Spirit. The testimony of the Holy 
Spirit combines with the teaching of the Bil>le to convince the earnest 
reader that this teaching is as a whole and in all essentials beyond the power 
of man to communicate, and that it must therefore have been put into per
manent and "Titten form by special inspiration of God. 

ill. THEORIES OF INSPIRATION. 

l. The Intuition-theory. 

This holds that inspiration is bnt a higher development of that natural 
insight into truth which all men possess to some degree; a mode of intelli
gence in matters of morals and religion which giYes rise to sacred books, as 
a corresponding mOlle of intelligence in matters of secular truth gives rise 
to great works of philosophy or art. This mode of intelligence is regarded 
as the product of man's own powers, either without special divine influence 
or with only the inworking of an impersonal God. 

With regard to this theory we remark: 

(a) l\Ian has, indeed, a certain natural insight into truth, and we grant 
that inspiration uses this, so far as it will go, and makes it an instrument in 
discovering and recording facts of nature or history. 

( b) In all matters of morals and religion, however, man's insight into 
truth is vitiated by wrong aflections, and, unless a supernatural wisdom can 
guide him, he is certnin to err himself, and to leatl others into error. 

( c) The theory in question, holding as it does that natural insight is 
the only somce of religious truth, involves a self-contradiction; -if the 
theory be true, then one man is inspired to utter what a second is inspired 
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to pronounce false. Tho Y edas, the Koran and the Bible cannot bo inspired 

to contradict each other. 

( d) It makes moral and religions truth to ho a pnrely snbjf'ctive thing 
-a matter of private opinion- hosing no objective reality independently 
of men's opinions regarding it. 

( c) It logically invokes the denial of a personal God who is truth and 
reveals truth, and so makes man to be the highest intelligence in the uni
verse. This is to explain inspiration by denying its existence ; since, if 

there be no personal God, inspiration is but a figure of speech for a 
purely natural fact. 

2. The Illmnination Theory. 

This regards inspiration as merely an intensifying and elevating of the 
religious perceptions of the Christian, the same in kind, though greater in 
degree, ~ith the illumination of every believer by tho Holy Spirit. It 
holds, not that the Bible is, but that it coutains, the word of God, and that 
not the writings, but only the writers, were inspire<l. Tho illnmination 
given by the Holy Spirit, howe·rnr, puts the inspired writer only in full 
possession of his normal powers, but does not communicate objective truth 
beyond.his ability to discover or understand. 

With regard to this theory we remark : 

(a) There is unquestionably an illumination of the mind of every believer 
by the Holy Spirit, and we grant that there may have been instances in 
which the inflnence of the Spirit, in inspiration, amounted only to 
illumination. 

( b) But we deny that this was the constant method of inspiration, or 
that such an influence can account for the re·rnlation of new truth to the 
prophets and apostles. The illumination of the Holy Spirit gives no new 
truth, but only a vivid apprehension of the truth already revealed. Any 

original communication of truth must have requirell a work of the Spirit 
different, not in degree, but in kind. 

( c ) l\Iere illumination could not secure the Scriptme writers from 
frequent and grievous error. The spiritual perception of the Christinn 
is always rendered to some extent imperfect and deceptive by remaining 
depravity. The subjective element so pretlominates in this theory, that no 
certainty remains even with regard to the trustworthiness of the Scriptures 
as a whole. 

( d) The theory is logically indefensible, as intimating that illumina
tion with regard to truth can be imparted without imparting truth itself, 
whereas Goel must first furnish objective truth to be perceived before he 
can illuminate the mind to perceive the meaning of that iruth. 

3. The Dictation-theory. 

This theory holds that inspiration consisted in sneh a possession of the 
minds and bodies of the Scripture writers by the Holy Spirit, that they 
became passive instruments or amanuenses-pens, not penmen, of God. 
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Of this view we may remark : 

(a) We grant that there are instances when God's communications were 
uttered in an audible voice and took a definite form of words, and that this 
was sometimes accompanied with the command to commit the words to 
writing. 

( b) The theory in question, however, rests upon a partial induction of 
Scripture facts, -unwarrantably assuming that such occasional instances 
of direct dictation reveal the invariable method of God's communications of 
truth to the writers of the Bible. 

( c) It cannot account for the manifestly human element in the Script
ures. There are peculiarities of style which distinguish the productions of 
each writer from those of every other, and there are variations in accounts 
of the same transaction which are inconsistent with the theory of a solely 
divine authorship. 

( d) It is inconsistent with a wise economy of means, to suppose that 
the Scripture writers should have had dictated to them what they knew 
already, or what they could inform themselves of by the uso of their nat
ural powers. 

( e ) It contradicts what we know of the law of God's working in the soul. 
The higher and nobler God's communications, the more fully is man in 
possession and use of his own faculties. We cannot suppose that this high
est work of man under the influence of the Spirit was purely mechanical. 

4. The Dynamical Theory. 

The true view holds, in opposition to the first of these theories, that 
inspiration is not simply a natural but also a supernatural fact, and that it 
is the immediate work of a personal God in the soul of man. 

It holds, in opposition to the second, that inspiration belongs, not only 
to the men who wi·ote the Scriptures, but to the Scriptmes which they 
·wrote, so that these Scriptures, when taken together, constitute a trust
worthy and sufficient record of divine revelation. 

It holds, in opposition to the third theory, that the Scriptures contain a 
human as well as a divine element, so that while they present a body of 
divinely revealed truth, this truth is shaped in human moulds and adapted 
to ordinary human intelligence. 

In short, inspiration is characteristically neither natural, partial, nor 
mechanical, hut supernatural, plenary, and dynamical. Further explan
ations will be grouped under the head of The Union of the Divine and 
Human Elements in Inspiration, in the section which immediately follows. 

IV. THE UNION OF THE DIVINE AND HUMAN ELEl\IENTS IN INSPIRATION. 

1. The Scriptures are the production equally of God and of man, and 
are therefore never to be regarded as merely human or merely divine. 

The mystery of inspiration consists in neither of these terms separately, 
but in the union of the two. Of this, however, the1·e are analogies in the 
interpenetration of human powers by the divine efficiency in regeneration 
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and sanctification, and in tho union of the <livine nml human natures in the 
person of Jesus Christ. 

2. This union of the divine and human agencies in inspiration is not to 
be conceived of as one of external impartation and reception. 

On the other hand, those whom Goel raised up and providentially qnnlified 
to do this work, spoke antl wrote the words of God, when inspired, not as 
from without, but as from within, an<l that not passively, but in the most 
conscious possession and the most exalted exercise of their own powers of 
intellect, emotion, and will. 

3. Inspiration, therefore, di1l not remove, but rather pressed into its 
own sernce, all the personal peculiarities of the writers, together with their 
defects of culture and literary style. 

Every imperfection not inconsistent with truth in a human composition 
may exist in inspired Scripture. The Bible is God's woi:d, in the sense 
that it presents to us divine trnth in human forms, and is a revelrrtion not 
for a select class but for the common mirnl. Rightly understood, this very 
humanity of the Bible is a proof of its divinity. 

4. In inspiration God may use all right and normal methods of literary 
corn position. 

As we recognize in literature the proper function of history, poetry, and 
fiction ; of prophecy, parable, and drama; of personificn.tion and proverb ; 
of allegory and dogmatic instruction ; and even of myth and legend ; we 
cannot deny the possibility that God may use any one of these methods of 
communicating truth, leaving it to us to determine in any single case which 
of these methods he bas adopted. 

5. The inspiring Spirit has given the Scriptures to the world by a pro
cess of gradual evolution. 

As in communicating the truths of natural science, God has communi
cated the truths of religion by successive steps, germinally at first, more 
fully as men have been able to comprehend them. The education of tho 
mce is analogous to the education of tho cbiltl. First come pictures, 
object-lessons, external rites, predictions; then the key to these in Christ, 
and their didactic exposition in the Epistles. 

6. Inspiration did not guarantee inerrancy in things not essential to the 
main plli'pose of Scripture. 

Inspiration went no fmther than to secure a trustworthy transmission 
by the sacred writers of the truth they were commissioned to deliver. It 
was not omniscience. It was a bestowal of various kinds and degrees of 
know ledge and aid, according to need ; sometimes suggesting new truth, 
sometimes presiding over the collection of preexisting material and guard
ing from essential error in the final elaboration. As inspiration was not 
omniscience, so it was not complete sanctification. It involved neither 
personal infallibility, nor entire freedom from sin. 

7. Inspiration did not always, or even generally, involve a direct com
munication to the Scripture writers of the words they wrote. 
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Thought is possible without words, and in the order of nature precedes 
words. The Scripture writers appear to have been so influenced by the 
Holy Spirit that they perceived and felt even the new truths they were to 
pn blish, as discoveries of their own mimls, and were left to the action of 
their own mimls in the expression of these trnths, with the single exception 
that they were supernaturally held back from the selection of wrong words, 
ancl when needful were provicled with right ones. Inspiration is therefore 
not verbal, while yet we claim that no form of words which taken in its 
connections would teach essential error has been admitted into Scripture. 

8. Yet, notwithstanding the ever-present human element, the all-per
vading inspi:isation of the Scriptures constitutes these various writings au 
organic whole. 

Since the Bible is in all its parts the work of Goel, each part is to be 
judged, not by itself alone, but in its connection with ,every other part. 
The Scriptures are not to be interpreted as so many merely human produc
tions by different authors, but as also the work of one divine mind. Seem
ingly trivial things are to be explained from their connection with the whole. 
One history is to be built up from the several accounts of the life of Christ. 
One doctrine must supplement another. The Old Testament is part of a 
progressive system, whose culmination and key are to.be found in the New. 
The central subject and thought which binds .all parts of the Bible together, 
and in the light of which they are to be interpreted, is the person and work 
of Jesus Christ. 

9. When the unity of the Scripture is fully recognized, the Bible, in 
spite of imperfections in matters non-essential to its religious pm1Jose, fur
nishes a safe and sufficient guide to truth and to salvation. 

The recognition of the Holy Spirit's agency makes it rational and natural 
to believe in the organic unity of Scriptme. When the earlier parts are 
taken in connection with the later, ancl when each part is interpreted by 
the whole, most of the difficulties connected with inspiration disappear. 
Taken together, with Christ as its culmination and explanation, the Bible 
furnishes the Christian rule of faith and practice. 

10. ,vhile inspiration constitutes Scripture an authority more trust
worthy than are individual reason or the creeds of the church, the only 
ultimate authority is Christ himself. 

Christ has not so constructed Scripture as to dispense with his personal 
presence aml teaching by his Spii:it. The Scriptme is the imperfect mirror 
of Christ. It is defective, yet it reflects him and leads to him. Authority 
resides not in it, but in him, and his Spirit enables the individual Christian 
and the collective church progressively to distinguish the essential from 
the non-essential, and so to perceive the truth as it is in Jesus. In thus 
judging Scripture and interpreting Scripture, we are not rationalists, but 
are rather believers in him who promised to be with us alway even unto 
the end of the world and to lead us by his Spirit into all the truth. 

11. The preceding discussion enables us at least to lay down three car
cl.inal principles and to answer three common questions with regard to 
insvi..ration. 
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Principles: (a) The hnnrnn mind can be inlrnhited and energized hy God 
while yet attniuing and retaining its own"highe~t intelligence and freedom. 
( b) Tho Scriptures heing tho work of the one God, as well as of the men 
in whom God moved and llwelt, constitnteanarticnlatedand organic unity. 
( r) The nnity and authority of Scripture as a whole are entirely consis
tent with its gradual evolution and with groat imperfection in its non-essen

tial parts. 

Questions : (a) Is any part of Scripture uninspired? Answer : Every 
part of Scripture is inspired in its connection and relation with every 
other part. ( b) Are there degrees of inspiration? Answer : Thero are 
llegrecs of value, hut not of inspiration. Each part in its connection with 
the rest is made completely trne, and completeness has no degrees. ( c) 
How may we know what parts are of most value and whu.t is the teaching 
of the whole ? Answer : The same Spirit of Christ who inspired the 
Bible is promised to take of the things of Christ, and, by showing them to 
us, to lead ns progressively into all the truth. 

V. OBJECTIONS TO THE DOCTRINE OF lliSPIRATION, 

In connection with a divine-human work like the Bible, insoluble diffi
culties may be expected to present themseh-es. So long, however, as its 
inspiration is sustained by competent and sufficient evidence, these difficul
ties cannot j nstly prevent onr full acceptance of the doctrine, any more than 
disonler and mystery in nature warrant us in setting aside the proofs of its 
uivine authorship. These difficulties are lessened with time ; some have 
already disappeared ; many may be due to ignorance, and may be removed 
hereafter ; those which are permanent may be intended to stimulate inquiry 
and to lliscipline faith. 

It is noticeable that the common objections to inspiration are urged, not 
so much against the religious teaching of the Scriptures, as against certain 
errors in secular matters which arc suppoged to be interwoven with it. But 
if these are proved to be errors indeed, it will not necessarily overthrow 
the doctrine of inspiration; it will only compel us to give a larger place 
to the hnman clement iu the composition of the Scriptures, and to 1·cgard 
them more exclusively as a text-book of religion. As a rule of religious 
faith and practice, they will still be the infallible word of God. The Bible 
is to be jndged as a book whose one aim is man's rescue from siu and 
reconciliation to Gou, and in these respects it will still be fonnu a record 
of substantial truth. This will appear more fully as we examine the objec
tions one by one. 

1. En·ors -in watter.'! of Science. 

Upon this ol,jection we remark : 

(a) We do not admit the existence of scientific error in the Scripture. 
What is charged as such is simply truth presented in popular and impres
sive forms. 

The common mind receives a more correct itlca of unfamiliar facts when 
these are narrn.ted in phenomenal langnag-e aml in summary form thau 
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when they are described in the abstract terms and in the exact detail of 
science. 

( b) It is not necessary to a proper view of inspiration to suppose that 
the human authors of Scripture had in mind the proper scientific interpre
tation of the natmal events they recorded. 

It is enough that this was in the mind of the inspiring Spirit. Through 
the comparatively narrow conceptions and inadequate language of the 
Scripture writers, the Spirit of inspiration may have secured the expres
sion of the truth in such germinal form as to be intelligible to the times 
in which it was :first published, and yet capable of indefinite expa,nsion as 
science should advance. In the miniature picture of creation in the first 
chapter of Genesis, and in its power of acljusting itself to every advance of 
scientific investigation, we have a strong proof of inspiration. 

( c) It may be safely said that science has not yet shown any fairly 
interpretecl passage of Scripture to be untrue. 

With regard to the antiquity of the race, we may say that owing to the 
differences of reaLling between the Septuagint and the Hebrew there is room 
for doubt whether either of the received chronologies has the sanction of 
inspiration. Although science has macle probahle the existence of man 
upon the earth at a periocl preceding the dates assigned in these chronol
ogies, no statement of inspired Scripture is thereby proved false. 

(cl) Even if error in matters of science were found in Scripture, it would 
not disprove inspiration, since inspiration concerns itself with science only 
so far as correct scientific views are necessary to morals and religion. 

2. Errors in 1natters of History. 

To this objection we reply : 

(a) "TJrnt are charged as such are often mere mistakes in transcription, 
and have no force as arguments against inspiration, unless it can first be 
shown that inspired documents are hy the ,cry fact of their inspiration 
exempt from the operation of those laws which affect the transmission of 
other ancient documents. 

( u ) Other so-called errors are to be explained as a permissible use of 
round numbers, which cannot he denied to the sa.crcd writers except upon 
the principle that mathematical accuracy was more important than the 
general impression to be secured by the narrative. 

( c) Diversities of statement in accounts of the same event, so long as 
they touch no substantial truth, may be dne to the meagreness of the 
narrative, and might be fully explained if some single fact, now unreconled, 
were only known. To explain these apparent discrepancies woulJ not only 
be beside the purpose of the record, but would destroy one valuable 
evidence of the independence of the several writers or witnesses. 

( cl) While historical and archreological discovery in many important 
particulars goes to sustain the general correctness of the Scripture narra
tives, and no statement essential to the moml and religious teaching of 
Scriptme has been invalidatecl, inspiration is still consistent with much 
imperfection in historical detail and its narratives '' do not seem to be 
exempted from possibilities of error." 
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3. Errors in J.Vorality. 

((I-) What nro charged ns such aro sometimes evil nets and words of good 
m~n - words and acts not sanctioned 1Jy God. These are narrated by tho 
inspired writers as simple matter of history, and subsequent results, or the 
story itself, is left to point the moral of the tale. 

( b ) Where evil acts appear at first sight to bo sanctioned, it is frequently 
some right intent or accompanying virtue, rather tlmn tho act itself, upon 
which commendation is 1Jestowcd. 

( c ) Certain commands and deeds are sanctioned as relatively just -
expressions of justice such as tho age could comprehend, and are to 1Je 
jndgell as parts of a progressively unfolding system of morality whose key 
allll culmination we lm ve in Jesus Christ. 

( d) God's righteous sovereignty affords the key to other events. He has 
the right to do what he will with his own, and to punish the transgressor 
when and where he will; and he may justly make men the foretellers or 

executors of his purposes. 

( c) Other apparent immoralities nre due to unwnn·anted interpretations. 
Symbol is sometimes taken for literal fact; the language of irony is under
stood as so1Jer affirmation; the glow and freedom of Oriental description 
are judged by the unimpassioned sty le of Western literature ; appeal to 
lower moth-es is taken to exclude, instead of preparing for, the higher. 

4. Errors of Reasoning. 

(a) What are charged as such are generally to be explained as valid 
argument expressed in highly condensed form. The appearance of error 
may be due to the suppression of one or more links in the reasoning. 

( b) Where we cannot see the propriety of the conclusions drawn from 
given premises, there is greater reason to attribute our failure to ignorance 
of divine logic on our part, than to accommodation or ad hornincrn argu
ments on the part of the Scripture writers. 

( c) The adoption of Jewish methods of reasoning, where it could be 
proved, would not indicate error on the part of the Scriptme writers, but 
rather an inspired sanction of the method as applied to that particular case. 

( d) If it should appear however upon further investigation that Rab
binical methods have been wrongly employed by the apostles in their argu
mentation, we might still distinguish between the truth they are seeking 
to convey and the arguments by which they support it. Inspiration .llUlY 
conceivably make known the truth, yet leave the expression of the truth to 
human dialectic as well as to human rhetoric. 

5. Errors in quoting or interpreting the Old Testament. 

(a) ·what are charged as such are commonly interpretations of the 
meaning of the original Scripture by the same Spirit who first inspired it. 

( b ) Where an apparently false translation is quoted from the Septuagint, 
the sanction of inspiration is giYen to it, a:; expressing a part at least of the 
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fulness of meaning contained in the divine original- a fulness of meaning 
which two varying translations do not in some cases exhaust. 

( c) The freedom of these inspired interpretations, however, does not 
warrant us in like freedom of interpretation in the case of other passages 
whose meaning has not been authoritatively made known. 

( d) While we do not grant that the New Testament writers in any 
proper sense misquoted or misinterpreted the Old Testament, we do not 
regard absolute correctness in these respects as essential to their inspira
tion. The inspiring Spirit may have communicated truth, and may have 
secured in the Scriptures as a whole a record of that truth sufficient for 
men's moral and religious needs, without imparting perfect gifts of scholar
ship or exegesis. 

6. Errors in P,·ophecy. 

( a) What are charged as such may frequently be explained by remem
bering that much of prophecy is yet unfulfilled. 

( b ) The personal surmises of the prophets as to the meaning of the 
prophecies they recorded may have been incorrect, while yet the prophe
cies themselves are inspired. 

( c) The prophet's earlier utterances are not to be severed from the later 
utterances which elucidate them, nor from the whole revelation of which 
they form a part. It is unjust to forbid the prophet to explain his own 
meaning. 

( d) The character of prophecy as a rough general sketch of the future, 
in highly figurative language, and without historical perspective, renders 
it peculiarly probable that what at first sight seem to be errors are due 
to a misinterpretation on our part, which confounds the drapery with the 
substance, or applies its language to events to which it had no reference. 

7. Certain books unworthy of a place in inspfred Sc1·ipture. 

(a) This charge may be show11, in each single case, to rest upon a mis
apprehension of the aim and method of the book, and its connection with 
the r emainder of the Bible, together ·with a narrowness of nature or of 
doctrinal view, which prevents the critic from appreciating the ,vants of the 
peculiar class of men to which the book is especially serviceable. 

( b ) The testimony of church history and general Christian experience 
to the profitableness and divinity of the disputed books is of greater weight 
than the personal impressions of the few who criticize them. 

( c) Such testimony can be adduced in favor of the value of each one of 
the books to which '9xception is taken, such as Esther, Job, Song of Solo
mon, Ecclesiastes, J onnh, James, Revelation. 

8. Portions of the Scripture books w1·itten by others than the persons 
to whom, they are ascribed. 

The objection rests upon a misunderstanding of the nature and object of 
inspiration. It may be removed by considering that 
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(a) In tho case of books nrnde up from preexisting documents, inspira
tion simply preserved the compilers of them from selecting inadequate or 

improper material. Tho fact of such compilntion does not impugn their 

value as records of a clivino re,elation, since these books supplement each 

other's deficiencies and together nrc sufficient for man's religious needs. 

( b) In the case of additions to Scripture books by later writers, it is 

reasonable to suppose that the additions, as well as the originals, were made 
hy inspiration, and no essential truth is sacrificed hy allowing tho whole to 

go under the name of the chief author. 

( c) It is unjust to deny to inspired Scripture tho right exorcised by 
all historians of introducing certain documents arnl sayings as simply his

torical, while their complete truthfulness is neither vouched for nor denied. 

9. Sceptical or fictitious .Narratii•es. 

(a) Descriptions of human experience may be embraced in Scripture, 

not as models for imitation, but as illustrations of the doubts, struggles, and 

needs of the soul. In these cases inspiration may vouch, not for the cor

rectness of the views expressed by those who thus describe their mental 
history, but only for the correspondence of the description with actual fact, 

nnd for its usefulness as indirectly teaching important moral lessons. 

( b) Moral truth may be put by Scripture writers into parabolic or dra

matic form, and the sayings of Satan and of perverse men may form parts 

of such a production. In such cases, inspiration may vouch, not for the 

historical truth, much less for the moral truth of each separate statement, 

but only for tho correspondence of the whole with ideal fact; in other 

wortls, inspiration may guarantee that the story is true to nature, and is 

valuable as conveying divine instruction. 

( c) In none of these cases ought tho clifficnlty of distinguishing man's 

words from God's words, or ideal truth from actual truth, to prevent our 

acceptance of the fact of inspiration ; for in this very variety of the Bible, 
combined with the stimulus it gives to inquiry and the general plainness of 

its lessons, we have the very characteristics we should expect in a book 

whoso authorship was divine. 

10. Acknowledgment of the non-inspiration of Scripture teachers 
ancl their writings. 

This charge rests mainly upon the misinterpretation of two particular 

passages: 

( a ) Acts 23 : 5 ('' I wist not, brethren, that he was the high priest" ) 

may he explained either as tho language of imlignant irony : '' I wonhl not 
recognize such a man as high priest" ; or, more naturally, an actual con
fession of personal ignorance and fallibility, which does not affect tho inspi

ration of any of Paul's final teachings or wi·itings. 

(b) lCor.7:12,10("1,noUhoLord"; "notl, butthoLord"). Here 

the contrast is not hotweon tho apostle inspired and the apostle uninspired, 

but between the apostle's words and an actual saying of our Lord, as in 

5 
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l\:lat. 5: 32; 19: 3-10; l\:lark 10: 11; Luke 16: 18 (Stanley on Corinthians), 

The expressions may be paraphrased :-'' With regard to this matter no 

express command was given by Christ before his ascension. As one inspired 

by Christ, however, I give you my command." 



PART IV. 

THE NATURE, DECREES AND WORKS OF GOD. 

CIIAPTER I. 

THE ATTRIBUTES OF GOD. 

In contemplating the words and acts ot God, as in contemplating the 
words and acts of individual men, we are compelled to assign uniform an<l 
permanent effects to uniform and permanent causes. Holy acts and words, 
we argue, must have their source in a principle of holiness; truthful acts 
and words, in a settled proclivity to truth ; bene·rnlent acts and words, in a 
benevolent disposition. 

l\Ioreover, these permanent and uniform sources of expression and action 
to which we have applied the terms principle, proclivity, disposition, since 
they exist harmoniously in the same pen,on, must themselves inhere, and 
find their unity, in an underlying spiritual substance or reality of which 
they are the inseparable characteristics and partial manifestations. 

Thus we are led naturally from the works to the attributes, and from the 
attributes to the essence, of God. 

I. DEFD.TIION OF THE TERM ATTRIBUTES. 

The attributes of God are those distinguishing characteristics of the 
divine nature which are inscpnrahle from the iden. of God and which con
stitute the basis and ground for his various manifestations to his creatures. 

,ve call them attributes, because we are compelled to attribute them to 
God as fundamental qualities or powers of his being, in order to gire 
rational account of certain constant facts in God's self-revelations. 

II. RELATION OF THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES TO THE DIVINE ESSENCE. 

1. The attributes have an objective existence. They are not mere 
names for human conceptions of God-conceptions which have their only 
ground in the imperfection of the finite mind. They are qualities objec
tively distinguishable from the divine essence and from each other. 

The nominalistic notion that Goel is a being of absolute simplicity, and 
that in his nature there is no internal distinction of qualities or powers, 
tends directly to pantheism ; clenies all reality of the divine perfections; 
or, if these in any sense still exist, precludes all knowledge of them on the 
part of finite heiugs. To say that knowledge and power, eternity and holi
ness, are identical with the essence of God and with each other, is to deny 
that we know God at all. 

6i 
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The Scripture declar_ations of the possibility of knowing God, together 
with the manifestation of the distinct attributes of his nature, are conclu
sive against this false notion of the divine simplicityv 

2. The attributes inhere in the divine essence. They are not separate 
existences. They are attributes of Goel. 

While we oppose the nominalistic view which holds them to be mere 
names with which, by the necessity of our thinking, we clothe the one sim
ple divine essence, we need e<]_ually to avoid the opposite realistic extreme 
of making them separate parts of a composite God. 

We cannot conceive of attributes except as belonging to an underlying 
essence which furnishes their ground of unity. In representing God as a 
compound of atti;,ibutes, realism endangers the living unity of the Godhead. 

3. The attributes belong to the divlne essence as such. They are to be 
distinguished from those other powers or relations which do not appertain 
to the divine essence universally. 

The personal distinctions (proprietates) in the nature of the one God 
are not to be denominated attributes; for each of these personal distinctions 
belongs not to the divine essence as such ancl universally, but only to the 
particular person of the Trinity who bears its name, while on the contrary 
all of the attributes belong to each of the persons. 

The relations which Goel sustains to the world (predicata ), moreover, 
such as• creation, preservation, government, are not to be denominated 
attributes; for these are accidental, not necessary or inseparable from the 
ijea of Goel. God would be God, if he had never created. 

4. The attributes manifest the divine essence. The essence is revealed 
only through the attributes. Apart from its attributes it is unknown and 
unknowable. 

But though we can know Goel only as he reveals to us his attributes, we 
do, notwithstanding, in knowing these attributes, know the being to whom 
these attributes belong. That this knowledge is partial does not prevent 
its corresponding, so far as it goes, to objective reality in the nature of God. 

All God's revelations are, therefore, revelations of himself in and through 
his attributes. Our aim must be to determine from God's works and words 
what qualities, dispositions, determinations, powers of his otherwise unseen 
and unsearchable essence he has actually made known to us ; or in other 
words, what are the revealed attributes of God. 

III. l\.fETHODS OF DETERl\IINING THE DIVINE ATTRIBUTES. 

We have seen that the existence of Goel is a first truth. It is presup
posed in all human thinking, and is more or less consciously recognized by 
all men. This intuitive knowledge of God we have seen to be corroborated 
and explicated by arguments drawn from nature and from mind. Reason 
leads us to a causative and personal Intelligence upon whom we· depend. 
This Being of indefinite greatness we clothe, by a necessity of onr thinking, 
with all the attibutes of perfection. The two great methods of determining 
what these attributes are, are the Rational and the Biblical. 
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1. The Rational metltod. This is threefold :-(lt) tho vla negatlonis, 
or the way of negation, which com;ists in denying to God all imperfect.ions 
observed in created beings; ( b) the -,,ia c111inentirc, or tho way of climux, 
which consists in attributing to Gotl iu infinite degree all tho perfections 
found in creatures; and ( c) the vin ca1t8alitatis, or the way of cmumlity, 
which consists in predicating of God those attributes which are required in 
him to explain the world of nature antl of mind. 

This mtional methOll explains God's nature from that of his creation, 
whereas the creation itself can be fully explaine<l only from tho nature of 
Ood. Though the method is valuable, it has insuperable limitations, and 
its place is a subordinate one. While we use it continually to confirm and 
!Supplement results otherwise obtained, our chief means of determining the 
divine attributes must bo 

2. The Biblical method. This is simply the inductive method, applied 
to the facts with regard to Goel revealed in the Scriptures. Now that we 
have proved the Scriptures to be a revelation from God, inspired in every 
part, we may properly look to them as decisive authority with regard to 
God's attributes. 

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF THE ATTRIBUTES. 

The attributes may be divided into two great classes: Absolute or Imma
nent, and Relative or Transitive. 

By Absolute or Immanent Attributes, we mean attributes which respect 
the inner being of Goel, which are involved in God's relations to himself, 
and which belong to his nature independently of his connection with the 
universe. 

By Relative or Transitive Attributes, we mean attributes w,hich respect 
tho outward revelation of God's being, which are involved in God's relations 
to the creation, and which are exercised in consequence of the existence of 
the universe and its dependence upon him. 

Under the head of Absolute or Immanent Attributes, we make a three-fold 
division into Spirituality, with the attributes therein,involved, namely, Life 
and Personality; Infinity, with•the attributes therein involved, namely, 
Self-existence, Immutability, and Unity; and Perfection, with tho attri
butes therein involved, namely, Truth, Love, and Holiness. 

Under the head of RelatiYe or TransitiYc Attributes, we make a three
fold division, according to the order of their revelation, into Attributes 
having relation to Time and Space, as Eternity and Immensity; Attributes 
hanng relation to Creation, as Omnipresence, Omniscience, and Omnipo
tence; and Attributes having rnlation to l\Ioral Beings, as Veracity and 
Faithfulness, or Transitive Truth ; l\Iercy and Goodness, or Transitive 
Love and Justice and Righteousness, or Transitive Holiness. 
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This classification may be better understood from the following schedule : 

1. Absolute or Immanent Attributes : 

A. Spirituality, involving 

B. Infinity, involving 

C. Perfection, involving 

5 (a) Life, 
l ( b ) Personality. 

l 
( a) Self-existence, 
( b ) Immutability, 
( C) Unity. 

l
( a) Truth, 
( b) Love, 
( c ) Holiness. 

2. Relative or TransitiYe Attributes: 

. 
1 
( a) Eternity, 

A. Relatetl to Time and Space- ( ,. ) I •t 
u mmens1 y. 

B. Related to Creation - l 
( a) Omnipresence, 
( b ) Omniscience, 
( c) Omnipotence. 

I 
( a- ) Veracity and Faithfulness, 1 ~ 

or ~ransitive Truth.. . I ~ 
C R 1 t 1t 1\I ·al B . l ( b ) l\Ie1 cy and Goodness, 1.. ~ 

· ea ec O 01 eings- or Transitive Love. r ~ 

j 
;; 

( c) Justice and Righteousness, s· 
or Transitive Holiness. 0

~ 

V. ABSOLUTE OR l:1\11\IANENT ATTRIBUTES, 

First clivision.-Spiritualily, and attributes thm·ein involved. 
In calling spirituality an attribute of Goel, we mean, not that we are jus

tified in applying to the divine nature the adjective "spiritual," but that 
the substantive "Spirit" describes that nature (John 4: 24, marg.-" Goel 
is spirit" ; Rom. 1 : 20 - " the invisible things of him" ; 1 Tim. 1 : 17 -
'' incorruptible, invisible" ; Col. 1 : 15- '' the invisible God "). This 
implies, negatively, that (a) Goel is not matter. Spirit is not a refined 
form of matter but an immaterial substance, invisible, nncompoundec1, 
indestructible. ( b) God is not dependent upon matter. It cannot be 
shown that the human mind, in any other state than the present, is depen
dent for consciousness upon its connection with a physical organism 
l\Iuch less is it true that God is dependent upon the material universe as 
his sensorium. God is not only spirit, but he is pure spirit. He is not 
only not matter, but he has no necessary connection i.vith matter ( Luke 
24 : 39- '' A spirit hath not flesh and bones, as ye behold me having"). 

Those passages of Scripture which seem to ascribe to Goel the posses
sion of bodily parts and organs, as eyes and hands, are to be regarded as 
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anthropomorphic and symbolic. "uen God is spoken of as appearing to 
the patriarchs and walking with them, the passages aro to be explained as 
referring to God's temporary manifestations of himself in human form -
manifestations which prefigured the final tabernacling of tho Son of God 
in human flesh. Sido by side with these anthropomorphic expressions 
and manifestations, moreover, are specific declarations which repress any 
materializing conceptions of God; as, for example, that heaven is his throne 
and the earth his footstool ( Is. (3(3: 1 ), and that tho heaven of heavens can
not contain him (1 K. 8: 27). 

We come now to consider the positive import of the term Spirit. The 
spirituality of God involves the two attributes of Life and Personality. 

1. Life. 

The Scriptures represent God as the living God. 

Life is a simple idea, and is incapable of real definition. We know it, 
however, in ourselves, and we can perceive the insufficiency or inconsist
ency of certain cunent definitions of it. We cannot regard life in God as 

(a) l\Iere process, without a subject; for we cannot conceive of a 
divine life without a God to live it. 

Nor can we regard life as 

( b) Mere correspondence with outward condition and environment ; 
for this would render impossible a life of God before the existence of tho 
universe. 

( c) Life is rather mental energy, or energy of intellect, affection, and 
will. God is the living God, as having in his own being a source of being 
and activity, both for himself aucl others. 

2. Personality. 

The Scriptures represent Goel as a personal being. By personality we 
mean the power of self-consciousness and of self-determination. By way 
of further explanation we remark : 

(a) Self-consciousness is more than consciousness. '.I1his last the brute 
may be supposed to possess, since the brute is not an automaton. l\Ian is 
distinguished from the brute by his power to oujectify self. l\lan is not 
only conscious of his own acts and states, but by abstraction and reflection 
he recognizes the self which is the subject of these acts and states. ( b) 
Self-determination is more than determination. 'rhe brute shows determi
nation, but his determination is the result of influences from without; there 
is no inner spontaneity. l\lan, by virtue of his free-will, determines his 
action from within. He determines self in view of motives, but his deter
mination is not caused by motives ; he himself is the cause. 

God, as personal, is in the highest degree self-conscious and solf-<leter
mmrng. Tho rise in our own minds of the idea of Goll, as personal, 
depends largely upon our recognition of personality in ourselves. Those 
who deny spirit in man place a bar in the way of the recognition of this 
attribute of Goel. 
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Second Division.-Infinity, and attributes there-in involved. 

By infinity we mean, not that the divine nature has no known limits 

or bounds, but that it has no limits or bounds. That which has sirnply no 

known limits is the indefinite. The infinity of God implies that he is in 
no way limited by the universe or confined to the universe; he is tran
scendent as well as immanent. Transcendence, however, must not be con

ceived as freedom from merely spatial restrictions, but rather as unlimited 

resource, of which Gocl's glory is the expression. 

In explanation of the term infinity, we may notice: 

(a) That infinity can belong to but one Being, and therefore cannot be 
shared with the universe. Infinity is not a negative but a positive idea. 

It does not take its rise from an impotence of thought, but is an intuitive 
conviction which constitutes the basis of all other knowledge. 

( b) That the infinity of God does not involve his identity with 'the all, 

or the sum of existence, nor prevent the coexistence of derived and finite 
beings to which he bears relation. Infinity implies simply that Goel exists 

in no necessary relation to finite things or beings, and that whatever limita

tion of the divine nature results from their existence is, on the part. of God, 
a self-limitation. 

( c) That the infinity of Goel is to be conceived of as intensive, rather 

than as extensive. We do not attribute to Goel infinite extension, but 
rather infinite energy of spiritual life. That which acts up to the measure 
of its power is simply natural and physical force. l\Ian rises above nature 
by virtue of his reserves of power. But in Goel the reserve is infinite. 
There is a transcendent element in him, which no self-revelation exhausts, 

whether creation or redemption, whether law or promise. 

Of the attributes involYecl in Infinity, we mention : 

I. Self-existence. 

By self-existence we mean 

(a) That God is '' cansa sni," having the ground of his aistence in him

self. Every being must haYe the ground of its existence either in or out 
of itself. We have the ground of our existence outside of us. Goel is no~ 
thus dependent. He is a se; hence we speak of tho aseity of Goel. 

But lest this should be be misconstruetl, we add 

( b) That God exists by the necessity of his own being. It is his nature 

to be. Hence the existence of God is not a contingent but a necessary 
existence. It is grounded, not in his volitions, but in his natme. 

2. Immutability. 

By this we mean that the nature, attributes, ancl will of God are exempt 

from all change. Reason teaches us that no change is possible in Goel, 
whether of increase or decrease, progress or deterioration, contraction or 

deYelopment. All change must be to better• or to worse. But God is 
absolute perfection, and no change to better is possible. Change to worse 

would be equally inconsistent with perfection. No•cause for such change 

exists, either outside of Gotl or in God himself. 
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The passa~es of Scriptnrc which seem at first sight to ascribe change to 
God are to be expln,ined in one of three ways : 

(a) As illustrations of the varied methods iu which God mauifcsts bis 
illllllutable truth and ·wisdom in creation. 

( b) As anthropomorphic representations of the revelation of God's 
unchanging attributes in the changing circumstances and varying moral 
conditions of creatures. 

( c) As describing executions, in time, of purposes eternn.lly existing in 
the mind of God. Immutability must not be confoumlcd with immouility. 
This would deny n.11 those impcratirn volitions of God hy which he enters 
into history, The Scriptures assure ns that creation, mimcles, incarnation, 
regeneration, are immediate a6ts of God. Immutability is consistent with 
constant activity and perfect freedom. 

3. Unity. 

By this we mean (a) that the divine nature is undivided and indivisible 
( 1.urns) ; and ( b) that there is uut one infinite and perfect Spirit (unicus ). 

Against polytheism, tritbeism, or dnalism, we may urge that the notion 
of two or more Gods is self-contradictory; since each limits the other aml 
destroys his godhood. In the nature of things, infinity aml absolute per
fection are possible only to one. It is nnphilosophical, moreover, to 
assume the existence of two or more Gods, when one will explain all the 
facts. The unity of God is, however, in no way inconsistent ,vith the doc
trine of the Trinity; for, while this doctrine hohls to the existence of 
hypostatical, or personal, distinctions in the divine nature, it also holds 
that this divine nature is numerically and eternally one. 

Third Division. -Pe1jection, and attributes the1·ein involved. 

By perfection we mean, not mere quantitative completeness, bnt qualita
tive excellence. The attributes involved in perfection are moral attributes. 
Right action among men presupposes a perfect moral organization, n. nor
mal state of intellect, affection and will. So God's activity presnp1)oses a 
principle of intelligence, of affection, of volition, in his inmost being, and 
the existence of a worthy object for each of these powers of his nature. 
But in eternity past there is nothing existing outside or apart from God. 
He must find, aml he does find, the sufficiC'nt object of intellect, affection, 
and will, in himself. Thero is a self-knowing, a self-loving, a self-willing, 
which constitute his ahsolnto perfection. The consideration of the imma
nent attributes is, therefore, proi)erly concluded with an account of that 
truth, love, and holinei;s, which render God entirely sufficient to himself. 

1. Truth. 

By truth we mean that attribute of the diYine natnrc in virtnc of which 
God'd heing and God's knowledge eternally conform to each other. 

In further explanation we remark : 

A. Negatively : 

(ct) The immanent truth of Goel is not to be confounded with that 
veracity and faithfulness which 11artially manifest it to creatures. These 
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are transitive truth, and they presuppose the absolute and immanent 
attribute. 

( b ) Truth in God is not a merely active attribute of the divine nature. 
God is truth, not only in the sense that he is the being who truly knows, 
but also in the sense that he is the truth that is known. The passive pre
cedes the active ; truth of being precedes truth of knowing. 

B. Positively : 

(a) All truth among men, whether mathematical, logical, moral, or 
religious, is to be regarded as having its foundation in this immanent truth 
of the divine nature and as disclosing facts in the being of God. 

( b) This attribute therefore constitutes the principle and guarantee of 
all revelation, while it shows the possibility of an eternal divine self
contemplation apart from and before all creation. It is to be understood 
only in the light of the doctrine of the Trinity. 

2. Love. 

By love we mean that attribute of the divine nature in virtue of which 
Goel is eternally moved to self-communication. 

In fmther explanation we remark: 

A. Negatively : 

(a) The immanent love of Goel is not to be confounded with mercy and 
goodness toward creatures. These are its manifestations, and are to be 
denominated transitive love. 

( b) Love is not the all-inclusive ethical attribute of God. It does not 
include truth, nor does it include holiness. 

( c) Nor is God's love a mere regard for being in general, irrespective 
of its moral quality. 

( d) God's love is not a merely emotional affection, proceeding from 
sense or impulse, nor is it prompted by utilitarian considerations. 

B. Positively : 

(a) The immanent love of Goel is a rational and voluntary affection, 
grounded in perfect reason and deliberate choice. 

( b) Since God's love is rational, it involves a subordination of the 
emotional element to a higher law than itself, namely, that of truth and 
holiness. 

( c) The immanent Joye of Goel therefore requires and firn1s a perfect 
standard in his own holiness, and a personal object in the image of his own 
infinite perfections. It is to be understood only in the light of the doc
trine of the Trinity. 

( d) The immanent love of God c0nstitutes a ground of the divine bless
edness. Since there is an infinite and perfect object of love, as well as of 
knowledge and will, in God's o,vu nature, the existence of the universe is 
not necessary to his serenity and joy. 
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( c) Tho love of God involves also tho possibility of di vino sufforing, 
and tho suffering on account of sin which holiness necessitates on tho part 
of Goel is itself the atonement. 

3. Holiness. 

Holiness is self-affirming purity. In Yirtuo of this attribute of his nature, 
God eternally ·wills and rnaiutn.ins his own moral excellence. In this defi
nition are contained three clements: first, purity ; soconilly, purity will
ing; thirclly, purity willing itself. 

In further explanation we remnrk: 

A. Negatively, that holiness is not 

(a) Justice, or purity demanding purity from creatures. Justice, tho 
relative or transitive attribute, is indeed the manifestation and expression 
of the immanent attribute of holiness, but it is not to be confounded 
with it. 

( b ) Holiness is not a complex term designating the aggregate of the 
di,ine perfections. On the other hand, the notion of holiness is, both in 
Scripture and in Christian experience, perfectly simple, and perfectly dis
tinct from that of other attributes. 

( c) Holiness is not God's self-love, in the sense of supreme regard for 
his own interest and happiness. There is no utilitarian clement in holiness. 

( cl) Holiness is not identical with, or a manifestation of, love. Since 
self-maintenance mm;t prccecle self-impartation, and since benevolence has 
its object, motiYe, standard and limit in righteousness, holiness the self
aflirming attribute can in no way be resolved into lovo the self-communi
cating. 

B. Positively, that holiness is 

(a) Purity of suhstancc.-In God's moral nature, as necessarily acting, 
there arc indeed the two elements of willing and being. But the passiYe 
logically precedes the active; being comes before willing; God is pure 
before he wills pmity. Since purity, however, in ordinary usage is a 
negative term and means only freedom from stain or wrong, we must 
include in it also the positive idea of moral rightness. God is holy in that 
he is the source and stanclard of the right. 

( b) Energy of will-This purity is not simply a passive and dead qual
ity; it is the attribute of a personal being; it is penetrated and pervaded 
by "ill. Holiness is the free moral movement of the Godhead. 

( c) Self-affirmation.-Holiness is God's self-willing. His own purity is 
the supreme object of his regard and maintenance. Goel is holy, in that 
his infinite moral excellence affirms and assorts itself as the highest possi
ble motive and end. Like tmth aud love, this attribute can be under
stood only in the light of the doctrine of the Trinity. 
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VI. RELATIVE OR TRANSITIVE ATTRIBUTES, 

Fir8t Division.-Attributes having relation to Tirne and ~pace. 

1. Eternity. 

By this we mean that God's nature (a) is without beginning or end ; ( b) 
is free from all succession of time ; and ( c) contains in itself the cause of 
time. 

Eternity is infinity in its relation to time. It implies that God's nature 
is not subject to the law of time. Goel is not in time. It is more correct 
to say that time is in God. Although there is logical succession in God's 
though ts, there is no chronological succession. 

Yet we are far from saying that time, now that it exists, has no objective 
reality to God. To him, past, present, and future are "one eternal now," 
not in the sense that there is no distinction between them, but only in the 
sense that he sees past and future as vivicUy as he sees the present. With 
creation time began, and since the successions of history are veritable suc
cessions, he who secs according to truth must recognize them. 

2. Immensity. 

By this we mean that God's nature (a) is \\ithout extension ; ( b) is sub
ject to no limitations of space; and ( c) contains in itself the cause of space. 

Immensity is infinity in its relation to space. God's nature is not subject 
to the law of space. God is not in space. It is more correct to say that 
space is in God. Yet space has an objective reality to God. With creation 
space began to be, and since God sees according to truth, he recognizes 
relations of space in his creation. 

Second Division.-.Attributcs having relation to Creation. 

1. Omnipresence. 

By this we mean that God, in the totality of his essence, -without diffu
sion or expansion, multiplication or division, penetrates and fills the 
uni verse in all its parts. 

In explanation of this attribute we may say : 

(a) Gael's omnipresence is not potential but essential.-We reject the 
Socinian representation that God's essence is in heaven, only bis power on 
earth. When Goel is said to "dwell in the heavens," we are to understand 
the language either as a symbolic expression of exaltation abo-,e earthly 
things, or as a declara.tion that his most special and glorious self-manifesta
tions are to the spirits of heaven. 

( b) God's omnipresence is not the presence of a part but of the whole of 
God in every pbce.-This follows from the conception of God as incor
poreal. We reject the materialistic representation that Goel is composed of 
material elements which can be divided or sundered. There is no multi
plication or diffusion of his substance to correspond with the parts of bis 
dominions. The one essence of God is present at the same moment in all. 

( c) God's omnipresence is not necessary but free.-We reject the pan
theistic notion that God is bound to the universe as the universe is bound 
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to God. God is immanent in tho universe, not hy compulsion, but by 
the free act of his own ·will, and this immanence is qualified by his tran
scendence. 

2. Omniscience. 

By this we mean God's perfect and eternal knowledge of all things whirh 
are objecbi of knowledge, whether they bo actual or possible, past, present, 
or future. 

( a ) The omniscience of God may be argued from his omnipresenc0, a!'! 
well as from his truth or self-knowledge, in which the plan of creation has 
its eternal ground, and from prophecy, which expresses God's omniscience. 

( b) Since it is free from all imperfection, God's knowledge is immediate, 
as distinguished from the knowledge that comes through sense or imagina
tion ; simultaneous, as not acquired by successive observations, or built 
up by processes of reasoning ; distinct, as free from all vagueness or con
fusion ; true, as perfectly corresponding to the reality of things ; eternal, 
as comprehended in one timeless act of the divine mind. 

( c ) Since God knows things as they are, he knows the necessary 
sequences of his creation as necessary, the free acts of his creatures as free, 
the ideally possible as ideally possible. 

( d) The fact that there is nothing in the present condition of things 
from which the future actions of free creatures necessarily follow by nat
ural law does not prevent God from foreseeing such actions, since his 
knowledge is not mediate, but immediate. He not only foreknows the 
motives which will occasion men's acts, but he directly foreknows the acts 
themselves. The possibility of such direct knowledge without assignable 
grounds of knowledge is apparent if we admit that time is a form of finite 
thought to which the divine mind is not subject. 

( e) Prescience is not itself causative. It is not to be confounded ·with 
the predetermining will of Goel. Free actions do not take place because 
they are foreseen, but they are foreseen because they arc to take place. 

(j) Omniscience embraces the actual and the possible, but it does not 
embrace the self-contradictory and the impossible, because these are not 
objects of knowledge. 

( g) Omniscience, as qualified by holy will, is in Scripture denominated 
'' wisdom." In virtue of his wistlom God chooses the highest ends and 
uses the fittest means to accomplish them. 

3. Omnipotence. 

By this we mean the power of Goel to do all things which are objects of 
power, whether with or without the use of means. 

( ct ) Omnipotence does not imply power to do that which is not an ohject 
of power; as, for example, that which is self-contradictory or contradictory 
to the nature of God. 

( b) Omnipotence does not imply the exercise of all his power on tho 
part of God. He has power over his power ; in other words, his power is 
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under the control of wise and holy will. Goel can do all he will, but he 
will not do all be can. Else his power is mere force acting necessarily, 
and God is the slave of his own omnipotence. 

( c) Omnipotence in God does not exclude, but implies, the power of self 
limitation. Since all such self-limitation is free, proceeding from neither 
external nor internal compulsion, it is the act and manifestation of Gael's 
power. Human freedom is not rendered impossible by the divine omnipo
tence, but exists by virtue of it. It is an act of omnipotence when Goel 
humbles himself to the taking of human flesh in the person of Jesus Christ. 

Third Divl.ciion.-Attributes having relation to llloral Beings. 

1. Veracity and Faithfulness, or Transitive Truth. 

By veracity and faithfulness we mean the transitfre truth of God, in its 
twofold relation to his creatures in general and to his redeemed people in 
particular. 

(a) In virtue of his veracity, all his revelations to creatures consist with 
his essential being and with each other. 

(b) In virtue of his faithfulness, he fulfills all his promises to his people, 
whether expressed in words or implied in the constitution he has given 
them. 

2. l\Ie1·cy and Goodness, or Transitive Love. 
By mercy and goodness we mean the transitive love of God in its two

fold 1·elation to the disobedient and to the obedient portions of his 
creatures. 

(a) l\Iercy is that eternal principle of God's nature which leads him to 
seek the temporal good and eternal salvation of those who have opposed 
themselves to his will, even at the cost of infinite self-sacrifice. 

( b) Goodness is the eternal principle of God's nature which leads him to 
communicate of his own life and blessedness to those who are like him in 
moral character. Goodness, therefore, is nearly identical with the love of 
complacency; mercy, with the love of benevolence. 

3. Justice and Righteousness, or Transitive Holiness. 

By justice and righteousness we mean the transitive holiness of Goel, in 
virtue of which his treatment of his creatures conforms to the purity of his 
nature,- righteousness demanding from all moral beings conformity to the 
moral perfection of God, and justice visiting non-conformity to that perfec
tion with penal loss or suffering. 

(a) Since justice and righteousness are simply transitive holiness-
1·ighteousness designating this holiness chiefly in its mandatory, justice 
chiefly in its punitive, aspect,-they are not mere manifestations of benev
olence, or of God's disposition to secure the highest happiness of his 
creatures, · nor are they grounded in the nature of things as something 
apart from or above God. 

( b) Transitive holiness, as righteousness, imposes law in conscience and 
Scripture, and may be called legislative holiness. As justice, it executes 
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tho pennlties of law, and may be called distributive or judicial holiness. 
In righteousness God reveals chiefly his love of holiness ; in justice, chiefly 
his hatred of sin. 

( c) Neither justice nor righteousness, therefore, isa matter of arbitrary 
will. They are revelations of the inmost nature of Gou, the one in tho 
form of moral requirement, the other in the form of judicial sanction. As 
Goel cannot but demand of his creatures that they be like him in moral 
character, so he cannot but enforce tho law which he imposes upon them. 
,Justice just as much binds God to punish as it binds the sinner to be 
punished. 

( d) Neither justice nor righteousness bestows rewards. This follows 
from tho fact that obedience is duo to God, instead of being optional or a 
gratuity. No creatme can claim anything for his obedience. If God 
rewards, he rewards in virtue of his goodness and faithfulness, not in virtue 
of his justice or his righteousness. "What the creature cannot claim, how
ever, Christ can claim, n.nd the rewards which are goodness to the creature 
are righteousness to Christ. God rewards Christ's work for us and in us. 

( e) J ustico in God, ns the revelation of his holiness, is devoid of all pas
sion· or caprice. There is in God no selfish anger. The penalties ho 
inflicts upon transgression are not vindictive but vindicative. They express 
the revulsion of God's nature from moral evil, the judicial indignation of 
purity agninst impurity, the self-assertion of infinite holiness against its 
antagonist and would-be destroyer. But because its decisions are calm, 
they are irreversible. 

VII. RANK AND RELATIONS OF THE SEVERAL ATTRIBUTES. 

The attn'butes have relations to each other. Like intellect, affection and 
will in man, no one of them is to he conceived of as exercised separately. 
from the rest. Each of the attributes is qualified by all the others. God's 
love is immutable, wise, holy. Infinity belongs to God's knowledge, power, 
justice. Yet this is not to say that one attribute is of as high rank as 
another. The moral attributes of truth, love, holiness, are worthy of 
higher reverence from men, and they are more jealously guarded by Goel, 
than the natural attributes of omnipresence, omniscience, and omnipo
tence. And yet even among the moral attributes one stands as supreme. 
Of this and of its supremacy we now Ilroceed to speak. 

1. Holines.~ the funclarnental attribute in Goel. 

That holiness is the fundamental attribute in Goel, is evident: 

(a) From Scripture,-in which God's holiness is not only most con
stantly and powerfully impressed upon the attention of man, but is declared 
fob~ the chief subject of rejoicing and adoration in heaven. 

( b ) From our own moral constitution,-in which conscience asserts its 
supremacy over every other impulse and affection of our nature. As we 
may he kintl, but must be righteous, so God, in whose image we are made, 
may be merciful, but must be holy. 
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( c) From the actual dealings of God,-in which holiness conditions 
and limits the exercise of other attributes. Thus, for example, in Christ's 
redeeming work, though love makes the atonement, it is violated holiness 
that requires it; and in the eternal punishment of the wicked, the demand 
of holinrns for self-vindication overbears the pleading of love for the suf
ferers. 

(cl) From God's eternal purpose of salvation, -in which justice and 
mercy are reconciled only through the foreseen and predetermined sacri
fice of Christ. The declaration that Christ is '' the Lamb ... slain from 
the foundation of the world" implies the existence of a principle in the 
divine nature which requires satisfaction, before God can enter upon the 
work of redemption. That principle can be none other than holiness. 

2. The holiness of God the ground of moml obligation. 

A. Erroneous Views. The ground of moral obligation is not 

(a) In power, - whether of ciril law ( Hobbes, Gassencli ), or of divine 
mll ( Occam, Descartes). We are not bound to obey either of these, 
except upon the ground that they are right. This theory assumes that 
nothing is good or right in itself, and that morality is mere prudence. 

( b) Nor in utility,-whether om own happiness or advantage present 
or eternal ( Paley), fo1· supreme regard for our own interest is not vn:tu
ous; or the greatest happiness or advantage to being in general (Edwards), 
for we judge conduct to be useful because it is right, not right because it is 
useful. This theory won]cl compel us to believe that in eternity past Goel 
was holy only hecause of the good he got from it, -that is, there was no 
such thing as holiness in itself, and no such thing as moral c:Joiaracter in God. 

( c) Nor in the nature uf things ( Price ),-whether by this we mean their 
fitness (Clarke), truth ( Wollaston ), order ( Jouffroy ), relations (Wayland), 
worthine:-;s (Hickok), sympathy ( Adam Smith), or abstract right ( Haven 
ancl Alexander); for this nature of things is not ultimate, but has its ground 
in the nature of God. "" e are hound to worship the highest; if anything 
exists beyond and above God, we are bound to worship that,-that indeed 
is Goel 

B. The Scriptural Yiew.-Accorcling to the Scriptmes, the ground of 
moral obligation is the holiness of Goel, or the moral perfection of the 
divine nature, conformity to which is the law of our moral being (Robin
son, Chalmers, Calderwood, Gregory, Wuttke). We show this: 

(a) From the commands : "Ye shall be holy," where the ground of 
obligation assign eel is simply and only : "for I am holy" ( 1 Pet. 1 : 16) ; 
and '' Ye therefore shall be perfect," where the starnfarcl laid down is : '' as 
your heavenly Father is perfect" ()lat. 5 : 48). Here we have an ultimate 
reason allll gi·ound for being and doing right, namely, that Goel is right, or, 
in other words, that holiness is his nature. 

( b) From the nature of the love iu which the whole law is summed up 
( l\fat. 22 : 37 - "Thou shalt love the Lord thy Goel" ; Rom. 13 : 10- "love 
thei·efore is the fulfilment of the law"). This love is not regard for 
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nbstrnct right or for the happiness of being, much less for one's own 
interest, but it is rcgnnl for God ns the fountain nnd stnndnrll of moral 
excellence, or in other wonls, love for God ns holy. Heneo this love is 
the principle nnd source of holiness in mnn. 

( c) From the example of Christ, whose life was essentially cm exhibi
tion of supreme regard for God, nml of supreme devotion to his holy will. 
As Christ snw nothing goocl lmt whnt was in God (J\fork 10: 18-"none 
is good save one, even God"), and did only what he SfiW tho Father do 
( ,Tohn 5: 19; see also 30-" I seek not mino own will, but the will of him 
that sent me"), so for us, to be like God is the sum of all duty, nnd God's 
infinite moral excellence is tho supreme reason why we should be like him. 

6 



CHAPTER II. 

DOCTRINE OF THE TRINITY, 

In the nature of the one God there are three eternal distinctions which 
are represented to us under the figure of persons, and these three are 
equal. This tripersonality of the Godhead is exclusively a truth of revela
tion. It is clearly, though not formally, made known in the New Testa
ment, and intimations of it may be found in the Old. 

The doctrine of the Trinity may he expressed in the six following 
statements: 1. In Scripture there are three who are recognized as God. 
2. These three are so described in Scripture that we are compelled to con
ceive of them as distinct persons. 3. This tripersonality of the divine 
nature is not merely economic and temporal, but is immanent and eternal. 
4. This tripersonality is not tritheism; for while there are three persons, 
there is but one essence. 5. The three persons, Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit, are equal. 6. Inscrutable yet not self-contradictory, this doctrine 
furnishes the key to all other doctrines.-These statements we proceed now 
to prove and to eluciu.ate. 

I. IN SCRIPTURE THERE ARE THREE WHO ARE REOOG:NIZED AS GOD. 

l. Proofs from, the .1{ew Testament. 

A. The Father is recognized as God,-ancl that in so great a number of 
passages ( such as John 6 : 27 - "him the Father, e-,en God, hath sealed," 
and 1 Pet. 1 : 2 - '' foreknowledge of God the Father ") that we need not 
delay to adduce extended proof. 

B. Jesus Christ is recognized as God. 

( a) He is expressly called Goel. 

Jn· John 1 : 1-0 eor ~v H 6yor-the absence of the article shows 0e6r to be 
the predicate ( cf. 4 : 24:-1rvevµa o 0 e6r ). This predicate precedes the verb 
by way of emphasis, to indicate progress in the thought= 'the Logos was 
not only with Goel, but was God' ( see :\feyer and Luthardt, Comm. in loco). 
"Only o A6yor can be the subject, for in the whole Introduction the ques
tion is, not who God is, but who the Logos is" ( Goclet ). 

In John 1 : 18, µovoyev~r 0e6r-' the only begotten God' - must be regarded 
as the correct reading, and as a plain ascription of absolute Deity to Christ. 
He is not simply the only re-,ealer of God, but he is himself God revealed. 

In John 20 : 28, the address of Thomas '0 Ki•p16r µov Kat o 8e6r µov, - 'l\fy 
Lord and my God '-since it was unrebuked by Christ, is equivalent to an 
assertion on his own part of his clairu to Deity. 

In Rom. 9 : 5, the clause o wv fo2 1ravrnv 8 eor evAoyr;r6r cannot be translated 
'blessed be the God over all,' for liv is superfluous if the clause is a dox
ology ; "evAoyr;r6r precedes the name of God in a doxology, bnt follows it, 

82 
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as here, in a description" (Hovey). Tho clause can therefore justly bo 
interpreted only ns a description of the higher natnre of the Christ who 
hnd just been snid, ro ,mrii alzflKa, or nccording to his lower natlll'o, to have 
had his origin from Israel ( see Tholuck, Com. in loco). 

In Titus 2 : 13, hruplzveiav n;,; 06~11,; roii µqa).ov 0rnii Kat <1<,Jr;jpo,; ~/Li:Jv 'l1Jaov 

Xpiarou we regard ( with Ellicott) as "a direct, definite, antl even studied 
declarntion of Christ's divinity"=" the . • • appearing of the glory of 
our great God nnd Savior Jesus Christ" ( so English Revised Version). 
'Emt/Jama is a term applied specially to the Son nnd never to the Fnther, 
and µeya?i.ov is uncalled for if used of the Father, but peculiarly appropriate 
if used of Christ. Upon the samo principles we must interpret the 3imilar 
text 2 Pet. 1 : 1 ( sec Ruther, in Meyer's Com. : "The close juxtaposition 
indicates the author's certainty of the oneness of God and Jesus Christ"). 

In Heb. 1 : 8, rrpv,; c5e TOV vi6v • o -&p6vo,; anv, o 0eo,;, ei,; TOV aiwva is quotecl as 
nn address to Christ, and verse 10 which follows-" Thon, Lord, in the 
beginning hnst laiJ the foundation of the enrth "- by applying to Christ 
an Old Testament ascription to Jehovah, shows that o 0e6,;, in verse 8, is 
used in the sense of absolute Godhead. 

In 1 John 5 : 20-iaµev iv Ti;> (1,t,.7J{}tvf;J, iv Tit) vlct" avrnu 'lTJ<10l! XptaT(iJ. OVT6,; 

fonv o a?,.lJ{}tvo,; 0e6,; - " it would be a flat repetition, after the Father had 
been twice called o aic1J{}tv6,;, to say now again: 'this is o a1c17{}tvo,; 0e6,;.' Our 
being in God has its basis in Christ his Son, and this also makes it more 
natural that ovTo,; shoulu. be referred to vie;,. But ought not o a'J...17tJt))6,; then 
to be without the article ( as in John 1 : 1- 0e6,; ~v o ?,.6yo,;) ? No, for it is 
John's purpose in 1 John 5 : 20 to say, not what Christ is, but who he 
is. In declaring what one is, the predicate must have no article ; in 
declaring who one is, the predicate must have the article. St. John here 
says thnt this Son, on whom our being in the true God rests, is this true 
God himself" ( see Ebrard, Com. in loco). 

( b) Old Testament descriptions of God are applied to him. 

This application to Christ of titles and names exclusively appropriated 
to God is inexplicable, if Christ was not regarded as being himself God. 
The peculiar awe with which tho term 'Jehovah' was set apart hy a nation 
of strenuous monotheists, as the sacred and incommunicable name of the 
one self-existent and covenant-keeping God, forbids the belief that the 
Scripture writers could have used it as the designation of a subordinate 
and created being. 

( c) He possesses the attributes of God. 

Among these are life, self-existence, immutability, truth, love, holiness, 
eternity, omnipresence, omniscience, omnipotence. All these attributes are 
ascribed to Christ in connections which show that the terms are used in no 
secondary sense, nor in any sense predicable of a creature. 

( d) The works of God are ascribed to him. 

We do not here speak of mirncles, which may be wrought by communi
cated power, but of such works as the creation of tho world, the upholding 
of all things, the final raising of the dead, and the judging of nll men. 
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Power to perform these works cannot be delegated, for they are character
istic of omnipotence. 

( e) He receives honor and worship due only to God. 

In addition to the address of Thomas, in J ohu 20 : 28, which we have 
already cited among the proofs that Jesus is expressly called God, and in 
which divine honor is paid to him, we may refer to the prayer and worship 
offered by the apostolic and post-apostolic church. 

(J) His name is associated with that of God upon a footing of equality. 

We do not here allude to 1 John 5 : 7 ( the three heavenly witnesses), for 
the latter part of this verse is unquestionably spurious; but to the formula 
of baptism, to the apostolic benedictions, and to those passages in which 
eternal life is said to be dependent equally upon Christ and upon Goel, or 
in which spiritual gifts are attributed to Christ equally with the Father. 

( g) Equality with God is expressly claimed. 

Here we may ref er to Jesus' testimony to himself, already treated of 
among the proofs of the supernatural character of the Scripture teaching 
( see pages 50, 51 ). Equality with God is not only claimed for himself by 
Jesus, but it is claimed for him by his apostles. 

( h) Further proof of Christ's deity may be found in the application to 
him of the phrases : ' Son of God,' ' Image of God ' ; in the declarations 
of his oneness with God; in the attribution to him of the fulness of the 
Godhead. 

( i} These proofs of Christ's deity from the New Testament are corrobo
rated by Christian experience. 

Christian experience recognizes Christ as an absolutely perfect Savior, 
perfectly revealing the Godhead and worthy of unlimited · worship and 
adoration; that is, it practically recognizes him as Deity. But Christian 
experience also recognizes that through Christ it has introduction and 
reconciliation to God as one distinct from Jesus Christ, as one who was 
n,lienated from the soul by its sin, but who is now reconciled through 
Jesus's death. In other words, while recognizing Jesus as God, we are 
also compelled to recognize a distinction between the Father and the Son 
through whom we come to the Father. 

Although this experience cannot be regarded as an independent witness 
to Jesus' claims, since it only tests the truth already made known in the 
Bible, still the irresistible impulse of every person whom Christ has saved 
to lift his Redeemer to the highest place, and bow before him in the lowliest 
worship, is strong evidence that only that interpretation of Scripture can 
be true which recognizes Christ's absolute Godhead. It is the church's 
consciousness of her Lord's divinity, indeed, and not mere speculation 
upon the relations of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, that has compelled the 
formulation of the Scripture doctrine of the Trinity. 

In contemplating passages apparently inconsistent with those now cited, 
in that they impute to Christ weakness and ignorance, limitation and sub
jection, we are to remember, first, that our Lord was truly man, as well as 
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truly God, and that this ignorance and weakness may bu predicated of him 
as the God-man in whom deity and humanity are united; secondly, that 
the divine natnro itself was in some way limited and humbled during our 
Savior's earthly lifo, and that those passages may desciibo him as he was 
in his estate of humiliation, rather than in his original and present glory ; 
and, thirdly, that there is an order of office and operation which is consist
ent with essential oneness and equality, but which permits the Father to be 
spoken of as first and the Son as second. These statements will be further 
elucidated in the treatment of the present doctrine and in subsequent 
examination of the doctrine of the Person of Christ. 

O. The Holy Spirit is recognized as Goel. 

(a) He is spoken of as Goel; ( b) the attributes of God are ascribed to 
him, such as life, truth, love, holiness, eternity, omnipresence, omniscience, 
omnipotence ; ( c) he does the works of God, such as creation, regenera
tion, resurrection; ( d) he receives honor clue only to Goel; ( c) he is asso
ciated with God on a footing of equality, both in the formula of baptism 
and in the apostolic benedictions. 

As spirit is nothing less than the inmost principle of life, and the spirit 
of man is man himself, so the spirit of God must be God ( see 1 Cor. 2 : 11 
- l\Ieyer). Christian experience, moreover, expressed as it is in the 
prayers and hymns of the church, furnishes an argument for the deity of 
the Holy Spirit similar to that for the deity of Jesus Christ. When our 
eyes are opened to see Christ as a Savior, we are compelled to recognize 
the work in us of a divine Spirit who has taken of the things of Christ and 
has shown them to us; and this divine Spirit we necessarily distinguish 
both from the Father and from the Son. Chrfatian experience, however, 
is not an original and independent witness to the deity of the Holy Spirit : 
it simply shows what the church has held to be the natural and unforced 
interpretation of the Scriptures, and so confirms the Scripture argument 
already adduced. 

This proof of the deity of the Holy Spilit is not invalidated by the limita
tions of his work under the Old Testament dispensation. John 7: 30-
" for the Holy Spirit was not yet" -means simply that the Holy Spirit 
could not fulfill his peculiar office as Revealer of Christ tmtil the atoning 
work of Christ should be accomplished. 

2. Intimations of the Old Testament. 

The passages which seem to show that even in the Old Testament there 
are three who are implicitly recognized as God may be classed under four 
heads: 

A. Passages which seem to teach plurality of some sort in the Godhend. 

(a) The plural noun D';:-11~, is employed, and that with a plural verb-a 
use remarkable, when we consider that the singular 1~ was n.lso in exist
ence ; ( b) God uses plural pronouns in speaking of himself ; ( c) Jehovah 
distinguishes himself from J ehovnh ; ( d) a Son ia ascribed to Jehovah ; 
( e) the Spirit of God is distinguished from God ; (J) there are a three
fold aacription n.nd a threefold benediction. 
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The fact that c•ii',,~ is sometimes usecl in a narrower sense, as applicable 
to the Son ( Ps. 45 : 6; cf. Heb. 1 : 8), need not prevent us from believing 
that the term was originally chosen as containing an allusion to a certain 
plurality in the divine nature. Nor is it sufficient to call this plural a 
simple pluralis majestaticus; since it is easier to derive this common 
figure from divine usage than to derive the divine usage from this common 
figure- especially when we consider the constant tendency of Israel to 
polytheism. 

B. Passages relating to the Angel of Jehovah. 

(a) The angel of Jehovah identifies himself with Jehovah ; ( b) he is 
identified with J eho-rnh by others ; ( c) he accepts worship due only to 
Goel. Though the phrase ' angel of Jehovah ' is sometimes used in the 
later Scriptures to denote a merely human messenger or created angel, it 
seems in the Olcl Testament, with hardly more than a single exception, to 
designate the pre-incarnate Logos, whose manifestations in angelic or 
human form foreshadowed his final coming in the flesh. 

C. Descriptions of the divine Wisdom and Word. 

(a) Wisdom is represented as distinct from God, and as eternally exist
ing with God; ( b) the Word of God is distinguished from God, as execu
tor of his will from everlasting. 

It must be acknowledged that in none of these descriptions is the idea of 
personality clearly developed. Still less is it true that John the apostle 
derived his doctrine of the Logos from the interpretations of these descrip
tions in Philo Judmus. John's doctrine (John 1: 1-18) is radically differ
ent from the AlexanclTian Logos-idea of Philo. This last is a Platonizing 
speculation upon the mediating principle between God and the world. 
Philo seems at times to verge towards a recognition of personality in the 
Logos, though his monotheistic scruples lead him at other times to take 
back what he has given, ancl to describe the Logos either as the thought of 
God or as its expression in the world. But John is the first to present 
to us a consistent view of this personality, to identify the Logos with the 
Messiah, and to distinguish the Word from the Spirit of God. 

D. Descriptions of the Messiah. 

( a) He is one with Jehovah ; ( b) yet he is in some sense distinct from 
Jehovah. 

It is to be remembered, in considering this, as well as other classes of 
passages previously cited, that no Jewish writer before Clll'ist's coming had 
succeeded in constructing from them a doctrine of the Trinity. Only to 
those who bring to them the light of New Testament revelation do they 
show their real meaning. 

Our general conclusion with regard to the Old Testament intimations 
must therefore be that, while they do not by themselves furnish a sufficient 
basis for the doctrine of the Trinity, they contain the germ of it, and may 
be usecl in confirmation of it when its truth is substantially proved from 
the New Testament. 
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II. TIIESE THREE ARE SO DESCRIBED IN SCRIPTURE TIIAT WE ARE COM

PELLED TO CONCEIVE OF THEM AS DISTINCT PERSONS. 

1. The Father and the Son are persons distinct from, each other. 
( a) Christ distinguishes the Father from himself as 'another' ; ( b ) the 

Father and the Son are distinguished as the begetter and the begotten ; 
( c) the Father and the Son are distinguished as the sender and the sent. 

2. The Father and the Son m·e persons distinct from, the Spirit. 
( a) J esns distinguishes the SpiJ:it from himself and from the Father ; 

( b) the Spirit proceeds from the Father ; ( c) the Spirit is sent by the 
Father and by tho Son. 

3. The Iloly Spirit is a person. 
A. Designations proper to personality are given him. 
(a) The masculine pronoun iKeivo<;, though rrvevµa is neuter ; ( b ) the 

name rrapaKA1J.u<.:, which cannot be translated by 'comfort', or be taken as 
the name of any abstract influence. The Comforter, Instructor, Patron, 
Gnille, Advocate, whom this term brings before us, must be a person. This 
is evident from its application to Christ in 1 John 2 : 1 - "we have an 
AdYocate-rrapaKA17rov-with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous." 

B. His name is mentioned in immediate connection with other per
sons, and in such a way as to imply his own personality. 

(a) In connection with Christians; ( b) in connection with Christ; ( c) 
in connection with the Father and the Son. If the Father and the Son are 
persons, the Spirit must boa person also. 

C. He performs acts proper to personality. 
That which searches, knows, speaks, testifies, reveals, convinces, com

mands, strives, moves, helps, guides, creates, recreates, sanctifies, inspires, 
makes intercession, orders the affairs of the church, performs miracles, 
raises the dead - cannot be a mere power, influence, efflux, or attribute of 
God, but must be a person. 

D. He is affected as a person by the acts of others. 

That which can be resisted, grieved, vexed, blasphemed, must be a per
son; for only a person can perceive insult and be offended. Tho blas
phemy against the Holy Ghost cannot be merely blasphemy against a 
power or attribute of God, since in that case blasphemy against Goel would 
be a less crime than blasphemy against his power. Thn.t against which 
the unpardonable sin can be committed must be a person. 

E. He manifests himself in visible form as distinct from the Father and 
the Son, yet in direct connection with personal acts performecl by them. 

F. This ascription to the Spirit of a personal subsistence distinct from 
that of the Father and of the Son cannot be explained as personification; 
for: 

(a) This would be to interpret sober prose by the canons of poetry. 
Such sustained personification is contrary to the genius of oven Hebrew 
poetry, in which Wisdom itself is most naturally interpreted as designating 
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a personal existence. ( b) Snch an interpretation would render a multitude 
of passages either tautological, meaningless, or absurd, - as can be easily 
seen by substituting for the name Holy Spirit the terms which are wrongly 
held to be its equivalents ; such as the power, or influence, or efflux, or 
attribute of God. ( c) It is contradicted, moreover, by all those passages 
in which the Holy Spirit is distinguished from his own gifts. 

III. Tms TRIPERSONALITY OF THE DIVINE NATURE IS NOT MERELY 

ECONOMIO AND TEl\IPORAL, BUT IS Il\Il\IANENT AND ETERNAL. 

1. Scriptw·e p1·oof that these distinctions of p ersonality are eternal. 

We prove this (a) from those passages which speak of the existence of 
the Word from eternity with the Father ; ( b) from passages asserting or 
implying Christ's preexistence ; ( c) from passages implying intercourse 
between the Father ancl the Son before the foundation of the world; 
( d) from passages asserting the creation of the world by Christ ; ( e) from 
passages asserting or implying the eternity of the Holy Spirit. 

2. Erro1·s 1·efuted by the foregoing passages. 

A. The Sabellian. 

Sabellius ( of Ptolemais in Pentapolis, 250) held that Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit are mere developments or revelations to creatures, in time, 
of the otherwise concealed Godhead- developments which, since creatures 
will always exist, are not transitory, but which at the same time are not 
eternal a parte ante. God as united to the creation is Father ; Goel as united 
to Jesus Christ is Son; Goel as united to the church is Holy Spirit. The 
Trinity of Sabellius is therefore an economic and not an immanent Trinity 
- a Trinity of forms or manifestations, but not a necessary and eternal 
Trinity in the divine nature. 

Some have interpreted Sabellius as denying that the Trinity is eternal a 
parte post, as well as a 1Jarte ante, and as holding that, when the purpose 
of these temporary manifestations is accomplished, the Triad is resolved 
into the l\Ionad. This view easily merges in another, which makes the 
persons of the Trinity mere names for the ever shifting phases of the 
divine activity. 

It is evident that this theory, in whatever form it may be held, is far 
from satisfying the demands of Scripture. Scriptme speaks of the second 
person of the Trinity as existing and acting before the birth of Jesus 
Christ, and of the Holy Spirit as existing and acting before the formation 
of the church. Both have a personal existence, eternal in the past as well 

as in the future-which this theory expressly denies. 

B. The Arian. 

Arius ( of Alexandria ; condemned by Council of Nice, 325 ) held that 
the Father is the only divine being absolutely without beginning ; the Son 
and the Holy Spirit, through whom GJd creates and recreates, having been 
themselves created out of nothing before the world was ; and Christ being 

called God, because he is next in rank to God, and is endowed by God 
with divine power to create. 
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The followers of Arius have differed as to the prociso rank and claims of 
Christ. While Socinus held with Arius that worship of Christ was obliga
tory, the later Unitarians have perceived the impropriety of worshiping 
even the highest of created beings, nnd hn.ve constantly tended to a view of 
the Redeemer which regards him as a mere man, standing in a peculiarly 
intimate relation to Goel. 

It is evident that the theory of Arius does not satisfy the demands of 
Scripture. A created God, a Goel whose existence had a beginning and 
therefore may come to au cntl, a God made of a substn.ncc which once wns 
not, and therefore a substance different from that of the Father, is not God, 
lmt a finite creature. But the Scripture speaks of Christ as being in the 
beginning God, with God, and equal with God. 

IV. Tms TnIPERSONALITY IS NOT TRITHEIS:U; FOR, WHILE THERE ARE 

THREE PERSONS, THERE IS BUT ON'E ESSENCE. 

(a) The term 'person' only approximately re1lresents the truth. 
Although this word, more nearly thnn any other single word, expresses 
the conception which the Scriptures give us of the relation between the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, it is not itself used in this connection 
in Scripture, and we employ it in a qualified sense, not in the ordinary 
sense in which we apply the word 'person' to Peter, Paul, and John. 

( b ) The necessary qualification is that, while three persons among men 
have only a specific unity of nature or essence-that is, have the same 
species of nature or essence,- the persons of the Godhead have a numeri
cal unity of nature or essence -that is, have the same nature or essence. 
The undivided essence of the Godhead belongs equally to each of the per
sons; Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, each possesses all the substance and 
all the attributes of Deity. The plurality of the Godhead is therefore not 
a plurality of essence, but a plurality of hypostatical, or personal, distinc
tions. God is not three and one, but three in one. The one indivisible 
essence has three modes of subsistence. 

( c ) This oneness of essence explains the fact that, while Father, Son, and 
Holy Spirit, as respects their personality, are distinct subsistences, there is 
an intercommunion of persons and an immanence of one divine person in 
another which permits the peculiar work of one to be ascribed, with a sin
gle limitation, to either of the others, and the manifestation of one to be 
recognized in the manifestation of another. The limitation is simply this, 
that although the Son was sent by the Father, and the Spirit by the Father 
and the Son, it cannot be said vice versa•that the Father is sent either by 
the Son, or by the Spirit. The Scripture representations of this intcrcom
munion prevent us from conceiving of the distinctions called Father, Son, 
and Holy Spirit as involving separation between them. 

V. THE THREE PERSONS, FATHER, SoN, AND HoLY SPIRIT, ARE EQUAL, 

In explanation, notice that : 

1. These titles belong to the Pe1·sons. 

(a) The Father is not God as such ; for God is not only Father, but 
also Sou and Holy Spirit. The term ' Father' designates thnt hypostat-
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ical distinction in the divine nature in virtue of which God is related to the 
Son, and through the Son and the Spirit to the church anel the world. As 
author of the believer's spiritual as well as natural life, Goel is doubly his 
Father ; but this relation which Goel sustains to creatures is not the ground 
of the title. God is Father primarily in· virtue of the relation which he 
sustains to the eternal Son ; only as we are spiritually united to Jesus 
Christ do we become children of God. 

( b) The Son is not God as such; for God is not only Son, but also 
Father and Holy Spirit. 'The Son' designates that distinction in virtue 
of which Goel is :i.elatecl to the Father, is sent by the Father to redeem the 
world, and with the Father sends the Holy Spirit. 

( c) The Holy Spirit is not God as such ; for: God is not only Holy Spirit, 
but also Father and Son. 'The Holy Spirit ' designates that distinction in 
virtue of which God is related to the Father and the Son, and is sent by 
them to accomplish the work of renewing the ungodly and of sanctifying 
the church. 

2. Qualified sense of these titles. 

Like the word' person', the names Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are not 
to be confined within the precise limitations of meaning which would be 
required if they were applied to men. 

(a) The Scriptures enlarge our conceptions of Christ's Sonship by 
giving to him in his preexistent state the names of the Logos, the Image, 
and the Effulgence of God.-The term 'Logos' combines in itself the two 
ideas of thought and word, of reason and expression. While the Logos as 
divine thought or reason is one with God, the Logos as divine word or 
expression is distinguishable from Goel. Words are the means by which 
}Jersonal beings express or reveal themselves. Since Jesus Christ was '' the 
,v ord " before there were any creatures to whom revelations could be made, 
it would seem to be only a necessary inference from this title that in Christ 
Goel must be from eternity expressed or revealed to himself; in other 
words, that the Logos is the principle of trnth, or self-consciousness, in 
God.-The term' Image' suggests the ideas of copy or counterpart. l\fan 
is the image of God only relatively and derivatively. Christ is the Image 
of God absolutely and archetypally. As the perfect representation of the 
Father's perfections, the Son would seem to be the object and principle of 
love in the Godhead.- The term ' Effulgence,' finally, is an allusion to the 
sun and its radiance. As the effulgence of the sun manifests the sun's 
nature, which otherwise would be umevealecl, yet is inseparable from 
the sun and ever one with it, so Christ reveals God, but is eternally one 
with God. Here is a principle of movement, of will, which seems to con
nect itself with the holiness, or self-asserting purity, of the divine nature. 

( b) The names thus given to the second person of the Trinity, if they 
have any significance, bring him bE:,fore our minds in the general aspect 
of Revealer, and suggest a relation of the doctrine of the Trinity to God's 
immanent attributes of truth, love, and holiness. The prepositions used to 
describe the internal relationf;l Qf the second person to the first are not pre-
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positions of rest,, but prepositions of direction nntl movement. The Trinity, 
ns tho orgnnism of Deity, secures a life-movement of the Godhead, n. pro
cess in which Gotl evermore objectifies himself ancl ill the Son gh-cs forth 
of his fulness. Christ represents tho centrifngn1 nction of the deity. But 
thcro must be centripetal action nlso. In tho Holy Spirit the movement is 
completed, and the dhino activity and thought returns into itself. True 
religion, in reuniting us to God, reproduces in us, in our limited measure, 
this eternal process of the divine mind. Christian experience witnesses that 
God in himself is unknown; Christ is tho organ of external revelation ; the 
Holy Spirit is the organ of internal revelation-only he can give us an 
inward apprehension or realizn,tion of the truth. It is "through the eter
nal Spirit" that Christ" offered himself without blemish unto Goel," mid 
it is only through the Holy Spirit that the church has access to the Father, 
or fallen crcatmes can return to Goel. 

( c) In the light of what has been snid, we may understand somewhat 
more fully the characteristic differences between the work of Christ and 
that of the Holy Spirit. We may sum them up ill thefourstatementstlmt, 
first, all outgoing seems to be the work of Christ, all return to Goel the 
work of the Spirit; secondly, Christ is the organ of external revelation, 
the Holy Spirit the organ of internal revelation ; thirdly, Cluist is our 
advocate in heaven, the Holy Spirit is our advocate in the soul; fourthly, in 
the work of Christ we nrc passive, in the work of the Spirit we are active. 
Of the work of Christ we shall treat more fully hereafter, in speaking of 
his Offices as Prophet, Priest, and King. The work of the Holy Spirit 
"ill be treated when we come to speak of the Application of Redemption in 
Regeneration and Sanctification. Here it is sufficient to sny that the Holy 
Spirit is represented in the Scriptures as the author of life- in creation, 
in the conception of Christ, iu regeneration, in resurrection ; ancl as the 
give1· of light -in the inspirn.tion of Scripture writers, in the conviction of 
sinners, in the illumination and sanctification of Christians. 

3. Gcnemtion ancl proccs8!'.on consistent with equality. 

That the Sonship of Christ is eternal, is intimated in Psalm 2 : 7. '' This 
day have I begotten thee " is most naturally interpreted as the declnr
ation of an eternal fact in the divine nnture. Neither the incamation, the 
baptism, the transfiguration, nor the resurrection marks the beginning of 
Christ's Sonship, or constitutes hinl Son of God. These are but recogni
tions or manifestations of a preexisting Sonship, inseparable from his God
hood. He is "born before every creature" (while yet no created thing 
existed-see l\Ieyer on Col. 1 : 15) and "by the resurrection of the deacl" 
is not m adc to be, but only "declared to be," " according to the Spirit of 
holiness" ( = according to his divine nature) "the Son of God with 
power" ( see Philippi and Alford on Rom. 1 : 3, 4 ). This Sonship is unique 
- not predicable of, or sharetl with, any creature. The Scriptures inti
mate, not only an eternal generation of the Son, but an eternal procession 
of the Spirit. 

The Scripture terms ' generation ' and ' procession,' as applied to the 
Son and to the Holy Spirit, are but approximate expressions of the truth, 
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and we are to correct by other declarations of Scripture any imperfect 
impressions which we might derive solely from them. We use these terms 
in a special sense, which we explicitly state and define as excluding all 
notion of inequality between the persons of the Trinity. The eternal gen
eration of the Son to which we hold is 

{a) Not creation, but the Father's communication of himself to the 
Son. Since the names, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are not applicable to 
the divine essence, but are only applicable to its hypostatical distinctions, 
they imply no derivation of the essence of the Son from the essence of 
the Father. 

{ b) Not a commencement of existence, but an eternal relation to the 
Father,-there never having been a time when the Son began to be, or 
when the Son did not exist as God with the Father. 

{ c) Not an act of the Father's will, but an internal necessity of the 
divine nature,-so that the Son is no more dependent upon the Father than 
the Father is dependent upon the Son, and so that, if it be consistent with 
deity to be Father, it is equally consistent with deity to be Son. 

( d) Not a relation in any,vay analogous to physical derivation, but a life
movement of the divine nature, in virtue of which Father, Son, and Holy 
Spirit, while equal in essence and dignity, stand to each other in an order 
of personality, office, and operation, and in virtue of which the Father 
works through the Son, and the Father and the Son through the Spirit. 

The same principles upon which we interpret the declaration of Christ's 
eternal Sonship apply to the procession of the Holy Spirit from the Father 
through the Son, and show this to be not inconsistent with the Spirit's 
equal dignity and glory. 

We therefore only formulate truth which is concretely expressed in 
Scripture, and which is recognized by all ages of the chmch in hymns and 
prayers addressed to Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, when we assert that in 
the nature of the one God there are three eternal distinctions, which are 
best described as persons, and each of which is the proper and equal object 
of Christian worship. 

We are also warranted in declaring that, in virtue of these personal 
distinctions or modes of subsistence, God exists in the relations, rnspect
ively, first, of Source, Origin, Authority, and in this relation is the Father; 
secondly, of Expression, Medium, Revelation, and in this relation is the 
Son; thirdly, of Apprehension, Accomplishment, Realization, and in this 
relation is the Holy Spirit. 

VI. INSCRUTABLE, YET NOT SELF-CONTRADICTORY, TIDS DOCTRINE FUR• 

NISHES THE KEY TO ALL OTHER DOCTRINES, 

1. The mode of this triune existence is inscrutable. 

It is inscrutable because there are no analogies to it in om finite experi• 
ence. For this reason all attempts are vain adequately to represent it: 

{ a ) From inanimate things- as the fountain, the stream, and the rivulet 
trickling from it ( Athanasius) ; the cloud, the rain, and the rising mist 
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(Boardman) ; color, shape, and size ( F. W. Robertson) ; the actinic, lumi
niferous, and calorific principles in the ray of light ( Solar Hieroglyphics, 
34:). 

( b ) From the constitution or processes of our own minds - as tho 
psychological unity of intellect, affection, and will ( substantially held by 
Augustine } ; the logical unity of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis ( Hegel) ; 
the metaphysical unity of subject, object, and subject-object ( l\Ielanchthon, 
Olshausen, Shedd ). 

No one of these furnishes any proper analogue of the Trinity, since in 
no one of them is there found the essential element of tripersonality. Such 
illustrations may sometimes be used to disarm objection, but they furnish 
no positive explanation of the mystery of tho Trinity, and, unless carefully 
guarded, may lead to grievous error. 

2. The doctrine of the Trinity is not self-contradictory. 

This it would be, only if it declared God to be three in the same numerical 
sense in which he is said to be one. This we do not assert. We assert 
simply that the same God who is one with respect to his essence is three 
with respect to the internal distinctions of that essence, or with respect to 
the modes of his being. The possibility of this cannot be denied, except 
by assuming that the human mind is in all respects the measure of the 
divine. 

The fact that the ascending scale of life is marked by increasing differen
tiation of faculty and function should rather lead us to expect in the highest 
of all beings a nature more complex than our own. In man many facnlties 
are united in one intelligent being, and the more intelligent man is, the 
more distinct from each other these faculties become ; until intellect and 
affection, conscience and will assume a relative independence, and there 
arises even the possibility of conflict between them. There is nothing irra
tional or self-contradictory in the doctrine that in God the leading functions 
are yet more markedly differentiated, so that they become personal, while 
at the same time these IJersonalities are united by the fact that they each 
and equally manifest the one indivisible essence. 

3. The doctrine of the Trinity has important relations to other doc
trines. 

A. It is essential to any proper theism. 

Neither God's inde1Jenclence nor God's blessedness can be maintained 
upon grounds of absolute unity. Anti-trinitarianism almost necessarily 
makes creation indispensable to God's perfection, tends to a belief in the 
eternity of matter, and ultimately leatls, as in l\Iohammedanism, and in 
modern Judaism and Unitarianism, to Pantheism. '' Love is an impoi;;sible 
exercise to a solitary being." Without Trinity we cannot hold to a living 
Unity in the Godhead. 

B. It is essential to any proper revelation. 

If there be no Trinity, Christ is not God, and cannot perfectly know or 
reveal God. Christianity is no longer the one, all-inclusive, and final reve-
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lation, but only one of many conflicting and competing systems, each of 
which has its portion of truth, but also its portion of error. So too with 
the Holy Spirit. "As God can be revealed only through Goel, so also can 
he be appropriated only through God. If the Holy Spirit be not God, 
then the love and self-communication of Goel to the human soul are not a 
reality." In other vrnrds, without the doctrine of the Trinity we go back 
to mere natural religion and the far-off God of deism, - and this is ulti
mately exchanged for pantheism in the way already mentioned. 

C. It is essential to any proper redemption. 

If Goel be absolutely and simply one, there can be no mecliation or atone
ment, since between Goel and the most exalted creature the gulf is infinite. 
Christ cannot bring us nearer to Goel than he is himself. Only one who is 
God can reconcile us to God. So, too, only one who is God can purify our 
souls. A God who is only unity, but in whom is no plurality, may be our 
Judge, but, so far as we can see, cannot be our Savior or our Sanctifier. 

D. It is essential to any proper moelel for human life. 

If there be no Trinity immanent in the divine nature, then Fatherhood 
in God has had a beginning and it may have an end ; Sonship, moreover, 
is no longer a perfection, but an imperfection, ordained for a temporary 
purpose. But if fatherly giving and filial receiving are eternal in God, 
then the law of love requires of us conformity to God in both these respects 
as the highest dignity of our being. 



CHAPTER III. 

THE DECREES OF GOD. 

L DEFINITION OF DECREES. 

By the decrees of Goel we mean that eternal plan by which Goel has 

remlered certn.in all the events of the uniYerse, past, present, and future. 

Notice in explanation that : 

(a) The decrees arc many only to our finite comprehension ; in thefr 

own nature they are bnt one phtn, which embraces not only effects bnt also 

causes, not only the ends to be secured but also tho means needful to 

secure them. 

( b) The decrees, as the eternal act of an infinitely perfect will, though 

they have logical relations to each other, have no chronological relation. 

They are not therefore the result of deliberation, in any sense that implies 

short-sightedness or hesitancy. 

( c) Since the will in which the decrees have their origin is a free will, 

the decrees are not a merely instinctive or necessary exercise of the divine 

intelligence or volition, such as pantheism supposes. 

( cl) The decrees have reference to things outside of God. God does not 

decree to be holy, nor to exist as three persons in one essence. 

( e) The decrees primarily respect the acts of God himself, in Creation, 

Providence, and Grace ; secondarily, the acts of free creatm·es, which he 

foresees will result therefrom. 

(/) The decree to act is not the act. The decrees are an internal exer

cise arnl manifestation of the divine attributes, and are not to ho confounded 

with Creation, Providence, and Redemption, which are the execution of the 

decrees. 

( g) The decrees are therefore not- addressed to creatures ; are not of the 

nature of statute law ; and lay neither compulsion nor obligation upon the 

wills of men. 

( h) All human acts, whether evil or good, enter into the divine plan and 

so are objects of God's decrees, although God's actual agency with regard 

to the evil is only a permissive agency. 

( i) While God's total plan with regard to creatures is called predesti

nation, or foreordination, his purpose so to act that certain will behove and 

be saved is called election, and his purpose so to act that certain will refuse 

to believe and be lost is called reprobation. "\"Ve discuss election and repro

bation, in a later chapter, as a part of the Application of Redemption. 
95 
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II. PROOF OF THE DOCTRINE OF DECREES, 

l. From, Scripture. 

A. The Scriptures declare that all things are included in the divine 
decrees. B. They declare that special things and events are decreed; as, 
for example, (a) the sta'bility of the physical universe ; ( b) the outward 
circumstances of nations; ( c) the length of human life; (cl) the mode of 
om death ; ( e) the free acts of men, both good acts and evil acts. C. 
They declare that Goel has decreecl (a) the salvation of believers ; ( b ) the 
establishment of Christ's kingdom; ( c) the work of Christ and of his 
people in establishing it. 

2. Frorn Reason. 

(a) From the divine foreknowledge. 

Foreknowledge implies fixity, and fixity implies decree. - From eternity 
God foresaw all the events of the universe as fixed anc.l certain. This fixity 
and certainty could not have had its ground either fa blind fate or in the 
variable wills of men, since neither of these had an existence. It could 
have had its ground in nothing outside the divine mind, for in eternity 
nothing existed besides the divine mind. But for this fixity there must 
have been a cause; if anything in the future was fixed, something must 
have fixed it. This fixity could have had its ground only in the plan and 
purpose of God. In fine, if Goel foresaw the future as certain, it must have 
been because there was something in himself which made it certain ; or, in 
other words, because he had decreed it. 

Decreeing creation implies decreeing the foreseen results of creation. -
To meet the objection that God might have foreseen the events of the uni
-verse, not because he hacl decreed each one, but only because he had 
decreed to create the universe and institute its laws, we may put the argu
ment in another form. In eternity there could have been no cause of th9 
future existence of the uniYerse, outside of God himself, since no being 
existed but Goel himself. In eternity God foresaw that the creation of the 
world and the institution of its laws would make certain its actnal history 
even to the most insignificant details. But God decreed to create and to 
institute these laws. In so decreeing he necessarily decreed all that was 
to come. In fine, Goel foresaw the future events of the universe as certain, 
because he had decreed to create ; but this determination to create involved 
also a determination of all the actual results of that creation ; or, in other 
words, God decreed those results. 

No undecreed event can be foreseen.- We grant that Goel decrees pri
marily and directly his own acts of creation, providence, and grace; but 
we claim that this involves also a secondary and indirect decreeing of the 
acts of free creatures which he foresees will result therefrom. There is 
therefore no such thing in Goel as scientia 1nedia, or knowledge of an 
event that is to be, though it does not enter into the dinne plan ; for to say 
that Goel foresees an undecreed event, is to say that he views as future an 
event that is merely possible ; or, in other word~, that he views an event 
not as it is. 
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Only knowledge of that which is decreed is foreknowledge.-Knowlodge 
of a plan as ideal or possible may precede decree ; but knowledge of a plan 
as actual or fixed must follow decree. Only the fatter knowledge is 
properly foreknowledge. God therefore foresees creation, causes, laws, 
events, consequences, hecause he has decreed creation, causes, laws, events, 
consequences ; that is, because he has embraced all these in his pfou. The 
denial of decrees logically involves tho denial of God's foreknowledge of 
free human actions ; and to this Socinians, and some Arminirms, arc 
actually led. 

( b) From the divine wisdom. 

It is the part of wisdom to proceed in every undertaking accorcliug to a 
plnn. The greater the undertaking, the more needful a plan. Wisdom, 
moreover, shows itself in a careful provision for all possible circumstances 
aml emergencies that can arise in the execution of its plan. That many 
such circumstances and emergencies are uncontemplatecl and unprovided 
for in the plans of men, is clue only to the limitations of human wisdom. 
It belongs to infinite wisdom, therefore, not only to base a plan, but to 
embrace all, even the minutest details, in the plan of the universe. 

( c) From the divine immutability. 

\Vhat God does, he always pnrposecl to do. Since with him there is no 
increase of knowledge or power, such as characterizes finite beings, it fol
lows that what under any given circumstances he permits or does, he must 
have eternally decreed to permit or do. To suppose that God has a multi
tude of plans, and that he changes his plan with the exigencies of the situ
ation, is to make him infinitely dependent upon the varying wills of his 
creatmes, and to deny to him one necessary clement of perfection, namely, 
immutability. 

(cl) From the divine benevolence. 

The events of the universe, if not determined by the divine decrees, must 
be determinell either l1y chance or by the wills of creatures. It is contrary 
to any proper conception of the divine benevolence to suppose that God 
permits tho course of nature and of history, and the ends to which both 
these arc moving, to he determined for myriads of sentient beings by any 
other force or will than his o.vn. Both reason and revelation, therefore, 
compel us to accept the doctrine of the Westminster Confession, that "God 
did from all eternity, by the most just and holy counsel of his own will, 
freely and unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass." 

ill. OBJECTIOXS TO THE DOOTRI~ OF DECREES, 

I. 17iat they arc 'inconsistent with tlwjree agency of man. 

To this we reply that : 

A. The objection confounds the decrees with tho execution of the 
decrees. The decrees are, like foreknowledge, an act eternal to the divine 
nntnre, and are no more inconsistent with free agency than foreknowledge 
is. Even foreknowledge of events implies that thor;;e events are fixed. If 
this absolute fixity and foreknowledge is not inconsistent with free agency, 

7 
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much less can that which is more remote from man's action, namely, the 
hidden cause of this fixity and foreknowledge-Gocl's decrees- be incon
sistent ·with free agency. If anything be inconsistent with man's free 
agency, it must be, not the decrees themselves, but the execution of the 
decrees in creation and providence. 

B. The objection rests upon a false theory of free agency-namely, that 
free agency implies indeterminateness or uncertainty ; in other words, that 
free agency cannot coexist with certainty as to the results of its exercise. 
But it is necessity, not certainty, with which free agency is inconsistent. 
Free agency is the power of self-determination in view of motives, or man's 
power (a) to chose between motives, and ( b) to direct his subsequent 
activity according to the motive thus chosen. Motives are never a cause, 
but only an occasion; they influence, but never compel; the man is the 
cause, aud herein is his freedom. But it is also true that man is never in a 
state of indeterminateness ; never acts without motive, or contrary to all 
motives; there is always a reason why he acts, and herein is his rationality. 
Now, so far as man acts according to previously dominant motive-see ( b) 
above-we may by knowing his motive predict his action, and our certainty 
what that action ·will be in no way affects his freedom. · We may even bring 
motives to bear upon otLers, the influence of which we foresee, yet those 
who act upon them may act in perfect freedom. But if man, influenced by 
man, may still be free, then man, influenced by divinely foreseen motives, 
may still be free, and the divine decrees, which simply render certain 
man's actions, may also 1Je perfectly consistent with man's freedom. 

There is, however, a smaller class of human actions by which cha1·acter 
is changed, rather than expressed, aml in which the man acts according to 
a motive different from that which has previously been dominant-see (a) 
above. These actions also are foreknown by God, although they cannot 
be predicted by man. 1\fon's freedom in them would be inconsistent with 
God's decrees, if tho previous certainty of their occurrence were, not cer
tainty, but necessity; or, in other words, if God's decrees were in all cases 
decrees efficiently to produce the acts of his creatures. But this is not the 
case. God's decrees may be executed by man's free causation, as easily as 
by God's; and Gocl's decreeing this free causation, in decreeing to create a 
universe of which he foresees that this causation will be a part, in no way 
interferes ·with the freedom of such causation, but rather secures and estab
lishes it. Both consciousness and conscience witness that God's decrees 
are not executed by laying compulsion upon the free wills of men. 

It may aid us, in estimating the force of this objection, to note the four 
se:ases in which the term 'freedom' may be used. It may be used as 
equivalent to (1) physical beedom, or absence of outward constraint; (2) 
formal freedom, or a state of moral indeterminateness; ( 3) moral free
dom, or self-determinateness in view of motives; ( 4) real freedom, or abil
ity to conform to the divine standard. With the first of these we are not now 
concerned, since all agree that the clecrees fay no outward constraint upon 
men. Freedom in the second sense has no existence, since all men have 
character. Free agency, or freedom in the thinl sense, has just been shown 
to be consistent with the decrees. Freedom in the fourth sense, or real 
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freedom, is the speeial gift of Gotl, and is not to bo confounded with free 
agency. rrhe objection mentioned above rests wholly upon tho secoml of 
these definitions of freo agency. This wo have shown to ho false, and with 
this the objection itself falls to tho ground. 

2. That they take away all motive for hwnan exe'rtion. 
To this we reply that : 

( a ) They cannot thus influence men, since they arc not addressed to 
men, nrc not the rule of human action, and become known only after the 
event. This objection is therefore the mere excuse of indolence and 
disobedience. 

( b) The objection confounds tho decrees of God with fate. But it is to 
bo observed that fate is unintelligent, while the decrees arc framed by a 
personal God in infinite wisdom; fate is indistinguishable from material 
causation and leaves no room for human freedom, while the decrees exclude 
all notion of physical necessity; fate ernbrnees no moral ideas or ends, 
while the decrees make these controlling in the universe. 

( c) The objection ignores the logical relation between the decree of 
the end and the deeree of the means to secure it. The decrees of God not 
only ensure the encl to be obtained, but they ensme free human action 
as logically prior thereto. All conflict between the decrees and human 
exertion must therefore be apparent and not real. Since consciousness 
and Scripture assure us tbat free agency exists, it must exist by divine 
decree; nncl though we may be ignorant of tho method in whieh the 
decrees are executed, we have no right to doubt either the decrees or the 
freedom. They must be held to be consistent, until one of them is proved 
to be a delusion. 

(cl) Since the decrees connect means and ends together, and ends are 
decreed only as the result of men.us, they encourage effort instead of dis
couraging it. Belief in God's plan that suceess shall reward toil, incites 
to courageous and persevering effort. Upon the very ground of God's 
decree, the Scriptme urges us to tho diligent use of means. 

3. That they make God the author of sin. 
To this we reply : 

(a) They make Goel, not the author of sin, but the author of free beings 
who nre themselves the authors of sin. God does not de~ree efficiently to 
work evil desfres or choices in men. He decrees sin only in the sense of 
decreeing to create and preserve those who "ill sin ; in other words, he 
decrees to create and preserve human wills which, in their own self-chosen 
courses, will be and do evil. In all this, man attributes sin to himself and 
not to God, and God hates, denounces, and punishes sin. 

( b) The decree to permit siu is therefore not an efficient but a permis
sive decree, or a deeree to permit, in distinction from a decree to produco 
by his own efficiency. No difficulty attaches to such a decree to permit sin, 
which does not attaeh to the actual permission of it. But God does actually 
permit sin, and it must bo right for him to permit it. It must therefore 
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be 1·ight for him to decree to permit it. If God's holiness a!ld wisdom and 
power are not impugned by the actual existence of moral evil, they are not 
impugned by the original decree that it should exist. 

( c) The difficulty is therefore one which in substance clings to all theis
tic systems alike - the question why moral evil is permitted under the 
government of a Goel infinitely holy, wise, powerful, and good. This 
problem is, to our finite powers, incapable of full solution, and must remain 
to a great degree shrouded in mystery. With regard to it we can only say : 

Negatively, - that Goel does not permit moral evil because he is not unal
terably opposed to sin ; nor because moral evil was unforeseen and inde
pendent of his will ; nor because he could not have prevented it in a moral 
system. Both observation and experience, which testify to multiplied 
instances of cleli,erance from sin without violation of the laws of man's 
being, forbid us to lin1it the ·power of God. 

Positively, - we seem constrained to say that God permits moral evil 
because moral evil, though in itself abhoITent to his nature, is yet the inci
dent of a system adapted to his purpose of self-revelation; and further, 
because it is his wise and sovereign will to institute and maintain this sys
tem of which moral evil is an incident, rather than to withhold his self
revelation or to reveal himself through another system in which moral evil 
hould be continually prevented by the exercise of divine power. 

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS. 

1. Practical uses of the doctrine of decrees. 

(a) It inspires humility by its representation of God's unsearchable 
counsels and absolute so,ereignty. ( b) It teaches confidence in him who 
has wisely ordered our birth, our death, and our sunounclings, even to the 
minutest particulars, and has made all things work together for the triumph 
of his kingdom and the good of those who love him; ( c) It shows the 
enemies of God that, as their sins have been foreseen and provided for in 
God's plan, so they can never, while remaining in their sins, hope to escape 
their decreed and threatened penalty. ( d) It urges the sinner to avail 
himself of the appointed means of grace, if he would be counted among the 
number of those for whom God has decreed salvation. 

2. Tme method of preaching the doctrine. 

(a) We should most carefully avoid exaggeration or unnecessarily obnox
ious statement. ( b) We should emphasize the fact that the decrees are not 
grounded in arbitrary will, but in infinite wisdom. ( c ) We should make 
it plain that whatever God does or will do, he must from eternity have pur
posed to do. ( d) We should illustrate the doctrine so far as possible by 
instances of completeness and far-sightedness in human plans of great 
enterprises. ( e) We may then make extended application of the truth t0 
the encouragement of the Christian and the admonition of the unbeliever. 



CHAPTER IV. 

THE WORKS OF GOD ; OR THE EXECUTION OF THE DECREES. 

SECTION !.-CREATION. 

I. DEFINITION OF CREATION. 

By creation we mean that free act of the triune God by which in the 
beginning for his own glory he mado, without the use of preexisting mate
rials, the whole visible and invisible universe. 

Creation is designed origination, by a transcendent and personal God, 
of that which itself is not God. The universe is related to God as our own 
volitions are related to ourselves. They are not ourselves, and we are 
greater than they. Creation is not simply tho idea of God, or even the 
plan of God, but it is the idea externalized, the plan executed ; in other 
words, it implies an exercise, not only of intellect, but also of will, and this 
will is not an instinctive and unconscious will, but a will that is personal 
and free. Such exercise of will seems to involve, not self-development, but 
self-limitation, on the part of God ; the transformation of energy into 
force, and so a beginnfog of time, with its finite successions. But, what
ever the relation of creation to time, creation makes the universe wholly 
dependent upon God, as its originator. 

In further explanation of our definition we remark that 

( a) Creation is not '' production out of nothing," as if '' nothing " were 
a substance out of which "something" could be formed. 

( b ) Creation is not a fashioning of preexisting materials, nor an emana
tion from the substance of Deity, hnt is a making of that to exist which 
once did not exist, either in form or substance. 

( c) Creation is not a distinctive or necessary process of the divine 
nature, but is the free act of a rational will, put forth for a definite and 
sufficient end. 

( cl) Creation is the act of tho triune God, in tho sense that all the persons 
of the Trinity, themselYes uncreated, have a part in it- the Father as the 
originating, the Son as the mediating, the Spirit as the realizing cause. 

II. PROOF OF THE DOCTRINE OF CREATION. 

Creation is a truth of which mere science or reason cannot fully assure 
us. Physical science can o bscrve and record changes, but it knows nothing 
of origins. Reason cannot absolutely disprove tho eternity of matter. 

101 
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For proof of the doctrine of Creation, therefore, we rely wholly upon 
Scripture. Scripture supplements science, and 1·enders its explanation of 
the universe complete. 

1. Direct Scripture Statements. 

A. Genesis 1 : 1-" In the beginning God created the heaven and the 
earth." To this it has been objected that the verb ~"\f does not necessarily 
denote production without the use of preexisting ma terials ( see Gen. 1 : 27 
-" God created man in his own image"; cf. 2: 7 -" th c Lord God formed 
man of the dust of the ground"; also Ps. 51 : 10 -" Create in me a clean 
heart"). 

We grant, in reply, that the argument for absolute creation derived from 
the mere word K:;qi is not entirely conclusive. Other considerations in 
connection with the use of this word, however, seem to render this inter
pretation of Gen. 1 : 1 the most plausible. Some of these considerations 
we proceed to mention. 

(a) While we acknowledge that the verb ~~~ '' do es not necessarily or 
invariably denote production without the use of preexisting materials, we 
still maintain that it signifies the production of an effect for which no nat
ural antecedent existed before, ancl which can be only the result of clivine 
agency." For this reason, in the Kal species it is used only of God, and is 
never accompanied by any accusative denoting material. 

( b) In the account of tho creation, ~) ;i seems to be distinguished from 
i1o/ ,V, " to make" either with or without the use of already existing material 
crnio.v._~ ~~f, "created in making" or "made by creation," in 2 : 3 ; and 
flll!:1, of the firmament, in 1: 7), and from 1~:, "to form" out of such mate
rial. ( See ~;.:l'.1, of man regarded as a spiritual being, in 1 : 27 ; but '1¥~!, 
of man regarded as a physical being, in 2 : 7.) 

( c) The context shows that the meaning here is a making without the 
use of preexisting materials. Since the earth in its rude, unformed, chaotic 
condition is still called '' the earth" in verse 2, the word ~:, /J in verse 1 
cannot refer to any shaping or fashioning of the elements, but must signify 
the calling of them into being. 

(d) The fact that ~~f may have had an original signification of ''cutting," 
"forming," aml that it retains this meaning in the Piel conjugation, need 
not prejuclice the conclusion thus reacheu, since terms expressive of the 
most spiritual processes are derived from sensuous roots. If ~:i~ does not 
signify absolute creation, no word exists in the Hebrew language that can 
express this idea. 

( e) But this idea of production without the use of preexisting materials 
unquestionably existed among the Hebrews. The later Scriptures show 
that it had become natural to the Hebrew mind. The possession of this 
idea by the Hebrews, while it is either not found at all or is very dimly 
and ambiguously expressed in the sacred books of the heathen, can be 
best explained by supposing that it was derived from this early revelation 
in Genesis. 
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B. Hebrews 11 : 3-" By faith wo nnderstancl thil.t tho worlds have boon 
framed by the word of God, so that "·b11t is seen hath not Leon 11111,do out 
of things which appear"= the world was not rnado out of sensible ancl 
preexisting material, but by tllo direct fiat of omnipotence ( seo Alford, and 
Lunemann, l\Ieyer's Com. -in loco). 

2. Indirect eviclcn(ijc .from, Sc1·iptw·e. 

(a) Tho past clnmtion of the world is limitecl ; { b) before the world 
began to be, each of tho persons of the Godhead ah·eady existed; ( c) the 
origin of the universe is n.scribed to God, and to each of tho persons of tlie 
Godhead. These representations of Scriptme n.rc not only most consistent 
with the new that the universe was created by Goel without use of preex
isting material, hut they are inexplicable upon any other hypothesis. 

ill. THEORIES WHI0H OPPOSE CREATION. 

1. Duali.<nn. 

Of dualism there are two forms: 

A. That which holds to two self-existent principles, Goel aml matter. 
These are distinct from ancl coeternal with each other. l\latter, however, 
is an unconscious, negative, and imperfect substance, which is subordinate 
to Goel ancl is macle the instrument of his will. This was the underlying 
principle of the Alexandrian Gnostics. It wn.s essentially an attempt to 
combine with Christianity the Platonic or Aristotelian conception of the 
v).TJ. In this way it was thought to account for the existence of evil, and 
to escape the difficulty of imagining a production without use of preexist
ing material. Basilicles ( flourished 125) and Yalentinus ( died 160 ), the 
representatives of this view, were influenced also by Hiucln philosophy, 

- and their dualism is almost imlistinguishable from pantheism. A similar 
view has been held in modern times by John Stuart l\Iill and apparently by 
Frederick W. Robertson. 

With regard to this view we remark: 

(a) The maxim ex nihilo nihilfU, upon which it rests, is true only in 
so far as it asserts that no event takes place without a cause. It is false, if 
it mean that nothing can ever be ruacle except out of ruaterial previonsly 
existing. The maxim is therefore applicable only to the realm of second 
causes, and does not bar the creative power of the great first Cause. The 
doctrine of creation does not dispense with a cause ; on the other hand, 
it assigns to the universe a sufficient cause in Goel. 

( b ) Although creation without the use of preexisting material is incon
ceivable, in the sense of being unpictnrable to the imagination, yet the 
eternity of matter is equally inconceivable. For creation without pre
existing material, moreover, we find remote analogies in our own creation 
of ideas n.n.cl volitions, a fact as inexplicable as God's bringing of new sub
stances into being. 

( c) It is nnphilosophical to postulate two eternal substances, when one 
self-existent Cause of all things will account for the facts. ( d ) It contra-
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diets our fundamental notion of God as absolute sovereign to suppose the 
existence of any other substance to be independent of his will. ( e) This 
second substance with which Goel must of necessity work, since it is, accord
ing to the theory, inherently evil and the source of evil, not only limits 
God's power, but destroys his blessedness. (f) This theory does not 
answer its purpose of accounting for moral evil, unless it be also assumed 
that spirit is material,-in which case dualism gives place to materialism. 

The other form of dualism is : 

B. That which holds to the eternal existence of two antagonistic spirits, 
one evil and the other good. In this view, matter is not a negative and 

imperfect substance which nevertheless has self-existence, but is either the 
work or the instrument of a personal and positively malignant intelligence, 
who wages war against all good. This was the view of the l\fanichreans. 
l\Ianichreanism is a compound of Christianity and the Persian doctrine of 
two eternal and opposite intelligences. Zoroaster, however, held matter to 
be pure, and to be the creation of the good Being. l\Iani apparently 
regarded matter as captive to the evil spirit, if not absolutely his creation. 

Of this view we need only say that it is refuted (a) by all the arguments 
for the unity, omnipotence, sovereignty, and blessedness of Goel; ( b) by 
the Scripture representations of the prince of evil as the creatru·e of God 
and as subject to God's control. 

2. Emanation. 

This theory holds that the universe is of the same substance with Go cl, 
and is the product of successive evolutions from his being. This was the 
view of the Syrian Gnostics. Their system was an attempt to interpret 
Christianity in the forms of Oriental theosophy. A similar doctrine was 
taught, in the last century, by Swedenborg. 

We object to it on the following grounds: (a) It virtually denies tho 
infinity and transcendence of God, - by applying to him a principle of 
evolution, growth, and progress which belongs only to the finite and imper
fect. ( b ) It contradicts the divine holiness, - since man, who by the 
theory is of the substance of Goel, is nevertheless morally evil. ( c) It 
leads logically to pantheism,- since the claim that human personality is 
illusory cannot be maintained without also surrendering belief in the per
sonality of God. 

3. Oreationfrom eternity. 

This theory regards creation as an act of God in eternity past. It was 
propounded by Origen, and has been held in recent times by l\Iartensen, 
l\Iartineau, John Cai.rel, Knight, and Pfleiderer. The necessity of suppos
ing such creation from eternity has been argued from Gocl's omnipotence, 
God's timelessness, God's immutability, and God's love. "\Ve consider 
each of these arguments in their order. 

(a) Creation from eternity is not necessitated by God's omnipotence. 
Omnipotence does not necessarily imply actual creation ; it implies only 
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power to create. Creation, moreover, is in the naturo of the caso a thing 
begun. Creation from eternity is a contmcliction in terms, and that which 

is self-contradictory is not !ill object of power. 

( b) Creation from eternity is not necessitated by God's timclessnoss. 

Because God is freo from the law of time it docs not follow that creation is 
free from that law. Rather is it true that no eternal cn'atiun is cuuceiv

able, since this involves an infinito number. Timo must have had a begin
ning, awl since the unh-crse and time aro coexistent, creation could not 

llilYO been from eternity. 

( c) Creation from eternity is not necessitated by God's immutability. 
His immutability requires, not an eternal creation, but only an eternal plan 
of creation. The opposite principle would compel us to deny the possibility 

of miracles, incarnation, and regeneration. Like creation, thcso too would 

need to be eternal. 

( d) Creation from eternity is not necessitated by God's love. Creation 

is finite and cannot fmnish perfect satisfaction to the infinito love of God. 

God hns moreover from eternity au object of love infinitely superior to any 

possible creation, in the person of his Son. 

( c) Creation from eternity, moreover, is inconsistent with the divine 
independence and personality. Since God's power and love are infinite, a 

creation that satisfied them must be infinite in extent as well as eternal in 
pa.st duration -in other words, a creation equal to Goel. But a Goel thus 

dependent upon external creation is neither free nor sovereign. A Goel 

existing in necessary relations to the universe, if different iu substance from 

the universe, must be the God of dualism ; if of the same substance with the 

universe, must be the God of pantheism. 

4. Spontaneous gene1·ation. 

This theory holds that creation is but the name for a natural process still 
going on, - matter itself having in it the power, under proper conditions, 

of taking on new functions, and of developing into organic forms. This 
view is held by Owen and Bastian. We object that 

( a) It is a pure hypothesis, not only unverified, but contrary to all known 
facts. No credible instance of the pro<luction of living forms from inor

ganic material has yet been adduced. So far as science can at present teach 

us, the law of nature is '' omne vivum e vivo," or "ex ovo." 

( b) Ii such instances could be authenticated, they would prove nothing 

na against a proper doctrine of crention, - for there would still exist an 

impossibility of accounting for these vivific properties of matter, except 
upon the Scriptural view of an intelligent ContriYer and Originator of 
matter and its laws. In short, evolution implies previous involution, -if 

anything comes out of matter, it must first have been put in. 

( c) This theory, therefore, if true, only supplements the doctrine of 

original, absolute, immediate creation, with another doctrine of mediate 
and derivative creation, or the development of the materials and forces 

originated at the beginning. This development, however, cannot procee<l to 
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any valuable end without guidance of the same intelligence which initiated 
it. The Scriptures, although they do not sanction the doctrine of sponta
neous generation, do recognize prncesses of development as supplementing 
the divine fiat which first called the elements into being. 

IV. THE l\fosAIO AccoUNT OF CREATION. 

1. Its twofold nature, - as uniting the ideas of creation and of develop
ment. 

( a) Creation is asserted. - The l\Iosaic narrative avoids the error of mak
ing the universe eternal or the result of an eternal process. The cosmogony 
of Genesis, unlike the cosmogonies of the heathen, is prefaced by the 
originating act of God, and is supplemented by successive manifestations 
of creative power in the introduction of brute and of human life. 

( b) Devolopment is recognized.-The l\Iosaic account represents the 
presen"li order of things as the result, not simply of original creation, but 
also of subsequent arrangement and development. A fashioning of inor
ganic materials is described, and also a use of these materials in providing 
the conditions of organized existence. Life is described as reproducing 
itself, after its first introduction, according to its owu laws and by virtue of 
its own inner energy. 

2. Its prope1· interpretation. 
We adopt neither (a) the allegorical, or mythical, ( b) the hyper literal, 

nor ( c) the hyperscientific interpretation of the l\Iosaic narrative ; but 
rather ( cl) the pictorial-summary inteivretation, -which holds that the 
account is a rough sketch of the history of creation, true in all its essential 
features, but presented in a graphic form suited to the common mind and 
to earlier as well as to later ages. While conveying to primitive man as 
accurate an idea of God's work as man was able to comprehend, the revela
tion was yet given in pregnant language, so that it coulcl expand to all the 
ascertained results of subsequent physical research. This general corres
pondence of the narrative with the teachings of science, and its power to 
adapt itself to every aclYance in human knowledge, differences it from every 
other cosmogony Clurent among men. 

V. GoD's END IN CREATION. 

Infinite wisdom must, in creating, propose to itself the most comprehen
sive ancl the most valuable of encls,-the encl most worthy of Goel, and the 
end most fruitful in good. Only in the light of the encl proposed can we 
properly judge of God's work, or of God's character as revealed therein. 

In determining this encl, we turn first to : 

1. The testimony of Scripture. 
This may be summed up in four statements. Goel fim1s his end ( a) in 

himself ; ( b ) in his own will and plt::lasure ; ( c ) in his own glory ; ( d ) in 
the making known of his power, his wisdom, his holy name. All these 
statements may be combined in the following, namely, that God's supreme 
encl in creation is nothing outside of himself, but is his own glory -in the 
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revelation, in and through crentnrcs, of tho infinite perfection of his own 
being. 

Since holiness is tho fnmfamenfaJ attribnto in Goel, to make himself, his 
own pleasure, his own glory, his own manift•station, to ho his end in crea
tion, is to find his chief ellll in his o,vn holiness, its maintenance, expres
sion, aml communication. To make this his chief end, however, is not to 
exclude certain subonlinatc ends, such as tho revelation of his wisdom, 
power, and love, nnd the consequent happiness of iunumemblo creatlU'es to 
whom this reYelation is made. 

2. The testiniony of 'reason. 

That his own glory, in the sense just mentioned, is. God's supreme end 
in creation, is evident from the following considerations : 

(a) God's own glory is the only encl actually and perfectly attained in 
the universe. Wisdom and omnipotence cannot choose an end which is 
destined to bo forever unattained ; for "what his sonl desireth, even that 
he doeth" ( Job 23 :13). God's supreme end cannot be the happiness of 
crratm·es, since many are miserable here and will be misemhle forever. 
God's supreme encl cannot be the holiness of creatures, for many aro 
unholy here and will be unholy forever. But while neither the holiness 
nor the happiness of creatures is actually and perfectly attained, God's 
glory is made known and will be made known in both the saved and the 
lost. This then must be God's supreme end in creation. 

( b) God's glory is the end intrinsically most valuable. The good of 
creatmes is of insignificant importance compared with this. "Wisdom dic
tn.tes that the greater interest should have precedence of the less. Because 
God can choose no greater end, he must choose for his encl himself. But 
this is to choose his holiness, aml his glory in the manifestation of that 
holiness. 

( c) His own glory is the only end which consists with God's independ
ence and sovereignty. Every being is dependent upon whomsoever or 
whatsoever ho makes his ultimate end. If anything in tho creature is the 
last end of God, Goel is dependent upon tho creature. But since Goel is 
dependent only on himself, he must find in himself his end. 

(cl) His own glory is an end which comprehends and secures, as a suh
ordinate end, every interest of the universe. The interests of the universe 
are bound up in the interests of Goel. There is no holiness or happiness 
for creatures except as God is absolute sovereign, and is recognized as 
such. It is therefore not selfishness, but benevolence, for God to make 
his own glory the supremo object of creation. Glory is not vain-glory, and 
in expressing his idcr ~, that iR, in expressing himself, in his creation: he 
communicates to his creatures the utmost possible good. 

( e) God's glory is the end which inn. right moral system is proposed to 
creatmes. This must therefore be the end which ho in whose image they 
are made proposes to himself. He who constitutes the centro and end of 
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all his creatures must find his centre ancl end in himself. This principle 
of moral philosophy, and the conclusion drawn from it, are both explicitly 
and implicitly taught in Scripture. 

VI. RELATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF CREATION TO OTHER DOCTRINES. 

1. To the holiness and benevolence of ·God. 

Creation, as the work of God, manifests of necessity God's moral attri
butes. But the existence of physical and moral evil in the uniYerse appears, 
at first sight, to impugn these attributes, and to contradict the Scripture 
declaration that the work of God's hand was '' very good" ( Gen. 1 : 31 ). 
This difficulty may be in great part removed by considering that : 

( a ) At its first creation, the world was good in two senses : first, as free 
from moral evil, - sin being a later addition, the work, not of Gou, but of 
created spirits ; secondly, as adapted to beneficent ends, - for example, 
the revelation of God's perfection, and the probation anLl happiness of 
intelligent and obedient creatures. 

( b) Physical pain and imperfection, so far as tbey existed before the 
introduction of moral evil, are to be regarded : first, as congruous parts of 
a system of which sin was foreseen to be an incident; and secondly, as 
constituting, in part, the means of future discipline and redemption for the 
fallen. 

2. To the wisdorn ancl free-will of God. 

No plan whatever of a finite creation can fully express the infinite per
fection of God. Since God, however, is immutable, he must always have 
had a plan of the universe; since he is perfect, he must have had the best 
possible plan. As wise, God cannot choose a plan less good, instead of one 
more good. As rational, he cannot between plans equally good make a 
merely arbitrary choice. H ere is no necessity, bnt only the certainty that 
infinite wisdom will act wisely. As no compulsion from without, so no 
necessity from within, moves Goel to create the actual universe. Creation 
is both wise and free. 

3. To Christ as the Revealer of God . . 

Since Christ is the Revealer of God in creation as well as in 1·edemption, 
the remedy for pessimism is ( 1) the recognition of God's transcendence -
the universe at·present not fully expressing his power, his holiness or his 
love, and nature being a scheme of progressive evolution which we imper
fectly comprehend and in which there is much to follow; ( 2) the recog
nition of sin as the free act of the creature, by which all sorrow ancl pain 
have been caused, so that God is in no proper sense its author; ( 3) the 
recognition of Chri::;tfor us on the Cross and Christ inns by his Spirit, as 
revealing the age-long sorrow and suffering of God's heart on account of 
human transgression, and as manifested, in self-sacrificing love, to deliYer 
men from the manifold evils in whicb their sins have involved them; and 
( 4) the recognition of present probation and future judgment, so that pro
vision is made for remoYing the scandal now resting upon the divine 
government and for justifying the ways of God to men. 
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4. 1'o Proiiidrncc and Redemption. 

Christianity is essentially a scheme of supernatural lovo and power. It 
conceives of God as ahoYo the world, as well ns iu it, - n.ulo to manifest 
himself, and actually manifesting himself, in ways unknown to mere nature. 

But this absolute sovereignty nnd transcendence, which are manifested 
in provillence and redemption, are inseparable from creatorship. If tho 
worhl be eternal, like God, it must bo an efflux from the substance of God 
and must be absolutely equal with Gotl. Only a proper doctrine of crC'n.tion 
c-nn secure God's absolute distinctness from the world and his sovereignty 
over it. 

The logical alternative of creation is therefore a system of pantheism, in 
which God is an impersonal and necessary force. Hence tho pantheif;tic 
dicta of Fichte: "Tho assumption of a creation is tho fundamental error 
of all false metaphysics and false theology" ; of Hegel : "God evolves tho 
worhl out of himself, in order to take it back into himself again in the 
Spirit" ; and of Strauss : "Trinity and creation, speculatively viewed, are 
one and the same, - only the one is newed absolutely, the other 
empirically." 

5. To the Observance of the Sabbath. 

We perceive from this point of view, moreover, the importance and value 
of the Sabbath, as cornmemomting God's act of creation, and thus Gou.'s 
personality, sovereignty 11I1d transcendence. 

(a) The Sabbath is of perpetual obligation as God's appointed memorial 
of his creating activity. 'fhe Sabbath requisition antedates the decalogue 
and forms a part of the moral law. l\Iacle at the creation, it applies to man 
as man, everywhere and always, in his present state of being. 

( b) Neither om Lord nor his apostles abrogated the Sabbath of the deca
logue. The new dispensn.tion does away with the l\Iosaic prescriptiom1 as 
to the methocl of keeping the Sabbath, but at the same time declares its 
observance to be of divine origin and to be a necessity of human nature. 

( c) The Sabbath law binds us to set apart a seventh portion of om time 
for rest and worship. It does not enjoin the simultaneous observance by 
all the world of a fixed portion of absolute time, nor is such observance 
possible. Christ's example and apostolic sanction have transferred the 
Sabbath from the seventh clay to the first, for the reason that this last is 
the clay of Christ's resurrection, and so the da.y wheu God's spiritual cre
ation became in Christ complete. 

SECTION II. - PRESERVATION. 

1. DEFDITTION' OF PRESERVATION', 

Preservation is that continuous agency of Gou by which he maintains 
in existence the things he has cren.te<l, tog-other with the properties autl 
powers with which he has endowell them. As tho doctrine of Creation is 
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our attempt to explain the existence of the universe, so the doctrine of 
Preservation is our attempt to explain its continuance. 

In explanation we remark : 

(a) Preservation is not creation, for preservation presupposes creation. 
That which is preserved must already exist, and must have come into exist
ence by the creative act of God. 

( b ) Preservation is not a mere negation of action, or a refraining to 
destroy, on the part of God. It is a positive agency by which, at every 
moment, he sustains the persons antl the forces of the universe. 

( c) Preservation implies a natural concul'l'ence of God in all operations 
of matter and of mind. Though personal beings exist and Gocl's will is not 
the sole force, it is still true that, without bis concurrence, no person or 
force can continue to exist or to act. 

JI. PROOF OF THE DoCTRI~ OF PRESERVATION, 

l. Froni Se1·i1Jture. 

In a number of Scripture passages, preservation is expressly distin
guished from creation. Though Gotl rested from his work of creation 
and established an onler of natm·al forces, a special and continuous divine 
activity is declared to be put forth in the upholding of the universe and its 
powers. This divine activity, moreover, is declared to be the activity of 
Christ ; as be is the mediating agent in creation, so he is the mediating 
agent in preservation. 

2. From R eason. 

We may argue the preserving agency of God from the following 
considerations : 

( a) l\Iatter and mind are not self-existent. Since they have not the 
cause of their being in themselves, their continuance as well as their origin 
must be due to a superior power. 

( b ) Force implies a will of which it is the direct or indirect expression. 
We know of force only through the exercise of our own wills. Since will 
is the only cause of which we have direct knowledge, second canses in 
nature may be regarded as only secondary, regular, and automatic workings 
of the great fu-st Cause. 

( c) God's sovereignty requires a belief in his special preserving agency ; 
since this sovereignty would not be absolute, if anything occurreu or 
existetl independent of his will. 

III. THEORIES WHICH VIRTUALLY DENY THE DOCTRINE OF PRESERVATION. 

l. Deism. 

This view represents the universe as a self-sustainecl mechanism, from 
which Goel withdrew as soon as he had created it, and which he left to a 
process of self-development. It was held in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centmies by the English Herbert, Collins, Tindal, and Bolingbroke. 
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Wo object to this view that: 

(a) It rests upon n. false analogy. - Man is able to constmet a solf-moY
ing watch only bccanso ho employs preexisting forces, such ns gravity, 
elasticity, cohesion. But in a theory which likens the uni verso to a machine, 
these forces arc the very things to be accounted for. 

( b) It is a system of anthropomorphism, while it professes to exclude 
anthropomorphism.-Becanse tho upholding of all things would involve a 

multiplicity of minute cares if man were the agent, it conceives of the 
upholding of the universe as involving such burdens in the case of G0tl. 
Thus it sa,es the dignity of God by virtually denying his omnipresence, 
omniscience, and omnipotence. 

( c) It cannot be maintained without denying all providential interfer
ence, in the history of creation and tho snusequent history of the world.
But the introduction of life, the creation of man, incarnation, regeneration, 
the communion of intelligent creatures with a present God, and interposi
tions of God in secular history, aro matters of fact. 

2. Continuous Creation. 

This view regards the uniYerse as from moment to moment the result of 
a new creation. It was held uy the New England theologians Edwards, 
Hopkins, and Emmons, and more recently in Germany by Rothe. 

To this we object, upon the following g1.'ounds : 

( a ) It contradicts the testimony of consciousness that regular and 
exccntfre acti.vity is not the mere repetition of an initial decision, hut is an 
exorcise of the will entirely different in kind. 

( b) It exaggerates God's power only by sacrificing his truth, love, and 
holiness ; - for if finite personalities are not what they seem - namely, 
objective existences- God's verncity is impugned; if the hnmau soul have 
no real freedom and life, Gou's loYe has made no self-communication to 
creatnres; if God's will is the only forco in tho universe, Go,l's holiness 
can no longer be asserted, for the divine will must in that case be regarclod 
as the author of human sin. 

( c) As deism tends to atheism, so the doctrine of continuous creation 
tends to pantheism.-Argning that, because we get our notion of force 
from the action of our own wills, therefore all force must be will, and divine 
will, it is compelled to merge the human will in this all-comprehending 
will of God. l\Iind and matter alike become phenomena of one force, 
which has the attributes of huth ; nml, with the distinct existence and per
sonality of the human soul, we lose the distinct existence and personality 
of Goel, as well aB the freedom ancl accountability of man. 

IV. RE:llARKS UPON THE DIVINE CONCURRENCE. 

( a ) The divine efficiency interpenetrates that of man without destroying 
or absorbing it. The influx of God's snRtaining energy is such that men 
retain their natural faculties and powers. God does not work all, but all 
in all. 
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( b) Though God preserves mincl and body in their working, we are 
ever to remember that God concurs with the evil acts of his creatures only 
as they are natural acts, and not as they are evil. 

SECTION III.-PROVIDENCE. 

I. DEFINITION OF PROVIDENCE. 

Providence is that continuous agency of God by which he makes all the 
events of the physical and moral universe fulfill the original design with 
which he created it. 

As Creation explains the existence of the universe, and as Preservation 
explains its continuance, so Providence explains its evolution and progTess. 

In explanation notice : 

(a) Providence is not to be taken merely in its etymological sense of 
foreseeing. It is farseeing also, or a positive agency in connection with 
all the events of history. 

( b) Providence is to be distinguished from preservation. While preser
vation is a maintenance of the existeuce and powers of created things, 
providence is an actual care and control of them. 

( c) Since the original plan of God is all-comprehending, the providence 
which executes the plan is all-comprehentling also, embracing within its 
scope things small and great, and exercising care over individuals as well 
as over classes. 

( d) In respect to the good acts of men, providence embraces all those 
natural influences of birth and surroundings which prepare men for the 
operation of God's word and Spirit, and which constitute motives to obe
dience. 

( e) In respect to the evil acts of men, providence is never the efficient 
cause of sin, but is by turns preventive, permissive, directive, and deter
minative. 

(f) Since Christ is the only revealer of God, and he is the medium of 
every di vine activity, providence is to be regarded as the work of Christ ; 
see 1 Cor. 8 : G - '' one Lord, Jesus Christ, through whom are all things" ; 
cf. John 5 : 17 - "l\Iy Father worketh even until now, and I work." 

TI. PROO:F' OF THE DOCTRINE OF PROVIDENCE. 

1. Scriptural Proof. 

The Scripture witnesse1, to 

A. A general providential government and control ( a) over the uni
verse at large ; ( b ) over the physical world ; ( c) over the brute creation ; 
( cl) over the affairs of nations ; ( e) over man's birth and lot in life ; 
( f) over the outwanl successes and failures of men's lives ; ( g) over things 
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seemingly accidental or insignificant ; ( h ) in tho protection of the 

righteous; ( i) in the supply of tho wants of Gotl's people ; (J) in the 

arrangement of answers to prayer; ( k) in the exposmo null punishment 

of the wicked. 

Il. A go,ernmcnt and control extending to tho free actions of men -

( a) to men's free acts in general ; ( b ) to the sinful acts of men also. 

God's providence with respect to men's evil acts is described in Scripture 

as of fotu· sorts : 

(a) Preventfre,- God by his providence prc,ents sin which would 

othenvise be committed. rrhat he thus prevents sin is to bo regarded as 

matter, not of obligation, but of gi·acc. 

( u) PcrmissiYe,- God permits men to cherish and to manifest tho evil 

dispositions of their hem·ts. God's permissive providence is simply the 

n1'gativo net of withhoh1ing impc<liments from the path of the sinner, 

instead of pre,enting his sin hy tho exercise of divine power. It implies 

nn ignomnce, passivity, or indnlgcnce, but consists with hatred of the sin 

and determination to punish it. 

( c) Directive,- God t1irects the evil a~ts of men to ends unforeseen and 

nnintended by the agC'nts. ,vhen evil is in the heart and will certainly 

come ont, God orders its flow in one direction rather than in another, so 

that its comse can be best controlled and least harm may result. This is 

sometimes called overruling providence. 

(cl) Determinative,-God determines the bounds reached by the evil 

passions of his creatures, and the measure of their effects. Since moral 

e,-il is a germ capable of indefinite expansion, God's determining the 

measnre of its gro"·th does not alter its character or involve God's com
plicity with the perverse wills which cherish it. 

2. Rational proof. 

A. Arguments a prio1·i from the divine attributes. (a) From the 

immutability of God. This makes it certain that he will execute his eter

ual plan of the universe and its history. But the execution of this plan 

inYolves not only creation and preservation, but also providence. ( b) From 

the beneYulence of Goel. This rem1ers it certain that he will care for the 

intelligent uni,erse he has created. What it was worth his while to create, 

it is worth his while to care for. But this care is providence. ( c) From 

the justice of God. As the source of moral law, God must assure the vin

dication of law by administering justice in the universe and punishing 

the rebellious. But this administration of justice is providence. 

B. Arguments a posteriori from the facts of natme and of history. 

(a) The outward lot of individuals and nations is not wholly in their own 

hands, but is in many acknowledged respects subject to the disposal of a 

higher power. ( b} The observed moral order of the world, although 

imperfect, cannot be accounted for without recognition of a divine provi

dence. Vice is disconragetl and virtue rewardecl, in ways which are beyond 

tho power of mere nature. There mnst he a governing mind and will, and 

this mind and "·ill must he the mind and will of God. 

8 
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III. THEORIES OPPOSING THE DoaTRINE OF PROVIDENCE. 

1. FataUsrn. 

Fatalism maintains the certainty, but denies the freedom, of human self
cletermination, - thus substituting fate for provitlence. 

To this view we object that ( a) it contradicts consciousness, which testi
fies that we are free ; ( b ) it exalts the divine power at the expense of 
God's truth, ·wisdom, holiness, love ; ( c) it destroys all evic1ence of the 
personality anll freec1om of God ; ( d) it practically makes necessity the 
only Goel, and lenses the imperatives of our moral nature without present 
vafality or future vindication. 

2. C'wmalism. 

Casualism transfers the freedom of mind to nature, as fatalism transfers 
the fixity of nature to mind. It thus exchanges providence for chance. 

Upon this view we remark: 

( a) If chance be only another name for human ignorance, a name for 
the fact that there are trivial occurrences in life which have no meaning or 
relation to us, - we may acknowlellge this, and still hold that providence 
arranges every so-called chance, £or purposes beyond our knowledge. 
Chance, in this sense, is providential coincitlence which we cannot under
stand, and do not need to trouble ourselves about. 

( b) If chance be taken in the sense of utter absence of all causal con
nections in the phenomena of matter and minll, -we oppose to this notion 
the fact that the causal judgment is formed in accordance with a fumh
mental and necessary law of human thought, aml that no science or lmowl
eclge is possible without the assumption of its validity. 

( c) If chance be used in the sense of undesigning cause, - it is evi
dently insufficient to ex1)lain the regular and uniform sequences of nature, 
or the moral progress of the human race. These things argue a superin
tending and designing mind - in other words, a providence. Since reason 
demands not only a cause, but a sufficient cause, for the order of the phys
ical and moral world, casualism must be ruled out. 

3. Tlieory of a m erely gcne1·al providence. 

l\Iany who acknowledge Gael's control over the movements of planets 
and the destinies of nations deny any divine arrangement of particular 
events. l\fost of the arguments against deism are equally valid against the 
theory of a merely general providence. This view is indeed only a form of 
deism, which holds that God has not wholly withdrawn himself from the 
universe, but that his activity within it is limited to the maintenance of 
general laws. 

In addition to the arguments above alluded to, we may urge against this 
theory that : 

(a) General control over the course of nature and of history is impossi
ble without control over the smallest particulars which affect the course of 
nature and of history. Incidents so slight [1S well-nigh to escape observa-
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tion at tho timo of their occurrence are frequently foun<l to determine the 
whole fntnre of a human life, and through that life tho fortunes of a whole 
empire and of a whole age. 

( b) The love of God which prompts a general care for the universe must 
also prompt a particular caro for tho smallest oven ts which affect the happi
ness of his creatures. It belongs to love to regard nothing as trifling or 
beneath its notice which has to do with tho intereRts of the object of its 
affection. Infinite love may therefore be oxpecte<l to provide for all, even 
the minutest things in tho creation. ,vithout belief in this particular care, 
men cannot long believe in Goll's general care. Faith in a particulnr provi
dence is indispensable to tho very existence of practical religion ; for men 
will not worship or recognize a God who has no direct relation to them. 

( c) In times of personal danger, and in remarkable conjunctmes of pub
lic affairs, men instinctively attribute to Go<l a control of the events which 
take place around them. The prayers which such startling emergencies 
force from men's lips are proof that God is present and active in human 
affairs. This testimony of our mental constitution must be regarded as 
virtually the testimony of him who framed this constitution. 

(cl) Christian experience confirms the declarations of Scripture that 
particular events are brought about by God with special reference to the 
good or ill of the incli-riclual. Such events occur at times in such direct 
connection with the Christin.n's prayers that no doubt remains with regard 
to the providential arrangement of them. The possibility of such divine 
agency in natural events cannot be questioned by one who, like the Chris
tian, bas bad experience of the greater wonders of regeneration and daily 
interconrse with God, and who believes in the reality of creation, incarna
tion, and miracles. 

IY. RELATIOXS OF THE DOCTRINE OF PROVIDENCE, 

1. To miracles ancl 'Works of grace. 

Particular pro-riclence is the agency of Gotl in what seem to us the minor 
affairs of nature antl human life. Special providence is only an instance 
of Gocl's particular providence which has special relation to us or makes 
peculiar impression upon us. It is special, not as respects tho means 
which Goel makes use of, but as respects the effect produced upon us. In 
special providence we have only a more impressive manifestation of God's 
universal control. 

Miracles and works of grace like regeneration are not to be regardecl ns 
belonging to a different order of things from God's special provi<lences. 
They too, like special pro-riclences, may have their natural connections ancl 
antececlents, although they more readily suggest their divine authorship. 
Nature and God are not mutually exclusive,-naturo is rather God's 
method of working. Since nature is only the manifestation of God, special 
providence, miracle, ancl regeneration are simply different degrees of 
extraordinary nature. Certain of the wonders of Scripture, such as the 
clestruction of Sennacherib's army ancl the dividing of the Red Sea, the 
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plagues of Egypt, the flight of quailR, and the draught of fishes, can be 
counted as exaggerations of natural forces, while at the same time they are 
operations of the wonder-working God. 

2. To p1·ayer and its answer. 

What has been said with regard to God's connection with nature suggests 
the question, how Goel can answer prayer consistently with the fixity of 
natural law. 

A. Negatively, we remark that the true solution is not to be reached: 

(a) By making the sole- effect of prayer to be its reflex influence u1Jon 
the petitioner. -Prayer presupposes a Gotl who hears and answers. It 
will not be offered, unless it is believed to accomplish objective as well as 
subjective results. 

( b) Nor by holding that God answers prayer simply by spiritual means, 
such as the action of the Holy Spirit upon the spirit of man. -The realm 
of spirit is no less subject to law than the realm of matter. Scripture and 
experience, moreover, alilrn testify that in answer to prayer events take 
place in the outward world which would not have taken place if prayer had 
not gone before. 

( c) Nor by maintaining that God suspends or breaks in upon the order 
of nature, in answering eYery prayer that is offered. -This view does not 
take account of natural laws as having olijective existence, and as revealing 
the order of God's being. Omnipotence might thus suspend natmal law, 
but wisdom, so far as we can see, would not. 

( d) Nor by considering prayer as a physical force, linked in each case to 
its answer, as physical cause is linketl to physical effect.- Prayer is not a 
force acting directly upon nature ; else there would be no discretion as to 
its answer. It can accomplish results in nature, only as it influences God. 

It seems more in accordance with both Scripture antl reason to say that: 

B. God may answer prayer, even when that answer involves changes in 
the sequences of nature,-

( a) By new combinations of natural forces, in regions withdrawn from 
our observation, so that effects are protluced which these same forces left 
to themselves wouh1 never have accomplished. As man combines the laws 
of chemical attraction and of combustion, to fire the gunpowder and split 
the rock asunder, so God may combine the laws of nature to bring about 
answers to prayer. In all this there may be no suspension or violation of 
law, but a use of law unknown to us. 

Since prayer is nothing more nor less than appeal to a personal and 
present God, whose granting or withholiling of the requested blessing is 
believed to be determined by the prayer itself, we must conclude that 
prayer moves Goll, or, in other words, induces the putting forth on his 
part of an imperative volition. 

( b) Goll may have so preiirranged the laws of the material universe aml 
the events of history that, while the answer to prayer is an expression of 
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his will, it is granted through tho working of natural agencies, ancl in per
fect acconlance with tho general principle that results, both tcmpoml and 
spiritnal, are to be attained by intelligent creatures through tho use of tho 
a1)propriate and appointed means. 

Since Goel is immanent in nature, an answer to prayer, coming about 
through the intcrycntion of natural law, may be as real a reyelntion of 
God's personal care as if the laws of nature were suspended, and God inter
posed by an exercise of his creative power. Prayer and its answer, though 
having God's immediate Yolition as their connecting bond, may yet be 
provided for in the original plan of the universe. 

C. If asked whether this relation between prayer ancl its providential 
answer can be scientifically tested, we reply that it may be tested jnst as a 
father's love may be tested by a dutiful son. 

( a) There is a general proof of it in the past experience of the Chris
tian and in the past history of the church. 

( b) In condescension to human blindness, Goel may sometimes submit 
to a formal test of his faithfulness and power,-11s in the case of Elijah 
and the priests of Baal. 

( c) When proof sufficient to convince the candid inquirer has been 
already given, it may not consist with the divine majesty to abide a test 
imposed by mere curiosity or scepticism,- as in the case of the Jews who 
sought a sign from heaven. 

( d) Since God's will is the link between prayer and its answer, there 
can be no such thing as a physical demonstration of its efficacy in any pro
posed case. Physical tests have no application to things into which free 
will enters as a constitutive element. But there are moral tests, and moral 
tests are as scientific as physical tests can be. 

3. To Christian activity. 

Here the truth lies between the two extremes of qu.ietismand naturalism. 

(a) In opposition to the false abnegation of human reason and will which 
quietism demands, we hold that God guides us, not by continual miracle, 
but by his natural providence and the energizing of our fac11lties hy his 
Spirit, so that we rationally and freely do our own work, and work out 
our own salvation. 

( b) In opposition to naturalism, we hold that Goel is continually near 
the human spirit by his providential working, and that this providential 
working is so adjusted to the Christian's nature and necessities as to fur
nish instruction -uith regard to duty, discipline of religious character, and 
needed help and comfort in trial. 

In interpreting God's providences, as in interpreting Scripture, we are 
dependent upon the Holy Spirit. The work of the Spirit is, indeed, in 
great part an application of Scripture truth to present circumstances. 
'While we never allow ourselves to act blindly and irrationally, but accus
tom ourselves to weigh evidence with regard to duty, wo arc to expect, as 
the gift of the Spirit, an understanding of circumstances-a fine sense of 
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God's providential purposes with regard to us, which will make our true 
course plain to ourselves, although we may not always be able to explain it 
to others. 

4. To the evil acts of free agents. 

(a) Here we must distinguish between the nattu'al agency and the 
moral agency of Goel, or between acts of permissive providence and acts 
of efficient causation. We are ever to remember that Goel neither works 
evil, nor causes his creatures to work evil. All sin is chargeable to the self
will and perversity of the creature; to declare God the author of it is 
the greatest of blasphemies. 

( b) But while man makes up his evil decision independently of God, 
God does, by his natural agency, order the method in which this inward 
evil shall express itself, by limiting it in time, place, and measure, or by 
guiding it to the encl which his wisdom and love, and not man's intent, has 
set. In all this, however, Goel only allows sin to develop itself after its 
own nature, so that it may be known, abhoITed, and if possible overcome 
and forsaken. 

( c) In cases of persistent iniquity, God's providence still compels the 
sinner to accomplish the design with which he and all things have been 
created, namely, the mrmifcstation of God's holiness. Even though he 
struggle against God's plan, yet he must by his very resistance serve it. 
His sin is made its own detector, judge, and tormentor. His character and 
doom are made a warning to others. Refusing to glorify God in his salva
tion, he is made to glorify God in his destruction. 

SECTION IV.-GOOD AND E"VIL ANGELS. 

As ministers of divine providence there is a class of finite beings, greater 
in intelligence and power than man in his present state, some of whom 
positiYely serrn Gocl's pmpose by holiness and voluntary execution of his 
will, some negatively, by giving examples to the universe of defeated and 
punished rebellion, and by illustrating God's distinguishing grace in man's 
salvation. 

The scholastic snbtieties which encumbered this doctrine in the l\Iicldle 
Ages, and the exaggerated representations of the power of evil spirits 
which then prevailed, ha,e led, by a natural reaction, to an undue depre
ciation of it in more recent times. 

But there is certainly a possibility that the ascending scale of created 
intelligences does not reach its topmost l)oint in man. As the distance 
between man and the lowest forms of life is filled in with numberless gra
dations of being, so it is possible that between man and God there exist 
creatures of higher than human intelligence. This possibility is turned to 
certainty by the express declarations of Scripture. The doctrine is inter
woven with the later as well as with the earlier books of revelation. 
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I. SCRIPTURE 8TATEME~S AND lll.'TDIATIOXS. 

l. .As to the nature and attributes of angels. 

( a) They nre cren,tetl beings. 

( b) They are incoqJoreal beings. 

( e) They nrc personal-that is, intelligent nnd voluntary - agents. 

( d) They aro possessed of superhuman intelligence nrnl power, yet an 
intelligence and power that has its fixed limits. 

( e) They arA an order of intelligences distinct from mnn and older 
than man. 

The constn,nt representation of angels ns personal beings in Scripture 
cannot be explained as a personification of abstract good antl evil, in accom
modation to Jewish superstitions, without ,nesting many narrative passages 
from their obvious sense ; implying on the part of Christ either dissimu
lation or ignorance as to an important point of doctrine; and surrentlering 
belief in the inspiration of the Old Testament from which these Jewish 
views of angelic beings wero derived. 

The same remark applies to the view which regards Satan as but a col
lective term for all evil beings, human or superhuman. The Scripture 
representations of the progressiYe rage of the great a<.lYersary, from his first 
assault on human virtue in Genesis to his final overthrow in Revelation, 
join with the testimony of Christ just mentioned, to forbid any other con
clusion than this, that there is a personal being of great power, who carries 
on organized opposition to the divine government. 

2. As to their number and 01·ganizatlon. 

(a) They are of great multitude. 

( b) They constitute a company, as distinguished from a race. 

( c) They are of various ranks and endowments. 

( d) They have an or~cmization. 

With regard to the 'cherubim' of Genesis, Exodus, and Ezekiel, - with 
which the 'seraphim' of Isaiah and the 'living creatmes' of the book of 
ReYelation are to be identified, - the most probable interpretation is that 
which regards them, not as actual beings of higher rank than man, but as 
symbolic appearances, intended to represent retleemed humanity, endowed 
with all the creature perfections lost by the Fall, and made to be the 
dwelliug-piace of God. 

3. .As to the-ir moral character. 

(a) They were all created holy. 

( b) They had a probation. 

( c) Some preserved their integrity. 

( d) Some fell from their state of innocence. 

( c) The good are confirmed in good. 
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(f) The evil are confirmed in evil. 

4. As to tlzefr employments. 

A. The employments of good angels. 

( a ) They stand in the presence of Goel ancl worship him. 

( b ) They rejoice in God's works. 

( c) They execute God's will, - by working in nature ; 

( d) by guiding the affairs of nations; 

( e) by watching over the interests of particular churches ; 

(/) by assisting and protecting individual believers; 

(g) by punishing God's enemies. 

A general survey of this Scripture testimony as to the employments of 
good angels leads us to the following conclusions : 

First, - that good angels are not to be considered as the mediating 
agents of God's regular and colll111on proviclence, but as the ministers of 
his special providence in the affairs of his church. He 'maketh his angels 
winds' and ' a fla111ing fhe,' not in his ordinary procedure, but in connec
tion with special displays of his power for moral ends ( Dent. 33: 2; Acts 
7 : 53 ; Gal. 3 : 19 ; Heb. 2 : 2 ). Their intervention is apparently occasional 
and exceptional-not at their own option, but only as it is permitted or 
commanded by God. Hence we are not to conceive of angels as coming 
between us and Goel, nor are we, without special revelation of the fact, to 
attribute to them iu any particular case the effects which the Scriptures 
generally ascribe to divine providence. Like miracles, therefore, angelic 
appearances generally mark God's entrance upon new epochs in theunfohl
ing of his plans. Hence we read of angels at the completion of creation 
(Job 38 : 7) ; at the gfring of the law ( Gal. 3 : 19) ; at the birth of Christ 
( Luke 2 : 13) ; at the two temptations in the wilderness and in Gethsemane 
( l\Iat. 4 : 11, Luke 22 : 4.3) ; at the resurrection ( l\Iat. 28 : 2) ; at the ascen
sion ( Acts 1 :10); at the final judgment ( l\lat. 25 :31 ). 

Secondly, -that their power, as being in its nature dependent and derived, 
is exercised in accordance with the laws of the spiritual and natural world. 
They cannot, like Goel, create, perform miracles, act without means, search 
the heart. Unlike the Holy Spirit, who can influence the human miml 
directly, they can influence men only in ways analogous to those by which 
lllen influence each other. As evil angels may tempt men to sin, so it is 
probable that good angels may attract men to holiness. 

B. The employments of evil angels. 

(a) They oppose Goel and strive to defeat his will. This is indicated 
in the nallles applied to their chief. The word "Satan" means " adver
sary " - primarily to Goel, secondarily to men ; the terlll '' devil" signifies 
'' slanderer" - of Goel to men, and of men to God. It is indicated also in 
the description of the ''man of sin" as '' he that opposeth and exalteth 
himself against all that is called Goel." 
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( b) They hinder man's temporal nnd etc>rnnl welfare, - sometimes hy 

exercising a certain control over natural phenomc>1rn, but moro commonly 

by subjecting man's soul to temptation. Possession of mnn's being, either 

physical or spiritual, by domon:::i, is also recognized in Scripture. 

Sntnn's temptations are represented as both negative allll positiYc,- he 

takes away the seed sown, and he sows fare:::i. He controls many subordi

nate evil spirits; there is only one devil, hut there are many augels or 

demons, nnd through their agency Satan may accomplish his purposes. 

Possession is distinguished from bodily or mental disease, though such 

disease often accompanies possession or results frolll it. -The demons 

speak in their own persons, with supernaturnJ knowledge, and theJ· aro 

directly atldressed by Christ. Jesus recognizes Satanic agency in these 

cases of possession, and he rejoices in the casting out of demons, as a sign 

of Satan's uownfall. 'rhese facts render it impossible to interpret the 

narratives of demoniac possession as popular descriptions of abnormal 

physical or mental conditions. 

( c) Yet, in spite of themselrns, they execute God's plans of 1mnishing 

the ungodly, of chastening the good, and of illustrating tho nature auu 

fate of moral evil. 

A survey of the Scripture testimony with regard to the employments of 

evil spirits leads to the following general conclusions : 

First,-the power of evil spirits over men is not imlependent of the 

human will. This power cannot be exercised ·without at least the original 

consent of the human will, and may be resisted and shaken off through 

prayer and faith in God. 

Secondly,-their power is limited, both in time and in extent, by the 

permissive will of God. Evil spirits are neither omnipotent, omniscient, 

nor omnipresent. "Te are to attribute disease and natural calamity to their 

agency, only when this is matter of special revelation. Opposed to Goel as 

evil spirits are, Goel compels them to serve his pmposes, Their power for 

harm lasts but for a season, and ultimate judgment and punishment will 

vindicate God's permission of their evil agency. 

II. OBJECTIONS TO THE DOCTRINE OF ANGELS, 

I. To the doctrine of angels in general. It is objected: 

(a) That it is opposed to the modern scientific view of the world, as a 

system of definite forces and laws.-·we reply that, whatever truth there 

may be in this modern view, it does not exclude the piny of diYino or 

human free agency. It docs not, therefore, exclude the possibility of angelic 
agency. 

( b ) That it is opposed to the modern doctrine of infinito spaco above 

and beneath us - a space peopled with worlds. With the surremler of the 

old conception of tho firmament, as a bounllary separating this world from 

the regions beyond, it is claimed that we must givo up all belief in a h£'aven 

of the nngels.-We reply that the notions of an infinite nniYerse, of heaven 

as a definite place, anu of spirits as confined to fixed locality, arc without 
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certain warrant either in reason or in Scripture. We know nothing of the 
modes of existence of pure spfrits. 

2. To the doctrine of evil angels in particulm·. It is objected that : 

( a) The idea of the fall of angels is self-contradictory, since a fall deter. 
mined by pride prefmpposes pride- that is, a fall before the fall.-We 
reply that the objection confounds the occasion of sin with the sin itself. 
The outward motive to disobedience is not disobedience. The fall took 
place only when that outward motive was chosen by free will. When the 
motive of independence was selfishly adopted, only then did the innocent 
desire for knowledge and power become pride arnl sin. How an evil voli
tion could originate in spirits created pure is an insoluble problem. Our 
faith in God's holiness, however, compels us to attribute the origin of this 
evil volition, not to the Creator, but to the creature. 

( b) It is irrational to suppose that Satan should have been able to 
change his whole nature by a single act, so that he thenceforth willed only 
evil.-But we reply that the circumstances of that decision are unknown 
to us; while tho power of single acts permanently to change character is 
matter of observation among men. 

( c) It is impossible that so wise a being should enter upon a hopeless 
rebellion.-,ve answer that no amount of mere knowleclge ensures right 
moral action. If men gratify present passion, in spite of their knowledge 
that the sin involves present misery and future perdition, it is not impossi
ble that Satan may have done the same. 

( d) It is inconsistent with the benevolence of God to create and uphold 
spfrits, who he knows will be and do evil.- We reply that this is no more 
inconsistent with God's benevolence than the creation and preservation of 
men, whose action God overrules for the furtherance of his purposes, and 
whose iniquity he finally brings to light and punishes. 

( e) The notion of organization all!ong evil spirits is self-contradictory, 
since the nature of evil is to sunder and divide.- We reply that such 
organization of evil spirits is no more- impossible than the organization of 
wicked men, for the purpose of furthering their selfish ends. Common 
hatred to God may constitute a principle of union among them, as among 
men. 

(J) The doctrine is morally pernicious, as trans£ erring the blame of 
human sin to the being or beings who tempt men thereto.- ,ve reply that 
neither conscience nor Scripture allows temptation to be an excuse for sin, 
or regards Satan as having power to compel the human will. The objection, 
mo:·eo"'1 " 1·, contradicts our observation,-for only where the personal exist
ence : £ Satan is recognized, do we find sin recognized in its true nature. 

(g) The doctrine degrades man, by representing him as the tool and 
slave of Satan. - We reply that it does indeed show his actual state to be 
degraded, but only with the result of exalting our idea of his original 
dignity, and of his possible glory in Christ. The fact that man's sin was 
suggestec1 from without, and not from within, may be the one mitigating 
circumstance which renders possible his rndemption. 
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ill. PRA.CTIOAL USES OF THE DOOT!UNE 01' ANGELS. 

A. Uses of the doctrine of goocl angels. 

(a) It gives us a new senso of the greatness of the di vino rcsonrces, and 
of God's grnco in our creation, to think of tho mnltituJe of unfnllen intel
ligences who executed tho divino purposes before mnn appeared. 

( b) It strengthens our faith in God's providential cnre, to !mow that 
spiiits of so high 1·ank are deputed to minister to creatures who are 
environed with temptations and are conscious of sin. 

( c) It teaches us humility, that beings of so much greater knowledge 
and power than ours should gladly perform these unnoticed services, in 
behalf of those whose only claim upon them is that they are children of 
the same common Father. 

( d) It helps ns in the stmggle against sin, to learn that these messen
gers of Goel are near, to mark our wrong doing if we fall, and to sustain us 
if we resist temptation. 

( c) It enlarges our conceptions of tho dignity of our own being, and of 
the bounclless possibilities of our future existence, to remember these 
forms of typical innocence and love, that praise and serve God unceasingly 
in heaven. 

B. Uses of the doctrine of evil angels. 

(a) It illustrates the real nature of sin, and the depth of the ruin to 
which it may bring the soul, to reflect upon the present moral condition 
and eternal wretchedness to which these spirits, so highly endowed, have 
brought themselves by their rebellion against God. 

( b ) It inspires a salutary fear and hatred of the first subtle approaches 
of evil from within or from without, to remember that these may be the 
covert advances of a personal and malignant being, who seeks to overcome 
our virtue and to involve us in his own apostasy and destruction. 

( c ) It shuts us up to Christ, as the only Being who is able to deliver 
us or others from the enemy of all good. 

( d) It teaches us that our salvation is wholly of grace, since for such 
multitudes of rebellious spirits no atonement and no renewal were provided 
-simple justice having its way, with no mercy to interpose or save. 



PART V. 

ANTHROPOLOGY,, OR THE DOCTRINE OF MAN. 

CHAPTER I. 

PRELIMINARY. 

1. MAN A CREATION OF Goo AND A CHILD OF GoD. 

The fact of man's creation is declared in Gen. 1 : 27 - '' And God created 
man in his own image, in the image of Goel created he him"; 2 : 7 - "And 
Jehovah God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into 
his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul." 

(a) The Scriptures, on the one hand, negative the it1ea that man is the 
mere product of unreasoning natural forces. They refer his existence to a 
cause different from mere nature, namely, the creative act of God. 

( b) But, on the other hand, the Scriptures do not disclose the method 
of man's creation. ,v110ther man's physical system is or is not derived, 
by natural descent, from the lower animals, the record of creation does not 
inform us. As the command '' Let the earth bring forth living creatures" 
( Gen. 1 : 24) does not exclude the idea of mediate creation, through 
natural generation, so the forming of man "of the dust of the ground" 
( Gen. 2 : 7) does not in itself determine whether the creation of man's body 
was mediate or immediate. 

(c) Psychology, however, comes in to help our interpretation of Script
ure. The radical differences between man's soul and the principle of 
intelligence in the lower animals, especially man's possession of self-con
sciousness, general ideas, the moral sense, and the power of self-determin
ation, show that that which chiefly constitutes him man could not have been 
derived, by any natural process of development, from the inferior creatures. 
We are compelled, then, to believe that God's "breathing into man's nos
trils the breath of life" (Gen. 2 : 7), though it was a mediate creation as 
presupposing existing material in the shape of animal forms, was yet an 
immediate creation in the sense that only a divine reinforcement of the 
process of life turned the animal into man. In other words, man came 
notfrom the brute, but through the brute, and the same immanent God 
who had previously created the brute created also the man. 

( d) Comparative physiology, moreover, has, up to the present time, 
done nothing to forbid the extension of this doctrine to man's body. No 
single instance has yet been adduced of the transformation of one animal 
species into another, either by natural or artificial selection; much less has 
it been demonstrated that the body of the brute has ever been developed 
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into that of man. .All evolution implies progress aml reinforcement of life, 
nnd is unintelligible except ns the inmrn.nent God gives new impulses to the 
process. Apart from the direct agency of God, the view that man's 
physical system is descended by natural generation from some ancestral 
simian form can be regarded only as an irrational hypothesis. Since the 
soul, then, is nn immediate creation of Gou, and the forming of man's body 
is mentioned by the Scriptme writer in direct connection with this creation 
of the spirit, man's body was in this sense an in1mediate creation also. 

( e) While we concede, then, that man has a brute ancestry, we make 
two claims by way of qnalificution and explunution: first, that the laws 
of organic development which have been followed in man's origin are only 
the methous of God and proofs of his creatorship; secondly, that man, 
when ho appears upon the scene, is no longer brute, but a self-conscious 
and self-determining being, made in the image of his Creator and capable 
of free moral tlecision between good and evil. 

tf) The truth that man i'I the offspring of Goel implies the conclati-,e 
truth of a common divine Fatherhood. God is Father of all men, in that 
he originates and sustains them as personal beings like in nature to lum
self. Even to,vard sinners God holds this nntmal relation of Father. It 
is his fatherly love, indeed, which provides the atonement. Thus the 
demands of holiness are met and the prodigal is restored to the privileges 
of sonship which have been forfeited by transgression. This natural 
Fatherhood, therefore, does not exclude, but prepares the way for, Gou's 
special Fatherhood toward those who have been regenerated by his Spirit 
and who have believed on his Son ; indeed, since all God's creations take 
place in and through Christ, there is a natnral and physical sonship of all 
men, by virtue of their relation to Christ, the eternal Son, which antedates 
and prepares the way for tho spiritual sonship of those who join themselves 
to him by faith. l\Ian's natural sonship underlies the history of the fall, 
and qualifies the doctrine of Sin. 

II. UNITY OF THE HmrA~ RACE. 

(a) The Scriptures teach that the whole human race is descended from 
a single pafr. 

( b) This truth lies at the foundation of Paul's doctrine of the organic 
unity of mankind in tho first transgression, and of the provision of sn.lva
tion for the race in Christ. 

( c) This descent of humanity from a single pair also constitutes the 
ground of man's obligation of natural brotherhood to every member of 
the race. 

The Scripture statements are corroborated by consitlerations drawn from 
history and science. Four arguments may be briefly mentioned : 

1. The argument from history. 

So far as the history of nations and tribes in both hemiRpheres can be 
traced, the evidence points to a common origin ancl ancestry in central Asia. 
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2. The argument from language. 

Comparative philology points to a common origin of all the more impor
tant languages, and furnishes no evideuce that the less important are not 
also so deri ve<l.. 

3. The argument from psychology. 

The existence, among all families of mankind, of common mental and 
moral characteristics, as evinced in common maxims, tendencies and capaci
ties, in the prevalence of similar traditioRs, and in the universal applicability 
of one philosophy and religion, is most easily explained upon the theory 
of a common origin. 

4. The argument from physiology. 

A. It is tho common judgment of comparative physiologists that man 
constitutes but a single species. The differences which exist between the 
various families of mankind are to be regarded as varieties of this species. 
In proof of these statements we urge : (a) The numberless intermediate 
gradations which connect the so-called races with each other. ( lJ) The 
essential identity of all races in cranial, osteologicnl, and dental character
istics. ( c) The fertility of unions between individuals of the most diverse 
types, and the continuous fertility of the offspring of such unions. 

B. Unity of species is presumptive evidence of unity of origin. One
ness of origin furnishes the simplest explanation of specific uniformity, if 
indeed the very conception of species does not imply the repetition and 
1·eproduction of a primordial type-idea impressed at its creation upon an 
individual empowered to transmit this type-idea to its successors. 

(a) To this view is opposed the theory, propounded by Agassiz, of 
different centres of creation, and of different types of humanity correspond
ing to the varying fauna and flora of each. But this theory makes the 
plural origin of man an exception in creation. Science points rather to 
a single origin of each species, whether vegetable or animal. If man be, 
as this theo1·y grants, a single species, he should be, by the same rule, 
1·estricted to one continent in his origin. This theory, moreover, applies an 
unproved hypothesis with regard to the distribution of organized beings in 
general to the very being whose whole nature and history show conclusively 
that he is an exception to such a general rule, if one exists. Since man can 
adapt himself to all climes and conditions, the theory of separate centres of 
creation is, in his case, gratuitous and unnecessary. 

( b) It is objected, moreover, that the diversities of size, color, and 
physical conformation, among the various families of mankind, are incon
sistent with the theory of a common origin. But we reply that these 
diversities are of a superficial character, and can be accounted for by cor-
1·esponding diversities of condition and environment. Changes which have 
been observed and recorded within historic times show that the differences 
alluded to may be the result of slowly accumulated divergences from one 
and the same origin3,l and ancestral type. The difficulty in the case, more
over, is greatly relieved when we remember ( 1) that the period during 
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which these divergences have arisen is by no means limited to six thousand 
yenrs ( see note on the antiquity of the race, page G2) ; and ( 2) that, sinco 
species in general exhibit their greatest power of divergence into varieties 
immetlintely after thefr first introduction, all the varieties of the human 
species may have presented themselves in man's earliest history. 

III. Es!'mN'TIAL ELEMENTS OF Hu11L\N' N.vrmm. 

I. The Dichotomous Th eory. 

l\fon has a two-foltl natnrC', - ou the 0110 hantl material, on the other hand 
immaterin,l. He consists of body, and of spirit, or soul. Tlmt there are 
two, and only two, elements in nmn's being, is a fact to which conseionsness 
testifies. This testimony is confirmed by Scriptnrc, iu which the prevailing 
representation of man's constitution is that of dichotomy. 

(a) The record of man's creation ( Gen. 2: 7 ), in which, as a result of 
the inhreathing of the tlivine Spirit, the body becomes possessed antl 
yitalizecl by a single principle - the living soul. 

( u ) Passages in which the human soul, or spfrit, is distinguished, both 
from the divine Spirit from whom it proceeded, and from the body which 
it inbabits. 

( c) The interchangeable use of the terms 'soul ' and 'spirit.' 

( d) The mention of body and soul ( or spirit) as together constituting 
the whole man. 

2. The Trichotomou.'? Theory. 

Side by sitle with this common representation of human nature as con
sisting of two parts, are found passages which at first sight appear to favor 
trichotomy. It must be acknowledged that rrvevµa (spirit} and 1/mxf; (soul), 
althongh often used interchangenbly, and always designating the same 
indivisible substance, are sometimes employed as contrasted terms. 

In this more accurate use, ,puxf; denotes man's immaterial part in its infe
rior powers and activities;- as 1/!vxf;, man is n conscious individual, and, in 
common with the brute creation, has an animal life, together with appetite, 
imagination, memory, understarnling. IIvevµa, on the other han·d, denotes 
man's immaterial part in its higher capacities and faculties ;-as rrvevµa, 
man is a being related to God, and possessing powers of reason, conscience, 
and free will, which difference him from the brute creation and constitute 
him responsible and immortal. 

The element of truth in trichotomy is simply this, that man has a triplic
ity of endowment, in virtne of which the single soul has relations to matter, 
to self, and to God. The trichotomous theory, however, as it is ordinarily 
clefinecl, endangers the unity and immateriality of our higher natnre, hy 
holcling that man consists of three suustances, or three component parts
body, soul, and spirit- and that soul and spirit are as distinct from each 
other as are soul and body. 

We regard the trichotomous theory as untenable, not only for the reasons 
already urged in proof of the dichotomou::; theory, but from the following 
additional considerations : 
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( a) IIv,vµa, as well as 1/Jvxf;, is used of the brute creation. 

( b) 'tvx~ is ascribed to Jehovah. 

( c) The disembodied dead are called ,J,axvt. 

( d) The highest exercises of religion are attributed to the 1/Jvxf;. 

( e) To lose this 1/JVxf; is to lose all. 

(f) The passages chiefly relied upon as supporting trichotomy may 
be better explained upon the view already indicated, that soul and spirit 
are not two distinct substances or parts, but that they designate the 
immaterial principle from different points of view. 

We conclude that the immaterial part of man, viewed as an individual 
and conscious life, capable of possessing and animating a physical organism, 
is called ,pv;d ; viewed as a rational and moral agent, susceptible of divine 
influence and indwelling, this same immaterial part is called 1rv,i•µa. The 
1rv, vµa, then, is man's naturn looking Godward, and capable of receiving 
and manifesting the IIv,vµa ciywv; the 1/JVxf; is man's nature looking earth
ward, and touching the world of sense. The 1rvcvfla is man's higher part, 
as related to spiritual realities or as capable of such relation ; the 1/Jxvf; is 
man's higher part, as related to the body, or as capable of such relation. 
l\fan's being is therefore not trichotomous but dichotomous, and his 
immaterial part, while possessing duality of powers, has unity of substance. 

This view of the soul and spirit as different aspects of the same spiritual 
principle furnishes a refutation of six important errors : 

(a) That of the Gnostics, who held that the rrvevfla is part of the divine 
essence, and therefore incapable of sin. 

( b) That of the Apollinarians, who taught that Christ's humanity 
embraced only ai:Jµa and 1/Jvxf;, while his divine nature furnished the v1rcvµa. 

( c) That of the Semi-Pelagians, who excepted the human 1rv,vfla from 
the dominion of original sin. 

( d) That of Placens, who held that only the 1rv,i1µa was directly createtl 
by Goel ( see om section on Theories of Imputation). 

( c) That of .Julius J\Iiiller, who held that the 1/Jvxf; comes to us from 
Adam, but that our 1rv,vµa was corrupted in a previous state of being 
( see page 490 ). 

(f) That of the Annihilationists, who hold that man at his creation had 
a divine element breathed into him, which he lost by sin, and which he 
recovers only in regeneration ; so that only when he has this 1rv,vfla restored 
by virtue of his union with Christ does man become immortal, death being 
to the sinner a complete extinction of being. 

IV. ORIGIN oF THE SoUL. 

Three theo1·ies with regard to this subject have divided opinion: 

1. The Theory of Preexistence. 
This view was hel<l by Plato, Philo, and Origen ; by the first, in order 
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to explnin tho soul's possession of ideas not derivod from sense; by tho 
second, to account for its imprisonment in the bocly; by tho third, to jus
tify the disparity of conditions in which men enter the world. Wo concern 
ourselves, however, only with the forms which the view has assumecl in 
modern times. Kant and Julius l\Iilllerin Germany, and Edward Beecher 
in America, have adYocated it, upon the ground that tho inborn depravity 
of the human mll can be explained only by supposing a personal act of 
self-determination in a previous, or timeless, state of being. 

To the theory of preexistence we urge tho following objections : 

( a ) It is not only wholly without suppo1·t from Scripture, bnt it <lirectly 
contradicts the l\Ios:ric account of man's creation in the imago of Goel, and 
Paul's description of all evil and death in the human raco as tho result of 
Adam's sin. 

( b ) If the soul in this preexi':!tent state was conscious ancl personal, it is 
inexplicable that we should havo no remembrance of such preexistence, and 
of so important a decision in that previous condition of being ;- if the soul 
was ;yet unconscious and impersonal, the theory fails to show how a moral 
act involving consequences so vast could have been performed at all. 

( c) The view sheds no light either upon the origin of sin, or upon God's 
justice in dealing with it, since it throws back the first transgression to a 
state of being in which there was no flesh to tempt, and then represents 
God as putting the fallen into sensuous conditions in the highest degree 
unfav0rable to thefr restoration. 

( d) While this theory accounts for inborn spiritual sin, such as pride 
and enmity to God, it gives no explanation of inherited sensual sin, which 
it holds to have come from Adam, and the guilt of which must logically be 
denied. 

2. The Creatian Theory. 

This view was held by Aristotle, ,T erome, and Pelagius, and in modern 
times has been advocated by most of the Roman Catholic and Reformed 
theologians. It regards the soul of each hnman being as immelliately 
created by God and joined to the body either at conception, at birth, or nt 
some time between these two. The advocates of the theory urge in its 
favor certain texts of Scripture, referring to God as the Creator of the 
human spirit, together with the fact that there is a marked individuality 
in the child, which cannot be explained as a mere reproduction of the 
qualities existing in the parents. 

Creatianism is untenable for the following reasons : 

( a) The passages adduced in its support may with eqMl propriety be 
reg11nled as expressing God's mediate agency in the origination of hnman 
souls ; while the general tenor of Scripture, as well as its representations 
of God as the author of man's body, favor this latter interpretation. 

( b) Creatianism regards the earthly father as begetting only the body 
of his child- certainly as not the father of the child's highest part. This 
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makes the beast to possess nobler powers of propagation than man ; for the 
beast multiplies himself after his own image. 

( c) The individuality of the child, even in the most extreme cases, as in 
the sudden rise from obscure families and surrounclings of marked men like 
Luther, may be better explained by supposing a law of variation impressed 
upon the species at its beginning-a law whose operation is foreseen and 
supervised by God. 

( d) This theory, if it allows that the soul is originally possessed of 
deprnved tendencies, makes God the direct author of moral evil ; if it holds 
the soul to have been created pme, it makes Goel indirectly the author of 
moral evil, by teaching that he puts this pure soul into a body which 
will inevitably corrupt it. 

3. The Traducian Theor-y. 

This view was propounded by Tertullian, and was implicitly held by 
Augustine. In modern times it has been the prevailing opinion of the 
Lutheran Chmch. It holds that the human race was immediately created 
in Adam, and, as respects both body and soul, was propagated from him 
by natural generation - all souls since Adam being only mediately created 
by Goel, as the upholder of the laws of propagation which were originally 
established by him. 

With 1·egard to this view we remrka : 

(a) It seems best to accord with Scripture, which represents Goel as 
creating the species in Adam ( Gen. 1: 27 ), and as increasing and peq)etu
ating it through secondary agencies ( 1 : 28 ; cf. 22 ). Only once is breathed 
into man's nostrils the breath of life ( 2 : 7, cf. 22; 1 Cor. 11 : 8. Gen. 4 : 1 ; 
5 : 3 ; 46 : 26 ; cf. Acts 17 : 21-26 ; H eb. 7 : 10 ), and after man's formation 
God ceases from his work of creation ( Gen. 2: 2 ). 

( b) It is favored by the analogy of vegetable and animal life, in which 
increase of numbers is secured, not by a multiplicity of immediate creations, 
but by the natural derivation of new individuals from a parent stock. A 
derivation of the human soul from its parents no more impliesamaterialis
tic view of the soul and its endless division and subdivision, than the simi
lar derivation of the brute proves the principle of intelligence in the lower 
animals to be wholly material. 

( c) The observed transmission not merely of physical, but of mental and 
spiritual, characteristics in families and races, and especially the uniformly 
evil moral tendencies and dispositions which all men possess from their 
birth, are proof that in soul, as well as in body, we derive our being from 
onr human ancestry. 

( d) The traducian doctrine embraces and acknowledges the element of 
trnth which gives plausibility to the creatian view. Traducianism, properly 
defined, admits a divine concunence throughout the whole development of 
the human species, and allows, under the guidance of a superintending 
Providence, special improvements in type at the birth of marked men, 
similar tc those which we may suppose to have occurred in the introduction 
of new varieties in the ~-.i..:..:.,~_wJ creation. 
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V. TnE l\Ion.u. NATURE oF l\IA~. 

By the morn! nature of man we mean those powers which fit him for 
right or wrong action. These powers are intellect, sensibility, and will, 
together with that peculiar power of discriminntion and impulsion, which 
we call conscience. In order to morn! action, man has intellect or reason, 
to discern the difference between right and m·ong; sensibility, to be moved 
by each of these ; free will, to do tho one or the other. Intellect, sensibil
ity, arnl will, are man's three faculties. Bnt in connection with these facul
ties there is a sort of activity which involves them all, and without which 
there can be no moral action, namely, the activity of conscience. Con
science applies the moral law to particular cases in our personal experience, 
and proclaims that law as binding upon us. Only a rational and sentient 
being can be truly moral ; yet it does not come within our province to treat 
of man's intellect or sensibility in general. We speak here only of Con
science and of Will. 

I. Conscience. 

A. Conscience an accompanying knowledge. -As already intimated, 
conscience is not a separate faculty, like intellect, sensibility, and will, but 
rather a mode in which these faculties act. Like consciousness, conscience 
is an accompanying knowledge. Conscience is a knowing of self ( includ
ing our acts and states) in connection with a moral standard, or law. Add
ing now the element of feeling, we may say that conscience is man's 
consciousness of his own moral relations, together with a peculiar feeling in 
view of them. It th~1s involves the combined action of the intellect and 
of the sensibility, and that in view of a certain class of objects, viz.: right 
and wrong. 

B. Conscience discriminative and impulsive. -But we need to define 
more narrowly both the intellectual and the emotional elements in con
science. As respects the intellectual element, we may say that conscience 
is a power of judgment,-it declares our acts or states to conform, or not to 
conform, to law; it declares the acts or states which conform to be obliga
tory, - those which do not conform, to be forbidden. In other words, 
conscience judges: ( 1) This is right ( or, wrong); ( 2) I ought ( or, I 
ought not). In connection with this latter judgment, there comes into view 
the emotional element of conscience,- we feel the claim of duty ; there 
is an inner sense that the wrong must not be done. Thus conscience is ( 1 ) 
discriminative, and ( 2 ) impulsive. 

C. Conscience distinguished from other mental processes.-The nature 
and office of conscience will be still more clearly perceived if we distinguish 
it from other processes and operations with which it is too often confounded. 
The term conscience has been used by various writers to designate either 
one or all of the following : 1 . .Moral intuition-the intuitive perception 
of the difference between right and wrong, as opposite moral categories. 
2. Accepted law - the application of the intuitive idea to general classes 
of actions, and the declaration that these classes of actions are right or 
wrong, apart from our individual relation to them. This accepted law is 
the complex product of (a) the intuitive idea, ( b ) the logical intelligence, 
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( c) experiences of utility, ( d) influences of society and education, and (e) 
positive divine revelation. 3. Judgment - applying this accepted law to 
individual and concrete cases in our own experience, and pronouncing our 
own acts or states either past, present, or prospective, to be right or wrong. 
4. Comrnand - authoritative declaration of obligation to do the right, or 
forbear the wrong, together with an impulse of the sensibility away from 
the one, and toward the other. 5. Remorse or approval - moral senti
ments either of approbation or disapprobation, in view of past acts or states, 
regarded as wrong or right. 6. Fear or hope-instinctive disposition of 
disobedience to expect punishment, and of obedience to expect reward. 

D. Conscience the moral judiciary of the soul.- From what has been 
previously said, it is eviJ.ent that only 3. and 4. are properly included 
under the term conscience. Conscience is the moral judiciary of the soul 
- the power within of judgment and command. Conscience must judge 
according to the law given to it, and therefore, since the moral standartl 
accepted by the reason may be imperfect, its decisions, while relatively 
just, may be absolutely unjust. - 1. and 2. belong to the 'moral reason, 
but not to conscience proper. Hence the duty of enlightening and culti
vating the moral reason, so that conscience may have a proper standard of 
judgment.- 5. and 6. belong to the sphere of mo,·al sentiment, and not to 
conscience proper. The office of conscience is to '' bear witness " ( Rom. 
2: 15). 

E. Conscience in its relation to God as law-giver.-Since conscience, in 
the proper sense, gives uniform aml infallible judgment that the right is 
supremely obligatory, and that the wrong must be forborne at every cost, 
it can be called an echo of Gotl's voice, and an indication in man of that 
which his own trne being 1·et1llires. 

F. Conscience in its r elation to God as holy.- Conscience is not an 
original authority. It points to something higher than itself. The 
"authority of conscience" is simply the authority of the moral law, or 
rather, the authority of the personal God, of whose nature the law is but a 
transcript. Conscience, therefore, with its continual and supreme demand 
that the right should be done, furnishes the best witness to man of the 
existence of a personal God, and of the supremacy of holiness in him in 
whose image we are made. 

2. Will. 

A. Will defined.-Will is the soul's power to choose between motiTes 
and to direct its subsequent activity according to the motive thus chosen,
in other words, the soul's power to choose both an end and the means to 
attain it. The choice of an ultimate encl we call immanent preference; the 
choice of means we call executive volition. 

B. Will and other faculties.- (a) We accept the threefold diviaion of 
human faculties into intellect, sensibility, and will ( b) Intellect is the 
soul knowing ; sensibility is the soul feeling ( desires, affections) ; will is 
the soul choosing ( end or means). ( c ) In every act of the soul, all the 
faculties act. Knowing involves feeling and willing ; feeling involves 
knowing anJ willing ; willing involves knowing and feeling. (a) Logi-
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cally, each latter faculty involves tho preceding action of the former; tho 
tho soul must know before feeling; must know and feel before willing. 
( c) Yet since knowing and feeling are activities, neither of these is 
possible without willing. 

C. Will and permanent states. - (a) Though every act of the soul 
involves the action of all the faculties, yet in any particular action one 
faculty may be more prominent than the others. So wo speak of acts of 
intellect, of affection, of will. ( b) This predominant action of any single 
faculty produces effects upon tho other faculties associated ,vith it. The 
action of will gives a direction to the intellect aml to the affections, as well 
as a permanent bent to the will itself. ( c) Each faculty, therefore, has its 
permanent states as well as its transient acts, and the will may originate 
these states. Hence we speak of voluntary affections, and may with equal 
propriety speak of voluntary opinions. These permanent voluntary states 
we denominate character. 

D. Will and motives. - (a) The permanent states just mentioned, when 
they have been once determined, also influence the will. Internal views and 
dispositions, and not simply external presentations, constitute the strength 
of motiYes. ( b ) These motives of ten conflict, anu. though the soul never 
acts without motive, it does notwithstanding choose between motives, and 
so determines the end toward which it will direct its activities. ( c) 
l\Iotives are not causes, which compel the will, but influences, which per
suade it. The power of these motives, however, is proportioned to the 
strength of will which has entered into them and has made them what 
they are. 

E. Will and contrary choice. - (a) Though no act of pure will is pos
sible, the soul may put forth single volitions in a direction opposed to its 
previous ruling purpose, and thus far man has the power of a contrary 
choice ( Rom. 7 : 18- '' to will is present with mo"). ( b) But in so far as 
will has entered into and revealed itself in permanent states of intellect 
and sensibility and in a settled bent of the will itself, man cannot by a 
single act reverse his moral state, and in this respect has not the power of 
a contrary choice. ( c) In this fatter case he can change his character only 
indirectly, by turning his attention to considerations fitted to awaken 
opposite dispositions, and by thus summoning up motives to an opposite 
course. 

F. Will and responsibility.-( a) By repeated acts of will put forth in 
a given moral direction, tho affections may become so confirmed in evil or 
in good as to make previously certain, though not necessary, the future 
good or evil action of the man. Thus, while the will is free, the man may 
be the "bondservant of sin" (John 8 : 31-36) or the "servant of right
eousness" (Rom. 6: 15-23; cf. Heb. 12-23- "spirits of just men made 
perfect"). ( b ) 1\Ian is responsible for all effects of will, as well as for will 
it.c,elf; for voluntary affections, as well as for voluntary acts ; for the 
intellectual views into which will has entered, as well as for tho acts of will 
by which these views have been formed in the past or are maintained in 
the present ( 2 Pet. 3 : 5 -" wilfully forget"). 
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G. Inferences from this view of the will. - (a) We ca.n be responsible 
for the voluntary evil affections with which we are born, and for the will's 
inherited preference of selfishness, only upon the hypothesis that we 
originated these states of the affections and will, or had a part in originat
ing them. Scripture furnishes this explanation, in its doctrine of Original 
Sin, or the doctrine of a common apostasy of the race in its first father, 
and our derivation of a corrupted nature by natural generation from him. 
( b) While there remains to man, even in his present condition, a natural 
power of will by which he may put forth transient volitions externally 
conformed to the divine law and so may to a limited extent modify his 
character, it still remains true that the sinful bent of his affections is not 
directly under his control; and this bent constitutes a motive to evil so 
constant, inveterate, and powerful, that it actually influences every member 
of the race to reaffirm his evil choice, and renders necessary a special 
working of God's Spirit upon his heart to ensure his salvation. Hence the 
Scripture doctrine of Regeneration. 

H. Special objections to the deterministic theory of the will.- Deter
minism holds that man's actions are uniformly determined by motives 
acting upon his character, and that he has no power to change these 
motives or to act contrary to them. 'l'his denial that the will is free has 
serious and pernicious consequences in theology. On the one hand, it 
weakens even if it does not destroy man's conviction with regard to respon
sibility, sin, guilt and retribution, and so obscures the need of atonement; 
on the other hand, it weakens if it does not destroy man's faith in his own 
power as well as in God's power of initiating action, and so obscures the 
possibility of atonement. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE ORIGINAL STATE OF MAN. 

In determining man's original state, wo aro wholly dependent upon 
Scripture. This represents human nature as coming from Gou's baud, 
null therefore "very good " ( Gen. 1 : 31 ). It moreover draws a parallel 
between man's first state and that of his restoration ( Col. 3: 10; Eph. 4 : 
24: ). In interpreting these passages, however, we are to remember tho 
twofold clanger, on the one hand of putting man so high that no progress 
is conceivable, on the other hand of putting him so low that ho could not 
fall. We shall tho more easily avoid these clangers by distinguishing 
between the essentials and the incidents of man's original state. 

I. ESSENTIALS OF l\IAN'S ORIGINAL STATE. 

These are summed up in the phrase" the image of God." In God's 
image man is said to have been created ( Gen. 1 : 26, 27 ). In what did 
this image of Goel consist? We reply that it consisted in 1. Natural like
ness to God, or personality ; 2. l\foral likeness to God, or holiness. 

I. Natural likeness to God, 01· personalUy. 
l\Ian was created a personal being, and was by this personality distin

guished from the brute. By personality we mean the twofold power to 
know self as related to the world and to God, and to determine self in 
view of moral ends. By virtue of this personality, man could at hi1 crea
tion choose which of the objects of his knowledge-self, the world, or God 
-should be the norm and centre of his development. This natural like
ness to God is inalienable, and as constituting a capacity for redemption 
gives value to the life even of the unregenerate ( Gen. 9 : 6 ; 1 Cor. 11 : 7 ; 
James 3 :9 ). 

2. J.Ioral likeness to God, or holiness. 
In addition to the powers of self-consciousness and self-determination 

just mentionetl, man was created with such a direction of the affections and 
the will, as constituted God the supreme end of man's being, and consti
tuted man a finite reflection of God's moral attributes. Since holiness is 
the fundamental attribute of God, this must of necessity be the chief attri
bute of his image in the moral beings whom he creates. That original 
righteousness was essential to this image, is also distinctly taught in Script
ure ( Eccl. 7 :29; Eph. 4: 24; Col. 3: 10). 

This original righteousness, in which the image of God chiefly consisted, 
is to be viewed : 

(a) Not as constituting the substance or essence of human nature, - for 
in this case human nature would have ceased to exist as soon as man sinned. 

( b) Nor as a gift from without, foreign to human nature, and added to 
13.5 
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it after man's creation,-for man is said to have possessed the divine image 
by the fact of creation, and not by subsequent bestowal. 

( c) But rather, as an original direction or tendency of man's affections 
and will, still accompanied by the power of evil choice, and so, differing 
from the perfected holiness of the saints, as instinctive affection and child
like innocence differ from the holiness that has been developed and con
firmed by experience of temptation. 

( d) As a moral disposition, moreover, which was propagable to Adam's 
descendants, if it continued, and which, though lost to him and to them, 
if Adam sinned, would still leave man possessed of a natmal likeness to 
God which made him susceptible of God's redeeming grace. 

In the light of the preceding investigation, we may properly estimate 
two theories of man's original state which claim to be more Scriptmal and 
reasonable: 

A. The image of God as including only personality. 

This theory denies that any positive determination to virtue inhered 
originally in man's nature, and regards man at the beginning as simply 
possessed of spiritual powers, lJerfectly adjusted to each other. This is the 
view of Schleiermacher, who is followed by Nitzsch, Julius l\Ililler, and 
Hofmann. 

In addition to what has already been saicl in support of the opposite 
view, we may urge against this theory the following objections: 

(a) It is contrary to analogy, in making man the author of his own 
holiness ; our sinful condition is not the product of our im1iviclual wills, 
nor is our subsequent condition of holiness the product of anything but 
God's regenerating power. 

( b) The knowledge of God in which man was originally created logically 
presupposes a direction toward God of man's affections and ·will, since only 
the holy heart can have any proper understanding of the God of holiness. 

( c ) A likeness to Goel in mere personality, such as Satan also possesses, 
comes far short of answering the demands of the Scripture, in which the 
ethical conception of the divine nature so overshadows the merely natural. 
The image of God must be, not simply ability to lie like Goel, but actual 
likeness. 

B. The image of Goel as consisting simply in man's natural capacity for 
religion. 

This view, first elaborated by the schofastics, is the doctrine of the Roman 
Catholic Church. It distinguishes uetween the image and the likeness of 
God. The former ( 07~-Gen. 1 : 26) alone belonged to man's nature at 
its creation. The latter ( .l"HDl) was the product of his own acts of obedi
ence. In order that this obedience might be made easier and the conse
quent likeness to God more sure, a third element was aJ.ded-an element 
not belonging to man's nature- namely, a supernatural gift of special 
grace, which acted as a curb upon the sensuous impulses, and brought 
them under the control of reason. Original righteousness was therefore 
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not a natural endowment, but a joint product of man's obedience and of 
God's supernatural grace. 

l\Inny of the consi<lerntions already adduced apply equally as arguments 
against this view. We may say, however, with reference to certain features 
peculiar to tho theory : 

(a) No such distinction can justly be drawn between the words Cl~? and 
n~~,: The addition of the synonym simply strengthens the expression, 
n.nd both together signify "the very imago." 

( b) Whate,er is denoted by either or both of these words was bestowed 
upon mnn in aud by the fact of creation, an(l the a<lditionnl hypothesis of 
a supernatural gift not originally belonging to man's nature, but subse
quently conferred, has no foundation either here or elsewhere in Scriptme. 
l\Ian is saiu to have been created in the image and likeness of God, not to 
have been afterwards endowed with either of them. 

( c ) The concreated opposition between sense and reason which this 
theory supposes is inconsistent with the Scripture declaration that the 
work of God's hands '' was very good" ( Gen. 1 : 31 ), and transfers the 
blame of temptation and sin from man to God. To hold to a merely nega
tive innocence, in whieh evil desire was only slumbering, is to mnke God 
author of sin by making him author of the constitution which rendered sin 
inevitable. 

( d) This theory directly contradicts Scripture by making the effect of 
the first sin to have been a weakening but not a perversion of human 
nature, and the work of regeneration to be not a renewal of the affections 
but merely a strengthening of the natural powers. The theory regards 
that first sin as simply despoiling man of a special gift of gmce and as 
putting him where he was when first created-still able to obey God and 
to cooperate with God for his own salvation,-whereas the Scripture 
represents man since the fall as " dead through • • . trespasses and sins " 
( Eph. 2 : 1 ), as incapable of true obedience ( Rom. 8 : 7 - "not subject to 
the law of God, neither indeed can it be"), and as needing to be "created 
in Christ Jesus for good works " ( Eph. 2 : 10 ). 

II. INcIDEN.,rs OF MAN's ORiarnAL STATE. 

1. Results of man's possession of the divine image. 

(a) Reflection of this divine image in man's physical form.-Even in 
man's body were typified those higher attributes which chiefly constituted 
his likeness to Goel. A gross perversion of this truth, however, is the view 
which holds, upon the ground of Gen. 2 : 7, and 3 : 8, that the image of God 
consists in bodily resem hlance to the Creator. In the first of these passages, 
it is not the divine imngc, but tho body, that is formed of dust., antl into 
this body the soul that possesses the divine image is breathed. The second 
of these passages is to be interpreted by those other portions of tho Pen
tateuch in which God is represented as freo from all limitations of matter 
( Gen. 11 : 5 ; 18 : 15). 

( b) Subjection of the sensuous impulses to the control of tho spirit.
Here we are to hold a middle grouuu betw~en two extremes. Ou the oua 
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hand, the first man possessed a body and a spirit so fitted to each othe; that 
no conflict was felt between their several claims. On the other hand, this 
physical perfection was not final and absolute, but relative ancl provisional. 
There was still room for progress to a higher state of being ( Gen. 3 : 22 ). 

( c) Dominion over the lower creation.-Adam possessed an insight into 
nature analogous to that of susceptible childhood, and therefore was able 
to name and to rule the brute creation ( Gen. 2 : 19 ). Yet this native 
insight was capable of development into the higher knowledge of culture 
and science. From Gen. 1 : 26 ( cf. Ps. 8 : 5-8 ), it has been erroneously 
inferred that the image of God in man consists in dominion over the brute 
creation and the natural world. But, in this verse, the words "let them 
have dominion" do not define the image of God, but indicate the result 
of possessing that image. To make the image of God consist in this 
dominion, would imply that only the divine omnipotence was shadowed 
forth in man. 

( d) Communion with God.-Our first parents enjoyed the divine pres
ence and teaching ( Gen. 2 :16 ). It would seem that God manifested him
self to them in visible form ( Gen. 3 : 8 ). This companionship was both 
in kind and degree suited to their spiritual capacity, and by no means 
necessarily involved that perfected vision of God which is possible to 
beings of confirmed and unchangeable holiness ( l\lat. 5 : 8; 1 John 3 : 2 ). 

2. Concomitants of man's possession of the divine image. 

(a) Surr.oundings and society fitted to yield hanpiness and to assist a 
holy development of human nature ( Eden and Eve ). We append some 
recent theories with regard to the creation of Eve and the nature of Eden. 

( b) Provisions for the trying of man's virtue. - Since man was not yet 
in a state of confirmed holiness, but rather of simple childlike innocence, 
he could be made perfect only through temptation. Hence the "tree of 
the knowledge of good and evil" ( Gen. 2 : 9 ). The one slight command 
best tested the spirit of obedience. Temptation did not necessitate a fall. 
If resisted, it would strengthen virtue. In that case, the posse non peccare 
would have become the non posse peccare. 

( c) Opportunity of securing physical immortality. -The body of the 
first man was in itself mortal ( 1 Cor. 15 : 45 ). Science shows that physical 
life involves decay and loss. But means were apparently provided for 
checking this decay and preserving the body's youth. This means was the 
" tree of life " ( Gen. 2 : 9 ). If Adam had maintained his integrity, the 
body might have been developed and transfigured, without intervention of 
death. In other words, the posse non mori might have become a non 
posse mori. 

The conclusions we have thus reached with regard to the incidents of 
man's original state are combated upon two distinct grounds : 

1st. The facts bearing upon man's prehistoric condition point to a 
development from primitive savagery to civilization. Among these facts 
may be mentioned the succession of implements and weapons from stone 
to bronze and iron; the polyandry and communal marriage systems of the 
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lowest tribes ; the relics of barbarous customs still prevailing among the 

most civilized. 

With regard to this view we remark: 

(a) It is based upon an insufficient induction of facts.-History shows a 
law of degeneration supplementing and often counteracting tho tendency 
to development. In the earliest times of which we have any recorll, we 
find nations in a high state of civilization; hut in the cnso of every nation 
whose history runs back of the Christian om- as for example, the Romans, 
the Greeks, the Egyptians-the subsequent progress has been downward, 
and no nation is known to have recove1·ed from barbarism except as tho 
result of influence from without. 

( b) Later in\"estigations have rendered it probable that the stone age 
of some localities was contemporaneous with the bronze and iron ages of 
others, while certain tribes and nations, instead of making progress from 
one to the other, were never, so far back as we can trace them, without 
the knowledge and use of the metals. It is to be observed, moreover, that 
even without such knowledge and use man is not necessarily a barbarian, 
though he may be a child. 

( c) The barbarous customs to which this view looks for support may 
better be explained as marks of broken-down civilization than as relics of 
a primitive and universal savagery. Even if they indicated a former state 
of barbarism, that state might have been itself preceded by a condition of 
comparative culture. 

( d) The well-nigh unfrersal tradition of a golden age of virtue and 
happiness may be most easily explained upon the Scripture view of an 
actual creation of the race in holiness ancl its subsequent apostasy. 

2nd. That the religious history of mankind warrants us in infening a 
necessary and universal law of progress, in accordance ·with which man 
passes from fetichism to polytheism and monotheism, -this first theologi
cal stage, of which fetichism, polytheism, and monotheism are parts, being 
succeeded by the metaphysical stage, and that in turn by tho positive. 

This assumed law of progress, however, is contradicted by the following 
facts: 

(a) Not only did the monotheism of the Hebrews precede the great 
polytheistic systems of antiquity, but even these heathen religious are 
purer from polytheistic elements, the further back we trace them; so that 
the facts point to an original monotheistic basis for them all. 

( b) "There is no proof that the Indo-Germanic or Semitic stocks ever 
practiced fetich worship, or were ever enslaved by the lowest types of myth
ological religion, or ascended from them to somewhat higher " (Fisher). 

( c) Some of the earliest remains of man yet found show, by the burial 
of food and weapons with the dead, that there already existed the idea of 
spiritual beings and of a future atate, and therefore a religion of a higher 
sort than f etichism. 
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( d) The theory in question, in making theological thought a merely 
transient stage of mental evolution, ignores the fact that religion has its root 
in the intuitions and yearnings of the human soul, and that therefore no 
philosophical or scientific progress can ever abolish it. While the terms 
theological, metaphysical, and positive may properly mark the order in 
which the ideas of the individual and the race are acquired, positivism errs 
in holding that these three phases of thought are mutually exclusive, and 
that upon the rise of the later the earlier must of necessity become extinct. 



CHAPTER III. 

SIN, OR l\IAN'S STATE OF APOSTASY. 

SECTIO:N 1.-THE LAW OF GOD. 

As preliminary to a treatment of man's state of apostasy, it becomes 
necessn,ry to consider the natme of that law of Gotl, the transgression of 

which is sin. We may best approach the subject by inquiring what is the 
true conception of 

I. LA w IN GENERAL. 

1. Law an expression of will. 

The essential idea of law is that of a general expression of will enforced 
by power. It implies: (a) A lawgiver, or authoritative will. ( b) Sub
jects, or beings upon whom this will terminates. ( c ) A general command, 
or expression of this will. (cl) A power, enforcing the command. 

These elements are found even in what we call natural law. The phrase 
'law of natme' involves a self-contradiction, when used to denote a mode 
of action or an order of sequence behind which there is conceived to be no 
intelligent and ordaining will. Physics derives the term 'law ' from juris
prudence, instead of jurisprudence deriving it from physics. It is first 
used of the relations of voluntary agents. Causation in our own wills 
enables us to see something besides mere antecedence and consequence in 
the world about us. Physical science, in her very use of the word 'law,' 
implicitly confesses that a supreme Will has set general rules which control 
the processes of the universe. 

2. Law a general expression of will. 

The characteristic of law is generality. It is addressed to substances or 
persons in classes. Special legislation is contrary to tho true theory of 
law. 

3. Law implies vower to enforce. 

It is essential to the existence of law, that there be power to enforce. 
Otherwise law becomes the expression of mere wish or au.vice. Since 
physical substances and forces have no intelligence and no power to resist, 
the four elements already mentioned exhaust the implications of the term 
'law' as applied to nature. In the case of rational and free agents, how
ever, law implies in addition : ( e) Duty or obligation to obey; and {f) 
Sanctions, or pains and penalties for disobedicnco. 

4. Law expresses and demands natw·c. 

The will which thus binds its subjects by commarnlB and penalties is an 
expression of the nature of the governing power, and reveals tho normal 

141 
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relations of the subjects to that power. Finally, therefore, law (g) Is an 
expression of the nature of the lawgiver ; and ( h) Sets forth the condition 
or conduct in the subjects which is requisite for harmony with that nature. 
Any so-called law which fails to represent the nature of the governing 
power soon becomes obsolete. All law that is permanent is a transcript of 
the facts of being, a discovery of what is and must be, in order to harmony 
between the governing and the governed ; in short, positive law is just and 
lasting only as it is an expression and republication of the law of nature. 

II. THE LA w OF GoD IN PARTICULAR. 

The law of God is a general expression of the divine will enforced by 
power. It has two forms : Elemental Law and Positive Enactment. 

1. Elemental Law, or law inwrought into the elements, substances, 
and forces of the rational and irrational creation. This is twofold : 

A. The expression of the divine will in the constitution of the material 
universe ;- this we call physical, or natural law. Physical law is not 
necessary. Another order of things is conceivable. Physical order is not 
an end in itself ; it exists for the sake of moral order. Physical order has 
therefore only a relative constancy, and God supplements it at times by 
miracle. 

B. The expression of the divine will in the constitution of rational and 
free agents ;-this we call moral law. This elemental law of our moral 
nature, with which only we are now concerned, has all the characteristics 
mentioned as belonging to law in general. It implies: (a) A divine Law
giver, or ordaining Will. ( u) Subjects, or moral beings upon whom the 
law terminates. ( c) General command, or expression of this will in the 
moral constitution of the subjects. ( d) Power, enforcing the command. 
( e) Duty, or obligation to obey. (j) Sanctions, or pains and penalties 
for disobedience. 

All these are of a loftier sort than are found in human law. But we need 
especially to emphasize the fact that this law ( g) Is an expression of the 
moral nature of Got1, and therefore of God's holiness, the fundamental 
attribute of that natme ; and that it ( h) Sets forth absolute conformity to 
that holiness, as the normal condition of man. This law is inwrought into 
man's rational and moral being. l\Ian fulfills it, only when in his moral as 
well as his rational being he is the image of God. 

The law of God, then, is simply an expression of the nature of God in the 
form of moral requirement, and a necessary expression of that nature in 
view of the existence of moral beings ( Ps. 19: 7 ; cf. 1 ). To the existence 
of this law all men bear witness. The consciences even of the heathen tes
tify to it ( Rom. 2: 14, 15 ). Those who have the wi·itten law recognize this 
elemental law as of greater compass and penetration ( Rom. 7 : 14; 8 : 4 ). 
The perfect embodiment and fulfillment of this law is seen only in Christ 
( Rom. 10 : 4 ; Phil. 3 : 8, 9 ). 

Each of the two last-mentioned characteristics of God's law is important 
in its implications. We treat of these in their order. 

First, the law of God :ts a transcript of the divine nature.-If this be the 
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nature of the law, then certain common misconceptions of it arc excluded. 
The law of God is 

(a) Not arbitrary, or tho product of arbitrary will. Since the will from 

which the law springs is a revelation of God's natul'C, thero can be no 

rashness or unwisdom in tho law itself. 

( b) Not temporary, or ordained simply to meet an exigency. The law 
is a manifestation, not of temporary moods or desires, but of the essential 

nature of God. 

( c ) Not merely negative, or a law of mere prohibition, - since positive 

conformity to God is the inmost requisition of law. 

( d ) Not partial, or addressed to one !)art only of man's being, - since 
likeness to God requires purity of substance in man's soul and body, as 
well as purity in all the thoughts and acts that proceed therefrom. As law 

proceeds from the nature of God, so it requires conformity to that nature 

in the nature of man. 

( e) Not outwardly published, - since all positive enactment is only the 
imperfect expression of this underlying and unwritten law of being. 

(f) Not inwardly conscious, or limited in its scope by men's conscious
ness of it. Like the laws of our physical being, the moral law exists 

whether we recognize it or not. 

(g ) Not local, or confined to place, - since no moral creature can escape 

from God, from his own being, or from the natural necessity that unlike
ness to God should involve misery and ruin. 

( h) Not changeable, or capable of modification. Since law represents 
the unchangeable nature of God, it is not a sliding scale of requirements 
which adapts itself to the ability of the subjects. Gotl himself cannot 
change it without ceasing to be God. 

Secondly, the law of God as the ideal of human nature.-A law thus 

identical with the eternal and necessary relations of the creature to the 

Creator, and demanding of the creature nothing less than perfect holiness, 
as the condition of harmony vdth the infinite holiness of God, is adapted 

to man's finite nature, as needing law; to man's free nature, as needing 

moral law ; and to man's progressive nature, as needing ideal law. 

The law of God is therefore characterized by: 

(a) All-comprehensiveness.-It is over us at all times; it respects our 
past, our present, onr future. It forbids every conceivable sin ; it requires 

every conceivable virtue ; omissions as well as commissions are condemned 

by it. 

( b) Spirituality.- It demands not only right acts and words, but also 
right dispositions and states. Perfect obedience requires not only the 
intense and unremitting reign of love toward Goel and man, but conformity 

of the whole inward and outwa:rd nature of man to the holiness of God. 

'c) Solidarity.- It exhibits in all its parts the nature of the one 
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Law-giver, and it expresses, in its least command, the one requirement of 
harmony with him. 

Only to the first man, then, was the law proposed as a method of salva
tion. With the first sin, all hope of obtaining the divine favor by perfect 
obedience is lost. To sinners the law remains as a means of discovering 
and developing sin in its true nature, and of compelling a recourse to the 
mercy provided in Jesus Christ. 

2. Positive Enactment, or the expression of the will of God in pub
lished ordinances. This is also two-foH: 

A. General moral precepts.-These are written summaries of the ele
mental law ( l\Iat. 5 : 48; 22 : 37-40 ), or authorized applications of it to 
special human conditions ( Ex. 20 : 1-17; l\lat. chap. 5-8 ). 

B. Ceremonial or special injunctions.-These are illustrations of the 
elemental law, or approximate I'ffvelations of it, suited to lower degrees of 
capacity and to earlier stages of spiritual training ( Ez. 20 : 25 ; l\fat. 19 : 8 ; 
l\Iark 10 : 5 ). Though temporary, only God can say when they cease to 
be binding upon us in their outward form. 

All positive enactments, therefore, whether they be moral or ceremonial, 
are republications of elemental law. Their forms may change, but the sub
stance is eternal. Certain modes of expression, like the ::.\fosaic system, 
may be abolished, but the essential demands are unchanging ( l\1at. 5 : 17, 
18 ; cf. Eph. 2 : 15 ). From the imperfection of human language, no posi
tive enactments are able to express in themselves the whole content and 
meaning of the elemental law. " It is not the purpose of revelation to 
disclose the whole of our duties." Scripture is not a complete code of rules 
for practical action, but an enunciation of principles, with occasional pre
cepts by way of illustration. Hence we must supplement the positive 
enactment bythe law of heing-themoralidealfoundin the nature of God. 

III. RELATION OF THE LA w TO THE GRACE OF GoD. 

In human government, while law is an expression of the will of the 
governing power, and so of the nature lying behind the will, it is by no 
means an exhaustive expression of that will and nature, since it consists 
only of general orllinances, and leaves room for particular acts of command 
through the executive, as well as for "the institution of equity, the faculty 
of discretionary punishment, and the prerogative of pardon." 

Applying now to the divine law this illustration drawn from human law, 
we remark: 

(a) The law of God is a genm·al expression of God's will, applicable to 
all moral beings. It therefore does not exclude the possibility of special 
injunctions to individuals, and special acts of wisdom and power in creation 
and providence. The very specialty of these latter expressions of will 
prevents us from classing them under the category of law. 

( b) The law of God, accordingly, is a JJartial, not an exhaustive, 
expression of God's nature. It constitutes, indeed, a manifestation of that 
attribute of holiness which is fundamental m God, and which man must 
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possess in onler to ho iu harmony with Goll. Bnt it does not fully expreR8 
God's natlll'e in its aspects of personality, sovereignty, helpfulness, mercy. 

( c) :\Icro law, therefore, leaves Gotl's nature in these aspects of person
ality, sovereignty, helpfulness, merey, to be oxprosscd toward sinners in 
another way, namely, through the atoning, regenerating, pardoning, sancti
fying work of tho gospel of Christ. As creation docs not exclude miracles, 
so law does not exclude gmce ( Rom. 8 : 3 - '' what the law could not do 
••••• Goel" did). 

( d) Grace is to be regarded, however, not as abrogating law, but as 
republishing arnl enforcing it (Rom. 3 :31-"we establish the law"). By 
removing obstacles to pardon in the mind of God, and by enabling man to 
obey, grncc secures the perfect fulfilment of law ( Rom. 8 : 4 - "that the 
ordinance of the law might bo fulfilled in us"). Evon grnco has its law 
( Rom. 8 : 2 - "the law of the Spirit of life " ) ; another higher law of 
grace, the operation of iudivillunlizing mercy, overbears the "law of sin 
and of death," - this last, as in tho case of tho miracle, not being sus
pended, nnnulletl, or viol::ttocl, but being merged in, while it is transcended 
by, the exertion of personal divine will. 

( e) Tims the revelation of grace, while it takes up and includes in itself 
the revelation of law, adds something different in kind, namely, the mani
festation of the personal lo-,e of tho Lawgiver. Without grace, law has 
only a demanding aspect. Only in connection with grace does it become 
" the perfect law, the law of liberty" (James 1 : 25 ). In fine, grace is 
that larger and completer manifestation of the divine nature, of which law 
constitutes the necessary but preparatory stage. 

SECTION 11.-NATURE OF SIN. 

I. DEFIXITION OF Sm. 

Sin is In.ck of conformity to the moral law of Goel, either in act, disposi
tion, or state. 

In explanation, we remark that (a) This definition regards sin as pred
icable only of rational and voluntary agents. ( b ) It assumes, howe,er, 
that man has a rational nature below consciousness, and a voluntary nature 
apart from actual volition. ( c ) It holds that the divine law requires moral 
likeness to Goel in the affections and tendencies of the nature, as well as in 
its ontwarJ activities. (cl) It therefore considers lack of conformity to the 
divine holiness in disposition or state as a violation of law, equally with the 
outward act of transgression. 

Our treatment of Holiness, as belonging to the nature of God ( pages 75, 79, 
80) ; of Will, as not only the faculty of volitions, but also a permanent state 
of the soul ( pages 132-134); and of Law as requiring the conformity of 
man's nature to God's holiness ( pages 142-14-.1) ; lrns prepared us for the 
definition of sin as a state. Tho chief psychological df'fcct of New School 
theology, next to its making holiness to lie a mere form of love, is its ignor-
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ing of the unconscious and subconscious elements in human character. To 
help our um1erstanding of sin as an underlying and permanent state of the 
soul, we subjoin references to recent writers of note upon psychology and 
its relations to theology. 

In adducing our Scriptural and rational proof of the definition of sin as 
a state, we desire to obviate the objection that this view leaves the soul 
wholly given over to the power of evil. ,vhile we maintain that this is 
true of man apart from God, we also insist that side by side with the evil 
bent of the human will there is always an immanent divine power which 
greatly counteracts the force of evil, and if not resisted leads the individ
ual soul-even when resisted leads the race at large-toward truth and 
salvation. This immanent divine power is none other than Christ, the 
eternal Word, the Light which lighteth every man; see John 1: 4, 9. 

1. Proof. 

As it is readily admitted that the outward act of transgression is properly 
denominated sin, we here attempt to show only that lack of conformity to 
the law of God in disposition or state is also and equally to be so denomi
nated. 

A. From Scripture. 

(a) The words ordinarily translated 'sin,' or used as synonyms for it, . 
are as applicable to dispositions and states as to acts ( il~tgD and dµapria = 
a missing, failure, coming short [ sc. of God's will ] ). 

( b) The New Testament descriptions of sin bring more distinctly to 
view the states and dispositions than the outward acts of the soul ( 1 John 
3 : 4-1 dµapr fo for'iv 1} avoµia , where avoµfo =, not "transgression of the 
law," but, as both context and etymology show, " lack of conformity to 
law" or "lawlessness" - Rev. Vers. ). 

( c) l\Ioral evil is ascribed not only to the thoughts and affections, but 
to the heart from which they spring ( we read of the '' evil thoughts " and 
of the "evil heart"- l\Iat. 15 : 19 and Heb. 3 : 12 ). 

( d) The state or condition of the soul which gives rise to wrong desires 
anu. acts is expressly called sin ( Rom. 7: 8-" Sin ... wrought in me •.. 
all manner of coveting " ). 

( e) Sin is represented as existing in the soul, prior to the conscious
ness of it, and as only discovered and awakened by the law (Rom. 7: 9, 10 
- "when the commandment came, sin revived, and I died "-if sin 
"revived," it must have had previous existence and life, even though it 
did not manifest itself in acts of conscious transgression ). 

(/) The allusions to sin as a permanent power or reigning principle, not 
only in the individual but in humanity at large, forbid us to define it as a 
momentary act, and compel ns to regard it as being primarily a settled 
depravity of nature, of which individual sins or acts of transgression are 
the workings and fruits ( Rom. 5 : 21- " sin reigned in death " ; 6 : 12 -
" let not therefore sin reign in your mortal body " ). 
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(g) The l\Iosaic sacrifices for sius of ignomnco nnd of omission, and 
especially for general sinfulness, are enclcnco tlmt sin is not to be limited 
to mere net, hnt that it iuclndes something deeper aml more permanent in 
the heart and tho life (Lev. 1 : 3; G: 11; 12 : 8; cf. Luko 2: 24). 

B. From the common judgment of mankind. 

(a) 1\feu universally attribnto nee as well as virtue not only to con
scious and deliberate acts, but also to dispositions and states. Belief in 
something more permanently evil than acts of transgression is indicated in 
the common phmses, '' hateful temper," '' wicked pride," '' bad character." 

( b) Outward acts, indeed, nre condemned only when they are regarded 
as originating in, and as symptomatic of, evil dispositions. Civil law pro
ceeds upon this principle in holding crime to consist, not alone in the 
external act, but also in the evil motive or intent with which it is per
formed. 

( c) The stronger an evil disposition, or in other words, the more it 
connects itself with, or resolves itself into, a settled state or condition of 
the soul, the more blameworthy is it felt to be. This is shown by the 
distinction drawn between crimes of passion and crimes of deliberation. 

( d) This condemning sentence remains the same, even although the 
origin of the evil disposition or state cannot be traced back to any conscious 
act of the individual. Neither the general sense of mankind, nor the civil 
law in which this general sense is expressed, goes behind the fact of an 
existing evil will. Whether this era will is the result of personal trans
gression or is 11 hereditary bias derived from generations passed, this evil 
will is the man himself, and upon him terminates the blame. We do not 
excuse arrogance or sensuality upon the ground that they are family traits. 

( e) When any evil disposition has such strength in itself, or is so com
bined with others, as to indicate a settled moral corruption in which no 
power to do good remains, this state is regarded with the deepest disappro
bation of all. Sin weakens man's power of obedience, bnt tho can-not is a 
will-not, and is therefore cornlemnable. The opposite principle would 
lead to the conclusion that, the moro a man weakened his powers Ly trans
gression, the less guilty he would be, until absolute depravity became 
absolute innocence. 

C. From the experience of the Christian. 

Christian experience is a testing of Scripture truth, and therefore is not 
an independent source of knowledge. It may, however, corroborate con
clusions clrawn from the word of God. Since the judgment of the Christian 
is formed under the influence of the Holy Spirit, we may trnst this more 
implicitly tlian the general sense of the world. We affirm, then, that just 
in proportion to his spiritual enlightenment and self-knowledge, the Chris
tian 

(a) Regards his outward deviations from God's law, and his evil incli
nations and desires, as outgrowths and revelations of a depravity of nature 
which lies below his consciousness; and 
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( b) Repents more deeply for this depravity of nature, which constitutes 
his inmost character and is inseparable from himself, than for what he 
merely feels or does. 

In proof of these statements we appeal to the biographies and writings 
of those in all ages who ham been by general consent regarded as most 
advanced in spiritual cultme and discernment. 

2. Inferences. 

In the light of the preceding discussion, we may properly estimate the 
elements of truth and of error in the common definition of sin as 'the 
voluntary transgression of known law.' 

( a) Not all sin is voluntary as being a distinct and conscious volition ; 
for evil disposition and state often precede and occasion evil volition, and 
evil disposition and state are themselves sin. All sin, however, is voluntary 
as springing either directly from will, or indirectly from those perverse 
affections and desires which have themselves originated in will. 'Volun
tary' is a term broader than 'volitional,' ancl includes all those permanent 
states of intellect and affection which the will has macle what they are. Will, 
moreover, is not to be regarded as simply the faculty of volitions, but as 
primarily the underlying determination of the being to a supreme end. 

( b) Deliberate intention to sin is an aggravation of transgression, but it 
is not essential to constitute any given act or feeling a sin. Those evil 
inclinations allll impulses which rise unbiLlden and master the soul before 
it is well aware of their nature, are themselves violations of the divine law, 
and indications of an inward depravity which in the case of each descen
dant of Adam is the chief allll fontal transgression. 

( c) Knowledge of the sinfulness of an act or feeling is also an aggrava
tion of transgression, but it is not essential to constitute it a sin. l\Ioral 
blindness is the effect of transgression, and, as inseparable from corrupt 
affections and desires, is itself condemned by the divine law. 

( d) Ability to fulfill the law is not essential to constitute the non-fulfil
ment sin. Inability to fulfill the law is a result of transgression, an<l, as 
consisting not in an original deficiency of faculty bnt in a settled state of 
the affections and will, it is itself condemnahle. Since the law presents 
the holiness of Goel as the only standard for the creature, ability to obey 
can never be the measure of obligation or the test of sin. 

II. THE EssENTIAL PRINCIPLE oF Sm. 

The definition of sin as lack of conformity to the divine law does not 
exclude, but rather necessitates, an inquiry into the characterizing motive 
or impelling power which explains its existence and constitutes its guilt. 
Only three views require extended examination. Of these the first two 
constitute the most common excuses for sin, although not propounded for 
this purpose by their authors : Sin is clue ( 1) to the human body, or ( 2 ) 
to finite weakness. The third, which we regard as the Scriptural view, 
considers sin as l 3) the supreme choice of self, or selfishness. 

In the preceding section on the Definition of Sin, we showed that sin is 
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a state, and a state of the will. \\"o now ask: ·what is tho nature of this 
state? and wo expect to show that it is essentially a se(lish state of the will 

1. Sin as Sensuousness. 

This view regards sin as the necessary product of man's sensuous nature 
-a result of the soul's connection with a physical organism. This is the 
view of Schleiermachcr and of Rothe. l\Ioro recent writers, with John 
Fiske, regard moral evil as man's inheritance from a brute ancestry. 

In refutation of this view, it ,vill be sufficient to urge tho following con
siderations: 

(a) It involves an assumption of the inherent evil of matter, at least so 
far as regards the substance of man's body. But this is either a form of 
dualism, and may be met ·with the objections already brought against that 
system, or it implies that God, in being the author of man's physical 
organism, is also the responsible originator of human sin. 

( b) In explaining sin as an inhcritanco from the brute, this theory 
ignores tho fact that man, even though derived from a brute ancestry, is no 
longer brnte, but man, with power to recognize and to realize moral ideals, 
and urnler no necessity to violate the law of his being. 

( c) It rests upon an incomplete induction of facts, taking account of sin 
solely in its aspect of self-degradation, but ignoring the worst aspect of it as 
self-exaltation. Avarice, envy, pride, ambition, malice, cruelty, revenge, 
self-righteousness, unbelief, enmity to God, are none of them fleshly sins, 
and upon this principle are incapable of explanation. 

(d) It leads to absurd conclusions,-as, for example, that asceticism, by 
weakening the power of sense, must wen.ken tho power of sin ; that man 
becomes less sinful as his senses fail with age; that disembodied spirits are 
necessarily holy ; that death is the only Redeemer. 

{ e) It inte11)rets Scripture erroneously. In passages like Rom. 7: 18-
ovK oiKri iv iµo[, rovr' lcmv iv rf1 <1a(lKt µou, ciyatt6v - <1ap;, or flesh, signifies, not 
man's body, but man's whole being when destitute of the Spirit of God. 
The Scriptmes distinctly recognize the scat of sin as being in tho soul 
itself, not in its physical organism. God docs not tempt man, nor has he 
made man's nature to tempt him (James 1 :13, 14:). 

(f) Instead of explaining sin, this theory virtnn.lly denies its existence, 
- for if sin arises from the original constitution of our being, reason may 
recognize it as misfortune, but conscience cannot attribute to it guilt. 

2. Sin as Finiteness. 

This view explains sin as a necessary result of the limitations of man's 
finite being. As an incident of imperfect development, the fruit of igno
rance and impotence, sin is not absolutely but only relatively evil- an 
element in human education and a means of progress. This is the view of 
Lcilmitz and of Spinoza. Modern writers, as Schurman and Tioyce, have 
maintained that moral evil is the necessary background and condition of 
moral good. 
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We object to this theory that 

(a) It rests upon a pantheistic basis, as the sense-theory rests upon 
dualism. The moral is confounded with the physical ; might is identified 
with right. Since sin is a necessary incident of finiteness, and creatures 
can never be infinite, it follows that sin must be everlasting, not only in 
the universe, but in each individual soul. 

( b) So far as this theory regards moral evil as a necessary presupposition 
and condition of moral good, it commits the serious error of confounding 
the possible with the actual. What is necessary to goodness is not the 
actuality of evil, but only the possibility of evil. 

( c) It is inconsistent with known facts,- as for example, the follow
ing : Not all sins are negative sins of ignorance and infirmity ; there are acts 
of positive malignity, conscious transgressions, wilful and presumptuous 
choices of evil. Increased knowledge of the nature of sin does not of itself 
give strength to overcome it; hut, on the contrary, repeated acts of con
scious transgression harden the heart in evil. l\Ien of greatest mental 
powers are not of necessity the greatest saints, nor are the greatest sinners 
men of least strength of will and understanding. 

( d) Like the sense-theory of sin, it contradicts both conscience and 
Scripture by denying human responsibility and by transferring the blame 
of sin from the creature to the Creator. This is to explain sin, again, by 
denying its existence. 

3. Sin as Selfishness. 

We hold the essential principle of sin to be selfishness. By selfishness 
we mean not simply the exaggerated self-love which constitutes the antith
esis of benevolence, but that choice of self as the supreme end which 
constitutes the antithesis of supreme love to God. That selfishness is the 
essence of sin may be shmvn as follows : 

A. Love to Goll is the essence of all virtue. The opposite to this, the 
choice of self as the supreme end, must therefore be the essence of sin. 

We are to remember, however, that the love to Goel in which virtue con
sists is love for that which is most characteristic and fundamental in God, 
namely, his holiness. It is not to be confounded with supreme regard for 
God's interests or for the good of being in general. Not mere benevolence, 
but love for God as holy, is the principle and source of holiness in man. 
Since the love of God required by the law is of this sort, it not only does 
not imply that love, in the sense of benevolence, is the essence of holiness 
in God,-it implies rather that holiness, or self-loving and self-affirming 
purity, is fundamental in the divine nature. From this self-loving and 
self-affirming purity, love properly so-called, or the self-communicating 
attribute, is to be carefully distinguished ( see pages 7 4, 75 ). 

B. All the different forms of sin can be shown to have their root in 
selfishness, while selfishness itself, considered as the choice of self as a 
supreme end, cannot be resolved into any simpler elements. 

( a ) Selfishness may reveal itself in the elevation to supreme dominion 
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of any ono of mnn's natural appetites, desu:es, or affections. Sensnnlity is 
selfislmess in the form of inordinate appetite. Selfish desire takes the forms 

respectively of avarice, nmbition, vanity, pride, according as it is set upon 

property, power, esteem, irnlependence. Selfish affection is falsehood or 

malice, according ns it hopes to make others its voluntary servants, or 
regards them ns stn.mling in its way ; it is unbelief or enmity to Gou, accord

ing as it simply turns away from the truth and love of God, or conceives 

of God's holiness as positively resisting and punishing it. 

( b) E-,en in the nobler forms of unregenerate life, the principle of self

ishness is to be regard eel ns manifesting itself in the preference of lower 
ends to thn,t of God's proposing. Others aro loved with idolatrous affection 

because these others are regarded ns a part of self. That the selfish ele
ment is present e-,en here, is evident upon considering that such affection 

does not seek the highest interest of its object, that it often ceases when 

unreturned, and that it sacrifices to its own gratification the claims of God 

aml his law. 

( c) It must be remembered, howe,er, that side by side with the selfish 
will, and striving against it, is the power of Christ, the immanent God, 

imparting aspirations and impulses foreign to unregenerate humanity, and 

preparing the way for the soul's surrender to truth and righteousness. 

C. This view accords best with Scripture. 

(a) The law requires love to Goel as its all-embracing requirement. ( b) 

'fhe holiness of Christ consisted in this, that he sought not his own will or 

glory, but made God his supreme end. ( c) The Christian is one who has 

ceased to live for self. ( d) The tempter's promise is a promise of selfish 
independence. ( e) The prodigal separates himself from his father, and 

seeks his own interest and pleasure. ( f) The "man of sin " illustrates 
the nature of sin, in "opposing and exalting himself against all that is 
called God." 

Sin, therefore, is not merely n negative thing, or an absence of lo,e to 

God. It is a fundamental and positive choice or preference of self instead 
of Goel, as the object of affection and the supreme end of being. Instead 

of making God the centre of his life, surrendering himself unconditionally 

to Gou and possessing himself only in subordination to God's will, the sin
ner makes self the centre of his life, sets himself directly against Goel, and 

constitutes his own interest the supreme motive and his own will the 

supreme rule. 

We may follow Dr. E. G. Robinson in saying that, while sin as a state 

is unlikeness to God, as a principle is opposition to God, and as an act is 
transgression of God's law, the essence of it always anu. everywhere is 

selfishness. It is therefore not something external, or the result of compul
sion from without ; it is a depravity of the affections and a perversion of the 

will, which constitutes man's inmost character. 
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SECTION IIL-liNIVERSALITY OF SIN. 

We have shown that sin is a state, a state of the will, a selfish state of 
the will. We now proceed to show that this selfish state of the will is 
universal. We divide onr proof into two parts. In the first, we regard 
sin in its aspect as conscious violation of law; in the second, in its aspect 
as a bias of the nature to evil, prior to or underlying consciousness. 

l. EVERY HUMAN BEING WHO HAS ARRIVED AT MORAL CONSCIOUSNESS 

HAS COMMITTED ACTS, OR CHERISHED DISPOSITIONS, CONTRARY TO THE 

DIVINE LAW, 

1. Proof from Scripture. 

The universality of transgression is : 

(a) Set forth in direct statements of Scriptme. 

( b) Implied in declarations of the universal need of atonement, regen
eration, and repentance. 

( c) Shown from the condemnation resting upon all who do not accept 
Christ. 

( d) Consistent with those passages which at first sight seem to ascribe 
to certain men a goodness which renders them acceptable to God, where a 
closer examination will show that in each case the goodness supposed is n 
merely imperfect and fancied goodness, a goodness of mere aspiration and 
impulse due to preliminary workings of God's Spirit, or a goodness result
ing from the trust of a conscious sinner in God's method of salvation. 

2. Proof from history, ol.n,ervation, a11d the common judgment of 
rnankind. 

(a) History witnesses to the universality of i:;in, in its accounta of the 
universal prevalence of priesthood and sacrifice. 

( lJ) Every man knows himself to have come short of moral perfection, 
and, in proportion to his experience of the worh1, recognizes the fact that 
every other man has come short of it also. 

( c) The common judgment of mankind declares that there is an element 
of selfishness in every human heart, and that every man is prone to some 
form of sin. This common judgment is expressed in the maxims : ''No 
man is perfect"; "Every man has his weak side", or "his price"; and 
every great name in literature has attested its truth. 

3. Proof from, C!21·istian expe1·iencc. 

(a) In proportion to his spiritual progress does the Christian recognize 
evil dispositions within him, which but for divine grace might germinate 
and bring forth the most various forms of outward transgression. 

( b) Since those most enlightened by the Holy Spirit recognize them
selves as guilty of unnumbered violations of the divine law, the absence 
of any consciousness of sin on the part of unregenerate men must be 
regarded as proof that they are blinded by persistent transgression, 
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II. EVERY MEllBER OF THE IIUMAN RACE, WITHOUT EXCEPTION, POSSES

SES A CORRUPTED NATURE, WlllCII rs A SOURCE 01•' ACTUAL SIX, AND IS ITSELF 

SI!ll'. 

l. Proof from, Scripture. 

A. The sinful nets nnd dispositions of men are rcfe1Ted to, and oxpln.incd 
by, a corrupt nature. 

This corrupt nature (a) belongs to man from the first moment of his 
being ; ( b) underlies man's consciousness ; ( c) cannot be changed Ly 

man's own power; ( d) first constitutes him a sinner before Goel ; ( e) is 
the common heritage of the mce. 

B. All men are declared to be by nature children of wrath ( Eph. 2 : 3 ). 
Here 'nature' signifies something inborn nnd original, as distinguished 
from that which is subsequently acquired. The text implies that: (a) Sin 
is a nature, in the sense of a congenital depravity of the will. ( b ) This 
nature is guilty and condemnable,- since God's "'\Tiath rests only upon that 
which deserves it. ( c) All men participate in this nature and in this con
sequent guilt and cornlemnation. 

C. Death, the penalty of sin, is nsited even npon those who have ne--rer 
exercised a personal and conscious choice ( Rom. G : 12-14 ). This text 
implies that (a) Sin exists in the case of infants prior to moral conscious
ness, and therefore in the nature, as distinguishe<l. from the personal 
activity. ( b) Since infants die, this visitation of the penalty of sin upon 
them marks the ill-desert of that nature which contains in itself, though 
nnclevelopecl, the germs of actual transgression. ( c ) It is therefore certain 
that a sinful, guilty, and condemnable nature belongs to all mankinu. 

2. Proof f1·01ri Reason. 

Three facts demand explanation : ( a ) The universal existence of sinful 
dispositions in every mind, and of sinful acts in every life. ( b) The pre
ponderating tendencies to evil, which necessitate the constant education of 
good impulses, while the bad grow of tbemseh-cs. ( c) The yielding of the 
will to temptation, and the actual violation of the divine law, in the cnse of 
every human being so soon as be reaches moral consciousness. 

Reason seeks an underlying principle which will reduce these multitudi
nous phenomena to unity. As we are compelleLl to refer common physical 
nntl intellectual phenomena to a common physical and intellectual nature, 
so we are compelled to refer these common moral phenomena to n. common 
moral nature, and to find in it the cause of this universal, spontaneous, and 
all-controlling opposition to God and his law. The only possible solution 
of the problem is this, that the common nature of mankind is corn1pt, or, 
in other words, that the human will, prior to the single volitions of the 
intliviclnal, is turned away from God and supremely set upon sclf-grnWi
cation. This unconscious and fundamental direction of the will, as the 
source of actual sin, must itself be sin; and of this sin all mankind are 
partakers. 
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SECTION IV. -ORIGIN OF SIN IN THE PERSONAL .A.CT OF AD.A.M. 

With regard to the origin of this sinful nature which is common to the 
race, and which is the occasion of all actual trangressions, reason affords 
no light. The Scriptures, however, refer the origin of this nature to that 
free a.ct of our first parents by which they turned away from God, cor
rupted themselves, and brought themselves under the penalties of the law. 

I. THE SoRIPTURAL AocoUNT oF THE TEMPTATION AND FALL IN GEN

ESIS 3 : 1-7. 

1. Its general character not mythical or allegorical, but historical. 

We adopt this view for the following reasons:- (a) There is no inti
mation in the account itself that it is not historical. ( b) As a part of a 
historical book, the presumption is that it is itself historical. ( c ) The 
later Scripture writers refer to it as a -veritable history even in its details. 
( d) Particular features of the narrative, such as the placing of our first 
parents in a garden and the speaking of the tempter through a serpent
form, are incidents suitable to man's condition of innocent but untried 
childhood. ( e) This view that the narrative is historical does not forbid 
our assuming that the trees of life and of knowledge were symbols of 
spiritual truths, while at the same time they were outward realities. 

2. The course of the temptation, and the resulting fall. 

The stages of the temptation appear to have been as follows : 

(a) An appeal on the part of Satan to innocent appetites, together with 
an implied suggestion that God was arbitrarily withholding the means of 
their gratification ( Gen. 3 : 1 ). The first sin was in Eve's isolating herself 
and choosing to seek her own pleasure without regard to God's will. This 
initial selfishness it was, which led her to listen to the tempter instead of 
rebuking him or flying from him, and to exaggerate the divine command 
in her response ( Gen. 3 : 3 ). 

( b) A denial of the veracity of God, on the part of the tempter, with a 
charge against the Almighty of jealousy and fraud in keeping his creatures 
in a position of ignorance and dependence ( Gen. 3 : 4, 5 ). This was fol
lowed, on the part of the woman, by positive unbelief, and by a conscious 
and presumptuous cherishing of desire for the forbidden fruit, as a means 
of independence and knowledge. Thus unbelief, pride, and lust all sprang 
from the self-isolating, self-seeking spirit, and fastened upon the means 
of gratifying it ( Gen. 3 : 6 ). 

( c) The tempter needed no longer to urge his suit. Having poisoned 
the fountain, the stream would naturally be evil. Since the heart and its 
desires had become corrupt, the inward dispositition manifested itself in act 
( Gen. 3 : 6- 'did eat; and she gave also unto her husband with her'= who 
had been with her, and had shared J.1.er choice and longing). Thus man 
fell inwardly, before the outward act of eating the forbidden fruit,-fell in 
that one fundamental determination whereby he made supreme choice of 
self instead of God. This sin of the inmost nature gave rise to sins of the 
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desires, and sins of tho desires led to tho outwarcl act of transgression 
( James 1 : 15 ). 

IJ. DIFFICULTIES OOXNEOTED WITH TIIE FALL CONSIDERED AS THE PER

SONAL AcT OF ADAM. 

1. How could a holy being fall 1 

Here we must acknowledge that we cannot understand how tho first 
unholy emotion could have found lodgment in a mind that was set .. 
supremely upon God, nor how temptation could have overcome a soul in l / 
which there were no unholy propensities to which it could appeal. The v 
mere power of choice docs not explain the fact of an unholy choico. The 
fact of natmal desire for sernmous and intellectual gratification docs not 
explain how this desire came to be inordinate. Nor does it throw light 
upon the matter, to resolve this fall into a deception of our first parents by 
Satan. Their yielding to such deception presupposes distrust of God and 
alienation from him. Satan's fall, moreover, since it must have been 
uncaused by temptation from without, is more difficult to explain than 
Adam's foll. 

But sin is an existing fact. God cannot be its author, either by creating 
man's nature so that sin was a necessary incident of its development, or by 
withdrawing a supernatural grace which was necessary to keep man holy. 
Reason, therefore, has no other recourse than to accept the Scripture doc
trine that sin originated in man's free act of revolt from God-the act of 
a will which, though inclined toward God, was not yet confirmed in virtue 
and was still capable of a contrary choice. The original possession of such 
power to the contrary seems to be the necessary condition of probation 
and moral development. Yet the exercise of this power in a sinful direction 
can never be explained upon grounJs of reason, since sin is e,<:.Sentially 
unreason. It is an act of wicked arbitrariness, the only motive of which 
is the desire to depart from Goel and to render self supreme. 

2. How could God justly permit Satanic temptation 1 

We see in this permission not justice but benevolence. 

(a) Since Satan fell without external temptation, it is probable tha 
man's trial would have been substantially the same, even though there had 
been no Satan to tempt him. 

( b) In this case, however, man's fall wouhl perhaps have been without 
what now constitutes its single mitigating circumstance. Self-originated 
sin would have made man himself a Satan. 

( c) As, in the conflict with temptation, it is an advantage to objectify 
evil under the image of corruptible flesh, so it is an advantage to meet it 
as embodied in a personal and seducing spirit. 

( b) Such temptation has in itself no tendency to lead the soul astray. If 
the soul be holy, temptation may only confirm it in virtue. Only tho evil will, 
self-determined against God, can turn temptation into an occasion of ruin. 

3. How could a penalty so great be justly connected with disobedi
ence to so slight a command 1 
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To this question we may reply: 

( a) So slight a command presented the best test of the spirit of 
obedience. 

( b) The external command was not arbitrary or insignificant in its sub
stance. It was a concrete presentation to the human will of God's claim 
to eminent domain or absolute ownership. 

( c ) The sanction attached to the command shows that man was not left 
ignorant of its meaning or importance. 

( d) The act of disobedience was therefore the revelation of a will thor
oughly corrupted and alienated from God- a will given over to ingratitude, 
unbelief, ambition, and rebellion. 

ffi. CONSEQUENCES OF THE FALL, SO FAR AS RESPECTS ADAM. 

1. Death. - This death was twofold. It was partly : 

A. Physical death, or the separation of the soul from the body. -The 
seeds of death, naturally implanted in man's constitution, began to develop 
themselves the moment that access to the tree of life was denied him. l\Ian 
from that moment was a dying creature. 

But this death was also, and chiefly, 

B. Spiritual death, or the separation of the soul from God. - In this 
are included: (a) Negatively, the loss of man's moral likeness to Goel, or 
that underlying tendency of his whole nature toward Goel which constituted 
his original righteousness. (b) Positively, the depraving of all those 
powers which, in their united action with reference to moral and rnligious 
truth, we call man's moral and religious nature; or, in other words, the 
blinding of his intellect, the corruption of his affections, and the enslave
ment of his will. 

In fine, man no longer made Goel the encl of his life, but chose self 
instead. ·while he retained the power of self-determination in subordinate 
things, he lost that freedom which consisted in the power of choosing God 
as his ultimate aim, and became fettered by a fundamental inclination of 
his will toward evil. The intuitions of the reason were abnormally 
obscured, since these intuitions, so far as they are concerned with moral and 
religious truth, are conditioned upon a right state of the affections; and -
as a necessary result of this obscuring of 1·eason - conscience, which, as 
the normal judiciary of the soul, decides upon the basis of the law given to 
it by reason, became perverse in its deliverances. Yet this inability to judge 
or act aright, since it was a moral inability springing ultimately from will, 
was itself hateful and condemnable. 

2. Positive andformal exclusion from God's presence. -This included: 

(a) The cessation of man's former familiar intercourse with God, and 
the setting up of outward barriers between man and his l\Iaker ( cherubim 
and sacrifice). 

( b) Banishment from the garden, where God had specially manifested 
his presence. -Eden was perhaps a spot reserved, as Adam's body had 
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been, to show what a sinless world would bo. This positive exclusion from 
God's presence, with the sorrow and pain which it involved, may have heen 
intended to illnstrato to man the nature of that eternal death from which 
he now needed to seek deliverance. 

SECTION V. - IMPUTATION OF ADAM'S SIN TO HIS POSTERITY. 

Wo haYo seen that all mankind are sinners; that all men are hy nature 
depraved, guilty, and condemnable ; and that tho transgression of our first 
parents, so far as respects the human race, was tho first sin. "\"\7 e have still 
to consider the connection between Adam's sin and the depravity, guilt, 
nnd condemnation of the race. 

(a) Tho Scriptures teach that the transg1·ession of our first parents con
stituted their posterity sinners ( Rom. 5: 19- "through the one man's 
disobedience the many were made sinners"), so that Allam's sin is imputed, 
reckoned, or charged to every member of the race of which he was the germ 
and head ( Rom. 5: 16- "the judgment came of one [offence] unto con
demnation"). It is because of Adam's sin that we are horn depraYed and 
subject to God's penal inflictions ( Rom. 5 : 12 - "through one man sin 
entered into the world, and death through sin "; Eph. 2 : 3-"by nature 
children of wrath "). Two questions demand answer, -first, how we can 
be responsible for a depraved nature which we did not personally and con
sciously originate ; and, secondly, how God can justly charge to our 
account the sin of the first father of the race. These questions are sub
stantially the same, and the Scriptures intimate the true answer to the 
problem when they declare that "in Adam all die" ( 1 Cor. 15: 22) and 
'' that death passed unto all men, for that all sinned " when '' through one 
man sin entered into the world" ( Rom. 5 : 12 ). In other words, Adam's 
sin is the cause and ground of the depravity, guilt, and condemnation 
of all his posterity, simply because Adam and his posterity are one, and, by 
virtue of their organic unity, the sin of Adam is the sin of the race. 

( b) According as we regard this twofold problem from the point of view 
of the abnormal human condition, or of the divine treatment of it, we may 
call it the problem of original sin, or the problem of imputation. Neither 
of these terms is objectionable when its meaning is defined. By imputa
tion of sin we mean, not the arbitrary arnl mechanical charging to a man 
of that for which he is not naturally responsible, but the reckoning to a 
man of a guilt which is properly his own, ,vhether by viTtue of his imlivid
ual acts, or by virtue of his connection with the race. By original sin we 
mean that participation in the common sin of the race ·with which God 
charges us, in virtue of om descent from Aclam, its first father and head. 

( c) There are two fundamental principles which the Scriptures already 
cited lileem clearly to substantiate, and which other Scriptmes corroborate. 
The first is that man's relations to moral law extend beyond tho sphere of 
conscious and actual transgression, and embrace those moral tendencies 
and qualities of his being whichhe has incommou with every other member 
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of the race. The second is, that God's moral government is a government 
which not only takes account of persons and personal acts, but also recog
nizes race responsibilities and inflicts race-penalties ; or, in other words, 
judges mankind, not simply as a collection of separate individuals, but also 
as an organic whole, which can collectively revolt from God and incm the 
curse of the violated law. 

( d) In recognizing the guilt of race-sin, we are to bear in mind: ( 1) that 
actual sin, in which the personal agent reaffirms the underlying determina
tion of his will, is more guilty than original sin alone; ( 2) that no human 
being is finally condemned solely on account of original sin ; out that all 
who, like infants, do not commit personal transgressions, are saved through 
the application of Christ's atonement ; ( 3) that our responsibility for 
inborn evil dispositions, or for the depravity common to the race, can be 
maintained only upon the ground that this depravity was caused by an 
original and conscious act of free will, when the race revolted from God in 
Adam; ( 4) that the doctrine of original sin is only the ethical interpreta
tion of biological facts-the facts of heredity and of universal congenital 
ills, which demand an ethical ground and explanation ; and ( 5) that the 
idea of original sin has for its correlate the idea of original grace, or the 
abiding presence and operation of Christ, the immanent God, in every 
member of the race, in spite of his sin, to counteract the eYil and to prepare 
the way, so far as man will p ermit, for individual and collective salvation. 

/ ( e) There is a rnce-sin, therefure, as well as a personal sin; and that 
race-sin was committed by the first father of the race, when he comprised 

j 
the whole race in himself. All mankind since that time have been born in 
the state into which he fell-a state of depravity, guilt, and condemnation. 
To vindicate God's justice in imputing to us the sin of our first father, 

~ many theories ha,e Leen devised, a part of which must be regarded as only 
attempts to evade the problem by denying the facts set before us in the 
Scriptures. Among these attempted explanations of the Scripture state
ments, we proceed to examine the six theories which seem most worthy of 
attention. 

I. THEORIES OF IMPUTATION. 

1. The P elagian Theory, or Theory of fiian's natural Innocence. 

Pelagius, a British monk, propounded his doctrines at Rome, 409. They 
were condemned by the Council of Carthage, 418. Pelagianism, however, 
as opposed to Augnstinianism, designates a complete scheme of doctrine 
with regard to sin, of which Pelagius was the most thorough representative, 
although every feature of it cannot be ascribed to his authorship. Socinians 
aml Unitarians are the more modern advocates of this general scheme. 

According to this theory, every human soul is immediately created by 
God, and created as innocent, as free from depraved tendencies, and as 
perfectly able to obey God, as Adam was at his creation. The only effect 
of Adam's sin upon his posterity is the effect of evil example ; it has in no 
way corrupted human nature; the only corruption of human nature is that 
habit of sinning which each individual contracts by persistent transgression 
of known law. 
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Adam's sin therefore injured only himself; the sin of Adam is imputed 
only to A.tlam,-it is imputed in no scnso to his dcscornln.nts; Gotl imputes 
to each of Adam's descendants ouly those acts of sin which he has porson
nlly antl consciously committed. l\Ien can be saved by the law as well as 
by the gospel; and some havo actually obeyed God perfectly, and have 
thus been sewed. Physical death is therefore not the penalty of sin, but 
an original law of nature; Atlam wonla lrnve tlietl whether he hatl sinned 
or not; in Rom. G : 12, '' tlcath passed unto all men, for that all sinned, 11 

signifies : "all incurred eternal tlcath by sinning after Adam's example. 11 

Of the Pelagian theory of sin, we may say : 

A. It has never been recognized as Scriptural, nor has it been fornm
latetl in confessions, by any branch of tho Christian church. Hold only 
sporadically and by individuals, it has ever been regarded by the church at 
lUI·ge as heresy. This constitutes at least a presumption against its truth. 

B. It contradicts Scriptme in denying : (a) that evil disposition and 
state, as well as evil acts, are sin ; ( b ) that such evil disposition and state 
are inborn in all mankind; ( c) that men universn.lly are guilty of overt 
transgression so soon as they come to moral consciousness ; ( cl ) that no 
man is able without divine help to fulfil the law; ( e) that all men, with
out exception, are dependent for salvation upon God's atoning, regenerat
ing, sanctifying grace ; (J) that man's present state of corruption, 
condemnation, and death, is the direct effect of Adam's transgression. 

0. It rests upon false pbilosophicai principles; as, for example: (a) 
that the human will is simply the faculty of volitions; whereas it is also, 
and chiefly, the faculty of self-determination to an nltimat.e end ; ( b) that 
the power of a contrary choice is essential to the existence of will ; whereas 
the will fundamentally determined to self-gratification has this power only 
with respect to subordinate choices, and cannot by a single volition reverse 
its moral state ; ( c) that ability is the measure of obligation,-a principle 
which would diminish the sinner's responsibility, just in proportion to his 
progress in sin ; ( cl ) that law consists only in positive enuctment; whereas it 
is the demand of perfect harmony with God, in·wrought into man's moral 
nature; ( e) that each human soul is immediately created by God, and 
holtls no other relations to moral law than those which are individual; 
whereas all human souls are organically connected with each other, and 
together have a corporate relation to God's law, by virtue of their deriva
tion from one common stock. 

2. The Arminian Theory, or Theory of voluntarily appropriated 
Depravity. 

Arminius (15(30-1609), professor in the University of Leyden, in South 
Holland, while formally accepting the doctrine of the Adamic unity uf the 
mce propounded both by Luther and Cal-vin, gave a very different inter
pretation to it-an interpretation which verged towarcl Semi-Pelagianism 
and the anthropology of the Greek Church. The Methodist body is the 
modern representutirn of this view. 
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According to this theory, all men, as a divinely appointed sequence of 
Adam's transgression, are naturally destitute of original righteousness, and 
are exposed to misery and death. By virtue of the infirmity propagated 
from Adam to all his descendants, mankind are wholly unable without 
divine help perfectly to obey God or to attain eternal life. This inability, 
however, is physical and intellectual, but not voluntary. As matter of jus
tice, therefore, God bestows upon each individual from the first dawn of 
consciousness a special influence of the Holy Spirit, which is sufficient to 
counteract the effect of the inherited depravity ancl to make obedience 
possible, provided the human will cooperates, which it still has power to do. 

The evil tendency and state may be called sin; but they do not in them
selves involve guilt or punishment; still less are mankind accounted guilty 
of Adam's sin. Goel imputes to each man his inborn tendencies to evil, 
only when he consciously and voluntarily appropriates and ratifies these in 
spite of the power to the contrary, which, in justice to man, Goel has 
specially communicated. In Rom. 5 : 12, "death passed unto all men, for 
that all sinned," signifies that physical ancl spiritual death is inflicted upon 
all men, not as the penalty of a common sin in Adam, but because, by 
divine decree, all suffer the consequences of that sin, and because all 
personally consent to their inborn sinfulness by acts of transgression. 

With regard to the Arminiau theory we remark : 

A. We grant that there is a universal gift of the Holy Spirit, if by the 
Holy Spirit is meant the natural light of reason and conscience, and the 
manifold impulses to good which struggle against the evil of man's nature. 
But we regard as wholly unscriptmal the assumptions : (a) that this gift 
of the Holy Spirit of itself removes the depravity or condemnation derived 
from Adam's fall ; ( b ) that without this gift man would not be responsible 
for being morally imperfect; ancl ( c) that at the beginning of moral life 
men consciously appropriate thefr inborn tendencies to evil. 

B. It contradicts Scripture in maintaining: ( a) that inherited moral 
evil does not involve guilt ; ( b) that the gift of the Spirit, and the regen
eration of infants, are matters of justice ; ( c) that the effect of grace is 
simply to restore man's natural ability, instead of disposing him to use that 
ability aright; (cl) that election is God's choice of certain men to be sav£d 
upon the gT01md of their foreseen faith, instead of being God's choice to 
make certain men believers; ( e) that physical death is not the just pen
alty of sin, but is a matter of arbitrary decree. 

C. It rests upon false philosophical principles, as for example : (a) That 
the will is simply the faculty of volitions. ( b) That the power of contrary 
choice, in the sense of power by a single act to reverse one's moral state, is 
essential to will. ( c) That previous certainty of any given moral act is 
incompatible with its freedom. (cl) That ability is the measure of obli
gation. ( e) That law condemns only volitional transgression. (f) That 
man has no organic moral connecti.)n with the race. 

D. It renders uncertain either the 1miversality of sin or man's responsi
bility for it. If man has full power to refuse consent to inborn depravity, 
then the universality of sin and the universal need of a Savior are merely 

., 
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hypothetical. If sin, however, be uniYcrsal, there must have been an absenco 
of free consent; and the objcctiYc certainty of man's sinning, according to 
tho theory, destroys his responsibility. 

3. The l{ew School T'heory, or Theory of 1.mcondemnable Vitiosity. 

This theory is called New School, because of its recession from the old 
Puritan anthropology of which Edwards and Bellamy in the last century 
were the exponnders. The New School theory is a general scheme built 
up by the successive labors of Hopkins, Emmons, D"ight, Taylor, and 
Finney. It is held at present by New School Presbyterians, and by the 
larger part of the Congregational body. 

According to this theory, all men arc born with a physical and moral con
stitution which predisposes them to sin, and all men <lo actually sin so soon 
as they come to moral consciousness. This vitiosity of nature may be 
called sinful, because it uniformly leads to sin ; but it is not itself sin, since 
nothing is to be properly denominated sin but the voluntary act of trans
gressing known law. 

God imputes to men only their own acts of personal transgression ; he 
does not impute to them Adam's sin ; neither original vitiosity nor physi
cal death are penal inflictions; they are simply consequences which God 
has in his sovereignty ordained to mark his displeasure at Adam's trans
gression, and subject to which evils God immediately creates each human 
soul. In Rom. 5 : 12, "death passed unto all men, for that all sinned," 
signifies: "spiritual death passed on all men, because all men have actu
ally and personally sinned." 

To the New School theory we object as follows : 

A. It contradicts Scripture in maintaining or implying: (a) That sin 
consists solely in acts, and in the dispositions caused in each case by man's 
individual acts, anu. that the state which predisposes to acts of sin is not 
itself sin. ( b) That the vitiosity which predisposes to sin is a part of each 
man's nature as it proceeds from the creative hand of Goel. ( c ) That 
physical death in the human race is not a penal consequence of Adam's 
transgression. ( d) That infants, before moral consciousness, do not need 
Clu:ist's sacrifice to save them. Since they are innocent, no penalty rests 
upon them, and none needs to be removed. ( e) That we are neither 
condemned upon the ground of actual inbeing in Adam, nor justified upon 
the ground of actual inbeing in Christ. 

B. It rests upon false philosophical principles, as for example: (a) That 
the soul is immediately created by God. ( b) That the law of God consists 
wholly in outward command. ( c) That present natural ability to obey the 
hl.w is the measure of obligation. ( d) That man's relations to moral law 
are exclusively individual. ( e) That the "ill is merely the faculty of indi
vidual and personal choices. (f) That the will, at man's birth, has :ao 
moral state or character. 

C. It impugns the justice of God. 

( a ) By regarding him as the direct creator of a vicious nature which 
infallibly leads every human being into actual transgression. To maintain 

11 
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that, in consequence of Adam's act, Goel brings it about that all men 
become sinners, and this, not by virtue of inherent laws of propagation, 
but by the direct creation in each case of a vicious nature, is to make God 
indirectly the author of sin. 

( b) By representing him as the inflicter of suffering and death upon 
millions of human beings who in the present life do not come to moral 
consciousness, ancl who are therefore, according to the theory, perfectly 
innocent. This is to make him visit Adam's sin on his posterity, while at 
the same time it denies that moral connection between Adam and his pos
terity which alone could make such visitation just. 

( c) By holding that the probation which God appoints to men is a sepa
rate probation of each soul, when it first comes to moral consciousness and 
is least qualified to decide aright. It is much more consonant with our 
ideas of the divine justice, that the decision should have been made by the 
whole race, in one whose nature was pure ancl who perfectly unclerstoocl 
God's law, than that heaven ancl hell should have been determined for each 
of us by a decision made in oru· own inexperienced chi.lclhoocl, under the 
influence of a vitiatecl nature. 

D. Its limitation of responsibility to the evil choices of the individual 
ancl the dispositions caused thereby is inconsistent with the following facts: 

(a) The first moral choice of each individual is so umleliberate as not 
to be remembered. Put forth at birth, as the chief advocates of the New 
School theory maintain, it does not answer to their definition of sin as a 
voluntary transgression of known law. Responsibility for such choice does 
not differ from responsibility for the inborn evil state of the will which 
manifests itself in that choice. 

( b) The uniformity of sinful action among men cannot be explained 
by the existence of a mere faculty of choices. That men should uniformly 
choose may be thus explained ; but that men should uniformly choose evil 
requires us to postulate an evil tendency or state of the will itself, prior to 
these separate acts of choice. This evil tendency or inborn determination 
to evil, since it is the real cause of actual sins, must itself be sin, and as 
such must be guilty and condemnable. 

( c) Power in the will to prevent the inborn vitiosity from developing 
itself is upon this theory a necessary condition of responsibility for actual 
sins. But the absolute uniformity of actual transgression is evidence that the 
will is practically impotent. If responsibility diminishes as the difficulties 
in the way of free decision increase, the fact that these difficulties are insu
perable shows that there can be no responsibility at all. To deny the guilt 
of inborn sin is therefore virtually to deny the guilt of the actual sin which 
springs therefrom. 

4. The Federal Theory, or Theory of Condemnation by Covenant. 

The Federal theory, or theory of the Covenants, had its origin with 
Cocceius ( 1603-1669), professor at Leyden, but was more fully elaborated 
by Turretin ( 1623-1687 ). It has become a tenet of the Reformed as 
distinguished from the Lutheran church, and in this country it has its main 
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advocates in the Princeton school of theologians, of whom Dr. Charles 
Hodge was tho representative. 

According to this view, Adam was constituted by God's sovereign appoint
ment the representative of the wholo human race. ·with Adam as their 
representative, God entered into covenant, agreeing to bestow upon them 
eternal life on condition of his obedience, but making the penalty of his 
disolw,1icnce to be the corruption and death of all his posterity. In accord
ance with the terms of this covenant, since Adam sinned, God accounts all 
his desct'ndants as sinners, and condemns them because of Adam's .trans
gression. 

In execution of this sentence of condemnation, God immediately creates 
each soul of Adam's posterity with a corrupt and depraved nature, which 
infallibly leads to sin, and which is itself sin. Tho theory is therefore a 
theory of the immediate imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity, their 
corruption of nature not l>eiug the cause of that impntation, but the effect 
of it. In Rom. 5 : 12, " death passed unto all men, for that all sinned," 
signifies : "physical, spfritual, and eternal death came to all, because all 
were regarded and treated as sinners." 

To the Federal theory we object: 

A. It is extra-Scriptural, there being no mention of such a covenant 
with Adam in the account of man's trial. The assumed allusion to Adam's 
apostasy in Hosea 6 : 7, where the word "covenant" is used, is too preca
rious and too obviously metaphorical to afford the basis for a scheme of 
imputation (see Henderson, Com. on l\Iinor Prophets, in loco). In Heb. 
8 : 8- '' new covenant" -there is suggested a contrast, not with an 
Adamic, but with the l\Iosaic, covenant ( cf. verse 9 ). 

B. It contradicts Scripture, in making the first result of Adam's sin to 
be God's regarding and treating the race as sinners. The Scripture, on 
the contrary, declares that Adam's offense constituted us sinners ( Rom. 5: 
19 ). We are not sinners simply becanse God regards and treats us as 
such, but God regards us as sinners uecause we are sinners. Death is said 
to have "passed unto all men," not because all were regarded and treated 
as sinners, but "because all sinned" ( Rom. 5 : 12 ). 

0. It impugns the justice of God by implying : 

(a) That God holds men responsible for the violation of a covenant 
which they had no part in establishing. The assumed covenant is only a 
sovereign decree ; the assumed justice, only arbitrary ·will. 

( b) That upon the basis of this covenant God accounts men as sinners 
who are not sinners. But God judges according to truth. His condemna
tions do not proceed upon a basis of legal fiction. He can regard as 
responsible for Adam's transgression only those who in some real sense 
have been concerned, and have had part, in that transgression. 

( c) That, after accounting men to be sinners who arc not sinners, God 
makes them sinners by immediately creating each human soul with a cor
rupt nature such as will correspond to his decree. This is not only to 
assume a false view of the origin of the soul, but also to make God directly 
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the author of sin. Imputation of sin cannot precede and account for cor
ruption ; on the contrary, corruption must prececle and account for impu
tation. 

5. Theory of ~lJf ediate Iinputation, or Theory of Condemnation for 
Depravity. 

This theory was first maintained by Placeus ( 160G-1G55), professor of 
Theology at Saumur in France. Placeus originally denied that Adam's sin 
was in any sense imputed to his posterity, but after his doctrine was con
demned by the SynOLl of the French Reformed Church at Charenton in 
16-14, he published the view which now bears his name. 

According to this view, all men are born physically and morally depraved ; 
this native depravity is the source of all actual sin, and is itself sin; in 
strictness of speech, it is this native depravity, and this only, which God 
imputes to men. So far as man's physical nature is concerned, this inborn 
sinfulness has descendeu by natural laws of propagation from Adam to all 
his posterity. The soul is immediately created by God, but it becomes 
actively corrupt so soon as it is united to the body. Inborn sinfulness is 
the consequence, though not the penalty, of Adam's transgression. 

There is a sense, therefore, in which Adam's sin may be said to be im
puted to his descendants,-it is imputed, not immediately, as if they had 
been in Adam or were so represented in him that it could be charged 
directly to them, corruption not intervening,- but it is imputed mediately, 
through and on account of the intervening corruption which resulted from 
A<lam's sin. As on the Federal theory imputation in the cause of depravity, 
so on this theory depravity is the cause of imputation. In Rom. 5 : 12, 
" death passed unto all men, for that all sinned," signifies : "death physi
cal, spiritual, and eternal passed upon all men, because all sinned by pos
sessing a depraved natme." 

The theory of l\Iediate Imputation is exposed to the following objections : 

A. It gives no explanation of man's responsibility for his inborn 
depravity. No explanation of this is possible, which does not regard man's 
depravity as having had its origin in a free personal act, either of the 
indivi<lual, or of collective human nature in its first father and head. But 
this participation of all men in Adam's sin the theory expressly denies. 

B. Since the origination of this corrupt nature cannot be charged to the 
account of man, man's inheritance of it must be regarded in the light of an 
arbitrary divine infliction-a conclusion which reflects upon the justice of 
God. Man is not only condemned for a sinfulness of which God is the 
author, but is condemned without any real probation, either individual or 
collective. 

C. It contradicts tho8'l passages of Scripture which refer the origin of 
human condemnation, as well as of human depravity, to the sin of our first 
parents, and which represent universal death, not as a matter of divine 
sovereignty, but as a judicial infliction of penalty upon all men for the sin 
of the race in Adam ( Rom. 5 : lG, 18 ). It moreover does violence to the 
Scripture in its unnatural interpretation of "all sinned," in Rom. 5 : 12-
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words which imply the oneness of tho ruce with Adam, and tho causative 
relation of Adam's sin to our guilt. 

6. The Augustinian Theory, or Thror.lJ of Adam's 1Yat11ral Jlcadship. 

This theory was first elaborated by Augustine ( 354-430 ), the great 
opponent of Pelagins ; although its central feature appears in the WTitings 
of Tertnllfan ( died about 220 ), Hilary ( 3GO ), aml Ambrose ( 374 ). It is 
frequently designated as the Augustinian view of sin. It wns the view held 
by the Reformers, Zwingle excepted. Its pl"incipal advocates in this 
country are Dr. Shedd and Dr. Baird. 

It holds that God imputes tho sin of Adam immediately to all his poster
ity, in virtue of that organic unity of mankind by which the whole race at 
the time of Adam's transgression existed, not individually, but seminally, 
in him as its head. The total life of humanity was then in Adam ; tho race 
as yet hatl its being only in him. Its essence was not yet indivitlualized; 
its forces were not yet distributed ; the powers which now exist in sepa
rate men were then unified and localized in Adam; Adam's will was yet the 
will of the species. In Adam's free act, the will of the race revolted from 
God and the nature of the race corrupted itself. The nature which we now 
possess is the same nature that corrupted itself in Adam-" not the same 
in kind merely, but the same as flo\\ing to us continuously from him." 

Adam's sin is imputed to us immediately, therefore, not as something 
foreign to us, but because it is ours -we and all other men having existed 
as one moral person or one moral whole, in him, and, as the result of that 
transgression, possessing a natme destitute of love to Goel and prone to 
evil. In Rom. 5 : 12 - '' death passed unto all men, for that all sinned," 
signifies : " death physical, sph-itual, and eternal passed nnto all men, 
because all sinned in Adam their natmal head." 

We regard this theory of the Natural Hemlship of Adam as the most sat
isfactory of the theories mentioned, and as furnishing the most important 
help towards the understanding of the great problem of original sin. In 
its favor may be urged the following considerations : 

A. It puts the most natural interpretation upon Rom. 5 : 12-21. In 
verse 12 of this passage - "death passed unto all men, for that all sinned" 
-the great majority of commentators regard the word ''sinned" as describ
ing a common transgression of the race in Adam. The death spoken of 
is, as the whole context shows, mainly though not exclusively physical. 
It has passed upon all - even upon those who have committed no conscious 
and personal transgression whereby to explain its infliction ( verse 14 ). 
The legal phraseology of the passage shows that this infliction is not a 
matter of sovereign decree, but of judicial penalty ( ,erses 13, 14, 15, lG, 
18- "law," "transgression," "trespass," "judgment .... of one unto 
condemnation," "act of righteousness," "justification"). .As the expla
nation of this universal subjection to penalty, we are referretl to Adam's 
sin. By ihat one act ("so," verse 12 )-the "trespass of the one" man 
( v. 15, 17 ), tho " one trespass" ( v. 18) - death came to all men, hecauso 
all [ not 'have sinned', but] sinned ( 1ravn:~ f;µaprov - aorist of instantaneous 
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past action ) - that is, all sinnecl in '' the one trespass " of '' the one " man. 
Compare 1 Cor. 15: 22-"As in Adam all die"-where the contrast with 
physical resurrection shows that physical death is meant; 2 Cor. 5 : 14-
" one died for all, therefore all died." See Commentaries of l\feyer, 
Bengel, Olshausen, Philippi, Wordsworth, Lange, Godet, Shedd. This is 
also recognized as the correct interpretation of Paul's words by Beyschlag, 
Ritschl, and Pfleiderer, although no one of these three accepts Paul's doc
trine as authoritative. 

B. It permits whatever of truth there may be in the Federal theory and 
in the theory of l\Iediate Imputation to be combined with it, while neither 
of these latter theories can be justified to reason unless they are regarded 
n.s corollaries or accessories of the truth of Adam's Natural Headship. Only 
on this supposition of Natural Headship could God justly constitute Adam 
our representative, or hold us responsible for the depraved nature we have 
received from him. It moreover justifies God's ways, in postulating a real 
and a fair probation of our common nature as preliminary to imputation of 
sin - a truth which the theories just mentioned, in common with that of 
the New School, vi.J:tually deny,-while it 1·ests upon correct philosophical 
principles with regard to will, ability, law, and accepts the Scriptural 
representations of the nature of sin, the penal character of death, the 
oiigin of the soul, and the oneness of the race in the transgression. 

C. While its fundamental presupposition -a determination of the will 
of each member of the race prior to his inclivi<.lual consciousness - is an 
hypothesis difficult in itself, it is an hypothesis which furnishes the key to 
many more difficulties than it suggests. Once allow that the race was one 
in its first ancestor and fell in him, and light is thrown on a problem 
otherwise insoluble - the problem of our accountability for a sinful nature 
which we have not personally and consciously originated. Since we can
not, with the three theories first mentioned, deny either of the terms of 
this problem - inborn depravity or accountability for it,- we accept this 
solution as the best attainable. 

D. This theory finds support in the conclusions of modern science: 
with regard to the moral law, as requiring right states as well as right acts; 
with regard to the human will, as including subconscious and unconscious 
bent and determination; with regard to heredity, and the transmission of 
evil character; with regard to the unity and solidarit.y of the human race. 
The Augustinian theory may therefore be called an ethical or theological 
interpretation of certain incontestable ancl acknowledged biological facts. 

E. We are to remember, however, that while this theory of the method 
of our union with Adam is merely a valuable hypothesis, the problem 
which it seeks to explain is, in both its terms, presented to us both by 
conscience ancl by Scriptme. In connection with this problem a central 
fact is announced in Scripture, which we feel compelled to believe upon 
divine testimony, even though every attempted explann,tion should prove 
unsatisfactory. That central fact, which constitutes the substance of the 
Scriptme doctrine of original sin, is simply this: that the sin of Adam is 
the immediate cause and ground of inborn depravity, guilt and condemna
tion to the whole human race. 
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II.- OBJECTIO.XS TO THE AUGUSTINIAN DoCTilH{E OF Ii.rrUTATION. 

The doctrino of Imputation, to which we hnve thns nrriYed, is met by its 
opponents with the following objections. In iliscnssing them, wo aro to 
remember thnt a truth royen,led in Scriptme may hnYo clnims to our belief, 
in spite of diilicnlties to us insoluble. Yet it is hoped thnt examination 
will show the objections in question to rest either upon falso philosophical 
principles or upon misconceptions of the doctrine as&'l.iled. 

A. That there can be no sin apa1·t from and prior to consciousness. 

This we deny. The l1wger part of men's evil dispositions and acts are 
imperfectly conscious, and of many snch dispositions and acts the evil qual
ity is not discerned at all. The objection rests upon the assumption that 
law is confined to published statutes or to stanllanls formnlly recognized 
by its subjects. A profounder view of lnw as iclentical with the constitu
ent principles of being, ns binding the nature to conformity with the nature 
of God, as demanding right volitions only because these are mnnifestations 
of a right state, as having claims upon men in their corporate capacity, 
deprives this objection of all its force. 

B. That man cannot be responsible for a sinful nature which he did not 
personally originate. 

We reply that the objection ignores the testimony of conscience and of 
Scripture. These assert that we are responsible for what we are. The sin
ful nature is not something external to us, but is our inmost selYes. If 
man's original righteousness and the new affection implanted in regener~ 
ation haYe moral character, then the inborn tendency to evil has moral 
character ; as the former are commendable, so the latter is condemnable. 

C. That Adam's sin cannot be imputed to us, since we cannot repent 
of it. 

The objection has plausibility only so long as we fail to distinguish 
between Adam's sin as the inward apostasy of the nature from God, and 
Adam's sin as the outward act of transgression which followed and mani
fested that apostasy. We cannot indeed repent of Adam's sin as our per
sonal act or as Adam's personal act, but regarding his sin as the apostasy 
of our common nature -an apostasy which manifests itself in our pcrsonnl 

transgressions as it did in his, we can repent of it and do repent of it. In 
truth it is this nature, as self-corrupted and averse to God, for which the 
Christian most deeply repents. 

D. That, if we be responsible for Adam's first sin, we must also be 
responsible not only for every other sin of Adam, but for the sins of our 
immediate ancestors. 

We reply that the apostasy of human nature could occur but once. It 
occurred in Adam before the eating of the forbidden fruit, and revealed 
itself in that eating. The subsequent sins of Adam and of our immediate 
ancestors are no longer acts which determine or change the nature, -they 
only show what the nature is. Here is tho truth and tho limitation of tho 
Scripture declaration that "the son shall not bearthe iniquity of the father" 
(Ez. 18 : 20; cf. Luke 13 : 2, 3; John 9 : 2, 3 ). l\Ian is not responsible 
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for the s1Jecifically evil tendencies communicated to him from his immedi
ate ancestors, as distinct from the nature he possesses; nor is he respons
ible for the sins of those ancestors which originated these tendencies. But 
he is responsible for that original apostasy which constituted the one and 
final revolt of the race from God, and for the personal depravity and dis
obedience which in his own case has resulted therefrom. 

E. That if Adam's sin and condemnation can be ours by propagation, 
the righteousness and faith of the believer should be propagable also. 

We reply that no merely personal qualities, whether of sin or righteous
ness, are communicated by propagation. Ordinary generation does not 
transmit personal guilt, but only that guilt which belongs to the whole 
species. So personal faith and righteousness are not propagable. '' Origi
nal sin is the consequent of man's nature, whereas the parents' grace is a 
personal excellence; and cannot be transmitted " ( Burgesse ). 

F. That, if all moral consequences are properly penalties, sin, considered 
as a sinful nature, must be the punishment of sin, considered as the act of 
our first parents. 

But we reply that the impropriety of punishing sin with sin vanishes 
when we consider that the sin which is punished is our own, equally with 
the sin with which we are punished. The objection is valid as against the 
Federal theory or the theory of l\Iediate Imputation, but not as against the 
theory of Adam's Natural Headship. To deny that Goel, through the opera
tion of second causes, may punish the act of transvession by the habit and 
tendency which result from it, is to ignore the facts of every-day life, as well 
as the statements of Scripture in which sin is represented as ever repro
ducing itself, and with each reproduction increasing its guilt and punish
ment (Rom. 6: 19; James 1: 15.) 

G. That the doctrine excludes all separate probation of individuals since 
Adam, by making their moral life a mere manifestation of tendencies 
received from him. 

We reply that the objection takes into view only our connection with the 
race, and ignores the complementary and equally important fact of each 
man's personal will. That personal will does more than simply express the 
nature ; it may to a certain extent curb the nature, or it may, on the other 
hand, add a sinful character and influence of its own. There is, in other 
words, a remainder of freedom, which leaves room for personal probation, 
in addition to the race-probation in Adam. 

H. That the organic unity of the race in the transgression is a thing so 
remote from common experience that the preaching of it neutralizes all 
appeals to the conscience. 

But whatever of truth there is in this objection is due to the self-isolating 
nature of sin. l\Ien feel the unity of the family, the profession, the nation 
to which they belong, ancl, just in proportion to the breadth of tlieir sym
pathies and their experience of divine grace, do they enter into Christ's 
feeling of unity with the race ( cf. Is. 6 : 5; Lam. 3 : 39-45; Ezra 9 : 6; 
Neh. 1 ; 6 ). The fact that the self-contai1Jed and self-seeking recognize 
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themselves as responsihlo only for their personal acts should not prevent 
our pressing upon men's attention tho rnoro searehing stnmlnnls of tho 
Scriptures. Only thus can the Christian find a solution for tho dark prob
lem of a corruption whieh is inborn yet condemnable; only thus can tlio 
unregenerate man bo led to a full knowledge of tho depth of his ruin and 
of his absolute dependence upon God for salvation. 

I. That a constitution by wliich the sin of one individual involves in 
guilt and condemnation the naturo of all men who descend from him is 
contrary to God's justice. 

We acknowledge that no human theory can fully solve the mystery of 
imputntion. But we prefer to attribute God's dealings to justice rather 
than to sovereignty. The following considerations, though partly hypo
thetical, may throw light upon the subject : (a) A probation of our com
mon nature in Adam, sinless as he was and with full knowledge of God's 
law, is more consistent with divine justice than a se1mmte probation of each 
individual, with inexperieuce, iuboru depravity, nnd evil example, all favor
ing a decision against God. ( b) A constitution which mado n, common 
fall possible may ha,e been indispensable to any provision of a common sal
vation. ( c) Our chance for salvation as sinners under grace may be better 
than it would have been as sinless Adams under law. (cl) A constitution 
which permitted oneness with the first Au.am in the transgression cannot 
be unjust, since a like principle of oneness with Christ, tho second Adam, 
secures our salvation. ( e) There is also a physical ancl natural union 
with Christ which antedates the fall and which is incident to man's creation. 
The immanence of Christ in humanity guarantees a continuous divine 
effort to remedy the disaster caused by man's free will, and to restore the 
moral union with God which the race has lost by the fall. 

Thus our ruin and our redemption were alike wrought out without per
sonal act of ours. As all the natural life of humanity was in Au.am, so all 
the spiritual life of humanity was in Christ. As our old nature was cor
rupted in Adam and propagated to us by physical generation, so our now 
nature was restored in Christ and communicated to us by tho regenerating 
work of the Holy Spirit. If then we are justified upon the ground of our 
in being in Clirist, we may in like manner be condemned ou the ground of 
our inbeing in Adam. 

SECTION VI. -CONSEQUENCES OF SIN TO ADAlI'S POSTERITY. 

As the result of Adam's transgression, all his posterity nro born in the 
same state into which he fell. But since law is the all-comprehending 
demand of harmony with Goel, all moral consequences flowing from trans
gression are to be regarded as sanctions of law, or expressions of the di vino 
displeasure through the constitution of things which be has established. 
Certain of these consequences, however, are earlier recognized than others 
and aro of minor scopo ; it will therefore he useful to consider them under 
the three aspects of depravity, guilt, and penalty. 
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I. DEPRA.TITY. 

By this we mean, on the one hand, the lack of original righteousness or 
of holy affection toward God, and, on the other band, the corruption of the 
moral nature, or bias toward evil. That such depravity exists has been 
abundantly shown, both from Scripture and from reason, in om: considera
tion of the universality of sin. 

1. Depravity partial or total 1 

The Scriptures represent human nature as totally clepra,ed. The phrase 
"total depravity," however, is liable to misinterpretation, and should not 
be used without explanation. By the total depravity of universal humanity 
we mean: 

A. N egatively,-not that e,ery sinner is: (a) Destitute of conscience, 
-for the existence of strong impulses to right, and of remorse for wrong
doing, show that conscience is often keen ; ( b) devoid of all qualities 
pleasing to men, and useful when judged by a human standard,- for the 
existence of such qualities is recognized by Christ; ( c ) prone to every 
form of sin, -for certain forms of sin exclude certain others; ( d) intense 
as he can be in bis selfishness and opposition to God,- for be becomes 
worse every day. 

B. Positively,- that every sinner is: (a) totally destitute of that love 
to God which constitutes the fundamental and all-inclusive demand of the 
law; ( b) chargeable with elevating some lower affection or desire aboye 
regard for God and his law ; ( c) supremely determined, in his whole 
inward and outward life, by a preference of self to God ; ( d) possessed of 
an aversion to God which, though sometimes latent, becomes active enmity, 
so soon as God's will comes into manifest conflict with his own; ( c ) dis
ordered and corrupted in every faculty, through this substitution of self
ishness for supreme affection toward God; (f) credited with no thought, 
emotion, or act of which divine holiness can fully approye ; ( o ) subject 
to a law of constant progress in depravity, which he has no recuperative 
energy to enable him successfully to resist. 

2. Ability or inability? 

In opposition to the plenary ability taught by the Pelagians, the gracious 
ability of the Arminians, and the natural ability of the N cw School theolo
gians, the Scriptures declare the total inability of the sinner to turn him
self to God or to do that which is truly good in God's sight ( see Scripture 
proof below). A proper conception also of the law, as reflecting the holi
ness of God and as expressing the ideal of human nature, leads us to the 
conclusion that no man whose powers are weakened by either original or 
actual sin can of himself come up to that perfect standard. Yet there is a 
certain remnant of freedom left to man. The sinner can (a) avoid the sin 
against the Holy Ghost; ( b) choose the less sin rather than the greater; 
( c ) refuse altogether to yield to certain temptations ; (cl) do outwardly 
good acts, though with imperfect motives; ( e ) seek God from motives of 
self-interest. 

But on the other hand the sinner cannot ( a) by a single volition bring 
his character and life into complete conformity to God's law ; ( b) change 
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his fundamental preference for self and sin to supremo love for Goa ; nor 
( c) <lo any act, however insignificant, which shall meet with God's approval 
or answer fully to the dcmunds of law. 

To tho uso of the term "natural ability" to designate merely the sinner's 
possession of all the constituent faculties of human natme, wo object upon 
the following grounds : 

A. Qrnmtitati-re lack.-The phrase "natural ability" is misleading, 
since it seems to imply that tho existence of the mere powers of intellect, 
affection, and will is a sufficient quantitative qualification for obedience to 
God's law, whereas these powers havo been weakened by sin, and are nat
urally unable, instead of naturally able, to render back to God with interest 
the talent first bestowed. Even if the moral dfrcction of man's faculties 
were a normal one, the effect of hereditary and of personal sin would 
render naturally impossible that largo likeness to God which tho law of 
absolute perfection demands. l\fan has not therefore the natural ability 
perfectly to obey God. He had it once, but he lost it with the first sin. 

B. Qualitati-re lack.- Since the law of God requires of men not so much 
right single volitions as conformity to Goel in the whole inward state of the 
affections and will, the power of contrary choice in single volitions does 
not constitute a natnral ability to obey God, unless man can by those single 
volitions change the underlying state of the affections and will. But this 
power man does not possess. Since God judges all moral action in connec
tion with the general state of the heart and life, natural ability to good 
involves not only a full complement of faculties but also a bias of the affec
tions and "'ill toward Goel. Without this bias there is no possibility of right 
moral action, and where there is no such possibility, there can be no ability 
either natural or moral. 

C. No such ability known. -In addition to the psychological argu
ment just mentioned, we may urge another from experience and observa
tion. These testify thn.t man is cognizant of no such ability. Siuce no 
man has ever yet, by the exercise of his natural powers, turned himself to 
God or done an act truly good in God's sight, tho existence of a natural 
ability to do good is a pme assumption. There is no scientific warrant 
for inferring the existence of an ability which has never manifested itself 
in a single instance since history began. 

D. Practical evil of the belief.- Tho practical evil attending the preach
ing of natnral ability furnishes a strong argument against it. The Script
ures, in their declarations of the sinner's inability and helplessness, aim to 
shuthim up to sole dependence upon God for salrntion. Tho doctrine of 
natural ability, assuring him that he is able at once to repent and tmn to 
God, encourages delay by putting salvation at all times within his 1·each. 
If a single volition "ill secure it, he may be saved as easily to-morrow as 
to-day. Tho doctrine of inability presses men to immediate acceptance of 
God's offers, lest tho day of grace for them pass by. 

Let us repeat, however, that the denial to man of all ability, whether 
natural or moral, to turn himself to God or to do that which is trnly good 
in God's sight, does not imply a denial of man's power to order his 
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external life in many particulars conformably to moral rules, or even to 
attain the praise of men for virtue. l\lan has still a range of freedom in 
acting out his nature, and he may to a certain limited extent act down upon 
that nature, anu modify it, by isolated volitions externally conformed to 
Gael's law. He may choose higher or lower forms of selfish action, and 
may pursue these chosen courses with various degrees of selfish energy. 
Freedom of choice, within this limit, is by no means incompatible with 
complete bondage of the will in spiritual things. 

II. GUILT. 

1. Nature of guilt. 
By guilt we mean desert of punishment, or obligation to render satis

faction to God's justice for self-determined violation of law. There is a 
reaction of holiness against sin, which the Scripture denominates "the 
wrath of God" ( Rom. 1 : 18 ). Sin is in us, either as act or state; God's 
punitive righteousness is over against the sinner, n.s something to be feared; 
guilt is a relation of the sinner to that righteousness, namely, the sinner's 
desert of punishment. 

The following remarks may serve both for proof and for explanation: 
A. Guilt is incurred only through self-determined transgression either 

on the part of man's nature or person. We are guilty only of that sin 
which we have originated or have had part in originating. Guilt is not, 
therefore, mere liability to punishment, without participation in the trans
gression for which the punishment is inflicted,- in other words, there is 
no such thing as constructive guilt under the divine government. We are 
accounted guilty only for what we have clone, either personally or in our 
first parents, and for what we are, in consequence of such doing. 

B. Guilt is an objective result of sin, and is not to be confouudecl with 
subjective pollution, or depravity. Every sin, whether of nature or per
son, is au offense against God ( Ps. 51 : 4-6 ), an act or state of opposition 
to his will, which has for its effect God's personal wrath ( Ps. 7 : 11 ; J olm 
3 : 18, 36 ), and which must be expiated either by punishment or by atone
ment ( Heb. 9 : 22 ). Not only does sin, as unlikeness to the divine purity, 
involve pollution,-it also, as antagonism to God's holy will, involves guilt. 
This guilt, or obligation to satisfy the outraged h oliness of Go<l, is explained 
in the New Testament by the terms "debtor" ancl "deht" ( l\lat. 6 : 12 ; 
Luke 13 : 4; l\Iat. 5 : 21; Rom. 3: 19; 6 : 23; Eph. 2 : 3). Since guilt, 
the objective result of sin, is entirely distinct from depravity, the subjective 
result, human nature may, as in Christ, have the guilt without the deprav
ity ( 2 Cor. 5 : 21 ), or may, as in the Christian, ha·rn the depravity without 
the guilt ( 1 John 1 : 7, 8 ). 

C. Guilt, moreover, as au objective resl{lt of sin, is not to be confounded 
with the subjective consciousness of guilt ( Lev. 5 : 17 ). In the condem
nation of conscience, God's condemnation partially and prophetically mani
fests itself ( 1 John 3 : 20 ). But guilt is primarily a rebtion to Goel, and 
only secondarily a relation to conscience. Progress in sin is marked by 
climinishecl sensitiveness of moral insight and feeling. As "the greatest of 
sins is to be conscious of none," so guilt may be great, just in proportion 
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to the absence of cow:1ciousncss of it ( Ps. rn : 12 ; Gl : G ; Eph. 4 : 18, 19 
- arr1/Ay17n.6m; ). Thero is no evidence, however, that the voice of conscience 
can bo completely or finally silenced. The time for ropcntn.nco may pass, 
bnt not the time for remorse. Progress in holiness on the other hand, is 
marked by increasing apprehension of the depth and extent of our sinful
ness, while with this apprehension is comhined, in a normal Christian cxpo
rience, tho assurance that tho guilt of our sin has been taken, and taken 
away, by Christ (John 1 : 29 ). 

2. Degrees of guilt. 

The Scriptures recognize different degrees of guilt as attaching to differ• 
ent kimls of sin. The variety of sacrifices mHlcr the l\losaic law, anJ the 
variety of awards in the judgment, are to be explained upon this principle. 

Casuistry, however, has tlmwn many distinctions which lack Scriptural 
foundation. Such is the distinction between venial sins and mortal sins in 
the Roman Catholic Chw.-ch,- every sin unpardoned being mortal, and all 
sins being venial, since Christ has died for all. Nor is the common distinc
tion between sins of omission and sins of commission more valid, since the 
very omission is an act of commission. 

The following distinctions are indicated in Scripture as involving differ
ent degrees of guilt: 

A. Sin of nature, and personal transgression. 

Sin of nature involves guilt, yet there is greater guilt when this sin of 
nature reasserts itself in personal transgression; for, while this latter 
includes in itself the former, it also adds to the former a new element, 
namely, the conscious exercise of the individual and personal will, by virtue 
of which a new decision is made against God, special evil habit is induced, 
and the total condition of the soul is maclo more depraved. Although we 
have emphasized the guilt of inborn sin, because this truth is most con
tested, it is to be remembered that men reach n. conviction of their native 
depravity only through a conviction of their personal transgressions. For 
this reason, by far the larger part of our preaching upon sin should con
sist in applications of the law of God to the acts and dispositions of men's 
lives. 

B. Sins of ignorance, and sins of knowledge. 

Here guilt is measw.-ed by the degree of light possessed, or in other words, 
by the opportunities of knowledge men have enjoyed, aml the powers with 
which they have been naturally endowed. Genius and privilege increase 
responsibility. The heathen are guilty, but those to whom the oracles of 
God have been committed are more guilty than they. 

C. Sins of infirmity, and sins of presumption. 

Here the guilt is measured by tho energy of the evil will. Sin may be 
known to be sin, yet may be committed in haste or weakness. '!'hough 
haste and weakness constitute a palliation of tho offence which springs 
therefrom, yet they are themselves sins, as re,ealing an unbelieving and 
disorclerecl heart. But of far greater guilt are those presumptuous choices 
of evil in which not weakness, but strength of will, is manifest. 
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D. Sin of incomplete, and sin of final, obtluracy. 
Here the guilt is measured, not by the objective sufficiency or insuf

ficiency of divine grace, hut by the degree of unreceptiYeness into which 
sin has brought the soul. As the only sin unto death which is described 
in Scripture is the sin against the Holy Spirit, we here consider the nature 
of that sin. 

The sin against the Holy Spirit is not to be regarded simply as an isolated 
act, hut also as the external symptom of a heart so radically and finally set 
against God that no power which God can consistently nse will ever save 
it. This sin, therefore, can be only the culmination of a long course of 
self-hardening and self-depraving. He who has committed it must be 
either profounJ.ly indifferent to his own condition, or actively and bitterly 
hostile to Goel ; so that anxiety or fear on account of one's condition is 
evidence that it has not been committed. The sin against the Holy Spirit 
cannot be forgiven, simply because the soul that has committed it has 
·ceased to be receptive of divine influences, even when those influences are 
exerted in the utmost strength which Goel has seen fit to employ in his 
spiritual administration. 

III. PENALTY. 

1. Idea of JJenalty. 

By penalty, we mean that pain or loss which is directly or indirectly 
inflicted by the Lawgiver, in vindication of his justice outraged by the 
violation of law. 

In this definition it is implied that : 
A. The natural consequences of transgression, although they constitute 

a part of the penalty of sin, do not exhaust that penalty. In all penalty 
there is a personal element-the holy m·ath of the Lawgiver,-which nat
ural consequences but partially express. 

B. The object of penalty is not the reformation of the offender or the 
ensuring of social or governmental safety. These ends may be inciuentally 
secured through its infliction, but the great end of penalty is the vindica
tion of the character of the Lawgiver. Penalty is essentially a necessary 
reaction of the divine holiness against sin. Inasmuch, however, as wrong 
views of the object of penalty have so importrmt a bearing upon our future 
studies of doctrine, we make fuller mention of the two erroneous theories 
which have greatest currency. 

( a) Penalty is not essentially reformatory.- By this we mean that the 
reformation of the offender is not its primary design,- as penalty, it is not 
intentled to reform. Penalty, in itself, proceeds not from the love and 
mercy of the Lawgiver, but from his justice. "Whatever reforming influ
ences may in any given instance be connected with it are not parts of the 
penalty, but are mitigations of it, and they are acltled not in justice but in 
grace. If reformation follows the infliction of penalty, it is not the effect 
of the penalty, but the effect of certain benevolent agencies which have 
been provided to turn into a means of good what naturally would be to the 
off ender only a source of harm. 
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That the object of penalty is not reformation appears from Scripture, 
where punishment is often referred to God's justice, but never to God's 
love ; from the intrinsic ill-desert of sin, to which penalty is correlative ; 
from the fact that punishment must bovindicative, in order to bo disciplin
ary, and just, in order to bo reformatory; from the fact that upon this 
theory punishment would not be just when the sinner was already reformed 
or could not be reformed, so that the greater the sin the less tho punish
ment must be. 

( b) Penalty is not essentially deterrent ancl preventive.-By this we 
mean that its primary design is not to protect society, by deterring men 
from tho commission of like offences. W o grant that this end is often 
secnrcd in connection with punishment, both in family and civil govern
ment aml under the government of God. But we claim that this is a 
merely incidental result, which God's wisdom and goodness have connected 
with tho infliction of penalty, - it cannot he the reason and ground for 
penalty itself. Some of tho objections to the preceding theory apply also 
to this. But in addition to what has been said, we urge: 

Penalty cannot be primarily clesignecl to secure social and governmental 
safety, for the reason that it is never right to punish the individual simply 
for the good of society. No punishment, moreover, will or can do good to 
others that is not just and right in itself. Punishment does good, only 
when the person punished deserves punishment; and that desert of pun
ishment, and not the good effects that will follow it, must be the ground 
and reason why it is inflicted. The contrary theory would imply that the 
criminal might go free hnt for the effect of his punishment on others, and 
that man might rightly commit crime if only he were willing to bear the 
penalty. 

2. The actual penalty of sin. 
The one word in Scripture which designates the total penalty of sin is 

'' death." Death, however, is twofold : 

A. Physical death,- or the separation of the soul from the body, 
including all those temporal evils and sufferings which result from dis
turbance of the original harmony between body and soul, and which are 
the working of death in us. That physical death is a part of the penalty 
of sin, appears : 

( a ) From Scripture. 

This is the most obvious import of the threatening in Gen. 2 : 17 -" thou 
shalt surely die"; cf. 3: 19-" unto dust shalt thou return." Allusions to 
this threat in the 0. T. confirm this interpretation: Num. 16: 29-" visited 
after the visitation of all men," where 1R~ = judicial visitation, or punish
ment ; 27 : 3 ( LXX. - <5t' aµaprfov avrov ). The prayer of l\Ioses in Ps. 90 : 
7-D, 11, and the prayer of Hezekiah in Is. 38: 17, 18, recognize pfainly the 
penal nature of death. The samo doctrine is taught in the N. T., as for 
example, John 8 : 44 ; Rom. 5 : 12, 14, lG, 17, where the judicial phrase
ology is to be noted ( cf. 1 : 32) ; see 6 : 23 also. In 1 Pet. 4 : 6, physical 
death is spoken of as God's judgment against sin. In 1 Cor. 15 : 21, 22, 
the bodily resurrection of all believers, in Christ, is contrasted with the 
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bodily death of all men, in Adam. Rom. 4 : 24, 25 ; 6 : 9, 10 ; 8 : 3, 10, 
11 ; Gal. 3 : 13, show that Christ submitted to physical death as the pen
alty of sin, and by his resurrection from the grave gave proof that the 
penalty of sin was exhausted and that humanity in him was justified. "As 
the resurrection of the body is a part of the redemption, so the death of 
the body is a part of the penalty." 

( b ) From reason. 

The universal prevalence of suffering and death among rational creatures 
cannot be reconciled with the divine justice, except upon the supposition 
that it is a judicial infliction on account of a common sinfulness of nature 
belonging even to those who have not reached moral consciousness. 

The objection that death existed in the animal creation before the Fall 
may be answered by saying that, but for the fact of man's sin, it would not 
have existed. We may believe that God arranged even the geologic his
tory to correspond with the foreseen fact of human apostasy ( cf. Rom. 8 : 
20-23-where the creation is said to have been made subject to vanity by 
reason of man's sin ). 

The translation of Enoch and Elijah, and of the saints that remain at 
Christ's second coming, seems intended to teach us that death is not a 
necessary law of organized being, and to show what would have happened 
to Adam if he had been obedient. He was created a "natural," "earthly" 
body, but might have attained a higher being, the "spiritual," "heavenly" 
boc1y, without the intervention of death. Sin, however, has turned the 
normal condition of things into the rare exception ( cf. 1 Cor. 15 : 42-50 ). 
Since Christ endured death as the penalty of sin, death to the Christian 
becomes the gateway through which he enters into full communion with his 
Lord. 

B. Spiritual death,-or the separation of the soul from Goel, including 
all that pain of conscience, loss of peace, and sorrow of spirit, which result 
from disturbance of the normal relation between the soul and God. 

( a ) Although physical death is a part of the penalty of sin, it is by no 
means the chief part. The term 'death' is frequently used in Scripture 
in a moral and spiritual sense, as denoting the absence of that which con
stitutes the true life of the soul, namely, the presence and favor of God. 

( b) It cannot be doubted that the penalty denounced in the garden and 
fallen upon the race is primarily and mainly that death of the soul which 
consists in its separation from Goel. In this sense only, death was fully 
visited upon Adam in the clay on which he ate the forbidden fruit ( Gen. 2: 
17 ). In this sense only, death is escaped by the Christian ( John 11: 26 ). 
For this reason, in the parallel between Adam and Christ (Rom. 5: 12-21), 
the apostle passes from the thought of mere physical death in the early 
part of the passage to that of both physical and spiritual death at its close 
( verse 21- "as sin reigned in death, even so might grace reign through 
righteousness unto eternal life through Jesus Christ our Lord"- where 
" eternal life " is more than endless physical existence, and " death " is 
more than death of the body ). 
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( c) Eternal death may be rcgardell as the culmination and completion of 
spiritual death, and as essentially consisting in the correspondence of the 
outward condition with tho inward state of the evil soul ( Acts 1 : 25 ). It 
would seem to be inaugmated by some peculiar repellent energy of the 
di vino holiness ( l\fat. 25 : 41 ; 2 Thess. 1 : 9 ), and to involve positive retri
bution visited by a personal God upon both the body and the soul of the 
evil-doer ( l\lat. 10 : 28; Heb. 10 : 31 ; Rev. 14 : 11 ). 

SECTION VIL-THE SALVATION OF INF.ANTS. 

The views which have been presented with regard to inborn depravity 
and the reaction of divine holiness against it suggest tho question whether 
infants dying before arriving at moral consciousness arc saved, and if so, 
in what way. To this question we reply as follows: 

(a) Infants are in a state of sin, need to be regenerated, and cau be 
saved only through Christ. 

{b) Yet as compared with those who havepersonallytransgTessed, they 
are recognized as possessed of a relative innocence, and of a submissiveness 
and trustfulness, which may serve to illustrate the graces of Christian char
acter. 

( c) For this reason, they are the objects of special divine compassion 
and care, and through the grace of Christ are certain of salvation. 

( d) The descriptions of God's merciful provision as coextensive with 
the ruin of the Fall also lead us to believe that those who die in infancy 
receive salvation through Christ as certainly as they inherit sin from Adam. 

( c) The condition of salvation for adults is personal faith. Infants are 
incapable of fulfilling this condition. Since Christ has died for all, we 
have 1·eason to believe that provision is made for their reception of Christ 
in some other way. 

(f) At the final judgment, personal conduct is made the test of charac
ter. But infants are incapable of personal transgi·ession. We have reason, 
therefore, to believe that they will be among the saved, since this rule of 
decision "ill not apply to them. 

( g) Since there is no evidence that children dying in infancy are regen
erated prior to death, either with or without the use of external means, it 
seems most probable that the work of regeneration may be performed by 
the Spirit in connection with the infant soul's first view of Christ in the 
other world. As the remains of natural depravity in the Christian are 
eradicated, not by death, but at death, through the sight of Christ and 
union with him, so the first moment of consciousness for the infant may be 
coincident with n. view of Christ the Savior which accomplishes the entire 
sanctification of its natme. 

While, in the nature of things and by the express declarations of Script
ure, we are precluded from extending this doctrine of regeneration at death 

12 
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to any who have committed personal sins, we are ne-vertheless warranted in 
the conclusion that, certain and great as is the guilt of original sin, no 
human soul is etemally condemned solely for this sin of nature, but that, 
on the other hand, all who have not consciously and wilfully transgressed 
are made partakers of Christ's salvation. 



PART VI. 

SOTERIOLOGY, OR THE DOCTRINE OF SALVATION THROUGH 
THE WORK OF CHRIST AND OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. 

C.HAPTER I. 

CHRISTOLOGY, OR THE REDEMPTION WROUGHT BY CHRIST. 

SECTION I. -HISTORICAL PREPARATION FOR REDEMPTION. 

Since God had from eternity determined to redeem mankind, the history 
of the race from the time of the Fall to the coming of Christ was providen
tially arrangecl to prepare the way for this redemption. The preparation 
was two-folcl : 

L NEGATIVE PREPARATION,-in the history of the heathen world. 

This showed ( 1 ) the true nature of sin, and the depth of spiritual igno
rance and of moral depravity to which the race, left to itself, must fall ; and 
( 2) the powerlessness of human nature to preserve or regain an adequate 
knowledge of God, or to deliver itself from sin by philosophy or art. 

II. PosITIVE PREPARATION,-in the history of Israel. 

A single people was separatecl from all others, from the time of Abraham, 
and was educated in three great truths : ( 1 ) the majesty of God, in his 
unity, omnipotence, and holiness; ( 2) the sinfulness of man, and his moral 
helplessness; ( 3) the certainty of a coming salvation. This education 
from the time of Moses was conducted by the use of three principal 
agencies: 

A. Law.-The l\Iosaic legislation, (a) by its theophanies and miracles, 
cultivated faith in a pe1·sonal and ahnighty God and Judge ; ( b) by its 
commands and threatenings, wakened the sense of sin ; ( c ) by its priestly 
and sacrificial system, inspired hope of some way of pardon and access to 
God. 

B. Prophecy. -This was of two kinds : ( a) verbal, - beginning with 
the protevangelium in the garden, and extending to within four hunclred 
years of the coming of Christ; ( b) typicru, -in persons, as Adam, :\Iel
chisedek, Joseph, l\Ioses, ,T oshua, David, Solomon, ,T onah ; ancl in acts, as 
Isaac's sacrifice, and l\loses' lifting up the serpent in the wilderness. 

179 
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C. Judgment.-Repeated divine chastisements for idolatry culminated 
in the overthrow of the kingdom, and the captivity of the Jews. The exile 
had two principal effects: (a) religions,-in giving monotheism firm root 
in the heart of the people, and in leading to the establishment of the syna
gogue-system, by which monotheism was thereafter preserved and propa
gated; (b) civil,-in converting the Jews from an agricultural to a trading 
people, scattering them among all nations, and finally imbuing them with 
the spirit of Roman law and organization. 

Thus a people was made ready to receive the gospel and to propagate 
it throughout the world, at the very time when the world had hecome 
conscious of its needs, and, through its greatest philosophers and poets, 
was expressing its longings for deliverance. 

SECTION II.-THE PERSON OF CHRIST, 

The redemption of mankind from sin was to be effected through a l\Iedi
ator who should unite in himself both the human natme and the divine, in 
order that he might reconcile God to man and man to God. To facilitate 
an understanding of the Scriptural doctrine under consideration, it will be 
desirable at the outset to present a brief historical survey of views respect
ing the Pe1·son of Chi·ist. 

I. HISTORICAL SURVEY OF Vrnws RESPECTING THE PERSON oF CHRIST. 

1. The Ebionites ( jl~9~ = 'poor' ; A. D. 107?) denied the reality of 
Christ's divine nature, and held him to be merely man, whether naturally 
or supernaturally conceived. This man, however, held a peculiar relation 
to Goel, in that, from the time of his baptism, an unmeasured fulness of the 
clivne Spirit rested upon him. Ebionism was simply Judaism within the 
pale of the Christian church, and its denial of Christ's godhood was occa
sioned by the apparent incompatibility of this doctrine with monotheism. 

2. The Docetce ( ooKiw - 'to seem,' 'to appear ' ; A. D. 70-170 ) , like 
most of the Gnostics in the second century and the l\Ianichees in the third, 
denied the reality of Christ's human body. This view was the logical 
sequence of their assumption of the inherent evil of matter. If matter is 
evil and Christ was pure, then Christ's human body must have been merely 
phantasmal. Docetism was simply pagan philosophy introduced into the 
church. 

3. The Arians ( Arius, condemned at Nice, 325) denied the integrity 
of the divine nature in Christ. They regarded the Logos who united him
self to humanity in Jesus Christ, not as possessed of absolute godhood, but 
as the first and highest of created beings. This view originated in a mis
interpretation of the Scriptural accounts of Christ's state of humiliation, 
and in mistaking temporary subordination for original and permanent 
inequality. 

4. The Apollinarians ( Apollinaris, condemned at Constantinople, 381) 
denied the integrity of Christ's human nature. According to this view, 
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Christ had no human 1•01•(; or m•ri•µa, other than that which wns furnished by 
the dirine nature. Christ had only the hmnau ai:>11a nud t/mx~; the place 
of tho hnman i•oi·!: or 'TrVri'Tla was filled by tho divine Logos. Apollinarism 
is an attempt to construe the doctrine of Christ's person in the forms of tho 
Platonic trichotomy. 

5. The J..Yest01·ians ( Nestorius, removed from the Patriarchate of Con
stantinople, 431 ) denied the real union between the divine and the human 
natures in Christ, making it rather a moral than an organic one. They 
refused therefore to attribute to the resultant unity tho attributes of each 
nature, and regarded Christ as a man in very near relation to Goel. Thus 
they virtually held to two natures and two persons, instead of two natures 
in one person. 

6. The Eutychians ( condemned at Chalcedon, 451 ) denied the dis
tinction and coex.istonco of the two natures, and held to a mingling of both 
into one, which constituted a tcrtimn quid, or third nature. Sinco in this 
case the divine must overpower the human, it follows that tho human was 
really absorbed into or transmuted into the divine, although the divine was 
not in all respects the same, after the union, that it was before. Hence the 
Eutychians were often called l\Ionophysites, because they virtually reduced 
the two natures to one. 

The foregoing survey would seem to show that history had exhausted the 
possibilities of heresy, and that the future denials of the doctrine of Christ's 
person must be, in essence, forms of the views ah-eady mentioned. All 
controversies with regard to the person of Christ must, of necessity, hinge 
upon one of three points: first, the reality of the two natures; seconilly, 
the integrity of the two natures; thirdly, the union of the two natures in 
one person. Of these points, Ebionism and Docetism deny the reality of 
the natures; Arianism and Apollinarianism deny their integrity; while 
X estorianism and Eutychianism deny their proper union. In opposition 
to all these errors, the orthodox doctrine held its ground and maintains it 
to this day. 

7. The Orthodox doctrine ( promulgated at Chalcedon, 451) holds that 
in the one person Jesus Christ there are two natures, a human nature and 
a divine nature, each in its completeness and integrity, and that these two 
natures are organically and indissolubly united, yet so that no third nature 
is formed thereby. In brief, to use the antiquated dictum, orthodox doc
trine forbids us either to divide the person or to confound the natures. 

That this doctrine is Scriptural and rational, we have yet to show. We 
may most easily arrange our proofs by reducing the tluee points mentioned 
to two, namely : first, the reality and integrity of the two natures ; sec
ondly, the union of the two natures in one person. 

II. THE TWO NATURES OF CHRIST, -THEm REALITY AND INTEGRITY. 

1. The Humanity of Christ. 

A. Its Reality. - This may be shown as follows : 

(a) He expressly called himself, and was called, "man." 
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( b ) He possessed the essential elements of human nature as at present 
constituted - a material body and a rational soul. 

( c) He was moved by the instinctive principles, and he exercised the 
active powers, which belong to a normal and developed humanity (hunger, 
thirst, weariness, sleep, love, compassion, anger, anxiety, fear, groaning, 
weeping, prayer ). 

(d) He was subject to the ordinary laws of human development, both in 
body and soul ( grew and waxed strong in spirit ; asked questions ; grew in 
wisdom and stature; learned obedience; suffered being tempted; was 
made perfect through sufferings ) . 

( e) He suffered and died ( bloody sweat; gave up his spirit; his side 
pierced, and straightway there came out blood and water). 

B. Its Integrity. We here use the term 'integrity' to signify, not 
merely completeness, but perfection. That which is perfect is, a fortiori, 
complete in all its parts. Christ's human nature was: 

( a) Supernaturally conceived ; since the denial of his supernatural con
ception involves either a denial of the purity of l\Iary, his mother, or a denial 
of the truthfulness of l\Iatthew's and Luke's narratives. 

( b) Free, both from hereditary depravity, and from actual sin; as is 
shown by his never offering sacrifice, never praying for forgiveness, teach
ing that all but he needed the new birth, challenging all to convict him of 
a single sin. 

{ c) Ideal human nature, - furnishing the moral pattern which man is 
progressively to realize, although within limitations of knowledge and of 
activity required by his vocation as the world's Redeemer. 

( d) A human nature that found its personality only in union with the 
divine nature,-in other words, a human nature impersonal, in the senRe 
that it had no personality separate from the divine nature, and prior to its 
union therewith. 

( e) A human nature germinal, and capable of self-communication, -
so constituting him the spiritual head and beginning of a new race, the 
second Adam from whom fallen man individually and collectively derives 
new and holy life. 

The passages here alluded to abundantly confute the Docetic denial of 
Christ's veritable human body, and the Apollinarian denial of Christ's ver
itable human soul. l\Iore than this, they establish the reality and integrity 
of Christ's human nature, as possessed of all the elements, faculties, and 
powers essential to humanity. 

2. The Deity of Chrlst. 

The reality and integrity of Christ's divine nature have been sufficiently 
proved in a former chapter ( see pages 82-89 ). We need only refer to the 
evidence there given, that, during his earthly ministry, Christ: 

(a) Possessed a knowledge of his own deity. 
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( b) Exercised divine powers and prerogatives. 

But this is to say, in other words, that there were, in Christ, a knowl
edge and a power such as belong only to God. The passages cited furnish 
a refutation of both the Ebionite denial of the reality, and the Arian denial 
of the integrity, of the divine nature in Christ. 

III. THE UNION OF THE TWO NATURES IN ONE PERSON. 

Distinctly as tho Scriptmes represent Jesus Christ to have been possessed 
of a divine nature arn1 of a human nature, each unaltered in essence and 
umlivcsted of its normal attributes and powers, they with equal distinctness 
represent J esns Christ as a single 1mdivided personality in whom these two 
natures arc vitally and inseparably united, so that he is properly, not God 
and man, but tho God-man. The two natures are bound together, not by 
the moral tic of friendship, nor by tho spiritual tie which links the believer 
to his Lord, but by a bond unique and inscrntn.ble, which constitutes them 
one person with a single consciousness and will, - this consciousness and 
will including within their possible range both the human nature and the 
divine. 

1. Proof of this Union. 

(a) Christ uniformly speaks of himself, and is spoken of, as a single 
person. There is no interchange of 'I' and 'thou' between the human 
and the divine natures, such as we find between the persons of the Trinity 
( John 17 : 23 ). Christ never uses the plural number in referring to him
self, 1mless it be in John 3 : 11- "wo speak that we do know,"- and even 
here "we" is more probably used as inclusive of tho disciples. 1 John 
4 : 2-"is come in the flesh" - is supplemented by John 1 : H- "became 
flesh" ; and these texts together assure us that Christ so C:.tllle in human 
nature as to make that nature an element in his single personality. 

( b) The attributes and powers of both natures are ascribed to the one 
Christ, and conversely the works aud dignities of the one Christ are 
ascribed to either of the natures, in a way inexplicable, except upon the 
principle that these two nntures are organically aud iudissolubly united in 
a single person ( examples of the former usage are Rom. 1 : 3 and 1 Pet. 
3 : 18; of the latter, 1 Tim. 2 : 5 and Heb. 1 : 2, 3 ). Hence we can say, 
on the one hancl, that the God-man existed before Abraham, yet was born 
iu the reign of Augustus Cresar, and that J esns Christ wept, was weary, 
suffered, died, yet is the same yesterclay, to-day, ancl forever; on the other 
hancl, that a divine Savior redeemed us upon the cross, and that the human 
Christ is present with his people even to the end of tho world ( Eph. 1 : 23 ; 
4 : 10 ; l\fat. 28 : 20 ). 

( c) The constant Scriptural representations of the infinite value of 
Christ's atonement and of the union of the human race with God which 
has been secured in him are intelligible only when Christ is regarded, not 
as a man of God, but as the God-man, in whom the two natures are so 
united that what each does has the value of both. 

( d) It corroborates this view to remember that the universal Christian 
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consciousness recognizes in Christ a single and undivided personality, and 
expresses this recognition in its services of song and prayer. 

The foregoing proof of the union of a perfect humi;.n nature and of a 
perfect divine nature in the single person of Jesus Christ suffices to refute 
both the N estorian separation of the natures and the Eutychian confound
ing of them. Certain modern forms of stating the doctrine of this union, 
however-forms of statement into which there enter some of the miscon
ceptions already noticed- need a brief examination, before we proceed to 
our own attempt at elucidation. 

2. JJiodern misrepresentations of this Union. 

A. Theory of an incomplete humanity.- Gess and Beecher hold that 
the immaterial pa1·t in Christ's humanity is only contracted and meta
morphosed deity. 

The advocates of this view maintain that the divine Logos reduced him• 
self to the condition and limits of human nature, and thus literally became 
a human soul. The theory differs from Apollinarianism, in that it does not 
necessarily presuppose a trichotomous view of man's nature. ,vhile 
Apollinarianism, however, denied the human origin only of Christ's -rrvevµa, 
this themy extends the denial to his entire immaterial being,-his body 
alone being derived from the Virgin. It is held, in slightly varying forms, 
by the Germans, Hofmann and Ebrard, as well as by Gess ; and Henry 
Ward Beecher was its chief representative in America. 

Against this the01-y we lll'ge the following objections: 

(a) It rests upon a false interpretation of the passage John 1 : 14-
o A6yor crap; iytveTo. The word crap; here has its common New Testament 
meaning. It designates neither soul nor body alone, but human nature in 
its totality ( cj. John 3 : 6-To yeyevv1Jµivov i:K Tijr crapKor crap; fonv; Rom. 7: 
18- ovK oiKei iv l:µol, TOVT' fonv i:v Ty crapKt µov, aya-&6v ). That i:yi.veTo does not 
imply a transmutation of the A6yor into human nature, or into a human 
soul, is evident from icrKfrvC,Jcrev which follows - an allusion to the Shechinah 
of the l\Iosaic tabernacle ; and from the parallel passage 1 John 4 : 2 - iv 
crapK'i eA1JAv-&6m-where we are taught not only the oneness of Christ's 
person, but the distinctness of the constituent natures. 

( b ) It contradicts the two great classes of Scripture passages already 
referred to, which assert on the one hand the divine knowledge and power 
of Christ and his consciousness of oneness with the Father, and on the 
other hand the completeness of his human nature and its derivation from 
the stock of Israel and the seed of Abraham ( l\Iat. 1 : 1-16; Heb. 2 : 16). 
Thus it denies both the true humanity, and the true deity, of Christ. 

( c) It is inconsistent with the Scriptural representations of God's immu
tability, in maintaining that the Logos gives up the attributes of Godhead, 
and his place and office as second person of the Trinity, in order to contract 
himself into the limits of humanity. Since attributes and substance are 
correlative terms, it is impossible to hold that the substance of Goel is in 
Christ, so long as he does not possess divine attributes. As we shall see 
hereafter, however, the possession of divine attributes by Christ does not 
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necessarily implr hi'3 constant exercise of th<>m. His humiliation indeed 
consisted in his giving up their independent exercise. 

( d) It is destructive of tho whole Scriptural scheme of salvation, in th1tt 
it 1·endcrs impossible any experience of human naturo on tho part of the 
divine,-for when God becomes mnu he ceases to bo God ; in that it renders 
imposRihlo any sufficient atonement on the part of human nature,-for 
mere humanity, even though its esRence be a contracted and dormant deity, 
is not capable of a suffering which shall have infinite value; in that it 
renders impossible any proper union of the human race with God in the 
person of Jesus Christ,-for where true deity aud true humanity are both 
absent, there can be no union between the two. 

B. Theory of a gradual incarnation -Dorner and Rothe hold that tho 
union between the divine and tho human natures is not completed by tho 
incarnating act. 

The advocates of this view maintain that tho union between the two 
natures is accomplished by a gradual communication of tho fnlncss of the 
divine Logos to the man Christ Jesus. This communication is mediated 
by the human consciousness of J csus. Before the human consciousness 
begins, the personality of the Logos is not yet divine-human. The per
sonal union completes itself only gradually, as the hum.au consciousness is 
sufficiently developed to appropriate the divine. 

It is objectionable for the following reasons: 

(a) The Scripture plainly teaches thut that which was born of l\Iary 
was as completely Son of God as Son of mun ( Luke 1 : 35 ) ; and that in 
the incarnating act, and not at his resurrection, Jesus Christ became the 
Goel-man ( Phil. 2 : 7 ). But this theory virtually teaches the birth of a 
man who subsequently and gmdually became the God-man, by consciously 
appropriating the Logos to whom he sustained ethical relations-relations 
with regard to which the Scripture is entirely silent. Its radical error is that 
of mistaking an incomplete consciousness of the union for an incomplete 
union. 

( b) Since consciousness and will belong to personality, as distinguished 
from nature, the hypothesis of a mutual, conscious, and ,olnntary appro
priation of divinity by humanity and of humanity by divinity, cluring the 
earthly life of Christ, is but a more subtle form of the N estoriau doctrine 
of a double personality. It follows, moreover, that as these two personal
ities do not become absolutely one until the resurrection, the death of the 
man Jesus Christ, to whom the Logos has not yet fully united himself, 
cannot possess an infinite atoning efficacy. 

( c) While this theory asserts a final complete union of God and man in 
Jesus Christ, it ren<lers this union far more difficult to reason, by involving 
the merging of two persons in one, rather than tho union of two natures 
in one person. We have seen, moreover, that the Scripture gives no coun
tenance to the doctrine of a clouble personality during the earthly lifo of 
Christ. The Goel-man never says: "I and the Logos are one"; "he that 
hath seen me hath seen the Logos" ; "the Logos is greater than I" ; "I 
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go to the Logos." In the absence of all Scripture evidence in favor of this 
theory, we must regard the rational and dogmatic arguments against it as 
conclusive. 

3. The real nature of this Union. 
(a) Its great importance.-While the Scriptlll'es represent the person 

of Christ as the crowning mystery of the Christian scheme ( l\Iatt. 11 : 27 ; 
Col. 1 : 27; 2 : 2 ; 1 Tim. 3: 16 ), they also incite us to its study (John 
17: 3; 20: 27; Luke 24: 39; Phil. 3: 8, 10 ). This is the more needful, 
since Christ is not only the central point of Christianity, but is Cb.J:istianity 
itself-the embodied reconciliation and union between man and God. 
The following 1·emarks are offered, not as fully explaining, but only as in 
some respects relieving, the difficulties of the subject. 

( b) The chief problems. -These problems are the following : 1. one 
personality and two natures; 2. human nature without personality; 3. 
relation of the Logos to the humanity during the earthly life of Christ ; 4. 
relation of the humanity to the Logos dming the heavenly life of Christ. 
We may throw light on 1, by the figure of two concentric circles; on 2, 
by remembering that two earthly parents unite in producing a single child; 
on 3, by the illustration of latent memory, which contains so much more 
than present 1·ecollection ; on 4, by the thought that body is the manifes
tation of spirit, and that Christ in his heavenly state is not confined to 
place. 

( c) Reason for mystery.-The union of the two natures in Christ's person 
is necessarily inscrutable, because there are no analogies to it in onr experi
ence. Attempts to illustrate it on the one hand from the union and yet 
the distinctness of soul and body, of iron and heat, and on the other hand 
from the union antl yet the distinctness of Christ and the believer, of the 
divine Son and the Father, ai·e one-sided antl become utterly misleading, if 
they ai:e 1·egar<led as furnishing a rationale of the union and not simply a 
means of repelling objection. The first two illustrations mentioned above 
lack the essential element of two natures to make them complete : soul and 
body are not two natures, but one, nor are iron and heat two substances. 
The last two illustrations mentioned above lack the element of single per
sonality : Christ and the believer are two persons, not one, even as the Son 
and the Father a1·e not one person, but two. 

( d) Ground of possibility.- The possibility of the union of deity and 
humanity in one person is grounded in the original creation of man in 
the divine image. l\Ian's kinship to God, in other words, his possession of 
a rational and spiritual nature, is the condition of incarnation. Brute-life 
is incapable of union with God. But human natme is capable of the divine, 
in the sense not only that it lives, moves, and has its being in God, but that 
God may unite himself indissolubly to it and endue it with divine powers, 
while yet it remains all the more truly human. Since the moral image of 
God in human nature has been lost by sin, Christ, the perfect image of 
God after which man was originally made, 1·estores that lost image by 
uniting himself to humanity and filling it with his divine life and love. 

( e) No double versonallty.-This possession of two natlll'es does not 
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im·olvo n double personality in the God-mnn, for tho renson thnt the Logos 
takes into union with himself, not an inclindual man with nlreiuly devel

oped personality, but human nature whieh hns hnd no sepnrnto existcnco 
before its union ·with the divine. Christ's human nature is impersonal, in 
the scnso thnt it ntt11ins s<.>lf-consciousness nml sclf-clctcrmination only in 

the personality of tho Gotl-mnn. Here it is important to mnrk the dis
tinction between nature and person. Nature is substance possessed in 

common; tho p<.>rsons of the Trinity hnve one nnturc; there is a common 
nnturo of mnnkind. Person is nature separntely subsisting, with powers 
of consciousness nud ·will. Since the human nature of Christ has not aud 

never had n separate subsistence, it is impersonal, and in the Goel-man 
the Logos fnrnish('s tho principle of personality. It is equally important 

to observe that self-consciousness and self-determination do uot belong to 

nntnre as such, but only to personality. For this reason, Christ has not 
two consciousnesses and two wills, bnt a single consciousness and a singlo 
"\\ill, This consciousness and ·will, moreover, is never simply human, but 

is always theanthropic - an activity of the one personality which unites in 

itself the human and the divine ( l\Iark 13 : 32 ; Luke 22 : 42 ). 

(f) Effect upon the human.-The union of the divine and the human 

natures makes the latter possessed of the powers belonging to the former ; 
in other words, the attributes of the divine nature are imparted to the 

human without passing over into its essence,- so that the human Christ 

even on earth had power to be, to know, and to do, as God. That this 
power was latent, or was only rarely manifested, was the resnlt of the self

chosen state of humiliation upon which the Goel-man had entered. In 
this state of humiliation, the communication of the contents of his clivine 

nature to the human was mediated by tho Holy Spirit. The God-man, in 
his servant-form, knew and tnught and performed only what the Spirit 
permitted aml directed ( l\Iat. 3 : 16 ; John 3 : 3-! ; Acts 1 : 2 ; 10 : 38 ; Heb. 
9 : 1-! ). But when thus permitted, he knew, taught, all(l performed, not, 
like the prophets, by power communicated from without, but by virtue of 

his own inner divine energy (:i\Iat. 17 : 2 ; l\Iark 5 : 41 ; Luke 5 : 20, 21 ; 
6: 19; John 2: 11, 2-!, 25; 3 : 13; 20: 19 ). 

(g) Effect upon the divine.-This communion of the natures was such 

that, although the divine nature in itself is incapable of ignorance, weak
ness, temptation, suffering, or death, the one person Jesus Christ was 

capable of these by virtue of the union of the divine nature with a human 

nature in him. As the human Savior can exercise divine attributes, not in 

virtue of his humanity alone, but derivatively, by virtue of his possession 

of a divine nature, so the divine Savior can suffer and be ignorant as man, 
not in his divine nature, but derivatively, by virtue of his possession of a 
human nature. We may illustrate this from the connection between body 
and soul. The soul suffers pain from its union with the body, of which 
apart from the body it would be incapable. So the Gou-man, although in 

his divine nature impassible, was capable, through his union with human

ity, of absolutely infinite suffering. 

( h) Necessity of the union.-The union of two natures in one person 

is necessary to constitute Jesus Christ a proper mediator between man and 
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God. His two-fold nature gives him fellowship with both parties, since it 
involves an equal <lignity with God, and at the same time a perfect sympathy 
with man ( Heb. 2 : 17, 18; 4 : 15, 16 ). This two-fold nature, moreover, 
enables him to present to both God and man proper terms of reconcilia
tion : being man, he can make atonement for man ; being God, his atone
ment has infinite value ; while both his divinity and his humanity combine 
to move the hearts of offenders and constrain them to submission and love 
( 1 Tim. 2 : 5; Heb. 7 : 25 ). 

( i) The union eternal.-The union of humanity with deity in the person 
of Christ is indissoluble and eternal. Unlike the avatars of the East, the 
incarnation was a permanent assumption of human nature by the second 
person of the Trinity. In the ascension of Christ, glorified humanity has 
attained the throne of the universe. By his Spirit, this same divine-human 
Savior is omnipresent to secure the progress of his kingdom. The final 
subjection of the Son to the Father, alluded to in 1 Cor. 15 : 28, cannot be 
other than the complete return of the Son to his original relation to the 
Father ; since, according to John 17 : 5, Christ is again to possess the 
glory which he had with the Father before the world was ( cf. Heb. 1 : 8 ; 
7 : 24, 25 ). 

(J) Infinite and finite in Clll'ist.- Our investigation of the Scripture 
teaching with regard to the Person of Christ leads us to three important 
conclusions: 1. that deity and humanity, the infinite and the finite, in him 
are not mutually exclusive; 2. that the humanity in Christ differs from his 
deity not merely in degree but also in kind ; and 3. that this difference 
in kind is the difference between the infinite original and the finite deriva
tive, so that Christ is the source of life, both physical aud spiritual, for all 
men. 

SECTION III.-THE TWO STATES OF CHRIST, 

I. T~ STATE OF HUMILIATION. 

1. The nature of this humiliation. 

We may dismiss, as unworthy of serious notice, the views that it consisted 
essentially either in the union of the Logos with human nature,- for this 
union with human nature continues in the state of exaltation; or in the 
outward trials and privations of Christ's human life,- for this view casts 
reproach upon poverty, and ignores the power of the soul to rise superior 
to its outward circumstances. 

We may devote more attention to the 

A. Theory of'Thomasins, Delitzsch, and Crosby, that the humiliation 
consisted in the surrender of the relative divine attributes. 

This theory holds that the Logos, although retaining his divine self
consciousness and his immanent attributes of holiness, love, and truth, 
surrendered his relative attributes of omniscience, omnipotence, and omni-
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presence, in order to tnke to himself veritable human nature. Acconling 
to this view, thero are, indeed, two natures in Christ, but neither of these 
natures is infinite. Thomnsins and Delitzsch are the chief advocates of 
this theory in Germany. Dr. Howard Crosby has maintained a similar 
view in America. 

We object to this view that: 
(a) It contratlicts tho Scriptures already referred to, in which Christ 

ass0rts his divine knowledge and power. Divinity, it is sni<l, can give up 
it!i world-functions, for it existed without these before crention. Bnt to 
gh-e up divine attributes is to give up the substance of Godhcncl. Noris 
it a sufficient reply to sny that only the relative n.ttributes are given up, 
while the immanent attributes, which chiefly characterize the Godhead, aro 
retained ; for the immanent necessarily involve the relative, as the greater 
involve the less. 

( b) Since the Logos, in uniting himself to a human soul, reduces him
self to the condition anu limitations of a human soul, the theory is virtually 
a theory of the coexistence of two human souls in Christ. But the union 
of two finite souls is more difficult to explain than the union of a finite and 
an infinite,-sincc there can be in the former case no intelligent guidance 
and control of the human element by the divine. 

( c) This theory fails to secure its end, that of making comprehensible 
the human development of Jesus,- for even though divested of the relative 
attributes of Godhood, the Logos still 1·etains his divine self-consciousness, 
together with his immanent attributes of holiness, love, and truth. This 
is as difficult to reconcile with a purely natural human development as the 
possession of the relative clinne attributes would be. The theory logically 
leads to a further denial of the possession of any divine attributes, or of 
any cli vine consciousness at all, on the part of Christ, and merges itself in 
the view of Gess and Beecher, that the Godhead of the Logos is actually 
transformed into a human soul. 

B. Theory that the humiliation consisted in the surrender of the inde
pendent exercise of the divine attributes. 

This theory, which we regard as the most satisfactory of all, may be more 
fully set forth ns follows. The humiliation, ns the Scriptures seem to 
show, consisted: 

(a) In that act of the preexistent Logos by which he gave up his divine 
glory with the Father, in order to take a servant-form. In this act, he 
resigned not the possession, nor yet entirely the use, but rather the inde
pendent exercise, of the divine attributes. 

( b) In the submission of the Logos to the control of the Holy Spirit and 
the limitations of his l\Iessianic mission, in his communication of the 
divine fulness of the human natme which he had taken into union with 
himself. 

( c) In the continuous surrender, on the part of the God-man, so far as 
his human nature was concerned, of the exerciRe of those divine powers 
with which it was endowed by virtue of its union with the divine, and in 
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the voluntary acceptance, which followed upon this, of temptation, suffer• 
ing, and death. 

Each of these elements of the doctrine has its own Scriptural support. 
We must therefore regard the humiliation of Christ, not as consisting in a 
single act, but as involving a continuous self-renunciation, which began 
with the Kenosis of the Logos in becoming man, and which culminated in 
the self-subjection of the God-man to the death of the cross. 

2. The stages of Ghrist' s humiliation. 

We may distinguish : ( a) That act of the pre'incarnate Logos by which, 
in becoming man, he gave up the independent exercise of the divine attri
butes. ( b) His submission to the common laws which regulate the origin 
of souls from a preexisting sinful stock, in taking his human nature from 
the Virgin,-a human nature which only the miraculous conception ren
dered pure. ( c) His subjection to the limitations involved in a human 
growth and clevelopment,-reaching the consciousness of his sonship at his 
twelfth year, and working no miracles till after the baptism. (cl) The 
subordination of himself, in state, knowledge, teaching, and acts, to the 
control of the Holy Spirit,-so living, not independently, but as a servant. 
( c ) His subjection, as connected with a sinful race, to temptation ancl suf
fering, and finally to the death which constituted the penalty of the law. 

II. THE STATE OF EXALTATION. 

l. The nature of this exaltation. 

It consisted essentially in : (a) A resumption, on the part of the Logos, 
of his independent exercise of divine attributes. ( b) The withdrawal, on 
the part of the Logos, of all limitations in his communication of the divine 
fulness to the human nature of Christ. ( c) The corresponding exercise, 
on the part of the human nature, of those powers which belonged to it by 
virtue of its union with the divine. 

2. Tlze stages of Christ's exaltation. 

(a) The quickening and resurrection. 

Both Lutherans and Romanists distinguish between these two, making 
the former precede, and the latter follow, Christ's "preaching to the spir
its in prison." These views rest rtpon a misinterpretation of 1 Pet. 3 : 18-
20. Lutherans teach that Christ descended into hell, to proclaim his 
triumph to evil spirits. But this is to give h~pv;ev the unusual sense of 
proclaiming his triumph, instead of his gospel. Romanists teach that 
Christ entered the underworld to preach to Old Testament saints, that they 
might be saved. But the passage speaks only of the disobedient; it can
not be pressed into the support of a sacramental theory of the salvation of 
Old Testament believers. The passage does not assert the descent of Christ 
into the world of spirits, but only a work of the prefucarnate Logos in 
offering salvation, through Noah, to the world then about to perish. 

( b ) The ascension and sitting at the right hand of Goel. 

As the resurrection proclaimed Christ to men as the perfected and glori
fied man, the conqueror of sin and lord of death, the ascension proclaimed 
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him to tho universe as tho reinstate<l Goel, the possessor of universal 
dominion, the omnipresent object of worship an<l hearer of prayer. Dex
tra Dei ubique est. 

SECTION IV.-THE OFFICES OF CHRIST. 

The Scriptures represent Christ's offices as three in number,-prophetic, 
priestly, and kingly. Although these terms are derive<l from concrete 
human relations, they express perfectly distinct i<leas. The prophet, the 
priest, and the king, of the Old Testament, were detached but designed 
prefigurations of him who should combine all these various activities in 
himself, and should furnish the ideal reality, of which they were the 
imperfect symbols. 

I. THE PROPHETIC OFFICE OF CHRIST. 

1. The nature of Christ's prophetic work. 

(a) Here we must avoid the nan-ow interpretation which would make 
the prophet a mere foreteller of future events. He was rather an inspired 
interpreter or revealer of the divine will, a medium of communication 
between God and men ( 1rporpf;r1J<; = not foreteller, but forteller, or forth
teller. CJ. Gen. 20 : 7,- of Abraham ; Ps. 105 : 15,-of the patriarchs ; 
l\Iat. 11: 9,-of John the Baptist; 1 Cor. 12: 28, Eph. 2: 20, and 3: 5,
of N. T. expounders of Scripture). 

( b) The prophet commonly united three methods of fulfilling his office, 
-those of teaching, pre<licting, and miracle-working. In all these respects, 
J csns Christ did the work of a prophet ( Dent. 18 : 15 ; cf. Acts 3 : 22 ; 
l\Iat. 13 : 57 ; Luke 13 : 33 ; John 6 : H ). He taught ( l\Iat. 5-7 ), he 
uttered predictions ( Mat. 24 and 25 ), he wrought miracles ( l\Iat. 8 and 9 ), 
while in his 1Je1·son, his life, his work, and his death, he reveale<l the Father 
(John 8 : 26; 14 : 9 ; 17 : 8 ). 

2. The stages of Christ's prophetic work. 

These are four, namely: 

(a) The preparatory work of the Logos, in enlightening mankin<l before 
the time of Christ's advent in the flesh. - All l)reliminary religious knowl
edge, whether within or without the bounds of the chosen people, is from 
Christ, the revealer of God. 

( b) The earthly ministry of Christ incarnate. - In his eartltly ministry, 
Christ showed himself the prophet par excellence. While he submitted, 
like the Old Testament prophets, to the direction of the Holy Spirit, unlike 
them, he found the sources of all knowledge and power within himself. 
The word of God did not come to him, -he was hiniscljthe Word. 

( c) The guidance and teaching of his church on earth, since his ascen
sion.- Christ's prophetic activity is continued through the preaching of 
his apostles and ministers, and by the enlightening influences of his Holy 
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Spirit (John 16 : 12-14 ; Acts 1 : 1 ). The apostles unfolded the germs of 
doctrine put into their hands by Christ. The church is, in a derivative 
sense, a prophetic institution, established to teach the world by its preach
ing and its ordinances. But Christians are prophets, only as being pro
claimers of Christ's teaching ( N um. 11 : 29 ; Joel 2 : 28 ). 

( d) Christ's final revelation of the Father to his saints in glory (John 
16 : 25 ; 17 : 24, 26 ; cf. Is. 64 : 4 ; 1 Car. 13 : 12 ).-Thus Christ's prophetic 
work will be an endless one, as the Father whom he reveals is infinite. 

II. THE PRIESTLY OFFIOE OF CHRIST. 

The priest was a person divinely appointed to transact with God on 
man's behalf. He fulfilled bis office, first by offering sacrifice, and secondly 
by making intercession. In both these respects Christ is priest. 

1. Christ's Sacrificial Work, or the Doctrine of the Atonement. 

The Scriptures teach that Christ obeyed and suffered in our stead, to 
satisfy an immanent demand of the divine holiness, and thus remove an 
obstacle in the divine mind to the pardon and restoration of the guilty. 
This statement may be expanded and explained in a preliminary way as 
follows: -

(a) The fundamental attribute of Goel is holiness, and holiness is not 
self-communicating love, but self-affirming righteousness. Holiness limits 
and conditions love, for love can will happiness only as happiness results 
from or consists with righteousness, that is, with conformity to Goel. 

( b) The 1miverse is a reflection of Goel, and Christ the Logos is its life. 
Goel has constituted the universe, and humanity as a part of it, so as to 
express his holiness, positively by connecting happiness with righteous
ness, negatively by attaching 1mhappiness or suffering to sin. 

( c ) Christ the Logos, as the Revealer of God in the universe and in 
humanity, must conJemn sin by visiting upon it the suffering which is its 
penalty; while at the same time, as the Life of humanity, he must endure 
the reaction of God's holiness against sin which constitutes that penalty. 

(cl) Our personality is not self-contained. We live, move, and have our 
being naturally in Christ the Logos. Our reason, affection, conscience, 
and will are complete only in him. He is generic humanity, of which we 
are the offshoots. When his righteousness condemns sin, and his love vol
untarily endures the suffering which is sin's penalty, humanity ratifies the 
judgment of Goel, makes full propitiation for sin, and satisfies the demands 
of holiness. 

( e) While Christ's love explains his willingness to endure suffering for 
us, only his holiness furnishes the reason for that constitution of the uni
verse and of human nature which makes this suffering necessary. As 
respects us, his sufferings are substitutionary, since his divinity and his 
sinlessness enable him to do for us what we could never do for ourselves. 
Yet this substitution is also a sharing- not the work of one external to us, 
but of one who is the life of humanity, the soul of our soul and the life of 
Olli' life, and so responsible with us for the sins of the race. 
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(f) The historical work of tho incarnate Christ is not itsolf the atone
ment,- it is rather the revelation of the atonement. The suffering of the 
incarnate Christ is the manifestation in spaco and time of tho eternal suf
fering of God on account of human sin. Yet without the historical 
work which was finished on Calvary, the age-long suffering of God could 
never have been matle comprehensible to men. 

( g ) Tho historical sacrifice of our Lord is not only the final revelation 
of the heart of God, but also the manifestation of the law of universal life 
- the law that sin brings suffering to all connected with it, and that we 
can overcome sin in ourselves and in tho world only by entering into the 
fellowship of Christ's sufferings arnl Christ's victory, or, in other wonls, 
only by union ·with him th1·ough faith. 

A. Scripture Methods of Representing tho Atonement. 
We may classify the Seri pture rep re sen tations according as they conform 

to moral, commercial, legal or sacrificial analogies. 

(a) 1\lonAL. - The atonement is described as 

A provision originating in God's love, and manifesting this love to the 
universe; but also as an example of disinterested love, to sccme our 
delivemnce from selfishness.-In these latte1· passages, Christ's death is 
refened to as a source of moral stimulus to men. 

( b) Co:m,IERCIAL. - The atonement is described as 

A ransom, paid to free us from the bondage of sin ( note in these pas
sages the use of avrf, the preposition of price, bargain, exchange). - In 
these passages, Christ's death is represented as the price of our deliverance 
from sin and death. 

( c) LEGAL. - The atonement is described as 

An act of obedience to the law which sinners had violated ; a penalty, 
borne in order to rescue the guilty; and an e:ch-ib-ition of God's righteous
ness, necessary to the vindication of his procedure in the pardon and resto
ration of sinners.-In these passages the death of Christ is represented 
as demanded by God's law and government. 

( d ) SACRIFICIAL. - The atonement is described as 

A work of p1'icstly mediation, which reconciles God to men, - notice 
here that the term 'reconciliation' has its usual sense of 1·emoving enmity, 
not from the offending, bnt from the offended party ;-a sin-offc1·ing, pre
sented on behalf of tmnsgressors ;- a propitiation, which satisfies the 
demands of violated holiness;- and a substitution, of Christ's obedience 
and sufferings for ours. -These passages, taken together, show that 
Christ's death is demanded by God's attribute of justice, or holiness, if sin
ners a1·0 to be saved. 

An examination of the passages referred to shows that, while the forms 
in which the atoning work 0£ Christ is described are in part derived from 
moral, commercial, and legal relations, the prevailing languago is that of 
sncrifice. A correct view of the atonement must therefore bo grounded, 
upon a proper interpretation of tho institution of sacrifice, especially as 
found in the l\Iosaic system. 
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B. The Institution of Sacrifice, more especially as found in the Mosaic 
system. 

(a) We may dismiss as untenable, on the one hand, the theory that 
sacrifice is essentially the presentation of a gift ( Hofmann, Baring-Gould) 
or a feast ( Spencer ) to the Deity; and on the other hand the theory that 
sacrifice is a symbol of renewed fellowship (Keil), or of the grateful offer
ing to God of the whole life and being of the worshiper (Bahr). Neither 
of these theories can explain the fact that the sacrifice is a bloody offering, 
involving the suffering and death of the victim, and brought, not by the 
simply grateful, but by the conscience-stricken soul. 

( b) The true import of the sacrifice, as is abundantly evident from both 
heathen and Jewish sources, embraced three elements,--first, that of satis
faction to offemled Deity, or propitintion offered to violated holiness; sec
ondly, that of substitution of suffering and death on the part of the innocent, 
for the deserved punishment of the guilty; and, thirdly, community of life 
between the offerer and the victim. Combining these three ideas, we have 
as the total import of the sacrifice : Satisfaction by substitution, and 
substitution by incorporation. The bloody sacrifice among the heathen 
expressed the consciousness that sin involves guilt; that guilt exposes man 
to the righteous wrnth of God; that without expiation of that guilt there 
is no forgiveness ; and that through the suffering of another who shares his 
life the sinner may expiate his sin. 

( c) In considering the exact purport and efficacy of the :Mosaic sacri
fices, we must distinguish between thefr theocratical, and their spiritual, 
offices. They were, on the one hand, the appointed means whereby the 
offender could h e restor ed to the outward place and privileges, as member 
of the theocracy, which he had forfeited hy neglect or transgression; and 
they accomplished this pm1)oso irrespectively of the temper and spirit 
with which they were offered. On the other hand, they were symbolic of 
the vicarious sufferings and death of Christ, and obtained forgiveness and 
acceptance with Goel only as they were offered in true penitence, and 
with faith in Gocl's method of salvation. 

( d) Thus the Old Testament sacrifices, when rightly offered, involvecl a 
consciousness of sin on the part of the worshiper, the bringing of a victim 
to atone for the sin, the laying of the hand of the offerer upon the victim's 
head, the confession of sin by the offerer, the slaying of the beast, the 
sprinkling or pouring-out of the blood upon the altar, and the consequent 
forgiveness of the sin and acceptance of the worshiper. The sin-offering 
and the scape-goat of the great day of atonement symbolized yet more dis
tinctly the two elementary ideas of sacrifice, namely, satisfaction and sub
stitution, together with the consequent removal of guilt from those on 
whose behalf the sacrifice was offered. 

( e) It is not essential to this view to maintain that a formal divine insti
tution of the rite of sacrifice, at man's expulsion from Eden, can be proved 
from Scripture. Like the family and the state, sacrifice may, without such 
formal inculcation, possess divine sanction, and be ordained of God. The 
well-nigh universal prevalence of sacrifice, however, together with the fact 
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that its nature, as a bloody offering, seems to preclude man's own invention 
of it, combines with certain Scripture intimations to favor tho view that it 
was a primitive divine appointment. From the timo of l\Ioscs, thero can 
be no question as to its divine authority. 

(/) The New Testament assumes and presupposes the Old Testament 
doctrine of sacrifice. Tho sacrificial language in which its descriptions of 
Christ's work aro clothed cannot be explained as an accommodation to 
Jewish methods of thought, sinco this terminology was in large part in 
common use among the heathen, and Paul used it more than any other of 
the apostles in dealing with the Gentiles. To deny to it its Old Testament 
meaning, when used by N cw Testament ·writers to describe the work of 
Christ, is to deny any proper inspimtion both in the l\fosaic appointment 
of sacrifices and in the apostolic interpretations of them. We must there
fore maintain, as the result of a simple induction of Scripture facts, that 
the death of Christ is a vicarious offering, provided by God's love for the 
purpose of satisfying an internal demand of the divine holiness, and of 
removing an obstacle in the divine mind to the renewal and pru.-don of 
sinners. 

C. Theories of the Atonement. 

1st. The Socinian, or Example Theory of the Atonement. 

This theory holds that subjective sinfulness is the sole barrier between 
man and God. Not God, but only man, needs to be reconciled. The only 
method of reconciliation is to better man's moral condition. This can bQ 
effected by man's own will, through repentance and reformation. The 

death of Christ is but the death of a noble martyr. He redeems us, only 
as his human example of faithfulness to truth and duty has a powerful 
influence upon our moral improvement. This fact the apostles, either 
consciously or unconsciously, clothed in the langnage of the Greek and 
Jewish sacrifices. This theory was fully elaborated by Lrnlius Socinus and I 
Faustus Socinns of Poland, in the 16th century. Its modern advocates 
are found in the Unitarian body. 

To this theory we make the following objections: 

(a) It is based upon false philosophical principles,- as, for example, that 
will is merely the faculty of volitions; that the foundation of virtue is in 
utility ; that law is an expression of arbitrary will ; that penalty is a means 
of reforming the off ender ; that righteousness, in either God or man, is 
only a manifestation of benevolence. 

( b) It is a natuml outgrowth from the Pelagian view of sin, and logi
cally necessitates a curtailment or surrender of every other characteristic 
doctrine of Christianity-inspiration, sin, the deity of Christ, justification, 
regeneration, and eternal retribution. 

( c) It contradicts the Scripture teachings, that sin involves objective 
guilt as well as SU bjective defilement ; that the holiness oH1od must punish 
sin ; that the atonement was a bearing of the punishment of sin for men ; 
and that this vicarious bearing of punishment was necessary, on the partof 
God, to make possible the showing of favor to tho guilty. 
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( d) It furnishes no proper explanation of the sufferings and death of 
Christ. The unmartyrlike anguish cannot be accounted for, and the for
saking by the Father cannot be justified, upon the hypothesis that Christ 
died as a. mere witness to truth. If Christ's sufferings were not propitia
tory, they neither furnish us with a perfect example, nor constitute a mani
festation of the love of God. 

( e) The influence of Christ's example is neither declared in Scripture, 
nor found in Christian experience, to be the chief result secured by his 
death. Mere example is but a new preaching of the law, which repels and 
condemns. The cross has power to lead men to holiness, only as it first 
shows a satisfaction made for thefr sins. Accordingly, most of the passages 
which represent Christ as an example also contain references to his propi-

i tiatory work. 

(f) This theory contradicts the whole tenor of the New Testament, in 
making the.)_ifeJ and not the death, of Christ the most significant and 
important feature of his work. The constant allusions to the death of 
Christ as the source of our salvation, as well as the symbolism of the ordi
nances, cannot be explaineLl upon a theory which regards Christ as a mere 
example, and considers his sufferings as incidents, rather than essentials, 
of his work. 

2nd. The Bushnellian, or Moral Influence Theory of the Atonement. 

This holds, like the Socinian, that there is no principle of the divine 
nature which is propitiated by Cluist's death; uut that this death is a mani
festation of the love of Goel, suffering in and with the sins of his creatmes. 
Christ's atonement, therefore, is the merely natural consequence of his 
taking human nature upon him; and is a suffering, not of penalty in man's 
stead, but of the combined woes and griefs which the living of a human 
life involves. This atonement has effect, not to satisfy divine justice, but 
so to reveal divine love as to soften human hearts and to lead them to 
repentance; in other words, Christ's sufferings were necessary, not in order 
to remove an obstacle to the pardon of sinners which exists in the mind of 

~ God, but in order to convince sinners that there exists no such obsta
cle. This theory, for substance, has been advocated by Bushnell, in 
Americr, ; by Robertson, Maurice, Campbell, and Young, in Great Britain; 
by Schleiermacher and Ritschl, in Germany. 

To this theory we object as follows: 

( a) "While it embraces a valuable element of truth, namely, the moral 
influence upon men of the sufferings of the God-man, it is false by defect, 
in that it substitutes a subordinate effect of the atonement for its chief aim, 
and yet unfairly appropriates the name 'vicarious,' which belongs only to 
the latter. Suffering with the sinner is by no means suffering in his stead. 

( b) It 1·ests upon false philosophical principles, - as, that righteousness 
is identical with benevolence, instead of conditioning it; that God is sub
ject to an eternal law of love, instead of being himself the somce of all law; 
that the aim of penalty is the reformation of the offender. 

( c) The theory furnishes no proper reason for Christ's suffering. "While 
it shows that the Savior necessarily suffers from his contact with human 
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sin and sorrow, it gives no explanation of that constitution of tho universe 
which makes suffering the conscqncnco of sin, not only to tho sinner, bnt 
also to the innocent being who comes into connection with sin. Tho holi
ness of God, which is manifested in this constitution of things antl which 
requires this atonement, is entirely ignored. 

( d) It contradicts the plain teachings of Scripture, that tho atonement 
is necessary, not simply to reveal God's love, but to satisfy his justice ; 
that Christ's sufferings are propitiatory arnl penal ; and that the human 
conscience needs to be propitiated by Christ's sacrifice, beforo it can feel 
the moral influence of his sufferings. 

( c) It can be maintained, only by wresting from their obvious meaning 
those passages of Scripture which speak of Christ as suffering for our sins ; 
which represent his blood as accomplishing something for us in heaven, 
when presented there by our intercessor; which declare forgiYcness to be a 
remitting of past offences upon the ground of Christ's death; and which 
describe justification as a pronouncing, not a making, just. 

( f) This theory confounds God's method of snsing men with men's 
experience of being siwed. It makes the atonement itself consist of its 
effects in the believer's union with Christ and the purifying influence of 
that union upon the character and life. 

( g) This theory would confine the influence of the atonement to those 
who have heard of it,-thns excluding patriarchs and heathen. But the 
Scriptures represent Christ as being the Savior of all men, in the sense of 
securing them grace, which, hut for his atoning work, could never have 
been bestowed consistently with the divine holiness. 

3d. The Grotian, or Governmental Theory of the Atonement. 

This theory bolds that the atonement is a satisfaction, not to any inter
nal principle of the divine natnre, but to the necessities of government. 
God's government of the universe cannot be maintained, nor can the 
divine law preserve its authority over its subjects, unless the pardon of 
offenders is accompanied by some exhibition of the high estimate which 
God sets upon his law, anu the heinous guilt of violating it. Such an 
exhibition of <livine regard for the law i<J furnished in the sufferings and 
death of Christ. Christ does not suffer the precise penalty of the law, but 
God graciously accepts his suffering as a substitute for the penalty. This 
bearing of substituted suffering on the part of Christ giYes the divine law 
such hold upon the consciences and hearts of men, that God cnn pardon 
the guilty upon their repentance, without detriment to the interests of his 
government. The author of this theory was Hugo Grotius, the Dutch jur
ist and theologian ( 1583-164:3 ). The theory isc1iaracteristic of the New 
England theology, and is generally held by those who accept the New 
School view of sin. 

To this theory we urge the following objections : 

(a) While it contains a valuable element of truth, namely, that tho suf
ferings and death of Christ secure the interests of God's government, it is 
false by defect, in substituting for th·e chief aim of the atonement one 
which is only subordinate and incidental. 
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( b) It rests upon false philosophical principles, - as, that utility is the 
ground of moral obligation ; that law is an expression of the will, rather 
than of the nature, of God ; that the aim of penalty is to deter from the com
mission of offences ; and that righteousness is resolvable into benevolence. 

( c ) It ignores and virtually denies that immanent holiness of God of 
which the law with its threatened penalties, and the human conscience 
with its demand for punishment, are only finite reflections. There is some
thing back of government; if the atonement satisfies government, it must 
be by satisfying that justice of God of which government is an expression. 

( e) The intensity of Christ's sufferings in the garden and on the cross 
is inexplicable upon the theory that the atonement was a histrionic exhibi
tion of God's regard for his government, and can be explained only upon 
the view that Christ actually endured the wmth of God against human sin. 

( d) It makes that to be an exhibition of justice which is not an exercise 
of justice; the atonement being, according to this theory, not an execution 
of law, but an exhibition of regard for law, which will make it safe to par
don the violators of law. Such a merely scenic representation can inspire 
respect for law, only so long as the essential unreality of it is unsuspected. 

(f) The actual power of the atonement over the human conscience and 
heart is due, not to its exhibiting God's regard for law, but to its exhibit
ing an actual execution of law, and an actual satisfaction of violated 
holiness made by Christ in the sinner's stead. 

(g) The theory contradicts all those passages of Scripture which repre
sent the atonement as necessary; as propitiating God himself ; as being a 
1·evelation of God's righteousness; as being an execution of the penalty of 
the law; as making salvation a matter of debt to the believer, on the ground 
of what Christ has clone ; as actually purging our sins, instead of making 
that purging possible ; as not simply assuring the sinner that God may 
now pardon him on account of what Christ has clone, but that Christ has 
actually wrought out a complete salvation, and will bestow it upon all who 
come to him. 

4th. The Irvingian Theory, or Theory of Gradually Extirpated De
pravity. 

This holds that, in his incarnation, Christ took human nature a,s it was 
in Adam, not before the Fall, but after the Fall, - human nature, therefore, 
with its inborn corruption and predisposition to moral evil; that, notwith
standing the possession of this tainted and depraved nature, Christ, through 
the power of the Holy Spirit, or of his divine nature, not only kept his 
human nature from manifesting itself in any actual or personal sin, but 
gradually purified it, through struggle and suffering, until in his death he 
completely extirpated its original depravity, and reunited it to Goel This 
subjective purification of human nature in the person of Jesus Christ con
stitutes his atonement, and men are saved, not by any objective propitiation, 
but only by becoming through faith partakers of Christ's new humanity. 
This theory was elaborated by Edward Irving, of London ( 1792-1834 ), and 
it has been held, in substance, by l\Ienken and Dippel in Germany. 
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To this theory wo offer the following objections: 

(a) While it embraces an important clement of truth, nnmoly, tho fact 
of a new humanity in Christ of which all believers bccomo partakers, it is 
chargeable \\ith serious error in denying tho objective atonement which 
makes the subjective application possible. 

( b) It rests upon false fundamental princi pies,- as, that law is identical 
with the natural order of the 1miversc, and as snch, is an exhaustive expres
sion of the will and nature of God ; that sin is merely a power of moral evil 
within the soul, instead of also involving an objective guilt and desert of 
punishment; that penalty is the mere reaction of law against the trans
gressor, instead of being also the revelation of a personal wrath against 
sin; that the evil taint of human nature can be extirpated l>y suffering its 
natural conscquences,-penalty in this way reforming the transgressor. 

( c) It contradicts tho express and implicit representations of Scriptlll'e, 
with 1·egnnl to Christ's freedom from nil taint of hereditary depravity ; mis
represents his life as a growing consciousness of the underlying con1.1ption 
of his human nature, which culminated at Gethsemane and Calvary; arnl 
denies the truth of his own statements, when it declares that he must have 
died on account of his own depravity, even though none were to be saved 
thereby. 

( d) It makes the active obedience of Christ, and the subjective purifi
cation of his human nature, to be the chief features of his work, while the 
Scriptures make his death and passive bearing of penalty the centre of 
all, and ever regard him as one who is personally plll'e and who vicariously 
bears the punishment of the guilty. 

( e) It necessitates the sunendcr of the doctrine of justification as a 
merely declaratory act of Goel; and requires such a view of the di vino holi
ness, expressed only through the order of nature, as can be maintained 
only upon principles of pantheism. 

5th. The Anselmic, or Commercial Theory of the Atonement. 

This theory holds that sin is a violation of the divine honor or majesty, 
and, ns committed against an infinite being, deserves an infinite punish
ment; that the majesty of God requires him to execute punishment, whilo 
the love of God pleads for the sparing of the guilty ; that this conflict of 
divine attributes is eternally reconciled by the voluntary sacrifice of the 
Goel-man, who bears in virtue of the dignity of his person the intensively 
infinite punishment of sin, which must otherwise have been suffered exten
sively and eternally by sinners; that this suffering of the God-man presents 
to the divine majesty an exact equivalent for the deserved suffedngs of tho 
elect ; and that, as the result of this satisfaction of the divine claims, the 
elect sinners are pardoned and regenerated. This view was first broached 
by Anselm of Canterbury ( 1033-1109) as a substitute for the earlier patris
tic view that Christ's death was a ransom paid to Satan, to deliver sinners 
from his power. It is held by many Scotch theologians, and, in this 
country, by the Princeton School. 
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To this theory we make the following objections: 

(a) While it contains a valuable element of truth, in its representation 
of the atonement as satisfying a principle of the divine nature, it conceives 
of this principle in too formal and external a manner,-making the idea of 
the divine honor or majesty more prominent than that of the divin; holi
ness, in which the divin~ ho~or ~n~~ maj~sty are grounded. - · 

( b) In its eagerness to maintain the atoning efficacy of Christ's passive 
obedience, the active obedience, quite as clearly expressed in Scripture, is 
insufficiently emphasized and well nigh lost sight of. 

( c) It allows disproportionate weight to those passages of Scripture 
which represent the atonement under commercial analogies, as the pay
ment of a debt or ransom, to the exclusion of those which describe it 
as an ethical fact, whose value is to be estimated not quantitatively, but 
qualitatively. 

\} ( d) It represents the atonement as having 1·eference only to the elect, 
~ and ignores the Scripture declarations that Christ died for all. 

( e) It is defective in holding to a merely external transfer of the merit 
of Christ's work, while it does not clearly state the internal g1·01md of that 
transfer, in the union of the believer with Christ. 

6th. The Ethical Theory of the Atonement. 

In })ropounding what we conceive to be the true theory of the atone
ment, it seems desirable to divide our treatment into two parts. No theory 
can be satisfactory which does not furnish a solution of the two problems: 
1. What did the atonement accomplish? or, in other words, what was the 
object of Christ's death? The answer to this question must be a descrip
tion of the atonement in its 1·elation to holiness in God. 2. What were the 
means used? or, in other words, how could Christ justly die? The answer 
to this question must be a description of the atonement as arising from 
Christ's relation to humanity. We take up these two parts of the subject 
in order. 

First,- the Atonement as related to Holiness in Goel. 

The Ethical theory holds that the necessity of the atonement is grounded 
in the holiness of Goel, of which conscience in man is a finite 1·e.flection. 
There is an ethical principle in the divine nature, which demands that sin 
shall be punished. Aside from its results, sin is essentially ill-deserving. 
As we who are made in God's image mark our growth in purity by the 
increasing quickness with which we detect impurity, and the increasing 
hatred which we feel towarcl it, so infinite purity is a consuming fire to all 
iniquity. As there is an ethical demand in our natures that not only 
others' wickedness, but our own wickedness, be visited with punishment, 
and a keen conscience cannot rest till it has made satisfaction to justice 
for its misdeeds, so there is an ethicfl.l demand of God's nature that penalty 
follow sin. 

Punishment is the constitutional reaction of God's · being against moral 
evil- the self-assertion of infinite holiness against its antagonist and 
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would-be destroyer. In God this demand is devoiu of all passion, n.ml is 
consistent with infinite beuevulencc. It is a dcmnnd that cannot be 
evaded, since the holiness from which it springs is unclmngiug. The 
atonement is therefore n satisfaction of the ethical demand of the divine 
natlll'e, by the substitution of Ohrist's pennl sufferings for the punishment 
of the guilty. 

This substitution is unknown to mere ln.w, nnd above and beyond the 
powers of ln.w. It is an operation of gmce. Grace, however, docs not 
violate or suspend law, but takes it up into itself nncl fulfils it. The right
eousness of law is maintained, in that the source of all law, the jnclge and 
punisher, himself voluntarily submits to bear the penalty, and bears it in 
the human nature that has sinned. 

Thus the atonement answers the ethical demand of the divine nature 
that sin be punished if the offender is to go free. The interests of the 
divine government are seclU'ed as a first subordinate result of this satisfac
tion to God himself, of whose nature the government is an expression; 
while, as a second subordinate result, provision is made for the needs of 
human natlll'e, - on the one hand the need of an objective satisfaction to 
its ethical demand of punishment for sin, and on the other the need of a 
manifestation of divine love and mercy that will affect the heart and move 
it to repentance. 

Secondly, -the Atonement as related to Humanity in Christ. 

The Ethical Theory of the atonement holds that Christ stands in such 
relation to humanity, that what God's holiness demands Christ is under 
obligation to pay, longs to pay, inevitably does pay, and pays so fully, in 
virtue of his two-fold nature, that every claim of justice is satisfied, and 
the sinner who accepts what Christ has done in his behalf is saved. 

We have seen how God can justly demanu satisfaction ; we now show 
how Christ can justly make it ; or, in other words, how the innocent can 
justly suffer for the guilty. The solution of tho problem lies in Christ's 
union with humanity. The first result of that union is obligation to suffer 
for men ; since, being one with the race, Christ hu.d a share in the respon
sibility of the race to the law and the justice of God. In him humanity 
was created ; at every stage of its existence humanity was upheld by his 
power ; as the immanent Goel he was the life of the race and of every 
member of it. Christ's sharing of man's life justly and inevitably sub
jected him to man's exposures and liabilities, and especially to God's 
condemnation on account of sin. 

Christ's share in the responsibility of the race to the law and justice of 
God was not destroyed by his incarnation, nor by his purification in the 
womb of the virgin. In virtue of the organic unity of the raeo, each mem
ber of the race since Auam has been born into the same state into which 
Adam fell. The consequences of Adam's sin, both to himself and to his 
posterity, are : ( 1) depravity, or the corruption of human nature; ( 2) 
guilt, or obligation to make satisfaction for sin to the divine holiness; 
( 3) penalty, or actual endurance of loss or suffering visited by that holi
ness upon the guilty. 
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If Christ had been born into the world by ordinary generation, he too 
would have had depravity, guilt, penalty. But he was not so born. In the 
womb of the Virgin, the human nature which he took was purged from its 
depravity. But this purging away of depravity did not take away guilt, or 
penalty. There was still left the just exposure to the penalty of violated 
law. Although Christ's nature was purified, his obligation to suffer yet 
remained. He might have declined to join himself to humanity, and then 
he need not have suffered. He might have sundered his connection with 
the race, and then he need not have suffered. But once born of the Virgin, 
once possessed of the human nature that was under the curse, he was bound 
to suffer. The whole mass and weight of God's displeasure against the raco 
fell on him, when once he became a member of the race. 

Notice, however, that this guilt which Christ took upon himself by his 
union with humanity was: ( 1 ) not the guilt of personal sin - such guilt 
as belongs to every adult member of the race; ( 2) not even the guilt of 
inherited depravity-such guilt as belongs to infants, and to those who 
have not come to moral consciousness; but { 3) solely the guilt of Adam's 
sin, which belongs, prior to personal transgression, and apart from inherited 
depravity, to every member of the race who has derived his life from Adam. 
This original sin and inherited guilt, but without the depravity that ordina
rily accompanies them, Christ takes, and so takes away. He can justly 
bear penalty, because he inherits guilt. And since this guilt is not his per
sonal guilt, but the guilt of that oue sin in which "all sinned "-the guilt 
of the common transgression of the race in Adam, the guilt of the root-sin 
from which all other sins have spnmg- he who is personally pure can 
vicariously bear the penalty due to the sin of all. 

If it be asked whether this is not simply a suffering for his own sin, or 
rather for his own share of the sin of the race, we reply that his own share 
in the sin of the race is not the sole reason why he suffers ; it furnishes 
only the subjective reason and ground for the proper laying upon him of 
the sin of all. Christ's union with the race in his incarnation is only the 
outward ~ml visible expression of a prior union with the race which began 
when he created the race. As "in him were all things created," and as 
"in him all things consist," or hold together ( Col. 1 : 16, 17 ), it follows 
that he who is the life of humanity must, though personally pure, be 
involved in responsibility for all human sin, and "it was necessary that the 
Christ should suffer" { Acts 17 : 3 ). This suffering was an enduring of the 
reaction of the divine holiness against sin and so was a bearing of penalty 
{ Is. 53 : 6; Gal. 3 : 13 ), but it was also the voluntary execution of a plan 
that antedated creation { Phil. 2 : 6, 7 ), and Christ's sacrifice in time showed 
what had been in the heart of Goel from eternity ( Heb. 9 : 14 ; Rev. 13 : 8 ). 

The Atonement, then, on the part of God, has its ground ( 1 ) in the 
holiness of God, which must visit sin with condemnation, even though this 
condemnation brings death to his Son ; and ( 2) in the love of Goel, which 
itself provides the sacrifice, by suffering in and with his Son for the sins of 
men, but through that suffering opening a way and means of salvation. 

The Atonement, on the part of man, is accomplished through ( 1 ) the 
solidarity of the race; of which ( 2) Christ is the life, and so its repre-
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sentativc and surety; ( 3) justly yet voluntarily bearing its guilt and 
shame and condemnation as his own. 

Christ therefore, as incarnate, rather revealed the atonement than made 
it. Tho hi8torical work of atonement was finished upon tho Cross, but 
that historical work only revealed to men the atonement mado both before 
and since by the extra-mundane Logos. The eternal Love of God suffer
ing the necessary reaction of his own Holiness against the sin of his 
creatures and with a view to their salvation-this is the essence of the 
Atonement. 

In favor of the Substitutionary or Ethical view of the atonement we may 
urgo the following considerations : 

(a) It rests upon correct philosophical principles with regard to the 
nature of "ill, law, sin, penalty, righteousness. 

( b) It combines in itself all the valuable elements in the theories before 
mentioned, while it avoids their inconsistencies, by showing the deeper 
principle upon which each of these elements is based. 

( c) It most fully meets the requirements of Scripture, by holding that 
tho necessity of the atonement is ahsolnte, since it rests upon the demands 
of immanent holiness, the fundamental attribute of God. 

( d) It shows most satisfactorily how the demands of holiness are met ; 
namely, by the propitiatory offering of one who is personally pure, but 
who by union with the human race has inherited its guilt and penalty. 

( e) It furnishes the only proper explanation of the sacrificial language 
of the New Testament, and of the sacrificial rites of the Old, considered as 
prophetic of Christ's atoning work. 

(j) It alone gives proper place to the death of Christ as the central 
feature of his work, - set forth in the ordinances, and of chief power in 
Christian experience. 

(g) It gives us the only means of understanding the sufferings of Christ 
in the garden and on the cross, or of rnconciling them with the divine 
justice. 

( h) As no ot,her theory does, this view satisfies the ethical demand of 
human nature; pacifies the conYictecl conscience ; assures the sinner that 
he may find instant salvation in Christ ; and so makes possible n. new life 
of holiness, while at the same time it furnishes the highest incentives to 
such a life. 

D. Objections to the Ethical Theory of the Atonement. 

(a) That a God who does not pardon sin without atonement must lack 
either omnipotence or love. - Wo answer, on the one haml, that God's 
omnipotence is the revelation of his nature, and not a matter of arbitrary 
will ; and, on the other hand, that Gocl's love is ever exercised consistently 
with his fundamental attribute of holiness, so that while holiness demands 
the sacrifice, love provides it. l\fercy is shown, not by trampling upon 
the claims of justice, but by vicariously satisfying them. 
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( b) That satisfaction and forgiveness are mutually exclusive. - We 
answer that, since it is not a third party, but the Judge himself, who makes 
satisfaction to his own violated holiness, forgiveness is still optional, and 
may be offered upon terms agreeable to himself. Christ's sacrifice is not 
a pecuniary, but a penal, satisfaction. The objection is valid against the 
merely commercial view of the atonement, not against the ethical view of it. 

( c) That there can be no real propitiation, since the judge and the sacri
fice are one. - We answer that this objection iguores the existence of per
sonal relations within the diviue nature, and the fact that the Goel-man is 
distinguishable from God. The satisfaction is grounded in the distinction 
of persons in the Godhead; while the love in which it originates belongs 
to the unity of the divine essence. 

( d) That the suffe1ing of the innocent for the guilty is not an execution 
of justice, but an act of manifest injustice. - "\Ve answer, that this is true 
only upon the supposition that the Sou bears the penalty of our sins, not 
voluntarily, but compulsorily; or upon the supposition that one who is 
personally innocent can in no way become involved in the guilt and penalty 
of others, - both of them hypotheses contrary to Scripture and to fact. 

( e) That there can be no transfer of punishment or merit, since these 
are personal.- We answer that the idea of representation and suretyship 
is common in human society and government ; and that such representa
tion and suretyship are inevitable, wherever there is colllm1mity of life 
between the innocent and the guilty. "When Christ took our nature, he 
could not do otherwise than take our responsibilities also. 

(f) That remorse, as a part of the penalty of sin, could not have been 
suffered by Christ.- "\Ye answer, on the one Land, that it may not be essen
tial to the idea of penalty that Christ should have borne the identical 
pangs which the lost would have endured; and, on the other hand, that 
we do not know how completely a perfectly holy being, possessed of super
h nman knowledge and love, might have felt even the pangs of remorse for 
the condition of that humanity of which he was the central conscience and 
heart. 

( g) That the sufferings of Christ, as finite in time, do not constitute a 
satisfaction to the infinite demands of the law.-We answer that the infi
nite dignity of the sufferer constitutes his sufferiugs a full equivalent, in 
the eye of in.finite justice. Substitution excludes identity of suffering ; it 
does not exclude equivalence. Since justice aims its penalties not so much 
ett the person as at the sin, it may admit equivalent suffering, when this is 
endured in the very nature that has sinned. 

( h) That if Christ's passive obedience made satisfaction to the divine 
justice, then his active obedience was superfluous.-We answer that the 
active obedience and the passfre obedience are inseparable. The latter is 
essential to the former; and both are needed to secure for the sinner, on 
the one hand, pardon, and, on the other hancl, that which goes beyond 
pardon, namely, restoratiou to the divine favor. The objection holds only 
against a superficial and external view of the atonement. 
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( i) That the doctrine is immoral in its practical tendencieR, sinco 
Christ's obedience takes the place of ours, and rernlcrs onrs unnecessary. -
We ans·wer that the objection ignores not ouly the method by which the 
benefits of the atonement arc appropriated, namely, repentance and faith, 
but also the regenerating and sanctifying power bestowed upon all who 
belieYe. Faith in the atonPment lloes not induce license, but "works by 
love " ( Gal. 5 : 6) aml " cleanses the heart" ( Acts 1G : 9 ). 

(j) rrhat if the atonement requires faith as its complement, then it does 
not in itself furnish a complete sntisfaction to God's jnsticc.-\\r e answPr 
that faith is not the ground of onr acceptance with God, as the atoneme1 ;t 
is, allll so is not a work at all ; faith is only the rne<linm of appropriation. 
We arc sased not by faith, or on account of faith, but only through faith. 
It is not faith, but the atonement which faith accepts, that satisfies the 
justice of God. 

E. The Extent of the Atonement. 

The Scriptures rep1·esent the atonement as having been made for all men, 
and as sufficient for the salvation of all. Not the atonement therefore is 
limited, but the application of the atonement tluough the work of tho 
Holy Spirit. 

Upon this principle of a universal atonement, but a special application 
of it to the elect, we must interpret such passages as Eph. 1 : 4, 7 ; 2 Tim. 
1: 9, 10; John 17: 9, 20, 24-asserting a special efficacy of the atone
ment in the case of the elect; and also such passages as 2 Pet. 2 : 1 ; 1 John 
2 : 2 ; Tim. 2 : 6 ; 4 : 10 ; Tit. 2 : 11 - asserting that the death of Christ 
is for all. 

If it be asked in what sense Christ is the Savior of all men, we reply: 

( a ) That the atonement of Christ secures for all men a delay in the 
execution of the sentence against sin, and a space for repentance, together 
with a continuance of the common blessings of life which have been for

feited by transgression. 

( b) That the atonement of Christ has made objective provision for the 
sah-ation of all, by removing from the divine mind every obstacle to the 
pardon and restoration of sinners, except their wilful opposition to God 
and refusal to turn to him. 

( c) That the atonement of Christ has procured for all men the powerful 
incentives to repentance presented in the Cross, and the combined agency 
of the Christian church and of the Holy Spirit, by which these incentives 
are brought to bear upon them. 

Christ is specially the Savior of those who believe, in that he exerts a 
special power of his Spirit to procure their acceptance of his salmtion. 
This is not, however, a part of his work of atonement; it is the application 
of the atonement, and as such is hereafter to be considered. 

2. Christ's Intercessory lV01·k. 

The Priesthoou of Christ does not cease with his work of atonement, but 
continues forever. In the presence of God he fulfils the second office of 
the priest, namely that of intercession. 
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A. Nature of Christ's Intercession. -This is not to be conceived of 
either as an external and vocal petitioning, nor as a mere figure of speech 
for the natural and continuous influence of his sacrifice; but rather as a 
special activity of Christ in securing, upon the ground of that sacrifice, 
whatever of blessing comes to men, whether that blessing be temporal or 
spiritual. 

B. Objects of Christ's Intercession. - We may distinguish (a) that 
general intercession which secures to all men certain temporal benefits of 
his atoning work, and ( b) that special intercession which secures the 
divine acceptance of the persons of believers and the divine bestowment 
of all gifts needful for their salvation. 

C. Relation of Christ's Intercession to that of the Holy Spirit. -The 
Holy Spirit is an advocate within us, teaching us how to pray as we ought; 
Christ is an advocate in heaven, securing from the Father the answer of 
our prayers. Thus the work of Christ and of the Holy Spirit are com
plements to each other, and parts of one whole. 

D. Relation of Christ's Intercession to that of saints. -All tme inter
cession is either directly or indirectly the intercession of Christ. Chris
tians are organs of Christ's Spirit. To suppose Christ in us to offer prayer 
to one of his saints, instead of directly to the Father, is to blaspheme 
Christ, and utterly misconceive the nature of prayer. 

III. THE KINGLY OFFICE OF CHRIST. 

This is to be distinguished from the sovereignty which Christ originally 
possessed in virtue of his divine nature. Christ's kingship is the sover
eignty of the divine-human Redeemer, which belongetl to him of right 
from the moment of his birth, hut which was fully exercised only from the 
time of his entrance upon the state of exaltation. By virtue of this kingly 
office, Christ rules all things in heaven and earth, for the glory of Goel and 
the execution of God's purpose of salvation. 

(a) With respect to the universe at large, Christ's kingdom is a king
dom of power ; he upholds, governs, and judges the world. 

( b) With respect to his militant church, it is a kingdom of grace; he 
founds, legislates for, administers, defends, and augments his church on 
earth. 

( c) With respect to his church triumphant, it is a kingdom of glory; 
he rewards his redeemed people with the full revelation of himself, upon 
the completion of his kingdom in the resurrection and the judgment. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE RECONCILIATION OF l\IAN TO GOD, OR THE 

APPLICATION OF REDEl\IPTION THROUGH 

THE WORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. 

SECTION I. -THE APPLICATION OF CHRIST'S REDE)IPTION 

IN ITS PREPARATION. 

( a ) In this Section we treat of Election and Calling ; Section Second 
being devoted to the Application of Christ's Redemption in its Actual 
Beginning,-namely, in Union with Christ, Regeneration, Conversion, ancl 
Justification; while Section Third has for its subject the Application of 
Christ's Redemption in its Continuation,-namely, in Sanctification and 
Perseverance. 

( b) In treating Election and Calling as applications of Christ's redemp
tion, we imply that they are, in Gael's decree, logically subsequent to that 
redemption. In this we hold the Sublapsarian view, as clistingnishcd from 
the Suprafapsarianism of Beza and other hyper-Calvinists, which regarded 
the decree of indindual salvation as preceding, in the order of thought, the 
decree to permit the Fall. In this latter scheme, the order of decrees is 
as follows: 1. the decree to save certain, and to reprobate others ; 2. the 
decree to create both those who are to be saved and those who arc to be 
reprobatetl; 3. the decree to permit both the former and the latter to fall; 
4. the decree to provide salvation only for the former, that is, for the elect. 

( c ) But the Scriptures teach that men as sinners, and not men irrespec
tive of their sins, are the objects of God's saving grace in Christ ( John 15: 
n ; Rom. 11 : 5, 7 ; Eph. 1 : 4--6 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 2 ). Condemnation, moreover, 
is an act, not of sovereignty, but of justice, and is grounded in the guilt of 
the condemned ( Rom. 2: 6-11; 2 Thess. 1: 5-10 ). The true order of the 
decrees is therefore as follows : 1. the decree to create ; 2. the decree to 
permit the Fall; 3. the decree to provide a salvation in Christ sufficient for 
the neetls of all ; 4. the decree to secure the actual acceptance of this sal
vation on the part of some,-or, in other words, the decree of Election. 

(cl) Those Sublapsarians who hold to the Anselmic view of a limited 
Atonement, make the decrees 3. and 4., just mentioned, exchange places,
thc decree of election thus }Jreceding the decree to provide redemption. 
The Scriptural reasons for preferring the order here given have been 
already indicated in our tr~tment of the extent of the Atonement (page 
205 ). 

207 
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I. ELECTION. 

Election is that eternal act of God, by which in his sovereign pleasure, 
and on account of no foreseen merit in them, he chooses certain out of the 
number of sinful men to be the recipients of the special grace of his Spirit, 
and so to be made voluntary partakers of Christ's salvation. 

1. Proof of the Doctrine of Election. 

A. From Scripture. 

We here adopt the words of Dr. Hovey : "The Scriptures forbid us to 
find the reasons for election in the moral action of man before the new 
birth, and refer us merely to the sovereign will and mercy of God; that is, 
they teach the doctrine of personal election." Before advancing to the 
proof of the doctrine itself, we may claim Scriptural warrant for three pre
liminary statements ( which we also quote from Dr. Hovey), namely: 

First, that "God has a sovereign right to bestow more grace upon one 
subject than upon another,- grace being unmerited favor to sinners." 

Secondly, that '' God has been pleased to exercise this right in dealing 
with men." 

Thirdly, that "God has some other reason than that of saving as many as 
possible for the way in which he distributes his grace." 

The Scripture passages which directly or inclirectly support the doctrine 
of a particular election of individual men to salvation may be arranged as 
follows: 

(a) Direct statements of God's purpose to save certain individuals : 

( b) In connection with the declaration of God's foreknowledge of these 
persons, or choice to make them objects of his special attention and care; 

( c) With assertions that this choice is matter of grace, or unmerited 
favor, bestowed in eternity past: 

( d) That the Father has given certain persons to the Son, to be his 
peculiar possession : 

( e) That the fact of believers being united thus to Christ is due wholly 
to God: 

(j) That those who are written in the Lamb's book of life, and they 
only, shall be saved : 

(g) That these are allotted, as disciples, to certain of God's servants : 

( h) Are made the recipients of a special call of God: 

( i) Are born into God's kingdom, not by virtue of man's will, but of 
God's will: 

(j) Receiving repentance, as the gift of God : 

( k ) .Faith, as the gift of God : 

( l) Holiness and good works, as the gift of God. 

These passages furnish an abundant and conclusive refutation, on the 
one hand, of the Lutheran view that election is simply God's determinar-
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tion from eternity to provide an obj<'ctivo imlvation for universal humanity; 
and, Oil the other lw.1Hl, of tho A.rminian view that electiou is Go<l's <lctcr
mination from eternity to save certain individuals upon tho ground of 
their foreseen faith. 

B. From Reason. 

(a) What God does, he has eternally pmposecl to do. Since ho bcRtows 
special rcgonera.ting grace ou some, ho must have eterna.lly purposed to 
h<'stow it, - in other words, must have chosen them to eternal life. Thus 
tho <loctrine of election is only a special application of tho doctrine of 
decrees. 

( b ) This purpose cannot be conditioned upon any merit or faith of 
those who are chosen, sinco there is no such merit, - faith itself being 
GUtl's gift and forconlainetl by him. Since man's faith is foreseen only 
as tho resnlt of God's work of grace, election procceus rather upon fore
seen unbelief. Faith, as the effect of election, cannot at tho same time be 
the cause of election. 

( (') The clepranty of the human will is such that, without this decree to 
bestow special clivine influences upon some, all, without exception, would 
have rejected Christ's salvation after it was offered to them; and so all, 
without exception, must have perished. Election, therefore, may be 
viewed as a necessary consequence of God's decree to provide an objective 
redemption, if that 1·edemption is to have any subjective result in human 
salvation. 

( d) The doctrine of election becomes more acceptn.ble to reason when 
we 1·emember: first, that God's decree is eternal, and in a certain sense is 
contemporaneous with man's belief in Christ; secomUy, that God's decree 
to create involves the decree of all that in the exercise of man's freedom 
will follow; thirdly, that God's decree is the decree of him who is all in 
all, so that our willing and doing is at the same time the working of him 
who dt'Crees our willing and doing. The whole question turns upon the 
iuitintive in human salvation : if this belongs to God, then in spite of dif
ficulties we must accept the Joctrine of election. 

2. Objections to the Doctrine of Election. 

(a) It is unjust to those who are not included in this purpose of salva
tion.-Answer : Election deals, not simply with creatures, but with siniul, 
guilty, and condemned creatures. That any should be saved, is mutter of 
pure grace, and those who are not included in this purpose of salvatiou 
suffer only the due reward of their deeds. There is, therefore, no injustice 
in God's election. We may hotter praise God that he saves any, than charge 
him with injustice because he saves so few. 

( u) It represents God as partial in his dealings antl a respecter of per
sons.-A.nswer : Since there is nothing in men i.hat determines God's choice 
of one rather than another, the objection is invalid. It would equally apply 
to Gotl's selection of certain nations, as Israel, and certain individuals, as 
Cyrns, to be recipients of special tcmpora1 gifts. If Gou is not to be 
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regarded as partial in not providing a salvation for fallen angels, he cannot 
be regarded as partial in not providing regenerating influences of his Spirit 
for the whole race of fallen men. 

( c) It represents God as arbitrary.-Answer : It represents Goel, not 
as arbitrary, but as exercising the free choice of a ·wise and sovereign wi11, in 
ways aml for reasons which are inscrutable to us. To deny the possibility 
of such a choice is to deny God's personality. To deny that God has 
reasons for his choice is to deny his wisdom. The doctrine of election finds 
these reasons, not in men, but in God. 

( d) It tends to immorality, by representing men's salvation as inde
pendent of their own obedience.-Answer: The objection ignores the fact 
that the salvation of belieYers is ordained only in connection with their 
regeneration and sanctification, as means ; and that the certainty of final 
triumph is the strongest incentive to strenuous conflict with sin. 

( e) It inspires pride in those who think themselves elect.-Answer: 
This is possible only in the case of those who pervert the doctrine. On 
the contrary, its proper influence is to humble men. Those who exalt 
themselves above others, upon the ground that they are special favorites of 
God, have reason to question their election. 

(f) It discourages effort for the salvation of the impenitent, whether on 
their own part or on the part of others. -Answer : Since it is a secret 
decree, it cannot hinder or discourage such effort. On the other ham1, it 
is a ground of encouragement, and so a stimulus to effort; for, without 
election, it is certain that all would be lost ( cf. Acts 18 : 10 ). While it 
humbles the sinner, so that he is willing to cry for mercy, it encourages 
him also hy showing him that some will be saved, and ( since election and 
faith are inseparably connected ) that he will be saved, if he will only 
believe. While it makes the Christian feel entirely dependent on God's 
power, in his efforts for the impenitent, it lea(ls him to say with Paul that 
he " endures all things for the elects' sake, that they also may attain the 
salvation that is in Christ Jesus with eternal glory" ( 2 Tim. 2 : 10 ). 

( g) The decree of election implies a decree of reprobation. - Answer : 
The decree of reprobation is not a })Ositive decree, like that of election, 
but a permissive decree to !Pave the sinner to his self-chosen rebellion and 
its natural consequences of punishment. 

II. CALLING. 

Calling is that act of God by which men are invited to accept, by faith, 
the salvation provided by Christ. -The Scriptures distinguish between : 

( a ) The general, or exte1·nal, call to all men through God's providence, 
word, and Spirit. 

( b) The special, efficacious call of the Holy Spirit to the elect. 

Two questions only need special consideration : 

A. Is God's general call sincere? 

This is denied, upon the ground that such sincerity is incompatible, 
first, with the inability of the sinner to obey ; antl secondly, with the 
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design of God to bestow only upon the elect the special grace without 
which they will not olJey. 

(a) To the first objection we reply that, since this inability is not a 
physical but a. moral ina.1Jility, consisting simply in tho settled perversity 
of an evil ";n, there can be no insincerity in offering salYation to a.II, espe
cially when the offer is in itself a. proper motive to obellience. 

( b) To the second, we reply that the objection, if true, would equally 
hold against God's foreknowledge. The sincerity of God's general call is 
no more inconsistent ,vith his determination that some shall be permitted 
to reject it, than it is with foreknowledge that some ";11 reject it. 

B. Is God's special call irresistihle? 

"\\,.,. e prefer to say that this special call is efficacious,-that is, that it infal
libly accomplishes its pm1)ose of leading the sinner to the acceptance of 
salvation. This implies two things: 

( a) That the operation of God is not an outward constraint upon the 
human will, but tlmt it accords with the laws of our mental constitution. 
"\Ve reject the term 'irresistible,' as implying a coercion ancl compulsion 
which is foreign to the nature of God's working in the soul. 

( b ) That the operation of God is the originating cause of that new dis
position of the affections, and that new activity of the will, by which the 
sinner accepts Christ. The cause is not in the response of the will to the 
presentation of motives by God, nor in any mere cooperation of the will of 
man with the will of God, but is an almighty act of God in the will of man, 
by which its freedom to choose God as its end is restored and rightly exer~ 
cised (John 1 : 12, 13). For further discussion of the subject, see, in the 
next section, the remarks on Regeneration, with which this efficacious call 
is identical. 

SECTION II. - THE APPLICATION OF CHRIST'S REDEMPTION 

IN ITS ACTUAL BEGINNING 

Under this head we treat of Union with Christ, Regeneration, Conversion 
( embracing Repentance and Faith), and Justification. l\Iuch confusion 
and eITor have arisen from conceiving these as occurring in chronological 
order. The order is logical, not chronological. As it is only "in Christ ' 1 

that man is "a new creature " ( 2 Cor. 5 : 17) or is "justified" ( Acts 13 : 39 ), 
union with Christ logically precedes both regeneration and justification ; 
and yet, chronologically, the moment of our union with Christ is also the 
moment when we are regenerated and justified. So, too, regeneration and 
conversion arc but the divine and human silles or aspects of the same fact, 
although regeneration has logical precedence, and man turns only as God 
turns him. 

I. U N'ION WITH CHRIST. 

The Scriptures declare that, through the operation of God, there is con
stituted a union of the soul "ith Christ different in kin<l from God's natural 
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and providential concursus with all spirits, as well as from all unions of 
mere association or sympathy, moral likeness, or moral influence,-a union 
of life, in which the human spirit, while then most truly possessing its own 
individuality and personal distinctness, is interpenetrated and energized by 
the Spirit of Christ, is macle inscrutably but indissolubly one with him, 
and so becomes a member and partaker of that rcgenemted, believing, and 
justified humanity of which he is the head. 

1. Scripture Representations of this Union. 

A. Figurative teaching. It is illustrated : 

(a) From the union of a building aml its foundation. 

( b ) From the union between husband and wife. 

( c) From the union between the vine and its branches. 

( d ) From the union between the members and the head of the body. 

( e) F1·om the union of the race with the source of its life in Adam, 

B. Direct statements. 

( a ) The believer is said to be in Christ. 

( b ) Christ is said to be in the believer. 

( c) The Father and the Son dwell in the believer. 

( d ) The believer has life by partaking of Christ, as Christ has life by 
partaking of the Father. 

( e ) All believers are one in Christ. 

(f) The believer is made partake1· of the Jivine nature. 

( g ) The believer is made one spirit with the Lord. 

2. Nature of this Union. 

We have here to do not only with a fact of life, but with a unique rela
tion between the finite and the infinite. Our Llescriptions must therefore 
be inadequate. Yet in many respects we know what this union is not; in 
certain respects we can positively characterize it. 

A. Negatively. - It is not: 

(a) A merely natural union, like that of God with all human spirits, -
as held by rationalists. 

( b ) A merely moral union, or union of love and sympathy, like that 
between teacher and scholar, friend and friend, - as held by Socinians 
and Arminians. 

( c ) A union of essence, which destroys the distinct personality and sub
sistence of either ChTist or the human spirit, - as held by many of the 
mystics. 

( d) A union mediated and conditioned by participation of the sacra
ments of the church,-as held by Romanists, Lutherans, and High-Church 
Episcopalians. 
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B. Positively.-It is: 

(a) An organic union,- in which we become members of Christ and 
partakers of his humanity. 

( b) A vital union,-in which Christ's life becomes the dominating prin
ciple within us. 

( c) A spiritual union,-that is, a union whose source antl author is the 
Holy Spirit. 

( d) An indissoluble union,- that is, a union which, consistently with 
Christ's promise and grace, can never be dissolved. 

( r) An inscrutable union,-mystical, however, only in the sense of sur
passing in its intimacy and value any other union of souls which we know. 

3. Consequences of this Union as 1·espects the Believer. 

We have seen that Christ's union with humanity, at the inca.rnation, 
involved him in all the legal liabilities of the race to which he united him
self, and enabled him so to assume the penalty of its sin as to make for all 
men a full satisfaction to the divine justice, and to remove all external 
obstacles to man's return to God. An internal obstacle, however, still 
remains - the evil affections and will, and the consequent guilt, of the 
individual soul. This last obstacle also Christ removes, in the case of all 
his people, by uniting himself to them in a closer and more perfect manner 
than that in which he is united to humanity at large. As Christ's union 
with the race secures the objective reconciliation of the race to God, so 
Christ's union with believers secures the subjective reconciliation of 
believers to God. 

The consequences of union with Christ may be summarily stated as 
follows: 

(a) Union with Christ involves a change in the dominant affection of 
the soul. Christ's entrance into the soul makes it a new creature, in the 
sense that the ruling disposition, which before was sinful, now becomes 
holy. This change we call Regeneration. 

( b) Union ·with Christ involves a new exercise of the soul's powers in 
repentance and faith; faith, indeed, is the act of the soul by which, under 
the operation of Goel, Christ is received. This new exercise of the soul's 
powers we call Conversion ( Repentance and Faith). It is the obverse or 
human side of Regeneration. 

( c) Union with Christ gives to the believer the legal standing and rights 
of Christ. As Christ's union with the race involves atonement, so the 
believer's union with Christ involves Justification. The believer is enti
tled to take for his own all that Christ is, and all that Christ has <lone ; and 
this because he has within him that new life of humanity which suffered in 
Christ's death and rose from the grave in Christ's resnrrection,-in other 
words, because he is virtually one person with the Redeemer. In Christ 
the believer is prophet, priest, and king. 
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( d) Union with Christ secures to the believer the continuously trans
forming, assimilating power of Christ's life, -first, for the soul; secondly, 
for the body, - consecrating it in the present, and in the future raising it 
up in the likeness of Christ's glorified body. This continuous influence, 
so far as it is exerted in the present life, we call Sanctification, the human 
side or aspect of which is Perseverance, 

{ e) Union with Christ brings about a fellowship of Christ with the 
believer,-Christ takes part in all the labors, temptations, and sufferings 
of his people ; a fellowship of the believer v.ith Christ,- so that Christ's 
whole experience on earth is in some measure reproduced in him; a fellow
ship of all believers with one another,- furnishing a basis for the spiritual 
unity of Christ's people on earth, and for the eternal communion of heaven. 
The doctrine of Union with Christ is therefore the indispensable prepara
tion for Ecclesiology, and for Eschatology. 

II. REGENERATION. 

Regeneration is that act of God by which the governing disposition of 
the soul is made holy, and by which, through the truth as a means, the first 
holy exercise of this disposition is secured. 

Regeneration, or the new birth, is the divine side of that change of heart 
which, viewed from the human side, we call conversion. It is God's turn
ing the soul to himself,- conversion being the soul's turning itself to God, 
of which God's turning it is both the accompaniment and cause. It will be 
observed from the above definition, that there are two aspects of regener
ation, in the first of which the soul is passive, in the second of which the 
soul is active. God changes the governing disposition,-in this change the 
soul is simply acted upon. Goel secures the initial exercise of this disposi
tion in view of the truth,-in this change the soul itself acts. Yet these 
two parts of God's operation are simultaneous. At the same moment that 
he makes the soul sensitive, he pours in the light of his tmth and induces 
the exercise of the holy disposition he has imparted. 

1. Scripture R epresentatious. 

(a) Regeneration is a change indispensable to the salvation of the sinner. 

( b ) It is a change in the inmost principle of life. 

( c) It is a change in the heart, or governing disposition. 

( d) It is a change in the moral relations of the soul. 

( e) It is a change wrought in connection with the use of truth as a 
means. 

(f) It is a change instantaneous, secretly wrought, and known only in 
its results. 

(g) It is a change wrought by God. 

( h) It is a change accomplished through the union of the soul with 
Christ. 
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2. .~reccssity of Regeneration. 

That all men without exception nee1l to bo changed in moral character, is 
manifest, not only from Scripture passages already cited, bnt from the fol
lowing rational considerations : 

(a) Holiness, or conformity to the fundamental moral attribute of Goel, 
is the indispensable condition of securing tho divine favor, of attaining 
peace of conscience, and of preparing tho soul for tho associations and 
employments of the blest. 

( b) The condition of universal humanity ns by nature depraved, and, 
when arrived at moral consciousness, as guilty of actual transgression, is 
precisely the opposite of that holiness without which the soul cannot exist 
in normal relation to God, to self, or to holy beings. 

( c) A radical internal change is therefore requisite in every human soul 
-n. change in that which constitutes its character. Holiness cannot be 
attained, as the pantheist claims, by a merely natural growth or develop
ment, since man's natmal tendencies are wholly in tho direction of selfish
ness. There must be 11 reversal of his inmost dispositions and principles 
of action, if he is to see the kingdom of God. 

3. The Efficient Cause of Regenemtion. 

Three views only need be considered, - all others are modifications of 
these. The firnt ·dew puts the efficient cause of regeneration in the human 
will; the second, in the truth considered as a system of motives; the third, 
in the immediate agency of the Holy Spirit. 

A. The human will, as the efficient cause of regeneration. 

This view takes two forms, according as the will is regarded as acting 
apart from, or in conjunction with, special influences of the truth applied 
by God. Pelagians hold the former; Anninians the latter. 

( a) To the Pelaginn view, that regeneration is solely the act of man, and 
is identical with self-reformation, we ohject that the sinner's depravity, 
since it consists in a fixeu state of the affections which determines the 
settled character of the volitions, amounts to a moral inability. \\"ithout 
a renewal of the affections from which all moral action springs, man will 

not choose holiness nor accept salvation. 

( b ) To tho Arminian view, that regeneration is the act of man, cooper
ating with divine influences applied through the truth ( synergistic the
ory), we object that no beginning of holiness is in this way conceimble. 
For, so long as man's selfish. and perverse affections are unchanged, no 
choosing Gotl is possible but such as proceeds from supreme desire for 
one's own interest anu happiness. Bnt the man thns supremely bent on 
self-gratification cannot see in Goel, or his service, anything productive of 
happiness; or, if he could see in them anything of aclmntage, his choice 
of God and his service from snch a motive would not be a holy choice, and 
therefore coulu not be 11 beginning of holiness. 
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B. The t111th, as the efficient cause of regeneration. 
According to this view, the truth as a system of motives is the direct and 

immediate cause of the change from unholiness to holiness. This view is 
objectionable for two 1·easons : 

(a) It erroneously regards motiYes as wholly external to the mind that 
is influenced by them. This is to conceive of them as mechanically con
straining the will, and is irnlistiuguishable from necessitarianism. On the 
contrary, motives are compounded of external presentations and internal 
dispositions. It is the soul's affections which rentler certain suggestions 
attractive and others repugnant to us. In brief, the heart makes the motive. 

( b) Only as truth is loved, therefore, can it be a motive to holiness. 
But we have seen that the aversion of the sinner to God is such that the 
truth is hated instead of loved, and a thing that is hated, is hated more 
intensely, the more distinctly it is seen. Hence no mere power of the 
truth can be regarded as the efficient cause of regeneration. The contrary 
view implies that it is not the trnth which the sinner hates, but rather some 
clement of error which is mingled with it. 

C. The immediate agency of the Holy Spirit, as the efficient cause of 
regeneration. 

In ascribing to the Holy Spirit the authorship of regeneration, we do 
not affirm that the divine Spirit accomplishes his work without any accom
panying instrumentality. We simply assert that the power which regen
erates is the power of God, and that although conjoined ·with the use of 
means, there is a direct operation of this power upon the sinner's heart 
which changes its moral character. We add two remarks by way of further 
explanation : 

(a) The Scriptural assertions of tho indwelling of the Holy Spirit and 
of his mighty power in the soul forbid us to 1·egard the divine Spirit in 
regeneration as coming in contact, not ·with the soul, hut only with the 
truth. The phrases, "to energize the truth," "to intensify the truth," 
"to illuminate the truth," have no proper meaning ; since even Goel cannot 
make the truth more true. If any change is wTought, it must be wrought, 
not in the tnith, but in the soul. 

( b) Even if truth could be energized, intensified, illuminated, there 
would still be needed a change in the moral disposition, before the soul 
could recognize its beauty or be affected by it. No mere increase of light 
can enable a blind man to see; the disease of the eye must first be cured 
before external objects are visible. So Gall's work in regeneration must 
be performed within the soul itself. Over and above all influence of the 
truth, there must be a direct influence of the Holy Spirit upon tho heart. 
Although wrought in conjunction with the presentation of truth to the 
intellect, regeneration differs from moral suasion in being an immediate 
act of God. 

4. The Instrumentality used in Regeneration. 
A. The Roman, English and Lutheran churches hold that regeneration 

js accomplished through the instrumentality of baptism. The Disciples, 
or followeTs of Alexander Campbell, make regeneration incluue baptism, 
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as well ns repentance nnd faith. To tho view that baptism is a ruenns of 
regeneration we urge tho following objections: 

(a) The Scriptures represent baptism to be not tho means but only the 
sign of regeneration, nnd thereforo tu prcsnppose nucl follow regeneration. 
For this reason only believers-that is, persons giving crellihlo cwiclcnco 
of being rcgenemtml-werc baptized (Acts 8: 12). Not external haptism, 
but the conscientious turning of tho sonl to God which l)(l,ptism symbolizes, 
saves us ( 1 Pet. 3 : 21- <1wc16~,m,1,; aya8,j,; i1rcru~r17µa ). Texts like John 
3 : 5, Acts 2 : 38, Col. 2 : 12, Tit. 3: G, are to be explninecl upon the princi
ple thnt regeneration, the inward change, a1Hl baptism, the outward sign 
of thnt change, were regarded as only different sides or aspects of the same 
fact, ancl either side or aspect might therefore be described in terms 
derived from the other. 

( b) Upon this view, there is a striking incongruity between the nature 
of the change to be wrought and the means employed to produce it. The 
change is a spiritual one, but the means are physical. It is far more 
rational to suppose that, in changing the character of intelligent beings, 
God uses means which have relation to their intelligence. The view we 
are considering is part and parcel of a general scheme of mechanical rather 
than moral salvation, and is more consistent with a materialistic than with 
a spiritual philosophy. 

B. The Scriptural view is that regeneration, so far as it secures an 
activity of man, is accomplished through the instrumentality of the truth. 
Although the Holy Spirit does not in any way illuminate the truth, lie 
does illuminate the mind, so that it can perceive the truth. In conjunc
tion with the change of man's inner disposition, there is au appeal to man's 
rational nature through the truth. Two inferences may be drawn: 

(a) l\Ian is not wholly passive at the time of his regeneration. He is 
passive only with respect to the change of his ruling disposition. With 
respect to the exercise of this disposition, he is active. Although the effi
cient lJower which secures this exercise of the new disposition is the power 
of God, yet man is not therefore unconscious, nor is he a. mere machine 
worked by God's fingers. On the other hand, his whole moral nature 
under God's working is alive and active. We reject the "exercise-system," 
which regards God as the direct author of all man's thoughts, feelings, 
and volitions, not only in its general tenor, but in its special application to 
regeneration. 

( b) The activity of man's mind in regeneration is activity in view of 
the tmth. God secures the initial exercise of the new disposition which 
he has wrought in man's heart in connection ~ith the nso of truth as a 
means. Here we perceive the link between the efficiency of God and the 
acfoity of man. Only as the sinner's mind is brought into contact with 
the truth, docs God complete his regenerating work. And ns the change 
of inward disposition and tho initial exercise of it are never, so fnr as we 
know, separated by any interval of time, we 'can say, in general, that 
Christian work is successful only as it commends the truth to every man's 
conscience in the sight of God ( 2 Cor. 4 : 2 ). 
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5. The Nature of the Change wrought in Regeneration. 

A. It is a change in which the governing disposition is made holy. 
This implies that: 

(a) It is not a change in the substance of either body or soul. Regen
eration is not a physical change. There is no physical seed or germ 
implanted in man's nature. Regeneration does not add to, or subtract 
from, the number of man's intellectual, emotional or voluntary faculties. 
But regeneration is the giving of a new direction or tendency to powers 
of affection which man possessed before. l\fan hacl the faculty of love 
before, but his love was supremely set on self. In regeneration the direc
tion of that faculty is changed, and his love is now set supremely upon 
God. 

( b) Regeneration involves an enlightenment of the understanding and 
a rectification of the volitions. But it seems most consonant with Scripture 
and with a correct psychology to regard these changes as immediate and 
necessary consequences of the change of disposition already mentioned, 
rather than as the primary and central facts in regeneration. The taste for 
truth logically precedes perception of the truth, and Joye for God logically 
precedes obedience to God; indeed, without love no obedience is possible. 
Reverse the lever of affection, and this moral locomotive, without further 
change, will move away from sin, and toward truth and Goel. 

( c) It is objected, indeed, that we know only of mental substance and of 
mental acts, and that the new disposition or state just mentioned, since it 
is not an act, must be regarded as a new substance, and so lack all moral 
quality. But we reply that, besides substance and acts, there are habits, 
tendencies, proclivities, some of them natiYe and some of them acquired. 
They are voluntary, and have moral character. If we can by repeated 
acts originate sinful tendencies, God can surely originate in us holy ten
dencies. Such holy tendencies formed a part of the nature of Adam, as 
he came from the hand of God. As the result of the Fall, we are born 
with tendencies toward evil for which we are responsible. Regeneration 
is a restoration of the original tendencies toward God which were lost by 
the Fall. Such holy tendencies ( tastes, dispositions, affections) are not 
only not unmoral-they are the only possible springs of right moral action. 
Only in the 1·estoration of them cloes man become truly free. 

B. It is an instantaneous change, in a region of the soul below con
sciousness, and is therefore known only in its results. 

( a) It is an instantaneous change. - Regeneration is not a gradual 
work. Although there may be a gradual work of God's providence and 
Spirit, preparing the change, and a gradual recognition of it after it bas 
taken place, there must be an instant of time when, under the influence of 
God's Spirit, the disposition of the soul, just before hostile to God, is 
changed to love. Any other view assumes an intermediate state of indeci
sion which has no moral character at all, and confounds rngeneration either 
with conviction or with sanctification. 

( b ) This change takes place in the region of the soul below conscious
ness. -It is by no means true that God's work in regeneration is always 
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recognized by the subject of it. On the other hand, it is never directly 
l)erceived at all. Tho working of God in the human soul, since it contm
,·cnes no law of man's being, but rather puts him in the full and normal 
possession of his own !Jowers, is secret and inscrutable. Although man is 
conscious, he is not conscious of God's regenerating agency. 

( c) This change, however, is recognized indirectly in its results. -At 
the moment of regeneration, the soul is conscious only of the truth and of 
its own exercises with reference to it. That God is the author of its new 
nffectiou is an inference from the new character of the exercises which it 
prompts. The human side or aspect of regeneration is Conversion. This, 
and the Sanctification which follows it ( including the s1Jecial gifts of the 
Holy Spirit), are the sole evidences in any particular case that regenera
tion is an accomplished fact. 

ill. CONVERSION. 

Conversion is that voluntary change in the mind of the sinner, in which 
be turns, on the one hand, from sin, and on the other hand, to Christ. 
The former or negative element in conversion, namely, the turning from 
sin, we denominate repentance. The latter or positive element in conver
sion, namely, the turning to Christ, we denominate faith. 

(a) Conversion is the human side or aspect of that fundamental spirit
ual change which, as viewed from the divine side, we call regeneration. 
It is simply man's turning. The Scriptures recognize the voluntary activ
ity of the human soul in this change as distinctly as they recognize the 
causative agency of God. While God turns men to himself ( Ps. 85 : 4 ; 
Song 1: 4; Jer. 31: 18; Lam. 5: 21 ), men are exhorted to turn themselves 
to God ( Prov. 1: 23; Is. 31: 6; 59: 20; Ez. 14: 6; 18: 32; 33: 9, 11; 
Joel 2: 12-14). While God is represented as the author of the new heart 
and the new spirit ( Ps. 51 : 10 ; Ez. 11 : 19 ; 36 : 26 ), men are commanded 
to make for themselves a new heart· and a new spirit ( Ez. 18 : 31 ; 2 Cor. 
7: 1 ; cf. Phil. 2 : 12, 13 ; Eph. 5 : 14: ). 

( b) This twofold method of representation can be explained only when 
we remember that man's powers may be intcrpcnetrP,ted and quickened by 
the divine, not only without destroying man's freedom, but ·with the result 
of making man for the first time truly free. Since the relation between 
the divine and the human activity is not one of chronological succession, 
man is never to wait for Gael's working. If he is ever regenerated, it must 
be in and through a movement of his own will, in which he turns to God 
as unconstrainedly and with as little consciousness of God's operation upon 
him, as if no such operation of God were involved in the change. And in 
preaching, we are to press upon men the claims of Gou and their duty of 
immediate submission to Christ, with the certainty that they who do so 
submit will subsequently recognize this new and holy activity of their own 
wills as due to a working within them of divine power. 

( c) From the fact that the word 'conversion' means simply 'a turning,' 
every turning of the Christian from sin, subsequent to the first, may, iu a 
subordinate sense, be denominated a conversion ( Luke 22: 32 ). Since 
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regeneration is not complete sanctification, and the change of governing 
disposition is not identical with complete purification of the nature, such 
subsequent turnings from sin are necessary consequences and evitlences of 
the first ( cf. John 13 : 10 ). But they do not, like the first, imply a change 
in the governing disposition, - they are rather new manifestations of a 
disposition already changed. For this reason, conversion proper, like the 
regeneration of which it is the obverse side, can occur hut once. The 
phrase 'second conversion,' even if it does not imply radical misconception 
of the nature of conversion, is misleading. We prefer, therefore, to 
describe these subsequent experiences, not by the term 'conversion,' but 
by such phrases as ' breaking off, forsaking, returning from, neglects or 
transgressions,' and 'coming back to Christ, trusting anew in him.' It is 
with repentance and faith, as elements in that first and radical change by 
which the soul enters upon a state of salvation, that we have now to do. 

1. Repentance. 

Repentance is that voluntary change in the mind of the sinner iA which 
he turns from sin. Being essentially a change of mind, it iuv ,Ives a 
change of view, a change of feeling, and a change of pnrpose. We may 
therefore analyze repentance into three constituents, each succeeding term 
of which includes and implies the one preceding : 

A. An intellectual element, - change of view-recognition of sin as 
involving personal guilt, defilement, and helplessness (Ps. 51: 3, 7, 11 ). 
If unaccompanied by the following elements, this recognition may mani
fest itself in fear of punishment, although as yet there is no hatred of sin. 
This element is indicated in the Scripture phrase irr[yvwat{ aµaprfor (Rom. 
3 : 20 ; cf. 1 : 32 ). 

B. An emotional element, - change of feeling- sorrow for sin as com
mitted against goodness and justice, and therefore hateful to God, and 
hateful in itself ( Ps. 51: 1, 2, 10, 14 ). This element of repentance is indi
cated in the Scripture word µtraµD.oµac. If accompanieu by the following 
element, it is a AvrrlJ Kara 0E6v. If not so accompanied, it is a 11.v1rlJ rov K6aµov 

= remorse aud despair ( l\fat. 27 : 3 ; Luke 18 : 23 ; 2 Cor. 7 : 9, 10 ). 

C. A voluntary element,- change of purpose -inward turning from 
sin and disposition to seek pardon and cleansing ( Ps. 51: 5, 7, 10; Jer. 
25: 5 ). This includes and implies the two preceding elements, and is 
therefore the most important aspect of repentance. It is indicated in the 
Scripture term µEravow ( Acts 2 : 38 ; Rom. 2 : 4 ). 

In broad distinction from the Scriptural doctrine, we find the Romanist 
view, which regards the three elements of repentance as the following: 
( 1 ) contrition; ( 2) confession; ( 3) satisfaction. Of these, contrition is 
the only element properly belonging to repentance; yet from this contri
tion the Romanist excludes all sorrow for sin of nature. Confession is con
fession to the priest; and satisfaction is the sinner's own doing of outward 
penance, as a temporal and symbolic submission and reparation to violated 
law. This view is false and pernicious, in that it confounds repentance 
with its outward fruits, conceives of it as exercised rather toward the church 
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than toward God, and regards it as a meritorious grnund, instead of a mero 
condition, of panlon. 

In further explanation of the Scriptnro representations, we remark: 

(a) That repentance, in en.ch and all of its aspects, is wholly au inwanl 
act, not to be confounded with the change of life which proceeds from it. 

True repentance is indeed manifested and evidenced by confossion of sin 
before God ( Luke 18 : 13 ), and by reparation for wrongs done to men 
(Luke 19: 8). But these do not constitute repentance; th<.'Y are rather 
fruits of repentance. Bct"\\·ccn 'repentance ' and ' fruit worthy of repent
ance,' Scriptme plainly distinguishes Plat. 3 : 8 ). 

( b) That repentance is only a negative condition, and not a positive 
means of salvation. 

This is evident from the fact that repentance is no more than the sinner's 
present duty, and can furnish no offset to the claims of the law on account 
of past transgression. The truly penitent man feels that his repentance has 
no merit. Apart from the positive element of conversion, namely, faith in 
Christ, it would be only sorrow for guilt unremoved. This very sorrow, 
moreover, is not the mere product of human will, but is the gift of God. 

( c) That true repentance, however, never exists except in conjunction 
with faith. 

Sorrow for sin, not simply on account of its evil consequences to the 
transgressor, but on account of its intrinsic hatefulness as opposed to divine 
holiness and love, is practically impossible without some confidence in 
God's mercy. It is the Cross which first makes us truly penitent ( cf. John 
12 : 32, 33 ). Hence all true preaching of repentance is implicitly a preach
ing of faith (l\Iat. 3: 1-12; cf. Acts 19: 4), and repentance toward God 
involves faith in the Lord Jesus Christ ( Acts 20 : 21 ; Luke 15 : 10, 24; 
19 : 8, 9 ; cf. Gal. 3 : 7 ). 

( d) That, conversely, wherever there is true faith, there is true repent
ance also. 

Since repentance and faith are but different sitles or aspects of the same 
act of turning, faith is as inseparable from repentance as repentance is from 
faith. That must be an unreal faith where there is no repentance, just as 
that must be an unreal repentance where there is no faith. Yet because 
the one aspect of his change is more prominent in the mind of the conyert 
than the other, we are not hastily to conclude that the other is absent. 
Only that degree of conviction of sin is essential to salvation, which carries 
with it a fo1·saking of sin and a trustful surrender to Christ. 

2. Faith. 

Faith is that voluntary change in the mind of the sinne1· in which he 
turns to Christ. Being essentially a change of mincl, it involves a change 
of view, a change of feeling, and a change of purpose. We may therefore 
analyze faith also into three constituents, each succeeding term of which 
includes and implies the preceding : 

A. An intellectual clement ( notitia, credere Deum ), -recognition of 
the truth ot God's revelation, or of the objective reality of the salvation 
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provided by Christ. This includes not only a historical belief in the facts 
of the Scripture, but an intellectual belief in the doctrine taught therein 
as to man's sinfulness and dependence upon Christ. 

B. An emotional element ( assensus, credere Deo ), - assent to the 
revelation of God's power and grace in J esns Christ, as applicable to the 
present needs of the soul. Those in whom this awakening of the sensibili
ties is unaccompanied by the fundamental decision of the will, which con
stitutes the next element of faith, may seem to themselves, and for a time 
may appear to others, to have accepted Christ. 

Saving faith, however, includes also : 

C. A voluntary element (jiducia, ~redere in Deum, ), -trust in Christ 
as Lord and Savior; or, in other words-to distinguish its two aspects: 

(a) Surrender of the soul, as gmlty and defiled, to Christ's governance. 

( b ) Rece1)tion and approprirttion of Christ, as the source of pardon and 
spiritual life. 

The passages already referred to refute the view of the Romamst, that 
saving faith is simply implicit assent to the doctrines of the church ; and 
the view of the Disciple or Campbellite, that faith is merely intellectual 
belief in the truth, on the presentation of evidence. 

In further explanation of the Scripture representations, we remark: 

(a) That faith is an act of the affections and will, as truly as it is an act 
of the intellect. 

It bas been claimed that faith and unbelief are purely intellectual states, 
which are necessarily determined by the facts at any given time presented 
to the mind; anu that they are, for this reason, as destitute of moral quality 
and as far from being matters of obligation, as are our instmctive feelings 
of pleasme and pain. But this view unwarrantably isolates the intellect, 
and. ignores the fact that, in all moral subjects, the state of the affections 
and will affects the judgment of the mind with regard to truth. In the 
intellectual act the whole moral nature expresses itself. Since the tastes 
determine the opinions, faith is a moral act, and men are responsible for 
not believing. 

( b) That the object of saving faith is, in general, the whole truth of God, 
so far as it is objectively revealed or made known to the soul; but, in par
ticular, tho person and work of Jesus Christ, which constitutes the centre 
and substance of God's revelation (Acts 17: 18; 1 Cor. 1: 23; Col. 1: 27; 
Rev. 19 : 10 ). 

The patriarchs, though they had no knowledge of a personal Christ, were 
saved by believing in God so far as God had revealed himself to them ; and 
whoever among the heathen are saved, must in like manner be saved by 
casting themselves as helpless sinners upon God's plan of mercy, dimly 
shadowed forth in nature and providence. But such faith, even among the 
patriarchs and heathen, is implicitly a faith in Christ, and would become 
explicit and conscious trust and submission, whenever Obrist were made 
known to them ( l\fat. 8: 11, 12; John 10: 16; Acts 4: 12; 10: 31, 34, 35, 
44:; 16: 31 ). 
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( c) That the ground. of faith is the external word of promise. The 
ground of assurance, on the other lrn1Hl, is the inward witness of the Spirit 
that we fulfil the conditions of the promise ( Tiom. •1 : 20, 21 ; 8 : 1G; Eph. 
1 : 13; 1 J obn 4: 13; 5: 10 ). This witness of the Spirit is not a new reve
lation from God, but a strengthening of fn.ith so that it becomes conscious 
and indubitable. 

True faith is possiblo without assnrance of salvation. But if Alexander's 
view were correct, that the object of sa Ying faith is the vroposition : "God, 
for Christ's sake, now looks with reconciling love on me, a sinner," no one 
conltl believ(', without being at the same time assured that be was a saved 
person. Upon the true view, that the object of saving faith is not a propo
sition, but a person, we can perceive not only the simplicity of faith, but 
the possibility of faith even where the soul is destitute of assumnce or of 
joy. Hence those who already believe are mgecl to seek for assurance 
( Heb. 6 : 11; 2 Peter 1 : 10 ). 

( d) That faith necessarily leads to good works, since it embraces the 
whole truth of God so far as made known, and appropriates Christ, not only 
as an external Savior, but as an internal sa,nctifying power ( Heb. 7 : 15, 16 ; 
Gal. 5: 6). 

Good works are the proper evidence of faith. The faith which does not 
lead men to act upon the commands and promises of Christ, or, in other 
words, does not lead to obedience, is called in Scripture a ''dead," that is, 
an unreal, faith. Such faith is not saving, since it lacks the voluntary ele
ment-actual appropriation of Christ (James 2: 14-26). 

( e) That faith, as characteristically the inward act of reception, is not to 
be confounded with love or obedience, its fruit. 

Faith is, in the Scriptures, called a work, only in the sense that man's 
active pmvers arc engaged in it. It is a work which Goel requires, yet 
which Goel enables man to perform (John G : 2g-lpyov mil Ornv. CJ. Rom. 
1: 17 -c1Kawat•v1J 0rni, ). As the gift of God ancl as the mere taking of unde
served mercy, it is expressly excluded from the category of works upon the 
basis of which man may claim salvation ( Rom. 3: 28; 4: 4, 5, 16 ). It is 
not the act of the fnll soul bestowing, but the act of an empty soul receiv
ing. Although this reception is prompted by a drawing of heart toward 
Goel inwrought by the Holy Spirit, this drawing of heart is not yet a con
scious and developed love: such love is the result of faith ( Gal. 5 : 6) 
What precedes faith is an unconscious and undeveloped tendency or dispo-, 
sition toward Goel. Conscious and developed affection toward God, or love 
proper, must always follow faith and be the product of faith. So, too, 
obedience can be rendered only after faith has laid bold of Christ, and with 
him has obtained the spirit of obedience ( Rom. 1 : 5- inraKOTfV rrfouw, = 
'' obedience resulting from faith"). Hence faith is not the procuring cause 
of salvation, but is only the instrumental cause. The procuring cause is 
the Christ, whom faith embraces. 

(/) That faith is susceptible of increase. 

This is evident, whether we consider it from the human or from the divine 
side. As an act of man, it bas au intellcctua!, an emotional, and a voluntary 
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element, each of which is capable of growth. As a work of God in the soul 
of man, it can receive, through the presentation of the truth and the quick
ening agency of the Holy Spirit, continually new accessions of knowledge, 
sensibility, and active energy. Such increase of faith, therefore, we are to 
seek, both by resolute exercise of our own powers, and above all, by direct 
application to the source of faith in God ( Luke 17: 5 ). 

IV. JUSTIFIOA.TION, 

l. Definition of Justification. 

By justification we mean that judicial act of Goel by which, on account of 
Christ, to whom the sinner is united by faith, he declares that sinner to be 
no longer exposed to the penalty of the law, but to be restored to his favor. 
Or, to give an alternative definition from which all metaphor is excluded: 
Jnstification is the reversal of God's attitude toward the sinner, because of 
the sinner's new relation to Christ. God did condemn ; he now acquits. 
He did repel; he now admits to favor. 

Justification, as thus defined, is therefore a declarative act, as distin
guished from an efficient act; an act of God external to the sinner, as dis
tinguished from an act within the sinner's nature and changing that nature; 
a judicial act, as distinguished from a sovereign act; au act based upon and 
logically presupposing the sinner's union with Christ, as distinguished from 
an act which causes and is followed by that union with Christ. 

2. Proof of the Doctrine of Justification. 

A. Scriptme proofs of the doctrine as a whole are the following : 

B. Scriptnre use of the special words translated "justify" and "justifi
cation" in the Septuagint and in the New Testament. 

(a) 01Ka16w - uniformly, or with only a single exception, signifies, not to 
make righteous, but to declare just, or free from guilt and exposure to pun
ishment. The only 0. T. passage where this meaning is questionable is 
Dan. 12: 3. Bnt even here the proper translation is, in all probability, not 
'they that turn many to righteousness,' but 'they that justify many,' i. e., 
cause many to be justified. For the Hiphil force of the verb, see Girdle
stone, 0. T. Syn., 257, 258, and Delitzsch on Is. 53: 11; cf. James 5 :19, 20. 

In Rom. 6 : 7 - o yap arrotfoV<,JV OHhaiwraL arro Tfi<_; aµarJTiai; = 'he that once 
died with Clll'ist was acquitted from the service of sin considered as a pen
ality.' In 1 Cor. 4 : 4- ovoi:11 yap i:µavTi,J IJVVOLOa. aU' OVK iv TOl'T<, OU)lKQt(,)µa 

= 'I am conscious of no fault, but that does not in itself make certain God's 
acquittal as respects this particular charge.' The usage of the epistle of 
James does not contradict this ; the doctrine of James is that we are justi
fied only by such faith as makes us faithful and brings forth good works. 
"He uses the word exclusively in a judicial sense ; he combats a mistaken 
view of rrfoni;, not a mistaken view of <iuw16w "; see James 2: 21, 23, 24, and 
Cremer, N. T. Lexicon, Eug. trans., 182, 183. The only N. T. passage 
where this meaning is questionable is Rev. 22 : 11 ; but here Alford, with 
~, A ancl B, reads OLKawavvr;v 7f0l1}/JQ'j(,), 

( b) <i1Kaiwa1i;-is the act, in process, of declaring a man jnst,- that is, 
acquitted from guilt and restored to the di-v"ine favor ( Rom. 4: 25; 5: 18. 
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( c) 01n.af{,)µa - is the act, as already accomplished, of declaring a man 
just.,-that is, no longer exposed to penalty, but restored to Gocl's favor 
( Rom. 5: 16, 18; cf. 1 Tim. 3: 16 ). Hence, in other connections, otKa1{,)11a 

has the mcn.ning of sfatuto, legal decision, act of justice ( Luke 1: 6; Rom. 
2 : 26 ; Heb. 0 : 1 ). 

( d) 61Kat0<Ji-'v1J - is the state of one justified, or declared just ( Rom. 8 : 
10 ; 1 Cor. 1 : 30 ). In Rom. 10: 3, Paul inveighs against ritv iofov 01n.aw<Jv111Jv 

as insufficient and false, and in its place would put n)v roil 8 wv 01Kato<JVV1Jv,

that is, a 1!1n.aw<J1.'VTJ which God not only requires, but provides; which is not 
only acceptable to God, but proceeds from God, and is appropriated by 
faith,- hence called Jarnw<JiwTJ 1ri<Jrwt; or i.K 1rforc{,)t;, "Tho primary significa
tion of the word, m Paul's writings, is therefore that state of tho believer 
which is cnlled forth by God's act of acquittal,-the state of the believer as 
justified," that is, freetl from punishment and restored to the divme favor. 

Since this sfate of acquittal is accompamed by changes in the character 
nnd conduct, 01Kat0<Jv 111J comes to mean, secondarily, the moral condition of 
the believer as resulting from this acqmttal and inseparably connected with 
it ( Rom. 14: 17; 2 Cor. 5: 21 ). This righteousness arising from justifica
tion becomes a prmciple of action ( l\Iat. 3: 15 ; Acts 10 : 35 ; Rom. 6 : 13, 
18 ). The term, however, never loses its implication of a justifying act 

upon which this principle of act10n is based. 
It is worthy of special observat10n that, in the passages cited above, the 

terms "justify" and "justification" are contrasted, not with the process of 
depraving or corrupting, but with the outward act of condemning; and that 
the expres13ions used to explain and illustrate them are all derived, not from 
the in ward operation of purifying the soul 01 infusing into it righteousness, 
but from tbG procerlure of courts in their judgments, or of offended persons 
in their forgiveness of offenders. We conclude that these terms, wherever 
they have reteience to the sinner's relation to God, signify a declarative and 
judicial act of God, external to the sumer, and not an efficient and sovereign 
act of God changing the sinner's nature and making him subjectively 

righteous. 

3. Elements of Justification. 

These are two : 
A. Remission of punishment. 

(a) God acqmts the ungodly who believe in Christ, and declares them 
just. Thi8 is not to declare them iunocent,-that would be a judgment 
contrary to truth. It declares that the demands of the law have been satis
fied with regard to them, and that they are now free from its condemnation. 

( b) This acquital, m so far as it is the act of God as judge or executive, 
administering law, may be denominated pardon. In so fat· as it is the act 
ot God ru,s a father personally inJ·urcd and grieved by sin, yet showrng grace 
to th& srnner, 1t i8 denominated forgiveness. 

( r) In an earthly tribunal, there is no acquittal for those who are proved 
to he trnnsgessors,- for such there is only conviction and punishment. 
But in God'r; government there 1& remission of punishment tor behevers, 
even though they arc confessedly offenders ; and, in justification, God 
decla1 es thf s remission. 
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( d) The declaration that the sinner is no longer exposetl to the penalty 
of law, has its ground, not in any satisfaction of the law's demand on the 
part of the sinner himself, but solely in the bearing of the penalty by 
Christ, to whom the sinner is united by faith. Justification, in its first 
element, is therefore that act by which God, for the sake of Christ, acquits 
the transgressor and suffers him to go free. 

B. Restoration to favor. 

( a) Justification is more than remission or acquittal. These would 
leave the sinner simply in the position of a discharged criminal,- law 
requires a positive righteousness also. Besides deliverance from punish
ment, justification implies God's treatment of the sinner as if he were, and 
had been, personally righteous. The justified person receives not only 
remission of penalty, but the rewards promised to obedience. 

( b) This restoration to favor, viewed in its aspect as the renewal of a 
broken friendship, is denominated reconciliation ; viewed in its aspect as a 
1·enewal of the soul's true relation to God as a father, it is denominated 
adoption. 

( c ) In au earthly pardon there are no special helps bestowed upon the 
pardoned. There are no penalties, but there are also no rewards; law can
not claim anything of the discharged, but then they also can claim nothing 
of the law. But what, though greatly needed, is left unprovided by human 
government, God does provide. In justification, there is not only acquittal, 
but approval ; not only pardon, but promotion. Remission is never sepa
rated from restoration. 

( d) The declaration that the sinner is restored to God's favor, has its 
ground, not in the sinner's personal character or conduct, but solely in the 
obedience and righteousness of Christ, to whom the sinner is united by 
faith. Thus Christ's work is the procuring cause of our justification, in 
both its elements. As we are acquitted on account of Christ's suffering of 
the penalty of the law, so on account of Christ's obedience we receive the 
rewards of law. 

4. R elation of Justification to God's Law and Holiness. 

A. J ustifi.cation has been shown to be a forensic term. A man may, 
indeed, be conceived of as just, in either of two senses : (a) as just in 
moral character,- that is, absolutely holy in nature, disposition, and con
duct; ( b) as just in relation to law,-or as free from all obligation to suffer 
penalty, and as entitled to the rewards of obedience. 

So, too, a man may be conceived of as justified, in either of two senses: 
( a) made just in moral character ; or, ( b ) made just in his relation to law. 
But-the Scriptures declare that there does not exist on earth a just man, in 
the first of these senses ( Eccl. 7: 20). Even in those who are renewed iu 
moral character and united to Christ, there is a remnant of moral depravity. 

If, therefore, there be any such thing as a just man, he must be just, not 
in the sense of possessing an unspotted holiness, but in the sense of being 
delivered from the penalty of law, and malle partaker of its rewards. If 
there be any such thing as justification, it must be, not au act of God 
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which renders the sinner absolutely holy, but nn act of God which declares 
the sinner to be free from legal penalties and entitled to legal rewanls. 

B. The difficult feature of justification is the declaration, on tho part of 
God, that a sinner whose remaining sinfulness seems to necessitate the vin
dicative reaction of God's holiness against him, is yet free from such reaction 
of holiness as is expressed in tho penalties of the law. 

The fact is to be accepted on the testimony of Scripture. If this testimony 
be not accepted, there is no deliverance from the condemnation of law. But 
the difficulty of conceiving of God's declaring the sinner no longer exposed 
to legal penalty is relieved, if not removed, by the three-fold consideration : 

(a) That Christ has endured the penalty of the law in the sinner's stead. 

( b) That the sinner is so united to Christ, that Christ's life already con
stitutes the dominating principle within him. 

( c) That this life of Christ is a power in the soul which will gmdually, 
but infallibly, extirpate all remaining depravity, until the whole physical 
and moral nature is perfectly conformed to the divine holiness. 

5. Relation of Justification to Union with Christ and the Work of 
the Spirit. 

A. Since the sinner, at the moment of justification, is not yet com
pletely transformed in character, we have seen that God can declare him 
just, not on account of what he is in himself, but only on account of what 
Christ is. The ground of justification is therefore not, (a) as the Romanists 
hold, a new righteousness and love infused into us, and now constituting 
our moral character; nor, ( b) as Osiauder taught, the essential righteous
ness of Christ's divine nature, which has become ours by faith; but ( c) the 
satisfaction and obedience of Christ, as the head of a new humanity, and 
as embracing in himself all believers as his members. 

As Adam's sin is imputed to us, not because Adam is in us, but because 
we were in Adam ; so Christ's righteousness is imputed to us, not because 
Christ is in us, but because we are in Christ,-that is, joined by faith to 
one whose righteousness and life are infinitely greater than our power to 
appropriate or contain. In this sense, we may say that we aro justified 
through a Christ outside of us, as we are sanctified through a Christ within 
us. Edwards: "The justification of the believer is no other than his being 
admitted to communion in, or participation of, this head and surety of all 
believers." 

B. The relation of justification to regeneration and sanctification, more
over, delivers it from the charges of externoJity and immorality. God does 
not justify ungodly men in their ungodliness. He pronounces them just 
only as they are united to Christ, who is absolutely just, and who, by his 
Spirit, can make them just, not only in the eye of the law, but in moral 
character. The very faith by which the sinner receives Christ is an act in 
which he ratifies all that Christ has done, and accepts God's judgment 
against sin as his own (John 16 : 11 ). 

Justification is possible, therefore, because it is always accompanied by 
regeneration and union with Christ, and is followed by sanctification. But 
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this is a very different thing from the Romanist confounding of justification 
aud sanctification, as different stages of the same process of making the 
sinner actually holy. It holds fast to the Scripture distinction between 
justification as a declarative act of God, and regeneration ancl sanctification 
as those efficient acts of God by which justification is accompanied and fol
lowed. 

6. Relation of Justification to Faith. 

A. We are justified by faith, rather than by love or by any other grace : 
(a) not because faith is itself a work of obedience by which we merit 
justification,-for this would be a doctrine of justification by works; ( b) 
nor because faith is accepted as an equivalent of obedience, - for there is 
no equivalent except the perfect obedience of Christ; ( c) nor because 
faith is the germ from which obedience may spring bereafter,-for it is 
not the faith which accepts, but the Christ who is accepted, that renders 
such obedience possible; but ( cl) because faith, and not repentance, or 
love, or hope, is the medium or instrument by which we 1·eceive Christ and 
are united to him. Hence we are never said to be justified dlli rrfonv, = on 
account of faith, but only <ltd rricrrewr, = through faith, or iK rriauwr;, = 
by faith. Or, to express the same trnth in other words, while the grace 
of God is the efficient cause of justification, and the obedience and suffer
ings of Christ are the meritorious or procuring cause, faith is the mediate 
or instrumental cause. 

B. Since the ground of justification is only Cluist, to whom we are 
united by faith, the justified pel'son has peace. If it were anything in 
ourselves, our peace must needs be proportioned to our holiness. The 
practical effect of the Romanist mingling of works with faith, as a joint 
ground of justification, is to render all assurance of salvation impossible. 
( Council of Trent, 9th chap. : " Evei·y man, by reason of his own weak
ness and defects, must be in fear and anxiety about bis state of grace. 
Nor can any one know, with infallible certainty of faith, that he has 
received forgiveness of Goel."). But since justification is an instantaneous 
act of God, complete at the moment of the sinner's first believing, it has 
no degrees. Weak faith justifies as perfectly as strong faith ; although, 
since justification is a secret act of God, weak faith does not give so strong 
assurance of salvation. 

C. Justification is instantaneous, complete, and final : instantaneous, 
since otherwise there would be an interval during which the soul was 
neither approved nor condemned by God ( l\Iat. 6 : 24 ) ; complete, since 
the soul, united to Chi·ist by faith, becomes partaker of his complete satis
faction to the demands of law ( Col. 2: 9, 10) ; and final, since the union 
with Christ is indissoluble ( J obn 10 : 28, 29 ). As there are many acts of 
sin in the life of the Christian, so there are many acts of pardon following 
them. But all these acts of pardon are virtually impliecl in that first act 
by which he was finally and forever justified ; as also successive acts of 
repentance and faith, after such sins, are virtually implied in that first 
repentance and faith which logically preceded iustification. 
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7. Advice to Inquire1·s demanded by a Scriptural View of Justification. 

(a) Where conviction of sin is yet lacking, our aim should be to show 
the sinner that ho is under God's condemnation for his past sins, and that 
no future obedience can ever secure his justification, since this obedience, 
even though perfect., could not atone for the past, and even if it could, he 
is unable, without God's help, to render it. 

( b) ·where conviction of sin already exists, om· aim should be, not, in 
the first instance, to secure tho performance of external religious duties, 
such as prayer, or Scripturc-reaLling, or uniting with the church, but to 
induce the sinner, as his first and all-inclusive duty, to accept Christ as his 
only and sufficient sacrifice and Savior, and, committing himself and the 
matter of his salvation entirely to the hands of Christ, to manifest this trust 
and submission by entering at once upon a life of obedience to Christ's 
commands. 

SECTION III.-THE APPLICATION OF CHRIST'S REDEMPTION 

IN ITS CONTINUATION. 

Under this head we treat of Sanctification and of Perseverance. These 
two are hut the divine and the human sides of the same fact, and they bear 
to each other a relation similar to that which exists between Regeneration 
and Conversion. 

I. 8ANOTIFICATION. 

1. Definition of Sanctification. 

Sanctification is that continuous operation of the Holy Spirit, by which 
the holy disposition imparted in regeneration is maintained and strength
ened. 

This definition implies: 

(a) That, although in regeneration the governing disposition of the soul 
is made holy, there still remain tendencies to evil which arc unsubdued. 

( b ) That the existence in the believer of these two opposing principles 
gives rise to a conflict which lasts through life. 

( c) That in this conflict the Holy Spirit enables the Christian, through 
increasing faith, more fully and consciously to appropriate Christ, and thus 
progressively to make conquest of the remaining sinfulness of his nature. 

2. Explanations and ScrizJture Proof. 

(a) Sanctification is the work of God. 

( b) It is a continuous process. 

( c} It is (listinguished from regeneration as growth from birth, or as the 
strengthening of a holy disposition from tho original impartation of it. 

(cl) The operation of God reveals itself in, and is accompanied by, intel
ligent and voluntary activity of the believer in the discovery and mortifica
tion of sinful desires, and in the bringing of the whole being into obedience 
to Christ and conformity to the standards of his word. 
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( e} The agency through which God effects the sanctification of the 
believer is the indwelling Spirit of Christ. 

(J) The mediate or instrumental cause of sanctification, as of j,nsti:6.ca
tion, is faith. 

(g) The object of this faith is Christ himself, as the head of a new 
humanity and the source of truth and life to those united to him. 

(Ii) Though the weakest faith perfectly justifies, the degree of sanctifica
tion is measlU'ed by the strength of the Christian's faith, and the persist
ence with which he apprehends Christ in the various relations which the 
Scriptures declare him to sustain to us. 

( i) From the lack of persistence in using the means appointed for 
Christian growth-such as the word of God, prayer, association with other 
believers, and personal effort for the conversion of the ungodly-sanctifi
cation does not always proceed in rngular and unbroken course, and it is 
never completed in this life. 

(j) Sanctification, both of the soul and of the hody of the believer, is 
completed in the life to come,-that of the former at death, that of the 
latter at the resurrection. 

3. Erroneous Views 1·ejuted by these Scr-ipture Passages. 

A. The Antinomian, -which holds that, since Christ's obedience and 
sufferings have satisfied the demands of the law, the believer is free from 
obligation to ·observe it. 

To this view we urge the following objections: 

(a) That since the law is a transcript of the holiness of God, its demands 
as a moral rule are unchanging. Only as a system of penalty and a method 
of salvation is the law abolished in Christ's death. 

( b ) That the union between Obrist and the believer secures not only 
the bearing of the penalty of the law by Christ, bnt also the impartation 
of Christ's spirit of obedience to the believer, -in other words, brings 
him into communion with Christ's work, and leads him to ratify it in his 
own experience. 

( c) That the freedom from the law of which the Scriptures speak, is 
therefore simply that freedom from the constraint and bondage of the law, 
which characterizes those who have become one with Christ by faith. 

To sum up the doctrine of Christian freedom as opposed to Antinomian
ism, we may say that Christ does not free us, as the Antinomian believes, 
from the law as a rule of life. But he does free us ( 1 ) from the law as a 
system of curse and penalty ; this he does by bearing the curse an<l penalty 
himself. Christ frees us ( 2) from the law with its claims as a method of 
salvation; this he does by making his obedience and merits ours. Christ 
frees us ( 3) from the law as an outward and foreign compulsion; this he 
does by giving to us the spirit of obedie~ce and sonship, by which the 
law is progressively realized within. 
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B. Tho Perfectionist, -which holds that tho Christian may, in this 
life, bccorno perfectly freo from sin. This viow was hold by John Wesley 
iu Euglaml, and by 1\Iahan aud Finney in America. 

In reply, it mll bo sufficient to observe: 

(a} That the theory rests upon false conceptions: first, of tho law, -as 
a sliding-scale of requirement graduated to the moral condition of creatures, 
instead of being the unchangeable reflection of God's holiness; secondly, 
of sin,-as consisting only in voluntary acts instead of cmbrncing also thoso 
dispositions and smtes of the soul which are not conformed to the divino 
holiness ; thirdly, of the human will, - as ablo to choose God supremely 
and persistently at every moment of life, and to fulfil at every moment tho 
obligations resting upon it, instead of being corrupted and onslaved by tho 
Fall. 

( b) That the theory finds no support in, but rather is distinctly contra
dicted by, Scriptme. 

First, the Scriptmes never assert or imply that the Christian may in this 
life liYe without sin; passages like 1 John 3 : 6, 9, if interpreted consist
ently with the context, set forth either the ideal standard of Corinthians 
living or the actual state of the believer so far as respects his new nature. 

Secondly, the apostolic admonitions to the Corinthians and Hebrews show 
that no such state of complete sanctification had been generally attained by 
the Christians of the first century. 

Thirdly, there is express record of sin committed by the most perfect 
characters of Scripture-as Noah, Abraham, Job, David, Peter. 

Fourthly, the word rO.ewr;, as applied to spiritual conditions already 
attained, can fairly be held to signify only a relative perfection, equivalent 
to sincere piety or maturity of Christian judgment. 

Fifthly, the Sciiptures distinctly deny that any man on earth lives with

out sin. 

Sixthly, tho declaration: "ye were sanctified" ( 1 Cor. G : 11 ), and the 
designation: "saints" ( 1 Cor. 1: 2 ), applied to early believers, are, as the 
whole epistle shows, expressive of a holiness existing in germ and anticipa
tion; the expressions deriving their meaning not so much from what these 
early believers were, as from what Christ was, to whom they were united 

by faith. 

( c ) That the theory is disapproved by the testimony of Christian expe
rience. - In exact proportion to the soul's advance in holiness does it shrink 
from claiming that holiness has been already attained, an<l humble itself 
before Go<l for its remaining apathy, ingratitude, and unbelief. 

Perfectionism is best met by proper statements of the nature of the law 
and of sin ( Ps. 119: 96 ). While we thus rebuke spiritual pride, however, 
we should be equally careful to point out the insepamble connection between 
justification and sanctification, and their equal importance as together mak-
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ing up the Biblical idea of salvation. While we show no favor to those who 
would make sanctification a sudden and paroxysmal act of the human will, 
we should hold forth the holiness of Goel as the standard of attainment, and 
the faith in a Christ of infinite fulness as the medium through which that 
standard is to be gradually but certainly realized in us ( 2 Cor. 3 : 18 ). 

II. PERSEVERANCE. 

The Scriptures declare that, in virtue of the original pmpose and contin
uous operation of God, all who are united to Christ by faith will infallibly 
continue in a state of grace and will finally attain to everlasting life. This 
voluntary continuance, on the part of the Christian, in faith and well-doing 
we call perseverance. Perseverance is, therefore, the human side or aspect 
of that spiritual process which, as viewed from the clivme side, we call sanc
tification. It is not a mere natural consequence of conversion, but -involves 
a constant activity of the human will from the moment of conversion to the 
end of life. 

1. Proof of the Doctrine of Perseverance. 
A. From Scripture,- as John 10: 28, 29; Rom. 11: 29; Ph1L 1: 6; 

2 Thess. 3: 3; 2 Tim. 1 : 12 ; 1 Pet. 1 : 5 ; Rev. 3 : 10. 

B. From Reason. 

( ri) It is a necessary inference from other doctrines, -such as election, 
union with Christ, regeneration, justification, sanctification. 

( b) It accords with analogy,- God's preserving care being needed by, 
and being granted to, his spiritual, as well as his natural, creation. 

( c) It is implied in all assurance of salvation, - since ibis assurance is 
given by the Holy Spirit. and is based not upon the known strength of 
human resolution, but upon the purpose and operation of God. 

2. Objections to the Doctrine of Perseverance. 

These objections are urged chiefly by Arminians and by Romanists. 

A. That it is inconsistent with human freedom. - Answer : It is no 
more so than is the doctrine of Election or the doctrine of Decrees. 

B. That it tends to immorality.-Answer: This cannot be, since the 
doctrine declares that God will save men by securing their perseverance in 
holiness. 

C. That it leads to indolence. - Answer : This is a perversion of the 
doctrine, continuously possible only to the unregenerate ; since, to the 
regenerate, certainty of success is the strongest incentive to activity in the 
conflict with sin. · 

D. That the Scripture commands to persevere and warnings against 
apostasy show that certain, even of the regenerate, will fall away. -
Answer: 

(a) They show that some, who are apparently regenerate, will fall away. 

( b) They show that the truly regenerate, and those who are only appar
ently so, are not certainly distinguishable in this life. 
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{ c ) They show tho fearful cousoquences of rejecting Christ, to thoso 
who ha,o onjoyed special divine influences, but who aro only apparently 
regenerate. 

( d) They show what the fate of the truly regenerato would be, in case 
they should not persevere. 

( e) They show that the perseverance of tho truly regenerate may be 
secured by these very commands and warnings. 

(f} They do not show that it is certain, or possible, that any truly 
regenerate person will fall away. 

E. That we have actual examples of such apostasy. - Wo answer: 

( a) Such are either men once outwardly reformed, liko Judas and 
Ananias, but never renewed in heart ; 

( b ) Or they are regenerate men, who, like David and Peter, have fallen 
into temporary sin, from which they will, before death, be reclaimed by 
God's discipline. 



PART VII. 

ECCLESIOLOGY, OR THE DOOTRINE OF THE CHURCH. 

CHAPTER I. 

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE CHURCH, OR CHURCH POLITY. 

I. DEFINITION OF TIIE CHUROH, 

(a) The church of Christ, in its largest signification, is the whole com
pany of regenerate persons in all times and ages, in heaven and on earth 
( l\Iat. 16: 18 ; Eph. 1 : 22, 23 ; 3 : 10 ; 5 : 24, 25 ; Col. 1 : 18 ; Heb. 12 : 23 ). 
In this sense, the church is identical with the spiritual ingdom of God ; 
both signify that redeemed humanity in which God in Obrist exercises 
actual spiritual dominion ( John 3 : 3, 5 ), 

( b ) The church, in this large sense, is nothing less than the body of 
Christ-the organism to which he gives spiritual life, and through which 
he manifests the fnlness of his power and grace. The church therefore 
cannot be defined in merely human terms, as an aggregate of individuals 
associated for social, benevolent, or even spiritual purposes. There is a 
transcendent element in the church. It is the great company of persons 
whom Christ has saved, in whom he dwells, to whom and through whom 
he reveals God ( Eph. 1 : 22, 23 ). 

( c) The Scriptures, however, distinguish between this invisible or uni
versal church, and the individual church, in which the universal church 
takes local and temporal form, and in which the idea of the church as a 
whole is concretely exhibited. 

( d) The individual church may be defined as that smaller company of 
regenerate persons, who, in any given community, unite themselves volun
tarily together, in accordance with Christ's laws, for the purpose of secur
ing the complete establishment of his kingdom in themselves and in the 
world. 

( e) Besides these two significations of the term 'church,' there are 
properly in the New Testament no others. The word flCICATJG<a is indeed 
used in Acts 7 : 38; 19 : 32, 39; Heb. 2 : 12, to designate a popular assem
bly; but since this is a secular use of the term, it does not here conce1:n us. 
In certain passages, as for example Acts 9 : 31 ( hKATJ(]ia, sing., N AB c ), 
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1 Cor. 12 : 28, Phil. 3 : 6, and 1 Tim. 3 : 15, cKK,'\TJaia appears to bo used either 
as a generic or as a collectivo term, to denote simply tho body of indepen
dent local churches existing in a gi-ven region or at a given epoch. But 
since thero is no evidence that these churches were bound together in any 
outward organization, this use of tho term hK').TJaca cannot be regarded as 

adding any new sense to those of 'the universal church' and 'tho local 
church ' all.'eady mentioned. 

The prevailing usage of the N. T. gives to the term iKK').TJaia tho second 
of these two significations. It is this local church only which has definite 
and temporal existence, and of this alone we henceforth treat. Our defini
tion of the individual church implies the two following particulars: 

A. The church, like the family and the state, is an institution of 
divine appointment. This is plain: (a) from its relation to the church 
universal, as its concrete embodiment; ( b) from the fact that its necessity 
is grounded in the social and religious nature of man ; ( c) from the Script
nre,-as for example, Christ's command in l\Iat. 18: 17, and the designa
tion 'church of God,' applied to individual churches ( 1 Cor. 1 : 2 ). 

B. The church, unlike the fam,ily and the state, is a voluntm·y society. 
(a) This results from the fact that the local church is the outward expres
sion of that rational an{t free life in Christ which characterizes the church 
as a whole. In this it differs from those other organizations of divine 
appointment, entrance into which is not optional. l\fembership in the 
church is not hereditary or compulsory. ( b) The doctrine of the church, 
as thus defined, is a necessary outgrowth of the doctrine of regeneration. 
As this fundamental spiritual change is mediated not by outward appli
ances, but by inward and conscious reception of Christ and his truth, union 

with the church logically follows, not precedes, the soul's spiritual union 
with Christ. 

II. ORGANIZATION oF THE CmrnoH. 

l. The fact of organization. 

Organization may exist without knowledge of writing, without written 
records, lists of members, or formal choice of officers. Theso last are the 
proofs1 reminders, and helps of organization, but they are not essential to 
it. It is however not merely informal, but formal, organization in the 
church, to which the New Testament bears witness. 

That there was such organization is abundantly shown from (a) its stated 
meetings, ( b) elections, and ( c) officers; ( d) from the designations of its 
ministers, together with ( e) the recognizecl authority of the minister and 
of the church; (f) from its discipline, (g) contributions, ( h) letters of 
commendation, ( i) registers of widows, (j) uniform customs, all<l ( k) 

ordinances; ( l) from the order enjoined and observed, ( ni) the qualifi
cations for membership, and ( n) the common work of the whole body. 

As indicative of a developed organization in the N. T. church, of which 
only the germ existed before Christ's death, it is important to notice the 
progress in names from the Gospels to the Epistles. In the Gospels, tho 
word "disciples" is the common designation of Christ's followers, but it is 
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not once found in the Epistles. In the Epistles, there are only '' saints," 
"brethren," '' churches." A consideration of the facts here referred to is 
sufficient to evince the unscriptural nature of two modern theories of the 
church: 

A. The theory that the church is an exclusively spiritual body, destitute 
of all formal organization, and bound together only by the mutual relation 
of each believer to his ind welling Lord. 

The church, upon this view, so for as outward bonds are concerned, is 
only an aggregation of isolated units. Those believers who chance to 
gather at a particular place, or to live at a particular time, constitute the 
church of that place or time. This view is held by the Friends and by the 
Plymouth Brethren. It ignores the tendencies to organization inherent in 
human nature; confounds the visible with the invisible church ; and is 
directly opposed to the Scripture representations of the visible church as 
comprehending some who are not tme believers. 

B. The theory that the form of church organization is not definitely 
prescribed in the New Testament, but is a matter of expediency, each body 
of believers being permitted to adopt that method of organization which 
best suits its circumstances and condition. 

The view under consideration seems in some respects to be favored by 
N eander, and is often regarded as incidental to his larger conception of 
church history as a progressive development. But a proper theory of 
development does not exclude the idea of a church organization already 
complete in all essential particulars before the close of the inspired canon, 
so that the record of it may constitute a providential example of binding 
authority upon all subsequent ages. The view mentioned exaggerates the 
differences of practice among the N. T. churches ; underestimates the need 
uf divine direction as to methods of church union ; and admits a principle 
of 'church powers,' which may be historically shown to be subversive of 
the very existence of the church as a spiritual body. 

2. The nature of this organization. 

The nature of any organization may be determined by asking, first : who 
constitute its members ? seconcUy : for what object has it been formed? 
and, thircUy: what are the laws which regulate its O})erations ? 

A. They only co,n properly be members of the local church, who have 
previously become members of the church universal, -or, in other words, 
have become 1·egenerate persons. 

From this limitation of membership to regenerate persons, certain 
results follow : 

(a) Since each member bears supreme allegiance to Christ, the church 
as a body must recognize Christ as the only lawgiver. The relation of the 
individual Christian to the church does not supersede, but furthers and 
expresses, his relation to Christ. 

( b) Since each regenerate man recognizes in every other a brother in 
Christ, the several members are upon a footing of absolute equality ( l\Iat. 
23: 8-10). 
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( c) Since each local church is directly snhject to Christ, there is no 
jnrfadiction of one church OYer another, but all arc ou n.n equal footing, 
and nil are independent of interference or control by tho civil power. 

B. The sole object of the local chnrch is the glory of God, in tho com
plete establishment of his kingdom, both in the hearts of believers nnd in 
tho world. This object is to be promoted : 

(a) By united worship,-including prayer and religious instruction; 
( b) by nmtun,l watchcare and exhortation ; ( c) by common labors for the 
reclamation of the impenitent world. 

C. rrhe law of the church is simply the will of Christ, as expressed in 
the Scriptures and interpreted by the Holy Spirit. This law respects: 

(ct) The qualifications for membership.-These are regenemtion and 
baptism, i. c., spiritual new birth and ritual new birth; the surrender of 
the inward and of the outward life to Christ; the spiritual entrance into 
communion with Christ's death and resurrection, and the formal profession 
of this to the world by being buried with Christ and rising with him in 
baptism. 

( b) The duties imposed on members.-In discovering the will of Christ 
from the Scriptures, each member has the right of private judgment, being 
directly responsible to Christ for his use of the means of knowledge, and 
for his obedience to Christ's commands when these are known. 

3. The genesis of this organization. 

(a) The church existed in germ before the day of Pentecost,- otherwise 
there would have been nothing to which those converted upon that day 
could have been "added" (Acts 2: 47). Among the apostles, regenerate 
as they were, united to Christ by faith and in that faith baptized ( Acts 19 : 
4 ), under Christ's instruction and engaged in common work for him, there 
were already the beginnings of organization. There was a treasurer of the 
body (John 13 : 29 ), and as n. body they celebrated for the first time the 
Lord's Supper ( l\Iat. 26 : 26-29 ). To all intents and pmposes they consti
tuted a church, although the church was not yet fully equipped for its work 
by the outpouring of the Spirit ( Acts 2), and by the appointment of pastors 
and deacons. The church existed without officers, as in the first days suc
ceeding Pentecost. 

( b) That provision for these offices was mnde gradually as exigencies 
arose, is natural when we consider that the church immediately after ChriAt's 
ascension was under the tutelage of inspired apostles, and was to bo pre
pared, by a process of education, for independence and self-government. 
As doctrine was communicated gradually yet infallibly, through the oral 
and written teaching of the apostles, so we are warranted in believing that 
the church was gradually but infallibly guidetl to the adoption of Christ's 
own plan of church organizntion and of Christian work. Tho same promise 
of the Spirit which renders tho New Testament au unerring and sufficient 
rule of faith, renders it also an unoITing and sufficient 1·ule of practi~e, for 
the church in all places and times. 
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( c) Any number of believers, therefore, may constitute themselves into 
a Christian church, by adopting for their rule of faith and practice Christ's 
law as laid down in the New Testament, and by associating themselves 
together, in accordance with it, for his worship and service. It is impor
tant, where practicable, that a council of churches be previously called, to 
advise the brethren proposing this union as to the desirableness of consti
tuting a new and distinct local body ; and, if it be fotmd desirable, to 
recognize them, after its formation, as being a church of Christ. But such 
action of a council, however valuable as affording ground for the fellowship 
of other churches, is not constitutive, but is simply declaratory; and, 
without such action, the body of believers alluded to, if formed after the 
N. T. example, may notwithstanding be a true church of Christ. Still 
further, a band of converts, among the heathen or providentially precluded 
from access to existing churches, might rightfully appoint one of their 
number to baptize the rest, and then might organize, de novo, a New 
Testament church. 

ill. GOVERNMENT OF THE CHURCH, 

I. Nature of !his government -in general. 

It is evident from the direct relation of each member of the church, and 
so of the church as a whole, to Christ as sovereign and lawgiver, that the 
government of the church, so far as regards the source of authority, is an 
absolute monarchy. 

In ascertaining the will of Christ, however, and in applying his com 
mands to providential exigencies, the Holy Spirit enlightens one member 
tluough the counsel of another, and as the result of combined deliberation, 
guid~s the whole body to right conclusions. This work of the Spirit is 
the foundation of the Scripture injunctions to unity. This unity, since it 
is a unity of the Spirit; is not an enforced, but an intelligent and willing
sunity. While Christ is sole king, therefore, the government of the church 
so far as regards the interpretation and execution of his will by the body, 
is an absolute democracy, in which the whole body of members isintrusted 
with the duty and responsibility of carrying out the laws of Christ a, 
expressed in his word. 

A. Proof that the government of the church is democratic or congre
gational. 

(a) From the duty of the whole church to preserve unity in its action. 

( b) From the responsibility of the whole church for maintaining pure 
doctrine and practice. 

( c) From the committing of the ordinances to the charge of the whole 
church to observe and guard. As the church expresses truth in her teach
ing, so she is to express it in symbol through the ordinances. 

( d) From the election by the whole chmch, of its own officers and dele
gates. In Acts 14 : 23, the literal interpretation of XEtporov~11avu<; is not to 
be pressed. In Titus 1 : 5, '' when Paul empowers Titus to set presiding 
officers over the communities, this circumstance decides nothing as to the 
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mode of choice, nor is a choice by tho community itself thereby necessarily 
excluded." 

( e) From the power of the whole church to exercise discipline. Pas
sages which show the right of the whole body to exclude, show also the 
right of tho whole body to admit, members. 

B. Erroneous views as to church government refuted by the foregoing 
passages. 

(a) The world-church theory, or the Romanist view. -This holds that 
all local churches are subject to the supreme authority of the bishop of 
Rome, as the successor of Peter and the infallible vicegerent of Christ, 
and, as thus united, constitute the one and only church of Christ on earth. 
We reply: 

First,-Christ gave no such supreme authority to Peter. l\fat. 16 :18, 19, 
simply refers to the personal position of Peter as first confessor of Christ 
and preacher of his name to Jews and Gentiles. Hence other apostles 
also constituted the foundation ( Eph. 2 : 20 ; Rev. 21 : 14 ). On one occa
sion, the counsel of James was regarded as of equal weight with that of 
Peter (Acts 15: 7-30), while on another occasion Peter was rebuked by Paul 
( Gal. 2: 11 ), and Peter calls himself only a fellow-elder (1 Pet. 5: 1). 

Secondly, - If Peter had such authority given him, there is no evidence 
that he had power to transmit it to others. 

Thirdly,-There is no conclusive evidence that Peter ever was at Rome, 
much less that he was bishop of Rome. 

Fourthly,-There is no evidence that he really did so appoint the bishops 
of Rome as his successors. 

Fifthly,-If Peter <lid so appoint the bishops of Rome, the evidence of 
continuous succession since that time is lacking. 

Sixthly,-There is abundant evidence that a hierarchical form of church 
government is corrupting to the church and dishonoring to Christ. 

( b) The national-church theory, or the theory of provincial or national 
churchcs.-This holds that all members of the church in any province or 
nation are bound together in provincial or national organization, and that 
this organization has jurisdiction over the local churches. We reply : 

First,-the theory has no support in the Scriptures. There is no evi
dence that the word iKKATJ<rta in the New Testament ever means a national 
church organization. 1 Cor. 12: 28, Phil. 3: 6, and 1 Tim. 3: 15, may be 
more naturally interpreted as referring to the generic church. In Acts 9 : 
31, iKKATJa1a is a mere generalization for tile local churches then and there 
existing, and implies no sort of organization among them. 

Secomlly,- It is contradicted by the intercourse which the New Testa
ment churches held with each other as independent bodies,-for example 
at the Council of Jerusalem ( Acts. 15 : 1-35) 

Thirdly,-It has no practical au.vantages over the Congregational polity, 
but rather tends to formality, division, and the extinction of the principles 
of self-government and direct responsibility to Christ. 
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Fourthly,-It is inconsistent with itself, in binding a professedly spiritual 
church by formal and geographical lines. 

Fifthly,-It logically leads to the theory of Romanism. If two churches 
need a superior authority to control them and settle their differences, then 
two countries and two hemispheres need a common ecclesiastical govern
ment,- and a world-church, under one visible head, is Romanism. 

2. Officers of the Church. 

A. The number of offices in the church is two :-first, the office of 
bishop, presbyter, or pastor; and, secondly, the office of deacon. 

(a) That the appellations 'bishop,' 'presbyter,' and 'pastor' designate 
the same office and order of persons, may be shown from Acts 20 : 28 -
hru1K61rov<; 1r0lµa1vm ( cf. 17-1rprn{3vripov<;); Phil. 1: 1; 1 Tim. 3: 1, 8; Titus 
1 : 5, 7; 1 Pet. 5 : 1, 2 - 1rpra{3vripov<; •••. 1rapaKa°Ai:J o avµ1rprn{3vupo<; .... 

1ro1µavau 1ro[µvwv ••.. e1rtaK01rovvu<;. Conybeare and Howson : "The terms 
'bishop' and 'elder' are used in the New Testament as equivalent,-the 
former denoting ( as its meaning of overseer implies) the duties, the latter 
the rank, of the office." See passages quoted in Gieseler, Church History, 
1 : 90, note 1-as, for example, Jerome: "Apud veteres iidem episcopi et 
presbyteri, quia illud nomen dignitatis est, hoc retatis. Idem est ergo 
presbyter qui episcopus. '' 

( b) The only plausible objection to the identity of the presbyter and the 
bishop is that first suggested by Calvin, on the ground of 1 Tim. 5: 17. 
But this text only shows that the one office of presbyter or bishop involved 
two kinds of labor, aml that certain presbyters or bishops were more suc
cessful in one kind than in the other. That gifts of teaching and ruling 
belonged to the same individual, is clear from Acts 20 : 28-31 ; Eph. 4: 11 ; 
Heb. 13 : 7; 1 Tim. 3: 2- i 1rfo,co1rov 01,oaKrtK6v. 

( c) In certain of the N. T. churches there appears to have been a plu
rality of elders ( Acts 20 : 17 ; Phil. 1 : 1 ; Tit. 1 : 5 ). There is, however, 
no evidence that the number of elders was uniform, or that the plurality 
which frequently existed was due to any other cause than the size of the 
churches for which these elders cared. The N. T. example, while it per
mits the multiplication of assistant pastors according to need, does not 
require a plural eldership in every case; nor does it render this eldership, 
where it exists, of coordinate authority with the church. There are indica
tions, moreover, that, at least in certain churches, the pastor was one, while 
the deacons were more than one, in number. 

B. The duties belonging to these offices. 

(a) The pastor, bishop, or elder is: 

First, - a spiritual teacher, in public and private ; 

Secondly, - administrator of the ordinances ; 

Thirdly, -superintendent of the discipline, as well as presiding officer at 
the meetings, of the church. 
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( b) The deacon is helper to tho pastor and tho church, in both spiritual 
and temporal things. 

First, - relieving the pastor of external labors, informing him of the 
condition and wants of the church, and forming a bond of union between 
pastor and people. 

Secondly, -helping the church, by relieving the poor and sick and 
ministering in an informal way to the church's spiritual needs, and by 
performing certain external duties connected with the service of the 
sanctuary. 

C. Ordination of officers. 

( a) What is ordination ? 

Ordination is the setting apart of a person divinely called to a work of 
special ministration in the church. It does not involve the communication 
of power, -it is simply a recognition of powers previously conferred by 
God, and a consequent formal authorization, on the part of the church, to 
exercise the gifts already bestowed. This recognition and authorization 
should not only be expressed by the vote in which the candidate is 
appw,ed by the church or the council which represents it, but should also 
be accompanied by a special service of admonition, prayer, and the laying
on of hands (Acts 6: 5, 6; 13:2, 3; U:23; lTim. 4:14; 5:22). 

Licensure simply commends a man to the churches as fitted to preach. 
Ordination recognizes him as set apart to the work of preaching and 
administe1ing ordinances, in some particular church or in some designated 
field of labor, as representative of the church. 

Of his call to the ministry, the candidate himself is to be first persuaded 
( 1 Cor. 9: 1G; 1 Tim. 1 : 12); but, secondly, the church must be per
suaded also, before he can have authority to minister among them ( 1 Tim. 
3 :2-7; 4 :14; Titus 1: 6-9. 

( b) Who are to ordain ? 

Ordination is the act of the church, not the act of a privileged class in 
the church, as the eldcrship has sometimes wrongly been regarded, nor yet 
the act of other churches, assemuled by their representatives in council. 
No ecclesiastical authority higher than that of the local church is recognized 
in the New Testament. This authority, however, has its limits; and since 
tho church has no authority ontsitle of its own body, the candidate for 
ordination should be a member of the ordaining church. 

Since each church is bound to recognize the presence of the Spirit in 
other rightly constituted churches, and its own decisions, in like manner, 
are to be 1·ecognized by others, it is desirable in ordination, as in all 
important steps affecting other churches, that advice be taken before the 
camlidate is inducted into office, and that other churches bo called to sit 
with it in council, and if thought best, assist in setting the candidate apart 
for the ministry. 

It is always to be remembered, however, that the power to ordain rests 
with the church, and that the church may proceed without a Council, or 
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even against the decision of the Council. Such ordination, of course, would 
give authority only within the bounds of the individual church. Where no 
immediate exception is taken to the decision of the Council, that decision is 
t,o be regarded as virtually the decision of the church by which it was 
called. The same rule applies to a Council's decision to depose from the 
ministry. In the absence of immediate protest from the chmch, the decis
ion of the Council is rightly taken as virtually the decision of the church. 

In so far as ordination is an act performed by the local church with the 
advice and assistance of other rightly constituted churches, it is justly 
regarded as giving formal permission to exercise gifts and administer onli
nances within the bounds of such churches. Ordination is not, therefore, 
to be repeated upon the transfer of the minister's pastoral relation from 
one church to another. In every case, however, where a minister from a 
body of Christians not Scripturally constituted assumes the pastoral rela
tion in a rightly organized church, there is peculiar propriety, not only in 
the examination, by a Council, of his Christian experience, call to the 
ministry, and views of doctrine, but also in that act of formal recognition 
and authorization which is called ordination. 

3. Discipline of the Church. 

A. Kinds of discipline.-Discipline is of two sorts, according as offences 
are private or public. (a) Private offences are to be dealt with according 
t,o the rule in l\.fat. 5 : 23, 24:; 18 : 15-17. 

( b) Public offences are to be dealt with according to the rule in 1 Cor. 
5 : 3-5, 13, and 2 Thess. 3 : 6. 

B. Relation of the pastor to discipline.- (a) He has no original author
ity; ( b) but is the organ of the church, and ( c) superintendent of its 
labors for its own purification and for the reclamation of off enders ; and 
therefore ( d) may best do the work of discipline, not directly, by consti
tuting himself a special policeman or detective, but indirectly, by securing 
proper labor on the part of the deacons or brethren of the church. 

IV. RELATION OF LOCAL CHURCHES TO ONE ANOTHER. 

1. The general nature of this relation is that off ellowship between 
equals.-N otice here : 

(a) The absolute equality of the churches.-No church or council of 
churches, no association or convention or society, can relieve any single 
church of its direct responsibility to Christ, or assume control of its action. 

( b) The fraternal fellowship and cooperation of the churches.-No 
church can properly ignore, or disregard, the existence or work of other 
churches around it. Every other church is presumptfrely possessed of the 
Spirit, in equal measure with itself. There must therefore be sympathy 
and mutual furtherance of each other's welfare among churches, as among 
individual Christians. Upon this principle are based letters of dismission, 
recognition of the pastors of other churches, and all associational unions, 
or unions for common Christian work. 
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2. This fellowsliip i1wofrrs tli e duty of special consultation with 
regard to matters affecting the common interest. 

(a} The duty of seeking advice.-Since the order and good repute of 
each is valuable to all the others, cases of grave importance and difficulty in 
internal discipline, as well as the question of ordaining members to tho min
istry, should be submitted to a council of churches called for the purpose. 

( b) The duty of faking rulvice.-For the same reason, each church 
should show readiness to receive admonition from others. So long as this 
is in the nature of friendly reminder that tho church is guilty of defects 
from the doctrine or practice enjoined by Christ, the mutual acceptance of 
whose commands is the basis of all church fellowship, no church can justly 
refuse to have such defects pointed out, or to consider the Scripturalness of 
its own proceeding. Such admonition or all vice, however, whether coming 
from a single church or from a council of churches, is not itself of bind
ing authority. It is simply in the nature of moral suasion. The church 
receiving it has still to compare it with Christ's laws. The ultimate decis
ion rests entirely with the church so advised or asking advice. 

3. This fellowship may be broken by manifest departures from the 
faith or practice of the Scriptures, on the part of any church. 

In such case, duty to Christ requfres the churches, whose labors to reclaim 
a sister church from error have proved unavailing, to withdraw their fellow
ship from it, until such time as the erring church shall return to the path 
of duty. In this regard, the law which applies to individuals applies to 
churches, and the polity of the New Testament is congregational rather 
than independent. 



CHAPTER II. 

THE ORDINANCES OF THE CHURCH. 

By the ordinances, we mean those outward rites which Christ has 
appointed to be administered in his church as visible signs of the saving 
truth of the gospel. They are signs, in that they vividly express this truth 
and confirm it to the believer. 

In contrast with this characteristically Protestant view, the Romanist 
regards the ordinances as actually conferring grace and producing holiness. 
Instead of being the external manifestation of a preceding union with 
Christ, they are the physical means of constituting and maintaining this 
union. With the Romanist, in this particular, sacramentalists of every 
name substantially agree. The Papal Church holds to seven sacraments or 
ordinances :-ordination, confirmation, matrimony, extreme unction, pen
ance, baptism, and the eucharist. The ordinances prescribed in the N. T., 
however, are two and only two, viz. :-Baptism and the Lord's Supper. 

I. BAPTISM. 

Christian Baptism is the immersion of a believer in water, in token of his 
previous entrance into the communion of Christ's death arnl resurrection,
or, in other words, in token of his regeneration through union with Christ. 

1. Baptisrn an Ordinance of Christ. 

A. Pl'Oof that Christ instituted an external rite called baptism. 

(a) From the words of the great commission ; ( b) from the injunctions 
of the apostles; (c) from the fact that the members of the New Testament 
churches were baptized believers ; ( d) from the universal practice of such 
a rite in Christian churches of subsequent times. 

B. This external rite intended by Christ to be of universal and per
petual obligation. 

(a) Christ recognized John the Baptist's commission to baptize as 
derived immediately from heaven. 

( b) In his own submission to John's baptism, Christ gave testimony to 
the binding obligation of the ordinance (l\Iat. 3: 13-17). John's baptism 
was essentially Christian baptism (Acts 19: 4), although the full signifi
cance of it was not understood until after Jesus' death and resurrection 
( l\fat. 20: 17-23; Luke 12: 50; Rom. 6: 3-6 ). 

( c ) In continuing the practice of baptism through his disciples (John 
4 : 1, 2 ), and in enjoining it upon them as part of a work which was to last 
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to the end of the world ( l\lat. 28: 19, 20 ), Christ manifestly adopted an<l 
appointed baptism as the invariablo law of his church. 

( d) The analogy of the ordinance of the Lord's Supper also leads to the 
conclusion that baptism is to be observed as an authoritative memorial of 
Christ n.nd his tmth, until his second coming. 

( e) There is no intimation whatever that the command of baptism is 
limited, or to be limited, in its application, -that it has been or ever is to 
be repealed; and, until some evidence of such limitation or repeal is pro
duced, the statute must be regarded as universally binding. 

2. The llf ocle of Baptism. 

This is immersion, and immersion only. This appears from the follow
ing considerations : 

A. The command to baptize is a command to immerse.-We show this: 

(a) From the meaning of the original word {3arrrf(w. That this is to 
immerse, appears: 

First,-from the usage of Greek writers-including the church Fathers, 
when they do not speak of the Christian rite, and the authors of the Greek 
version of the Old Testament. 

Secondly,-every passage where the word occurs in the New Testament 
either requires or allows the meaning 'immerse.' 

Thirdly, - the absence of any use of the word in the passive voice with 
·water' as its subject confirms our conclusion that its meaning is "to 
immerse." Water is never said to be baptized upon a man. 

( b ) From the use of the ve1·b f3arrr£(w with prepositions : 

First, -with dr ( :Mark 1: 9 -where 'IopoaV7Jv is the element into which 
the person passes in the act of being baptized). 

Secondly,-with iv ( Mark 1 :5, 8; cf. l\fat. 3 :11. John 1 :26, 31, 33; 
cf. Acts 2 : 2, 4 ). In these texts, iv is to be taken, not instrumentally, but 
as indicating the element in which the immersion takes place. 

( c ) From circumstances attending the administration of the ordinance 
( l\Iark 1 : 10- ava{3atV(.JV f.K TCJV voa,or; John 3 : 23 - voara rroi,Aa ; Acts 8 : 38, 
39-Karif3'laavdr TO vowp .•.. avif3,;aav CK TOV voaror). 

( d ) From figurative allusions to the ordinance. 

( e ) From the testimony of church history as to the practice of the early 
church. 

(f) From the doctrine and practice of the Greek church. 

The prevailing usage of any word determines the sense it bears, when 
found in a command of Christ. We have seen, not only that the prevail
ing usage of the Greek language determines the meaning of the word 
'baptize ' to be 'immerse,' but that this is its f undnmental, constant, and 
only meaning. The original command to baptize is therefore a command 
to immerse. 
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B. No church has the right to modify or dispense with this command 
of Christ. This is plain : 

( a) From the nature of the church. Notice: 

First,-that, besides the local church, no other visible church of Christ 
is known to the New Testament. Secondly,-that the local church is not 
a legislative, but is simply an executive, body. Only the authority which 
originally imposed its laws can amend or abrogate them. Thirdly,-that 
the local church cannot delegate to any organization or council of churches 
any power which it does not itself rightfully possess. Fourthly,-that the 
opposite principle puts the church abo,e the Scriptures and above Christ, 
and would sanction all the usurpations of Rome. 

( b) From the nature of God's command : 

First,-as forming a part, not only of the law, but of the fundamental 
law, of the church of Christ. The power claimed for a church to change 
it is not only legislative but constitutional. Secondl_y,-as expressing the 
wisdom of the Lawgiver. Power to change the command can be claimed 
for the church, only on the ground that Christ has failed to adapt the 
ordinance to changing circumstances, and has made obedience to it unneces
sarily difficult and humiliating. Thirdly,-as providing in immersion the 
only adequate symbol of those saving truths of the gospel which both of 
the ordinances have it for their office to set forth, and without which they 
become empty ceremonies and forms. In other words, the church has no 
right to change the method of administering the ordinance, because such a 
change vacates the ordinance of its essential meaning. As this argument, 
however, is of such vital importance, we present it more fully in a special 
discussion of the Symbolism of Baptism. 

3. The Symbolism of Baptism. 

Baptism symbolizes the previous entrance of the believer into the com
munion of Christ's death and resurrection,-or, in other words, regenera
tion through union with Christ. 

A. Expansion of this statement as to the symbolism of baptism. Bap
tism, more particularly, is a symbol: 

(a) Of the death and resurrection of Christ. 

( b) Of the purpose of that death and resurrection,-namely, to atone 
for sin, and to deliver sinners from its penalty and power. 

( c) Of the accomplishment of that purpose in the person baptized,
who thus professes his death to sin and resurrection to spiritual life. 

( d) Of the method in which that purpose is accomplished,-by union 
with Christ, receiving him and giving one's self to him by faith. 

( e) Of the consequent union of ail believers in Christ. 

(/) Of the death and resurrection of the body,-which will complete 
the work of Christ in us, and which Christ's death and resurrection assure 
to all his members. 
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B. Inferences from tho passages referred to : 

(a) The central truth set forth by baptism is the death and rosurrection 
of Christ,-and our own death and resU1Tection only as connected with that. 

( b) The correlative trnt,h of the believer's death and resurrection, set 
forth in baptism, implies, first,-confession of sin and humiliation on 
account of it, as deserving of death; secondly,-declaration of Christ's 
death for i.,:in, and of tho believer's acceptance of Christ's substitutionary 
work; thinliy,-acknowledgmcnt that the soul has become partaker of 
Christ's life, and now lives only in and for him. 

( c) Baptism symbolizes purification, but purification in a peculiar and 
divine way,-namely, through the death of Christ and the entrance of the 
soul into communion with that death. The radical defect of sprinkling or 
pouring as a mode of administering the ordinance, is that it does not point 
to Christ's death ns the procuring cause of our purification. 

( d) In baptism we show forth the Lord's death as the original sour oecf 
holiness and life in onr souls, just as in the Lord's Supper we show forth 
the Lord's death as the source of all nourishment and strength after this 
life of holiness has been once begun. As the Lord's Supper symbolizes 
the sanctifying power of Jesus' death, so baptism symbolizes its regener
ating power. 

( e) There are two reasons, therefore, why nothing but immersion will 
satisfy the design of the ordinance: first,-because nothing else can sym
bolize the radical natme of the change effected in regeneration-a change 
from spiritual death to spiritual life ; secondly,-because nothing else can 
set forth the fact that this change is due to the entrance of the soul into 
communion with the death and resurrection of Christ. 

(f) To substitute for baptism anything which excludes all symbolic 
reference to the death of Christ, is to destroy the ordinance, just as substi
tuting for the broken bread and poured out wine of the communion some 
form of administration which leaves out all reference to the death of Christ 
would be to destroy the Lord's Supper, and to celebrate an ordinance of 
human invention. 

4. The Subjects of Baptisrn. 

The proper subjects of baptism are those only who give credible evidence 
that they have been regenerated by the Holy Spirit,-or, in other words, 
have entered by faith into the communion of Christ's death and resurrection. 

A. Proof that only persons giving evidence of being regenerated are 
proper subjects of baptism: 

(a) From the command and example of Christ and his apostles, which 
show: 

First, that those only are to be baptized who have previously been made 
disciples. 

Secondly, that those only are to be baptized who have previously 
repented and believed. 
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( b) From the nature of the church-as a company of regenerate persons. 

( c) From the symbolism of the orclinance,-as declaring a previous 
spiritual change in him who submits to it. 

B. Inferences from the fact that only persons giving evidence of being 
regenerate are proper subjects of baptism: 

(a) Since only those who give credible evidence of regeneration are 
proper subjects of baptism, baptism cannot be the means of regeneration. 
It is the appointed sign, but is never the condition, of the forgiveness of 
sins. 

Passages like Mat. 3 : 11; Mark 1 : 4; 16: 16; John 3 : 5; Acts 2 : 38; 22 : 
16; Eph. 5: 26; Titus 3: 5; and Heb. 10: 22, are to be explained as par
ticular instances "of the general fact that, in Scripture language, a single 
part of a complex action, and even that part of it which is most obvious 
to the senses, is often mentioned for the whole of it, and thus, in this case, 
the whole of the solemn transaction is designated hy the external symbol." 
In other words, the entire change, internal and external, spiritual and 
ritual, is referred to in language belonging strictly only to the outward 
aspect of it. So the other ordinance is referred to by simply naming the 
visible "breaking of bread," and the whole transaction of the ordination 
of ministers is termed the "imposition of hands" ( cf. Acts 2 : 42; 1 Tim. 
4: 14). 

( b) As the profession of a spiritual change already wrought, baptism is 
primarily the act, not of the administrator, but of the person baptized. 

Upon the person newly regenerate the command of Christ first ter
minates; only upon his giving evidence of the ch&.nge within him does it 
become the duty of the church to see that he has opportunity to follow 
Christ in baptism. Since baptism is primarily the act of the convert, no 
lack of qualification on the part of the administrator invalidates the bap
tism, so long as the proper outward act is performed, with intent on the 
part of the person baptized to express the fact of a preceding spiritual 
renewal ( Acts 2: 37, 38 ). 

( c) As intrusted with the administration of the ordinances, however, the 
church is, on its part, to require of all candidates for baptism credible evi
dence of regeneration. 

This follows from the nature of the church and its duty to maintain its 
own existence as an institution of Christ. The church which cannot restrict 
admission into its membership to such as are like itself in character and 
aims must soon cease to be a church by becoming indistinguishable from 
the world. The duty of the church to gain credible evidence of regenera
tion in the case of every person admitted into the body involves its right to 
require of candidates, in addition to a profession of faith with the lips, 
some satisfactory proof that this profession is accompanied by change in 
the conduct. The kind and amount of evidence which would have justified 
the reception of a candidate in times of persecution may not now constitute 
a sufficient proof of change of heart. 
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( d) AB tho outward expression of tho inward change by which the 
beliover enters into the kingdom of God, baptism is the first, in point of 
time, of all outward duties. 

Regeneration and baptism, although not holding to each other tho rela
tion of effect and cause, arc both regarded in the New Testament as essen
tial to the restoration of man's right 1·elations to Goel and to his people. 
They properly constitute parts of one whole, and arc not to bo unnecessarily 
separated. Baptism should follow regeneration with the least possible 
delay, after the candidate and the church have gained oviclenco that r, 

spiritual change has been accomplished within him. No other duty and no 
other ordinance can properly precede it. 

( e) Since regeneration is a work accomplished once for all, the baptism 
which symbolizes this regeneration is not to be repeated. 

Even where the persuasion exists, on the part of the candidate, that at 
the time of baptism he was mistaken in thinking himself regenerated, the 
ordinance is not to be administered again, so long as it has once been sub
mitted to, with honest intent, as a profession of faith in Christ. "\Ve argue 
this from the absence of any reference to second baptisms in the New Tes
tament, and from the grave practical difficulties attending the opposite 
view. In Acts 19: 1-5, we have an instance, not of 1·ebaptism, but of the 
baptism for the first time of certain persons who had been wTOngly taught 
with regard to the nature of John the Baptist's doctrine, and so had igno
rantly submitted to an outward rite which had in it no reference to Jesus 
Christ and expressed no faith in him as a Savior. This was not John's 
baptism, nor was it in any sense true baptism. For this reason Paul com
manded them to be "baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus." 

(f) So long as the mode and the subjects are such as Christ has enjoined, 
mere accessories are matters of individual judgment. 

The use of natural rather than of artificial baptisteries is not to be elevated 
into an essential. The formula of baptism prescribed by Christ is "into 
the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit." 

C. Infant Baptism. 

This we reject and reprehend, for the following reasons: 

(a) Infant baptism is without warrant, either express or implied, in the 
Scripture. 

First,-there is no express command that infants shoulcl be baptized. 
Secondly,-there is no clear example of the baptism of infants. Thirdly,
the passages held to imply infant baptism contain, when fairly interpreted, 
no reference to such a practice. In l\Iat. 19: 14, none would have 'forbid
den,' if Jesus and his disciples had been in the habit of baptizing infants. 
From Acts 16: 15, cf. 40, and Acts 16: 33, cf. 34, Ncander says that we 
cannot infer infant baptism. For 1 Cor. 16 : 15 shows that the whole 
family of Stephanas, baptized by Paul, were adults (1 Cor. 1: 16 ). It is 
impossible to suppose a whole heathen household baptized upon the faith 
of its head. As to 1 Cor. 7: 14, Jacobi calls this text "a sure testimony 
against infant baptism, since Paul would certainly have referred to the 
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baptism of children as a proof of their holiness, if infant baptism had been 
practised." l\foreover, this passage would in that case equally teach the 
baptism of the unconverted husband of a believing wife. It plainly proves 
that the children of Christian parents were no more baptized and had no 
closer connection with the Christian church, than the unbelieving partners 
of Christians. 

( b) Infant baptism is expressly contradicted : 

First,-by the Scriptural prerequisites of faith and repentance, as signs 
of regeneration. In the great commission, l\fatthew speaks of baptizing 
disciples, and l\fark of baptizing believers ; but infants are neither of these. 
Secondly,-by the Scriptural symbolism of the ordinance. As we should 
not bury a person before his death, so we should not symbolically bury a 
person by baptism until he has in spirit died to sin. Thirdly:-by the 
Scriptural constitution of the church. The church is a company of persons 
whose union with one another presupposos and expresses a previous con
scious and voluntary union of each with Jesus Christ. But of this conscious 
and voluntary union with Christ infants arA not capable. Fourthly,-by 
the Scriptural prerequisites for participation in the Lord's Supper. Parti
cipation in the Lord's Supper is the right only of those who can discern 
the Lord's body ( 1 Cor. 11 : 29 ). No reason can bA assigned for restrict
ing to intelligent communicants the ordinance of the Supper, which would 
not equally restrict to intelligent believers the ordinance of Baptism. 

( c) The Tise of infant baptism in the history of the church is due to 
sacramental conceptions of Christianity, so that all arguments in its favor 
from the WTitings of the first three centuries are equally arguments for 
baptismal regeneration. 

( d) The reasoning by which it is supported is unscriptural, unsound, 
and dangerous in its tendency : 

First,-in assuming the power of the church to modify or abrogate a 
command of Cluist. This has been sufficiently answered above. Secondly, 
-in maintaining that infant baptism takes the place of circumcision under 
the Abrahamic covenant. To this we reply that the view contradicts the 
New Testament idea of the church, by making it a hereditary body, in 
which fleshly birth, and not the new birth, qualifies for membership. "As 
the national Israel typified the spiiitual Israel, so the circumcision which 
immediately followed, not preceded, natural birth, bids us baptize children, 
not before, but after spiritual birth." Thirdly,-in declaring that baptism 
belongs to the infant because of an organic connection of the child with 
the parent, which permits the latter to stand for the former and to make 
profession of faith for it,-faith already existing germinally in the child by 
vii.-tue of this organic union, and certain for the same reason to be developed 
as the child grows to maturity. "A law of organic connection as regards 
character subsisting between the pnent and the child,-such a connection 
as induces the conviction that the character of the one is actually included 
in the character of the other, as the seed is formed in the capsule." We 
object to this view that it unwarrantably confounds the personality of the 
child with that of the parent; practically ignores the necessity of the Holy 
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Spirit's regenerating inflncnc<•s in tho case of children of Christian parents; 
and presumes in such children a gracious state which facts conclusively 
show not to exist. 

( e) The lack of agreement among podobaptists as to the warrant for 
infant baptism and as to the relation of baptized infants to the church, 
together with the manifest decline of the practice itself, are arguments 
against it. 

The propriety of infant baptism is variously argued, says Dr. Bushnell, 
upon the ground of "natmal innocence, inherited depravity, and federal 
holiness ; because of tho infant's own character, the parent's piety, and the 
church's faith; for the reason that the child is an heir of salYation already, 
and in order to make it such. . . . . No settled opinion on infant baptism 
nnd on Christian nurture has ever been attained to." 

(/) The eru effects of infant baptism are a strong argument against it: 

First,-in forestalling the voluntary act of the child baptized, and thus 
practically preventing his personal obedience to Christ's commands. 

SecomUy,-in inducing superstitious confidence in an outward rite as 
possessed of regenerating efficacy. 

ThircUy,-in obscuring and corrupting Christian tmth with regard to 
the sufficiency of Scripture, the connection of the ordinances, and the 
inconsistency of an impenitent life with church-membership. 

Fourthly,-in destroying the church as a spiritual body, by merging it 
in the nation and the world. 

Fifthly,-in putting into the place of Christ's command a commandment 
of men, and so admitting the essential principle of all heresy, schism, and 
false religion. 

II. THE LORD'S SUPPER. 

The Lord's Supper is that outward rite in which tho assemblecl chnrch 
eats bread broken and drinks wine poured forth by its appointed represen
tative, in token of its constant dependence on the once crucified, now risen 
Sasior, as source of its spiritual life; or, in other w01·ds, in token of that 
abiding communion of Christ's death and resurrection through which the 
life begun in regeneration is sustained and perfected. 

1. 17te Lord's Supper an ordinance instituted by Christ. 

(a) Christ appointed an outward rite to be observed by his disciples in 
remembrance of his death. It was to be observed after bis death; only 
after his death could it completely fulfil its purpose as a feast of commem
oration. 

( b) From the apostolic injunction with regard to its celebration in the 
church until Christ's second coming, we infer that it was the original inten
tion of our Lord to institute a rite of pe11Jetual and universal obligation. 

( c) The uniform practice of the N. T. churcheR, and the celebration of 
such a rite in subsequent ages by almost all churches professing to be 
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Cb.i.'istian, is best explained upon the supposition that the Lord's Supper is 
an ordinance established by Christ himself. 

2. The Mode of adrninistering the Lord's Supper. 

(a) The elements are bread and wine. 

( b) The communion is of both kinds,-that is, communicants are to 
partake both of the bread and of the wine. 

( c) The partaking of these elements is of a festal nature. 

(d) The communion is a festival of commemoration,-notsimplybring
ing Christ to our remembrance, but making proclamation of his death to 
the world. 

( e) It is to be celebrated by the assembled church. It is not a solitary 
observance on the part of individuals. No "showing forth" is possible 
except in company. 

(f) The responsibility of seeing that the ordinance is properly adminis
tered rests with the church as a body; and the pastor iR, in this matter, the 
proper representative and organ of the church. In cases of extreme 
exigency, however, as where the church has no pastor and no ordained 
minister can be secured, it is competent for the church to appoint one from 
its own number to administer the ordinance. 

(g) The frequency with which the Lord's Supper is to be administered 
is not indicated either by the N. T. precept or by uniform N. T. example. 
We have instances both of its daily and of its weekly observance. With 
respect to this, as well as with respect to the accessories of the ordinance, 
the church is to exercise a sound discretion. 

3. The Syrnbolisrn of the Lord's Supper. 

The Lord's Supper sets forth, in general, the death of Christ as the 
sustaining power of the believer's life. 

A. Expansion of this statement. 

(a) It symbolizes the death of Christ for our sins. 

( b) It symbolizes our personal appropriation of the benefits of that death. 

( c) It symbolizes the method of this appropriation, through union with 
Christ himself. 

( d) It symbolizes the continuous dependence of the believer for all 
spiritual life upon the once crucified, now living, Savior, to whom he is 
thus united. 

( e) It symbolizes the sanctification of the Christian through a spiritual 
reproduction in him of the death and resurrection of the Lord. 

(f) It symbolizes the consequent union of Christians in Christ, their 
head. 

( g) It symbolizes the coming joy and perfection of the kingdom of God. 
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B. Inf erenees from this statement. 

(a) The connection between tho Lortl's Supper and Baptism eonsists in 
this, that they both aml equally aro symbols of tho death of Christ. In 
Baptism, we show forth the death of Christ as tho procuring causo of our 
new hirth into tho kingdom of God. In the Lortl's Supper, we show forth 

the death of Christ as the sustaining power of onr spiritual life after it has 
onco begun. In tho one, wo honor the sanctifying power of the lleath of 
Christ, n.s in the other we honor its regenerating power. Thus both are 
parts of one whole,-sctting before us Christ's death for men in its two 

great pmposes and results. 

( b) The Lord's Supper is to be often repeated,-as symbolizing Christ's 
constant nourishment of the soul, whose new birth was signified in Baptism. 

( c) The Lord's Supper, like Baptism, is the symbol of it previous state 
of grace. It has in itself no regenerating antl no sanctifying power, hut is 
the symbol by which the relation of the believer to Christ, his sanctifier, is 

vivicliy expressed and strongly confirmed. 

( d) The blessing recei.ed from participation is therefore dependent 
upon, and proportionet1 to, the faith of the communicant. 

( e) The Lord's Supper expresses primarily the fellowship of the believer, 
not with his brethren, but with Christ, his Lord. 

4. Erroneous views of the Lord's 8uppe1·. 

A. The Romanist view,-that the bread and wine are changed by 
priestly consecration into the very body and blood of Christ; that this con
secration is a new offering of Christ's sacrifice ; and that, by a physical 
partaking of the elements, the communicant receives saving grace from 
God. To this doctrine of "transubstantiation" we reply: 

(a) It rests upon a false interpretation of Scripture. In l\Iat. 26: 26, 
"this is my body" means: "this is a symbol of my body." Since Christ 
was with the disciples in visihle form at the institution of the Supper, he 
conld not have intended them to recognize the bread as being his literal 
body. '' The body of Christ is present in the breatl, just as it had been in 
the passover lamb, of which the breau. took the place" (John 6: 53 contains 
no reference to the Lord's Supper, although it describes that spiritual nnion 
·with Christ which the Supper symbolizes; cf. G3. In 1 Cor. 10 : 16, 17, 
KotvC,JtaV ,ov aCJµa,0<; ,oi, Xpta,ov is a fig1u-ative expression for the spiritual 

partaking of Christ. In l\Inrk 8 : 33, we are not to infer that Peter was 
actually '' Satan," nor does 1 Cor. 12 : 12 prove that we are all Christs. Cf. 

Gen. 41 : 26 ; 1 Cor. 10 : 4 ). 

( b) It contradicts the evidence of the senses, as well as of all scientific 
tests that ca,n be applie<l. If we cannot trust our senses as to the unchanged 
material qualities of bread and wine, we cannot trust them when they 
report to us the words of Christ. 

( c) It involves the denial of the completeness of Christ's past sacrifice, 
and the assumption that a human priest can repeat or a.dd to the atonement 
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made by Christ once for all (Heb. 9: 28-arra; rrpoaevexi'htr;). The Lord's 
Supper is never called a sacrifice, nor are altars, priests, or consecrations 
ever spoken of, in the New Testament. The priests of the old dispensation 
are expressly contrasted with the ministers of the new. The former 
'' ministered about sacred things," i. e., performed sacred rites and waited 
at the aitar; but the latter '' preach the gospel" { 1 Cor. 9 : 13, 14 ). 

( d) It destroys Christianity by externalizing it. Romanists make all 
other service a mere appendage to the communion. Physical and magical 
salvation is not Christianity, but is essential paganism. 

B. The Lutheran and High Church view,-tbat the communicant, in 
partaking of the consecrated elements, eats the veritable body and drinks 
the veritable blood of Christ in anu with the lJreacl and wine, although the 
elements themselves do not cease to be material. To this doctrine of 
"consubstantiation" we object: 

(a) That the view is not required by Scriptnre.-All the passages cited 
in its support may be better interpreted as refel'l'iug to a partaking of the 
elements as symbols. If Christ's body be ubiquitous, as this theory holds, 
we partake of it at every meal, as really as at the Lord's Supper. 

( b) That the view is inseparable from the general sacramental system of 
which it forms a part.-Iu imposing physical and material conditions of 
receiving Christ, it contradicts the doctrine of justification only by faith ; 
changes the onlinance from a sign, into a means, of salvation; involves the 
necessity of a sacerdotal order f~r the sake of properly consecrating the 
elements; and logically tends to the Romanist conclusions of ritualism and 
idolatry. 

( c) That it holds each communicant to be a partaker of Christ's veritable 
body and blood, whether be be a believer or not,-the result, in the absence 
of faith, being condemnation instead of salvation. Thus the whole char
acter of the ordinance is changed from a festival occasion to one of mystery 
and fear, and the whole gospel method of salvation is obscured. 

5. Prerequisites to Participation in the Lord's Supper. 

A. There are prerequisites. This we argue from the fact : 

(a) That Christ enjoined the celebration of the Supper, not upon the 
world at large, but only upon bis disciples; ( b) that the apostolic injunc
tions to Christians, to separate themselves from certain of their number, 
imply a limitation of the Lord's Supper to a narrower bouy, even among 
professed believers; ( c) that the analogy of Baptism, as belonging only to 
a specified class of persons, leads us to believe that the same is true of the 
Lord's Supper. 

B. The prerequisites are those only which are expressly or implicitly 
laid down by Christ and his apostl0s. 

(a) The church, as possessing executive but not legislative power, is 
charged with the duty, not of framing rules for the administering and 
guarding of the ordinance, but of discovering and applying the rules given 
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it in tho New Testament. No church has a right to establish nny terms of 
comruunion ; it is responsible only for mo.king known tho terms established 
by Christ and his apostles. ( b) Theso terms, however, are to bo ascer
tained not only from tho injunctions, but also from tho precedents, of tho 
New Testament. Since tho apostles were inspired, New Testament prece
dent is the "common law'' of the church. 

C. On examining tho New Testament, we fillll that the prerequisites to 
participation in the Lord's Supper aro four, namely: 

First,-Regeneration. 

The Lord's Supper is tho outward expression of a life in the believer, 
nourished and sustained by the life of Christ. It cannot therefore be par
taken.of by one who is "dead through .... trespasses and sins." We 
giYe no food to a corpse. The Lord's Supper was never offered by the 
apostles to unbelievers. On the contrary, the injunction that each com
municant "examine himself" implies that faith which will enable the com
municant to '' uiscern the Lord's body" is a prerequisite to participation. 

Secondly,-Baptism. 

In proof that baptism is a prerequisite to the Lord's Supper, we urge 
the following considerations : 

(a) The ordinance of baptism was instituted and administered long 
before the Supper. 

( b) The apostles who first celebrated it had, in all probability, been 
baptized. 

( c) The command of Christ fixes the place of baptism as first in order 
after discipleship. 

(cl) All the recorded cases show this to have been the order observed by 
the first Christians and sanctioned by the apostles. 

( e) The symbolism of the ordinances requires that baptism should prA
cede the Lord's Supper. The order of the facts signified must be expressed 

in the order of the ordinances which signify them ; else the world is 
taught that sanctification may take place without regeneration. Birth must 
come before sustenance-'nascimur, pascimur.' To enjoy ceremonial 
privileges, there must be ceremonial qualifications. As none but the 
circumcised could eat the passover, so before eating with the Christian 
family must come adoption into the Christian family. 

(f) The standards of all evangelical denominations, with unimportant 
exceptions, confirm the view that this is the natural interpretation of the 
Scripture requirements respecting the order of the ordinances. 

( g) The practical results of the opposite view are convincing proof 
that the order here insisted on is the order of nature as well as of Scripture. 
The admission of unbaptized persons to the communion tends always to, 
and has frequently resulted in, tho disuse of baptism itself, the obscuring 
of the truth which it symbolizes, the transformation of Scripturally consti-
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tutecl churches into bodies organized after methods of human invention, 
and the complete destruction of both church and ordinances as Christ 
01·iginally constituted them. 

Thirclly,-Church membership. 

(a) The Lord's Supper is a church ordinance, observed by churches of 
Christ as such. For this reason, membership in the church naturally pre
cedes communion. Since communion is a family rite, the participant 
should first be a member of the family. 

( b) The Lord's Supper is a symbol of church fellowship. Excommu
nication implies nothing, if it does not imply exclusion from the commun
ion. If the Supper is simply communion of the individual with Christ, 
then the church has no right to exclude any from it. 

Fourthly,-An orderly walk. 

Disorderly walking designates a course of life in a church member whbh 
is contrary to the precepts of the gospel. It is a bar to participation in the 
Lord's Supper, the sign of church fellowship. With Arnold, we may class 
disorderly walking under four heads : -

( a) Immoral conduct. 

( b) Disobedience to the commands of Christ. 

( c) Heresy, or the holding and teaching of false doctrine. 

( d) Schism, or the promotion of division ancl dissension in the church. 
-This also requires exclusion from church fellowship, and from the Lord's 
Supper which is its appointed sign. 

D. The local church is the judge whether these prerequisites are ful
filled in the case of persons desiring to partake of the Lord's Supper.
This is evident from the following considerations : 

(a) The command to observe the ordinance was given, not to individu
als, but to a company. 

( b) Obedience to this command is not an individual act, but is the joint 
act of many. 

( c) The regular obse1·vance of the Lord's Supper cannot be secured, 
nor the qualifications of persons desiring to participate in it be scrutinized, 
unless some distinct organized body is charged with this responsibility. 

( d) The only organized body known to the New Testament is the local 
church, and this is the only body, of any sort, competent to have charge of 
the ordinances. The invisible church has no officers. 

( e) The New Testament accounts indicate that the Lord's Supper was 
observed only at 1·egular appointed meetings of local churches, and was 
observed by these churches as regularly organized bodies. 

(.f) Since the duty of examining the qualifications of candidates for 
baptism and for membership is vested in the local chmch and is essential 
to its distinct existence, the analogy of the ordinances would lead us to 
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believe that tho Rcrntiuy of qniilitications fur participation in tf10 Lorll's 
Hupper rests with tho snme bolly. 

( g ) This care that only proper persons are :-ulmittcd to tho onlinanccs 
shu1.hl be shown, not by open or forcible dcbnrriug of tho unworthy at tho 
timo of tho celebration, but by previous public instruction of tho congrc
gntion~ null, if neellfnl in the case of persistent offenders, by subsequent 
private nnd fiiemUy admonition. 

E. Special objections to open communion. 

The advocates of this view claim that baptism, as not being an indispen
sable krm of salvation, cannot properly be mnde an indispensable term of 
communion. 

In addition to what has already been said, wo reply: 

( a ) This view is contrary to tho belief and practice of all but an insig
nificant fragment of organized Clnistendom. 

( b) It assumes an unscripturo.l inequality between the two ordinances. 
The Lord's Supper holds no higher rank in Scripture them does Baptism. 
Tho obligation to commune is no more binding than the obligation to pro
fess faith by being baptized. Open communion, however, treats baptism 
as if it were optional, while it insists upon communion as indispensable. 

( c ) It tends to do away with baptism altogether. If the highest privi
lege of church membership may be enjoyed without baptism, baptism loses 
its place mlll importance as the initiatory ordinance of the church. 

( d) It tends to do away with all discipline. When Christians offend, 
the church must withdraw its fellowship from them. But upon the prin
ciple of open communion, such withcl.rawal is impossible, since the Lord's 
Supper, the highest expression of church fellowship, is open to every 
person who regards himself as a Clll:istian. 

( e) It tenlls to do away with the visible church altogether. For no 
visible church is possible, unless some sign of membership be required, in 
allllition to the signs of membership in the invisible chmch. Open c0m• 

munion logically le:-llls to open church membership, and a church member
ship open to all, without reference to tho qualifications required in 
Scripture, or ·without examination on the part of the church as to the 
existence of those qualifications in those who unite with it, is virtually 
an identification of the church with the world, and, without protest from 
Scripturally constituted bodies, would finally result in its actual extinction. 



PART VIII. 

ESCHATOLOGY, OR THE DOCTRINE OF FINAL THINGS. 

Neither the individual Christian character, nor the Christian church as a 
whole, attains its destined perfection in this life ( Rom. 8 : 2± ). This per
fection is reached in the world to come ( 1 Cor. 13 : 10 ). As preparing the 
way for the kingdom of Goel in its completeness, certain events are to take 
place, such as death, Christ's second coming, the resurrection of the body, 
the general judgment. As stages in the future condition of men, there is 
to be an intermediate ancl an ultimate state, both for the righteous and for 
the wicked. We discuss these events and states in what appears from 
Scripture to be the orcler of their occurrence. 

I. PHYSICAL DEATH. 

Physical death is the separation of the soul from the body. We distin
guish it from spiritual death, or the separation of the soul from God; and 
from the second death, or the banishment from God and final misery of the 
reiinited soul ancl body of the wicked. 

Although physical death falls upon the unbeliever as the original penalty 
of sin, to all who are united in Christ it loses its aspect of penalty, and 
becomes a means of discipline and of entrance into eternal life. 

To neither saint nor sinner is death a cessation of being. This we main
tain, against the advocates of annihilation : 

1. Upon rational grounds. 

(a) The metaphysical argument. -The soul is simple, not compounded. 
Death, in matter, is the separation of parts. But in the soul there are no 
parts to be separated. The dissolution of the body, therefore, does not 
necessarily work a dissolution of the soul. But, since there is an immate
rial principle in the brute, and this argument taken by itself might seem to 
prove the immortality of the animal creation equally with that of man, we 
pass to consider the next argument. 

( b) The teleological argument. - l\Ian, as an intellectual, moral, and 
religious being, does not attain the end of his existence on earth. His 
development is imperfect here. Divine wisdom will not leave its work 
incomplete. There must be a hereafter for the full growth of man's powers, 
and for the satisfaction of his aspirations. Created, unlike the brute, with 
infinite capacities for moral progress, there must be an immortal existence 
in which those capacities shall be brought into exercise. Though the 
wicked forfeit all claim to this future, we have here an argument from 
God's love and wisdom to the immortality of the righteous. 

258 
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( c) Tho ethical argument. -:'ifan is not, in this world, nllcquntcly pun
ished for his e,il declls. Onr scuso of jnstico leads us to believe that Go(1's 
mornl administration will he ,indicakd in a lifo to come. l\fore extinction 
of being would not be a sufficient penalty, nor wonl1l it permit degrees of 
punishment c01Tesponlling to clegrces of guilt. This is therefore an argu
ment from God'sjnstice to the immortality of the wicked. The guilty con
science demands a state after death for pnnishmen t. 

( d) The historical argnmont.-Tho popular belief of all nations arnl 
ages shows that the itlen, of immortality is natuml to the lmmnn millll. It 
is not sntlicient to say that tliis inllicates only such desire for cuutinucll 
earthly existence as is necessary to self-prcservn,tion; for nrnltitmles expect 
a life beyond death without desiring it, and mnltitmles desire a h<'avcnly 
i fe without caring for the earthly. This testimony of man's natmo to 
immortnJity may be reganled as the testimony of the God who made the 
nattu·e. 

We conclude our statement of these mtional proofs -n-ith the acknowledg
ment tha.t they rest npon the presnpposition that there exists a G0<l of trnth, 
wisdom, justice, and lo,e, who has made man in his image, and who desires 
to commune with his creatures. ,ve acknowledge, moreo,er, that these 
proofs giV'e us, not an absolute demonstration, but only a balauce of proba
bility, in favor of man's immortality. We turn therefore to Seriptnrc for 
the clear re,elation of a fact of which reason furnishes us little moro than 
a presumption. 

2. Upon scriptural grounds. 

(a) The account of man's creation, and tho subsequent allusions to it 
in Scripture, show that, while the body was made corruptible and snbject 
to death, the soul was made in the image of God, incorruptible and 
immortal. 

( b) The account of the curse in Genesis, and the subsequent allusions to 
it in Scriptme, show that, while the death then iucnrred includes the tlis
solution of the body, it does not inclnde cessation of being on the pa.rt of 
the soul, but only designates that state of the sonl which is the opposite 
of true life, viz., a state of banishment from God, of unholiness, and of 
misery. 

( c ) The Scriptural expressions, held by annihilationists to imply cessa
tion of being on the part of the wickCll, arc used not only in connections 
where they cannot hear this meaning ( Esther 4 :16 ), bnt in connections 
where they imply the opposite. 

( d) The passages hehl to prove the annihilation of the wicked at death 
cannot lrnYe this meaning, since the Scriptmes foretell a resurrection of tho 
unjust as well as of the jnst ; aml a second death, or a misery of tho reunite<l 
soul and body, in the case of the wicked. 

( e) The words nsecl in Scripture to denote tl10 place of departed spirits 
have in them no implication of annihilation, and the allusions to tl10 condi
tion of the departed show that death, to the writers of the Old and tho New 
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Testaments, although it was the termination of man's earthly existence 
was not an extinction of bis being or his consciousness. ' 

(.f) The terms and phrases which have been held to declare absolute 
cessation of existence at death are frequently metaphorical, and an exami
nation of them in connection with the context and with other Scriptures is 
sufficient to show the untenableness of the literal interpretation put upon 
them by the annihilationists, and to prove that the language is merely the 
language of appearance. 

( g ) The Jewish belief in a conscious existence after death is proof that 
tho theory of annihilation rests upon a misinterpretation of Scriptme. 
That such a belief in the immortality of the sonl existed among the Jews is 
abnnclantly evident : from the knowledge of a future state possessed by the 
Egyptians ( Acts 7 : 22 ) ; from the accounts of the translation of Enoch and 
of Elijah ( Gen. 5 : 24 ; cf. Heb. 11 : 5. 2 K. 2 : 11); from the invocation 
of the dead which was practised, although forbidden by the law ( 1 Sam. 
28: 7-H; cf. Lev. 20 : 28; Dent. 18: 10, 11) ; from allusions in the 0. T. 
to resurrection, future retribution, and lifo beyond the grave ( Joh 
19: 25- 27 ; Ps. 16: 9-11; Is. 26: 19 ; Ez. 37: 1-H; Dan. 12 : 2, 3, 13) ; 
and from distinct declarations of such faith by Philo and Josephus, as well 
as by the writers of the N. T. ( l\Iat. 22 : 31, 32 ; Acts 23 : 6 ; 26 : 6-8 ; 
Heb. 11 : 13-16 ). 

( h) Tho most impressive and conclusive of all proofs of immortality, 
however, is a:ffon1ec1 in the resurrection of J esns Christ, - a work accom
plishel1 by his own power, and demonstrating that the spirit lived after its 
separation from the bm1y ( John 2 : 19, 21 ; 10 : 17, 18 ). By coming back 
from tho tomb, he proves that death is not annihilation ( 2 Tim. 1 : 10 ). 

II. THE lNTERJIIEDIATE STATE. 

The Scriptures affirm the conscious existence of both the righteous and 
the wicked, after death, and prior to the resurrection. In the intermediate 
state the soul is without a body, yet this state is for the 1·ighteous a state 
of conscious joy, and for the wicked a state of conscious suffering. 

That the righteous do not receive the spiritual body at death, is plain 
from 1 Thess. 4 : 16, 17 and 1 Cor. 15 : 52, where an interval is intimatel1 
between Paul's time and the rising of those who slept. The rising was to 
occur in the future, '' at the last trump." So the resurrection of the 
wicked had ~ct yet occurred in any single case ( 2 Tim. 2 : 18 -it was an 
error to say that the resurrection was "past already"); it was yet future 
( John 5 :28-30-"the hour cometh "-eµxernt l:Jpa, not Kat vvv forEv

'' now is," as in verse 25 ; Acts 24 : 15 - '' there shall be a resurrection " -
avaG7wnv µD,.J,etv foer:rcfot). Christ was the :first.fruits ( 1 Cor. 15: 20, 23 ). If 
the saints had received the spiritual body at death, the patriarchs would 
have been raised before Christ. 

1. Of the righteous, it -ls declar'3d: 

(a) That the soul of the believe~·, at its separation from the body, 
enters the presence of Christ. 

( u) That the spirits of departed 1.Jelievers are with God. 
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( c) That believers at tleath enter par[tt1isc. 

( d ) That their stak, immediately after death, is greatly to be preferred 
to that of faithful am1 successful In.borers for Christ here. 

( e) Thnt departed saints nre truly alive and conscious. 

(f) That they are at rest and blessed. 

2. Of the wicked, it ls declared: 

( a ) That they are in prison,-that is, are under constraint and gnard 
( 1 Peter 3 : 19- <?vAaK,j ). 

( b) That they are in torment, or conscious suffering ( Luke 1G : 23 -
cv f3aaavot,) • 

( c) That they are under punishment ( 2 Pet. 2 : 9- tinAa(oµfvov, ). 

The passages cited enable us properly to estimate two opposite errors. 

A. They refute, on the one hand, the view that the souls of both right
eous and wicked sleep between death and the resurrection. 

This view is based upon the assumption that the possession of a physical 
organism is indispensable to activity and consciousness-an assumption 
which the existence of a God who is pure spirit (John 4: 2-! ), and the 
existence of angels who are probably pure spirits ( Heb. 1 : 14 ), show to Le 
erroneous. Although the departed are characterized as 'spirits' ( Eccl. 12 : 
7 ; Acts 7 : 59 ; Heb. 12 : 23 ; 1 Pet. 3 : 19 ), there i-, nothing in this ' absence 
from the body' ( 2 Cor. 5 :8) inconsistent with the activity and conscious
ness ascribed to them in the Scriptures above referred to. \\1ien tho dead 
are spoken of as' sleeping' ( Dan. 12 :2; :Mat. 9 : 2-!; John 11 : 11; 1 Cor. 
11 : 30; 15: 51; 1 Thess. 4: 14; 5 : 10 ), we are to regard this as simply the 
language of appearance, and as literally applicable only to the body. 

B. The passages first cited refute, on the other hand, the view that the 
suffering of the intermediate state is purgatorial. 

According to the doctrine of the Roman Catholic church, "all who die 
at peace ·with the chnrch, but are not perfect, pass into purgatory." Here 
they make satisfaction for the sins committed after baptism hy suffering a 
longer or shorter time, according to the degree of their guilt. Tho clrnrch 
on earth, however, has power, by prayers and the saerifiee of tho l\lass, to 
shorten these sufferings or to remit them altogether. Bnt we mge, in 
reply, that the passages referring to suffering in the intermediate state give 
no indication that any true believer is subject to this suffering, or that the 
church has any power to relieve from tho consequences of sin, either in this 
world or in the world to come. Only God can forgive, and tho church is 
simply empowered to declare that, upon the fulfilment of tho appointed 
conditions of repentance and faith, he docs actually forgi,e. This theory, 
moreover, is inconsistent with any proper view of tho completeness of 
Christ's satisfaction ( Gal. 2 ; 21 ; Heb. 9 : 28) ; of justification through faith 
alone (Rom. 3: 28); and of the condition after death, of both righteous 
and wicked, as determined in this life ( EccL 11 : 3 ; Mat. 25 : 10 ; Luke 16; 
26 ; Heb. 9 : 27 ; Rev. 22 : 11 ). 
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We close our discussion of this subject with a single, but an important, 
1·emark,-this, namely, that while the Scriptures represent the intermediate 
state to be one of conscious joy to the righteous, and of conscious pain to 
the wicked, they also represent this state to be one of incompleteness. The 
perfect joy of the saints, and the utter misery of the wicked, begin only 
with the resunection and general judgment. 

III. 'THE SECOND COMING OF CHRIST. 

While the Scriptures represent great eYents in the history of the individ
ual Christian, like death, and great events in the history of the church, like 
the outpouring of the Spirit at Pentecost and the destruction of Jerusalem, 
as comings of Christ for deliverance or judgment, they also declare that 
these partial and typical comings Rhall be concluded by a final, triumphant 
return of Christ, to punish the wicked and to complete the salvation of his 
people. 

1. The nature of this coming. 

Although without douht accompanied, in the case of the regenerate, by 
inward and invisible influences of the Holy Spirit, the second advent is to 
be outward and visible. This we argue: 

(a) From the objects to be secured by Christ's return. These are partly 
external ( Rom. 8 : 21, 23 ). Nature and the body are both to be glorified. 
These external changes may well be accompanied by a visible manifestation 
of him who 'm::.kes all things new ' ( Rev. 21 : 5 ). 

( b ) From the Scriptural comparison of the manner of Christ's return 
with the manner of his departure ( Acts 1 : 11) - see Commentary of 
Hackett, in loco:-" ov Tp6rrov = visibly, and in the air. The expression is 
never employed to affirm merely tho certainty of one event as compared 
with another. The assertion that the meaning is simply that, as Christ had 
devarted, so also he wonl<l return, is contradicted by every passage in 
which the phmse occm·s." 

( c ) From the analogy of Christ's first coming. If this was a literal and 
visihle coming, we may expect the second coming to be literal and visible 
also. 

2. The time of Christ's coming. 

(a) Although Christ's prophecy of this event, in the twenty-fourth chap
ter of l\Iatthew, so connects it with the destruction of J ernsalem that the 
apostles and the early Christians seem to have hoped for its occurrence 
during their life-time, yet neither Christ nor the apostles definitely taught 
when the encl should be, but rather declared the knowledge of it to be 
1·eserved in the counsels of God, that men might ever recognize it as 
possibly at hand, and so might live in the attitude of constant expectation. 

( u ) Hence we find, in immediate connection with many of these predic
tions of the end, a reference to intervening events and to the eternity of 
God, which shows that the prophecies themselves are expressed in a large 
way which befits the greatness of the divine plans. 
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( c) In this we discern a striking pu.m11el between the predictions of 
Christ's tirst, all(l the pretlictions of his secoml, al1Yent. In hoth cases the 
oveut wns moro (listant and moro grn,nd than thoso imagined to whom the 
prophecies first came. Under both dispensations, patient waiting for Christ 
was intended to discipline tho faith, and to cnlnrgo the conception:,;, of Gotl's 
trno servants. Tho fact that every age since Christ ascended has had its 
Chilinsts and Second Athentists should turn our thoughts away from 
curious aml fruitless prying into the time of Christ's coming, and set us at 
immediate and constant enclea,or to be ready, at whatsoe,er hour he may 
appear. 

3. The precurso,·s of Christ's corning. 

(a) Through tho preaching of the gospel in all the world, the kingdom 
of Christ is steadily to enlarge its boundaries, until J ows aml Gentiles alike 
beeomo possessed of its blessings, and a millennial period is introduced in 
which Christianity generally premils throughout tho earth. 

( u) There will be a corresponding development of e,il, either extensive 
or intensive, whose true character shall be manifest not only in deceiving 
many professed followers of Christ and in persecuting true belie,crs, but in 
cons ti tu ting a personal Antichrist as its representative and object of worship. 
This mpid growth shall continue nntil the millennium, during which evil, 
in the person of its chief, shall be temporarily restrained. 

( c) At the close of this millennial period, evil will again be permitted 
to exert its utmost power in a final conflict with righteousness. This spir
itual struggle, moreo,er, will be accompanied and symbolized by political 
convulsions, and by fearful indications of desolation in the natmal world. 

4. Relation of Chri.-;t's second cO'Jning to the millennium. 

The Scripture foretells a period, called in the language of prophecy '' !l 
thousand years," when Satan shall be restrained and tho saints shall rnign 
with Christ on the enrth. A comparison of the passages bearing on this 
subject leads us to tho conclusion that this millennial blessedness and 
dominion is 1>rior to the second advent. One passngo only seems at first 
sight to teach the contrary, viz. : Rev. 20 : 4-10. But this supports the 
theory of a premillmrnial advent only when the passage is inte11Jreted with 
the barest literalness. A better view of its meaning will be gained by 
considering : 

(a) That it constitutes a part, and confessedly nn obscme part, of ono 
of the most figmative books of Scripture, and therefore ought to be inter
preted by the plainer statements of the other Scriptures. 

( b) That the other Scriptures contain nothing with regard to a resurrec
tion of tho righteous which is widely separated in time from that of the 
wicked, but rather declare distinctly that the second coming of Christ is 
immediately connected both with the resuITection of tho just and the 
unjust and with the general ju<lgment. 

( c) That the literal interpretation of the passage-holding, as it does, 
to a, resurrection of bodies of flesh and blood, and to !l reign of the risen 
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saints in the flesh, and in the world as at present constituted-is inconsist
ent with other Scriptural declarations with regard to the spiritual natme 
of the resurrection-body and of the coming reign of Christ. 

(cl) That the literal interpretation is generally and naturally connected 
with the expectation of a gradual and necessary decline of Christ's kingdom 
upon earth, until Christ comes to bind Satan and to introduce the millen
nium. This view not only contradicts such passages as Dan. 2 : 34, 35, and 
l\Iat. 13 : 31, 32, but it begets a passive and hopeless endurance of evil, 
whereas the Scriptures enjoin a constant and aggressfre warfare against it, 
upon the very ground that God's power shall assure to the church a 
gradual but constant progress in the face of it, even to the time of the encl. 

( c ) We may therefore best interpret Rev. 20: 4-10 as teaching in highly 
figurative language, not a preliminary resurrection of the body, in the case 
of departed saints, but a period in the later days of the church militant 
when, under special influence of the Holy Ghost, the spirit of the martyrs 
shall appear again, true religion be greatly quickenet1 and revived, and the 
members of Christ's chnrches become so conscious of their strength in 
Christ that they shall, to an extent unknown before, triumph over the 
powers of evil both ,,ithin and without. So the spirit of Elijah appeared 
again in John the Baptist ( l\Ial. 4 : 5 ; C'j. l\Iat. 11 : 13, 14 ). The fact that 
only the spirit of sacrifice and faith is to be revived is figuratively indicated 
in the phrase : "The rest of the deatl lived not again until the thousand 
years should be finished "= the spirit of persecution and unbelief shall be, 
as it were, laid to sleep. Since resurrection, like the coming of Christ 
and the judgment, is twofold, first, spiritual ( the raising of the soul to 
spiritual life), and secondly, physical ( the raising of the body from the 
grave ), the words in Rm·. 20 : 5 - '' this is the fixst resmrection " - seem 
intended distinctly to preclude the literal interpretation we are combating. 
In short, we hold that Rev. 20 : 4-10 does nut describe the events commonly 
called the second advent and resurrection, but rather describes great spirit
ual changes in the later history of the church, which are typical of, arnl 
preliminary to, the second advent and resurrection, and therefore, after 
the prophetic method, are foretold in language literally applicable only to 
those final events themselves ( cf. Ez. 37 : 1-H ; Luke 15 : 32 ). 

IV. TIIE RESURRECTION. 

While the Scriptmes describe the impartation of new life to the soul in 
regeneration as a spiTitual resurrection, they also declare that, at the second 
coming of Christ, there shall be a resurrection of the body, and a reunion 
of the body to the soul from which, during the intermediate state, it has 
been separated. Both the just and the unjust shall have part in the resur
rection. To the just, it shall be a resmrection unto life ; and the body shall 
be a body like Christ's - a bocly fittetl for the uses of the sanctified spirit. 
To the unjust, it shall be a resmrection unto condemnation ; and analogy 
would seem to imlicate that, here also, the outward form will fitly represent 
the inward state of the soul - being corrupt and deformed as is the soul 
which inhabits it. Those who are living at Christ's coming shall receive 
spiritual bodies without passing through death. As the body after conup-
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tion and dissolution, so tbo outward world aftor destruction by firo, shall bo 
1·clmhilitatcd aud fittetl for the abode of the saints. 

Upon the subject of tho resurrection, our positive information is derived 
wholly from tho word of Gotl. Fnrther discussion of it may be most 
natmn.lly arranged in a series of answers to objections. The objections 
commonly urged against the doctrine, as above propounded, may bo 
reduced to two : 

1. The exegetical obJcction,- that it rests upon a literalizing of meta
phoricn.l language, and has no sufticient support in Scripture. To this wo 
answer: 

(a) That, though the phraso "resurrection of the body" does not occur 
in the New Testament, the passages which describe the event indicate a 
pliysical, as distinguished from a spiritual, change (John 5 : 28, 29 ; Phil. 
3 : 21 ; 1 Thess. 4: 13-17 ). The phrase "spiritual body" ( 1 Cor. 15 : 4-!) 
is a contradiction in terms, if it be understood as signifying 'a body which 
is simple spiI-it.' It can only be interpretecl as meaning a material 
organism, perfectly adapted to be the outward expression and vehicle of the 
purified soul. The pmely spiritual interpretation is, moreover, expressly 
excluded by the apostolic denial that '' the resurrection is past already" 
( 2 Tim. 2: 18 ), and by the fact that there is a resmrection of the unjust, as 
well as of the just ( Acts 24 : 15 ) . 

( b) That the redemption of Christ is declared to include the body as 
well as the soul ( Rom. 8 : 23 ; 1 Cor. 6 : 13-20 ). The indwelling of tho 
Holy Spirit has put such honor upon the frail mortal tenement which ho 
has mn.de his temple, that God would not permit even this wholly to perish 
{ Rom. 8: 11-cl'ta To ivotKovv avrnv rrvei•µa iv i•µlv, i. c., because of his indwell
ing Spirit, God will raise up the mortal body). It is this belief which 
forms the basis of Christian care for tl~e dead ( Phil. 3 : 21 ; cf. l\fat. 22 : 32 ). 

{ c) That the nature of Christ's resurrection, as literal and physical, 
determines the natme of the resurrection in the case of believers { Luke 
24 : 36 ; John 20 : 27 ). As, in the case of Christ, the same body that was 
laid in the tomb was raised again, although possessed of new and s1111)ris
ing powers, so the Scriptures intimate, not simply that the saints shall 
have bodies, but that these bodies shall be in some proper sense an out
growth or transformation of the very bodies that slept in the dust ( Dan. 
n: 2 ; 1 Cor. 15: 53, 54). The denial of the resurrection of the body, in 
the case of believers, leads naturally to a denial of the reality of Christ's 
1·esurrection ( 1 Car. 15 : 13 ). 

( d) That the accompanying e~ents, as the second coming and the judg
ment, since they are themselves literal, imply that the resurrection is also 
literal. 

2. The scientific oujection.-This is threefold: 

( a) That a resurrection of tho particles which compose the body at 
death is impossible, sillce they enter into new combinations, and not nnfre
quently become parts of other bodies which the doctrine holds to be raised 
at the same time. 
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We reply that the Scripture not only does not compel us to hold, but it 
distinctly denies, that all the particles which exist in the boc1y at death are 
present in the resurrection-body ( 1 Cor. 15 : 37 -ov To ai:Jµa To YEVTJa6µEvov ; 
50 ). The Scripture seems only to indicate a certain physical connection 
between the new and the old, although the nature of this connection is not 
revealed. So long as the physical connection is maintainec1, it is not neces
sary to suppose that even a germ or particle that belonged to the old body 
exists in the new. 

( b) That a resurrection-body, having such a remote physical connection 
with the present body, cannot be recognized by the inhabiting soul or by 
other witnessing spirits as the same with that which was lail1 in the grave. 

To this we reply that boc1ily identity does not consist in absolute same
ness of particles during the whole history of the boc1y, but in the organizing 
force, which, even in the flux and l1isplacement of physical particles, makes 
the olc1 the basis of the new, anc1 binds both together in the unity of a 
single consciousness. In our recognition of friends, moreover, we are not 
wholly dependent, oven in this world, upon our perception of bOllily form ; 
and we have reason to believe that in the future state there may be methods 
of communication far more direct and intuitive than those with which we 
are familiar here. 

( c) That a material OTganism can only be 1·egarclecl as a hindrance to the 
free activity of the spiTit, anc1 that the assumption of such an organism by 
the soul, which, during the intermediate state, had been separated from the 
body, would indicate a decline in dignity and power rather than a progress. 

·we reply that we cannot estimate the powers and capacities of matter, 
when brought by Goel into complete subjection to the spiTit. The bodies 
of the saints may be more ethereal than the air, am1 capable of swifter 
motion than the light, and yet be material in their suhstance. That the 
soul, clothed with its spiritual body, will have more exaltec1 powers and 
enjoy a more complete felicity than would be possible while it maintained 
a purely spiritual existence, is evident from the fact that Paul represents 
the culmination of the soul's blessec1ness as occurring, not at death, but at 
the resurrection of the body. 

"\Ve may sum up our answers to objections, and may at the same time 
throw light upon the doctrine of the resurrection, by suggesting four prin
ciples which should govern our thinking with regard to the subject,-these 
namely : 1. Boc1y is in continual flux; 2. Since matter is but ilhe manifesta
tion of Goc1's mind anc1 will, body is plastic in Goc1's hanc1s ; 3. The soul in 
complete union with God may be endowed with the power of Goel ; 4. Soul 
determines body, and not boc1y soul, as the materialist imagines. 

V. THE LAST JUDGMENT. 

While the Scriptures represent all punishment of individual transgressors 
and all manifestations of God's vindicatory justice in the history of nations 
as acts or processes of judgment, they also intimate that these temporal 
judgments are only partial and imperfect, and that they are therefore to be 
concluded with a final and complete vindication of God's righteousness. 
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This will be accomplished by making known to tho nniYerso tho characters 
of nil men, and by awarding to them corresponding destinies. 

1. The nature of the.final judgment. 

The final judgment is not a spiritual, invisible, ell(lless process, identical 
with God's pro,idence in history, but is an outward and visible event, 
occurring at a definite period in the futmc. This we arguo from the fol
lowing considerations : 

(a) The judgment is something for which the evil are "reserved" ( 2 
Peter 2 : 4, 9); something to be expected in the fntnro (Acts 2-1: 2;"5; Heb. 
10 : 27) ; something after death ( Heb. 9 : 27) ; something for which the 
reStu'rection is a preparation ( John 5 : 29 ). 

( b) The accompaniments of the judgment, such as the sccoml coming of 
Christ, the resurrection, and the onbrn,rd changes of the earth, aro eveuts 
which havo an outward and visible, as well as an inward and spiritual, 
aspect. We are compelled to interpret the predictions of the last judgment 
upon the same principle. 

( c) God's justice, in the historical and imperfect work of judgment, 
needs a final outward judgment as its vindication. '' A perfect justice must 
jm1ge, not only moral units, bnt moral aggregates; not only the particulars 
of life, but the life as a whole." The crimo that is hidden and triumphant 
here, and the goodness that is here malignecl and oppressed, must bo 
brought to light and fitly recompensed. " Otherwise man is a Tantalus
longing but never satisfied"; ancl God's justice, of which his outward 
aclministration is the expression, can only be regarded as approximate. 

2. The object of thefinaljuclgnient. 

The object of the final judgment is not the ascertainment, but the mani
festation, of character, and the assignment of outward condition corre
sponding to it. 

(a) To the omniscient Judge, the condition of all moral creatnrer-1 is 
already and fully known. The last day will bo only "the revelation of 
the righteous judgment of God." 

( b ) In the nature of man, there are evidences~ and preparations for thi<J 
final disclosure. Among these may he mentioned the law of memory, by 
which the soul preserves the records of its acts, both good mid evil ( Luke 
16: 25) ; tho law of conscience, by which men involuntarily anticipate 
punishment for their own sins ( Rom. 2 : lG, 1G ; Heh. 10 : 27) ; tho law of 
charaeter, by which every thought and deed makes indelible impress upon 
the moral nature ( Heb. 3: 8, 15 ). 

( c) Single nets and words, therefore, are to he brought into the judg
ment only as indications of the moral condition of tho soul. This mrmifes
tation of all hearts will vindicate not only God's past dealings, but his 
determination of future destinies. 
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3. The Judge fr1, thefinaljudgrnent. 

Goel, in the person of Jesus Christ, is to be the juclge. Though Goel is 
the judge of all ( Heb. 12 : 23 ), yet this judicial activity is exercised through 
Christ, at the last day, as well as in the present state (John 5: 22, 27 ). 

This, for three reasons : 

( a) Christ's human nature enables men to understand both the law and 
the love of God, and so makes intelligible the grounds on which judgment 
is passecl. 

( b) The perfect human nature of Christ, united as it is to the divine, 
ensures all that is needful in true judgment, viz.: that it be both merciful 
ancl just. 

( c) Human nature, sitting upon the throne of judgment, will afford con
vincing proof that Christ has received the reward of his sufferings, and 
that humanity has been perfectly redeemed. The saints shall "judge the 
world " only as they are one ·with Christ. 

4. The subjects of the final Judgment. 

The persons upon whose characters ancl conduct this judgment shall be 
passed are of two great classes : 

(a) All men -each possessed of bocly as well as soul, -the deacl having 
been raised, aud the living having been changed. 

( b) All evil angels, -goocl angels appearing only as attendants and 
ministers of the Judge. 

5. The grounds of the final judgment. 

These will be two in number : 

(·a) The law of God, - as made known in conscience and in Scripture. 

( b) The grace of Christ (Rev. 20: 12 ),-those whose names are found 
"written in the book of life" being approved, simply because of their union 
with Christ and participation in his righteousness. Their good works shall 
be brought into judgment only as proofs of this relation to the Redeemer. 
Those not found "written in the book of life" v.ill be judged by the law of 
God, as God has macle it known to each individual. 

VI. THE FINAL STA.TES OF THE RIGHTEOUS AND OF THE WICKED, 

1. Of the righteous. 

The final state of the righteous is described as eternal life ( l\Iat. 25 : 46 ), 
glory ( 2 Cor. 4 : 17 ), rest ( Heb. 4 : 9 ), knowledge ( 1 Cor. 13 : 8-10 ), holi
ness ( Rev. 21 : 27 ), service ( Rev. 22 : 3 ), worship ( Rev. 19 : 1 ), society 
(Heb. 12: 23 ), communion with God ( Rev. 21: 3 ). 

Summing up all these, we may say that it is the fulness ancl perfection of 
holy life, in communion with God and with sanctified spirits. Although 
there will be degrees of blessedness and honor, proportioned to the capacity 
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and fidelity of each soul ( Lnko rn: 17, 19 ; 1 Cor. 3 : 14, 1G ), each will 

recefre as great a measure of reward as it can contain ( 1 Cor. 2 : D ), and 
this final state, once entered upon, will be u:cchanging in kind nnd endless 
in duration ( Rev. 3 : 12 ; 22 : 15 ). 

With 1·egru·d to heaven, two questions present themselves, namely : 

( a ) Is heaven a pince, ns well as n state ? 

We answer that this is probable, for the reason tlmt the preseuco of 
Christ's human body is essential to heaven, and that this body must be 
oonfiuecl to place. Since tleity and humanity are inilissolnl>ly united in 
Christ's single person, wo cannot regard Christ's human soul ns limited to 
place without vacating his person of its divinity. But we cannot conceive 
of his human body as thus omnipresent. As the new bodies of the saints 
are confined to place, so, it would seem, must be the body of their Lord. 
But, though heaven be the place where Christ manifests his glory through 
the human body which he assumed in the incarnation, our ruling concep
tion of heaven must be something higher even than this, namely, that of a 
state of holy communion with God. 

( b ) Is this eru.'th to be the heaven of the saints ? We answer : 

First,-that the earth is to be purified by fire, and perhaps prepared to 
be the abode of the saints,- although this last is not rendered certain by 
the Scriptures. 

Seconilly, - that this fitting-up of the earth for man's abode, even if it 
were declared in Scripture, would not render it certain that the saints are 
to be confined to these nan-ow limits ( J" ohn 14: 2 ). It seems rather to bo 
intimated that the effect of Christ's work will be to bring the redeemed into 
union and intercomse with other orders of intelligence, from commlmion 
with whom they are now shut out by sin ( Eph. 1 : 20 ; Col. 1 : 20 ). 

2. Of the wicked. 

The final state of the wicked is described under the figmes of eternal fire 
( Mat. 23 : 41) ; the pit of tho abyss ( Rev. 9 : 2, 11) ; outer darkness ( l\Iat. 
8 : 12 ) ; torment ( Rev. 14 : 10, 11 ) ; eternal punishment ( l\Iat. 25 : 4G) ; 

wrath of God ( Rom. 2 : 5) ; second death ( Rev. 21 : 8) ; eternal destruc
tion from the face of the Lord ( 2 Thess. 1 : 9 ) ; eternal sin ( Mark 3 : 20 ). 

Summing up all, we may say that it is the loss of nll good, whether 
physical or spiritual, and the misery of an evil conscience banished from 
God and from the society of the holy, and dwelling under God's positive 
curse forever. Here we are to remember, as in the case of the final state of 
the righteous, that the decisive and controlling element is not the outward, 
but the inward. If hell be a place, it is only that the outward may corres
pond to the inward. If there be outward torments, it is only because these 
will be fit, though subordinate, accompaniments of tho inward state of the 
soul. 

In our treatment of the subject of eternal punishment we must remember 
that false doctrine is often a reaction from the unscriptural and repulsive 
over-statements of Christian apologists. We freely concede : 1. that future 
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punishment does not necessarily consist of physical torments, - it may be 
wholly internal and spiritual ; 2. that the pain and suffering of the future 
are not necessarily due to positive inflictions of Goel,- they may result 
entirely from the soul's sense of loss, and from the accusations of con
science ; and 3. that eternal punishment does not necessarily involve end
less successions of suffering,- as God's eternity is not mere endlessness, so 
we may not be forever subject to the law of time. 

In order, however, to meet opposing views, and to forestall the common 
objections, we proceed to state the doctrine of future punishment in greater 
detail: 

A. The future punishment of the wicked is not annihilation.-In our 
discussion of Physical Death, we have shown that, by virtue of its original 
creation in the image of Goel, the human soul is naturally immortal; that 
neither for the righteous nor the wicked is death a cessation of being; that 
on the contrary, the wicketl enter at death upon a state of conscious suffer
ing which the resurrection and the judgment only augment and render 
permanent. It is plain, moreover, that if annihilation took }Jlace at death, 
there coult1 be no degrees in future punishment,- a conclusion itself at 
variance with express statements of Scripture. 

There are two forms of the annihilation theory which are more plausible, 
and which in recent times find a larger number of advocates, namely: 

( ct) That the powers of the wicked are gmdually weakened, as the 
natural result of sin, so that they finally cease to be.-We reply, first, that 
moral e,il does not, in this present life, seem to be incompatible with a 
constant growth of the intellectual powers, at least in certain directions, and 
we have no reason to believe the fact to be different in the world to come ; 
secondly, that if this theory were tme, the greater the sin, the speedier 
would be the relief from punishment. 

( b ) That there is for the wicked, certainly after death, and possibly 
between death and the jutlgment, a positive punishment proportioned to 
their deeds, but that this punishment issues in, or is followed by, annihila
tion.-We reply first, that upon this view, as upon any theory of annihila
tion, future punishment is a matter of grace as well as of justice - a notion 
for which Scripture affords no warrant; secondly, that Scripture not only 
gives no hint of the cessation of this punishment, but declares in the 
strongest terms its endlessness. 

Since neither one of these two forms of the annihilation theory is 
Scriptural or rational, we avail ourselves of the evolutionary hypothesis as 
throwing light upon the problem. Death is not degeneracy ending in 
extinction, nor punishment ending in extinction,-itis atavism that returns, 
or tends to return, to the animal type. As moral development is from the 
brute to man, so abnormal development is from man to the brute. 

B. Punishment after death excludes new probation and ultimate restora
tion of the wicked.-Some have maintained the ultimate restoration of all 
human beings, by appeal to such passages as the following: Mat. 19: 28; 
Acts 3 : 21 ; Eph. 1 : 9, 10. 
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(a) These passages, as ob::ienro, are to bo interpretetl in tho light of 
thoso plainer ones which wo hnvo alrcatly citetl. Thus interprPtctl, thoy 
foretell only the absolute triumph of the di.vino kingdom, and tho subjec
tion of n.11 evil to God. 

( u) A second probation is not needed to vindicate the justice or the Io-rn 
of Goll, since Christ, the immanent Goel, is alren.tly in this world present 
with every human sonl, quickening the conscience, giving to ench mn,n his 
opportunity, and making every decision between right arnl wrong n true 
probation. In choosing evil n.gainst their better jmlgmcnt oven the heathen 
unconsciously reject Christ. Infants n,rnl idiots, as they have not consciously 
sinnetl, n.re, n.s ·wo may believe, slwetl n.t tleath by having Christ revealed to 
them n.nd by the regenemting influence of his Spirit. 

( c) The n,dvocatos of universal restomtion are commonly the most stren
uous defemlers of the inalienn,ble freedom of the humn,n will to make choices 
contrary to its past character and to all the motives which are or can bo 
brought to bc:tr upon it. As a matter of fact, we fintl in this world that 
men choose sin in spite of infinite motives to the contrary. Upon the 
theory of hmnau freedom just mentioned, no motives which God can use 
will certainly accomplish the snJrntion of all moral creatures. The soul 
which resists Christ here may resist him forever. 

( d) Upon the more correct view of the will which we havo aclvocated, 
the case is more hopeless still. Upon this view, the sinful soul, in its very 
sinning, gives to itself a siufnl bent of intellect, affection, mul will; in other 
words, makes for itself n, character, which, thongh it does not render neces
sary, yet docs render certain, apart from divine grace, the continuance of 
sinful action. In itself it finds a self-formed motive to evil strong enough 
to prnvail over all irnlncements to holiness which God S<'es it ,vise to bring 
to bear. It is in the next worltl, indeed, subjected to suffering. But suffer
ing has in itself no reforming power. Unless accompanied by special 
renewing influences of the Holy Spirit, it only hardens and embitters the 
soul. We have no Scripture evidence that such influences of the Spirit are 
oxertell, after death, npon tho still impenitent; lmt ahm1efont evidence, on 
tho contrary, that the moral condition in which death finds men is their 
condition forever. 

( f'.) Tho declaration as to Judas, in l\fat. 26 : 24, conltl not be true upon 
the hypothesis of a final restoration. If at any time, even after the lapse of 
ages, ,Judas be redeemed, his subsequent infinite duration of ulossedness 
must outweigh all the finite suffering tlirough which he has passetl. The 
Scripture statement that "good were it for that man if he had not been 
born" must be regardecl as a refutation of the theory of universal rcstom
tion. 

C. Scripture declares this future punishment of the wicked to be eternal. 
It docs this by its uso of the terms ai,:iv, aiiivto{.- Some, however, maintain 
that these terms do not necessarily imply eternal duration. We reply: 

(a) It must be conceded tliat these words do not etymologically neces
sitate the idea of eternity ; and that, aR expressing the idea of "age-long," 
they are sometimes used in a limited or rhetorical sense. 
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( b) They do, however, express the longest possible clnration of which 
the subject to which they are attributed is capable ; so that, if the soul is 
immortal, its punishment must be without encl. 

( c) If, when used to describe the future punishment of the wicked, they 
do not declare the endlessness of that punishment, there are no worcls in 
the Greek language which could express that meaning. 

( d) In the great majority of Scripture passages where they occur, they 
have unmistakably the signification '' everlasting." They are used to 
express the eternal duration of God, the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 
( Rom. 1G: 26; 1 Tim. 1 : 17; Heb. 9 :14; Rev. 1: 18); the abiding pres
ence of the Holy Spirit with all true believers ( John 14: 17) ; and the 
endlessness of the future happiness of the saints ( l\1at. 19: 29; John 6: 54:, 
58; 2 Oor. 9 :D). 

( e) The fact that the same word is used in l\Iat. 25 : 46 to describe both 
the sufferings of the wicked and the happiness of the righteous shows that 
the misery of the lost is eternal, in the same sense as the life of Goel or the 
blessedness of the saved. 

(f) Other descriptions of the condemnation and suffering of the lost, 
excluding, as they do, all hope of repentance or forgiveness, render it cer
tain that aitlv and aitlvwr;, in the passages referred to, describe a punish
ment that is without end. 

(g) While, therefore, we grant that we do not know the nature of 
eternity, or its relation to time, we maintain that the Scripture representa
tions of future punishment forbid both the hypothesis of annihilation, and 
the hypothesis that suffering will end in restoration. Whatever eternity 
may be, Scripture renders it certain that after death there is no forgive
ness. 

D. This everlasting punishment of the wicked is not inconsistent with 
God's justice, but is rather a revelation of that justice. 

( a ) We have seen in our discussion of Penalty ( pages 6;":i2-656) that its 
object is neither 1·eformatory nor deterrent, lmt simply vindicatory; in 
other words, that it primarily aims, not at the good of the offender, nor at 
the welfare of society, but at the vindication of law. We have also seen 
( pages 269, 291) that justice is not a form of benevolence, but is the expres
sion and manifestation of God's holiness. Punishment, therefore, as the 
inevitable and constant reaction of that holiness against its moral opposite, 
cannot come to an end until guilt and sin come to an encl. 

( b) But guilt, or ill-desert, is endless. However long the sinner may 
be punished, he never ceases to be ill-deserving. Justice, therefore, which 
gives to all according to their deserts, cannot cease to punish. Since the 
reason for punishment is endless, the punishment itself must be endless. 
Even past sins involve an endless guilt, to which endless punishment is 
simply the inevitable correlate. 

( c) Not only eternal guilt, but eternal sin, demands eternal punish
ment. So long as moral creatures are opposed to God, they desel'Ve pun-
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islnnent. Since we cnnuot mensmo tho power of tho depraved will to resist 
Gull, we cam10t deuy the possibility of endless sinning. Sin tends e-ver
more to reproduce itself. Tho Scriptures speak of an " eternal sin " ( ::\Iark 
3: ~a). But it is just in God to visit entUess siuniug with crnUess punish
ment. Sin, moreover, is not only an act, but also a condition or state, of 
the soul; this state is impme and abnormal, involves misery; this misery, 
as appointed by Goel to vindicate In.w and holiness, is punishment; this 
punishment is the necessary manifestation of God's justice. Not the 
punishing, but the not-punishing, wouhl impugn his justice; for if it is just 
to punish sin at all, it is just to punish it as long as it exists. 

( d) The actual facts of human life and the tendencies of moclern science 
show that this principle of retributive justice is inwrought into the elements 
allll forces of the physical and moral universe. On the one hand, hn.1Jit 
hegets fixity of chnracter, and in the spiritual world sinful acts, often 
n~peated, produce a permanent state of sin, which the soul, unaided, cannot 
change. On the other hand, organism and environment are correlated to 
each other; and in the spiritual world, the selfish and impure find sm
roundings corresponding to their natnre, while the surr01mdings react 
upon them and confirm their evil character. These principles, if they act 
iu the next life as they do in this, will ensme increasing and unending pun
ishment. 

( e) As there are degrees of human guilt, so future punishment may 
atlmit of degrees, and yet in all those degrees be infinite in dmation. The 
tloctrine of everlasting punishment does not imply that, at each instant of 
the future existence of the lost, there is infinite pain. A line is infinite in 
length, but it is far from being infinite in breadth or thickness. "An 
infinite series may make only a finite sum; and infinite series may differ 
infinitely in their total amount." The Scriptmes recognize such degrees 
in future p1mishment, while at the same time they declare it to be endless 
( Luke 12 :47, 48; Rev. 20: 12, 13 ). 

(f) We know the enormity of sin only by God's own declarations with 
reganl to it, and by the sacrifice which he has made to redeem us from it. 
As committed against an infinite God, and as having in itself infinite possi
bilities of evil, it may itscli bo infinite, and may deserve infinite punish
ment. Hell, as well as the Cross, inclicll.tes God's estimate of sin. 

E. This everlasting punishment of the wicked is not inconsistent with 
God's benevolence.-It is maintained, however, by many who object to 
eternal retribution, that benevolence requires God not to foflict punish
ment upon his creatmes except as a means of attaining some higher good. 
We 1·eply: 

(a,) God is not only benevolent but holy, ancl holiness is his mling 
attribute. The vindication of Gocl's holiness is the p1imary and sufficient 
object of punishment. This constitutes a good whic!J. fully j.1stifies the 
infliction. 

( b) In this life, Gocl's jnstice cloes involve certain of his creatures in 
sufferings which are of no aclvnntage to the inclividuals who suffer ; as in 
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the case of penalties which do not reform, and of afflictions which only 
harden and embitter. If this be a fact here, it may be a fact hereafter. 

( c) The benevolence of God, as concerned for the general good of the 
universe, requires the execution of the full penalty of the law upon all who 
reject Christ's salvation. The Scriptures intimate that God's treatment of 
human sin is matter of instruction to all moral beings. The ~elf-chosen 
ruin of the few may be the salvation of the many. 

( d) The present existence of sin and punishment is commonly admitted 
to be in some way consistent with God's benevolence, in that it is made the 
means of revealing God's justice and mercy. If the temporary existence of 
sin and punishment lead to good, it is entirely possible that their eternal 
existence may lead to ye(greater good. 

( e ) As benevolence in God seems in the beginning to have permitted 
moral evil, not because sin was desirable in itself, but only because it was 
incident to a system which provided for the highest possible freedom and 
holiness in the creature ; so benevolence in God may to the end permit the 
existence of sin and may continue to punish the sinner, undesirable as these 
things are in themselves, because they are incidents of a system which pro
vides for the highest possible freedom and holiness in the creature through 
eternity. 

F. The proper preaching of the doctrine of everlasting punishment is 
not a hindrance to the success of the gospel, but is one of its chief and 
indispensable auxiliaries. - It is maintained by some, however, that, because 
men are naturally repelled by it, it cannot be a part of the preacher's 
message. We Teply : 

( a) If the doctrine be true, and clearly taught in Scripture, no fear of 
consequences to ourselves or to others can absolve us from the duty of 
preaching it. The minister of Christ is under obligation to preach the 
whole truth of God; if he does this, God will care for the ;results. 

( b) All preaching which ignores the doctrine of eternal punishment just 
so far lowers the holiness of God, of which eternal punishment is an expres
sion, and degrades the work of Christ, which was needful to save us from 
it. The success of such preaching can be but temporary, and must be fol
lowed by a disastrous reaction toward rationalism and immorality. 

( c) The fear of future punishment, though not the highest motive, is 
yet a proper motive, for the renunciation of sin and the turning to Christ. 
It must therefore be appealed to, in the hope that the seeking of salvation 
which begins in fear of God's anger may end in the service of faith and love. 

( d) In preaching this doctrine, while we grant that the material images 
used in Scriptme to set forth the sufferings of the lost are to be spiritually 
and not literally interpreted, we should still insist that the misery of the 
soul which eternally hates God is greater than the physical pains which are 
used to symbolize it. Although a hard and mechanical statement of the 
truth may only awaken opposition, a solemn and feeling presentation of it 
upon proper occasions, and in its due relation to the work of Christ and the 
offers of the gospel, cannot fail to accomplish God's purpose in preaching, 
and to be the means of saving some who hear. 


